
NOTES FROM THE POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
The first issue of the Digester was dated September 18, 1922. For five years, it would be the only 
local news medium of the Powell River district. The magazine carried news from the Powell River 
Company’s mill and the surrounding area, interspersed with entertainment, gossip, humor, philosophy 
and historical items. It appeared twice a month until the end of 1922, becoming a monthly publication 
with the January issue of 1923.
The caption under a photo of the 1922 mill on the first page of Vol. 1, No. | states:
Published by and devoted to the interests of the employees of Powell River Company Limited and the 
welfare of the community.
In September 1922, the Powell River Company’s paper mill was operating 4 paper machines which 
produced some 5700 tons of newsprint per month. The present mill (2005), operated by Catalyst 
Paper Corporation, with only three paper machines, many times larger and faster than the original 
ones, produces about 37,000 tons of a variety of papers in a month, approximately 6’ times as much.
The district population in 1922 was roughly 2100. The Company employed about 500. (7?)
The Powell River Digester: first issue, September 18, 1922
Introduction by Norman R. Lang, Managing Director of the Company:
This first copy of the Powell River Digester goes to you with the wish of the Directors that its 
publication will prove an unqualified success and that it will be the means of bringing you all into 
closer relationship with each other and with the management, so that our prediction may be fulfilled 
that the Powell River Plant will be known as the best operated plant on the continent.

First editor: T.B. Medforth
19 reporters on original staff: 
J. Innis
T.D. Rees
W.L. Todd
Ed. Smith
J.J. Richardson
R. Woodruff
W.A. McLeod
W. Hutchison
J. McIntyre
C. McK. Cole
J.N. AcKerman
R.W. Newby
A.S. Clark
M. Mckenzie
Ed. Profitt
H.J. Penketh
G.T. Kynock
W. Howe
A. Coverdale

In 1921, Powell River became the first community 1n British Columbia with dial telephones, but only a few
people were privileged to actually have one. World news was available through imported newspapers from
Vancouver. Radio was still on the horizon. The Digester was a necessity. Sample headings from the first issue
give an idea of the magazine’s broad scope:



Powell River School Record: A brief history of school in Powell River from September 1, 1911 to 
September 5, 1922, when the community boasted the eight-room Henderson School (old Henderson), 
attended by 298 students and 9 teachers (page 2).
Brew Your Own: Encouraging mill workers to think about ways to improve their jobs and profit from their 
ideas by leaving them in the suggestion box—“Brew Your Own Success.”
First Annual Children’s Day: Describes the parade and sports activities of September 4. It is 
accompanied by a photo showing a small, un-uniformed Rube Band marching on what appears to be a 
muddy street. The weather was not quite perfect (Page 2). A photo on page 6 shows the fire truck 
decorated for the parade.
Origin and Development of Paper: A brief outline of the invention of paper in the east and how it came 
to the west (page 3).
Boy Scouts: A brief account of scouting in Powell River (page 6)
Garden Notes: September hints for Powell River gardeners (page 6)
Safety First: Reports that there were 51 accidents in and around the mill during the month of August, 
making a total loss of time of 63.5 days (page 7)
Fire Conditions: Report of the Fire Chief (page 7)
Sports: Report of the lawn bowlers who played a match in Vancouver and the beginning of golf in 
Powell River (page 8).
Junior Baseball: The BLUES, under captain Frank Haslam, won the Canadian Bank of Commerce 
Challenge Cup for 1922. Many well-known Powell Riverites were part of that team: Charles Adams, Joe 
Culos, Angelindo Culos, Wilfred Woodward, Battleman McIntyre, Jack Gebbie, Clarence Beecroft and 
Alex Morris (page 8).
What Is A Wolf Cub?: How to become a Wolf Cub (page 9).
Office Jottings: News from the Company offices (page 9).
Stray Voltage From the Electrical Department: News and gossip (page 10).
Department Store: Clothing and grocery specials (page 11).
Sulphite Department: A humorous tribute to a worker:
The reason for the recent inquiry for “First Aid” men is that A. McKinnon of the Blow Pits (part of the 
sulphite pulp manufacturing complex) has brought back his motorcycle from Grand Forks. Through 
close association with said machine, Mac is the proud exhibitor of several warlike scars which will gain 
him considerable prestige in the eyes of credulous grandchildren. Numerous involuntary flights over the 
handlebars make him eligible for an aviator’s certificate.
Around the Machine Shop: Machine Shop news (page 11)
Wood Mill: Little to report from the sawmill and barker mill (page 12)
Weddings: Stoneman-Blondin and Tapp-Harper (page 12).
Deaths: George Owen and Albert Hill (page 12).
Beater Room News: Harry Andrews and No. 5 machine (page 12).
Space between the items is filled with anecdotes, humorous sayings and jokes.
There were golfers in town in the fall of ‘22, and they wanted to play their game. A small golf course 
was taking form. A paragraph from page 8:
The Royal and Ancient Game of Golf is about to make its debut in Powell River. The finishing touches 
are being put on the greens. Quite a number have been out practicing and the indications are that the 
game will be very popular here. Any intending player requiring clubs, etc. may obtain same at the 
Welfare Department, Room 4.
The second issue of the Digester, September 30, 1922, opens with a brief essay on the beauties of 
autumn by Baltus Bond. This is followed, on page 2, by an historical item about the first paper mill in 
America, which begins with a rather ~ confusing paragraph:
It is generally believed that the first paper mill in America was established in 1498 [only six years after 
Columbus came! the first patents were not granted there until 1690, the same year that William
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Rittenhouse, a native of Holland and one of the early settlers of Germantown, Penn., 
started at Roxborough, near Philadelphia, the first paper mill in America.
Winners of the various categories of the Garden Competition are listed on page 3.
Page 4 has a list of 11 movies, silent black and white, coming to the Patricia Theatre. It is 
about as close to advertising as the Digester comes. One of the films starred Gloria 
Swanson in “Her Filder Cage.” Another featured Rudolph Valentino in “Once To Every 
woman.”
In the fall of 1922, the Boy Scouts undertook to deliver The Digester to every house in 
town.
A notice on page 6 reminds readers that daylight saving time ends on October 1, a month 
earlier than in 2005.
The Digester supported the idea of a local band: (page 6):
How about forming a band in Powell River? There is no question but that we have the 
right material in our midst, judging from the showing made on Children’s Day. Let’s get 
together and work up an organization worthy of our town. All those interested please hand 
their names (and instruments played) to James Innes of the Welfare Department, room 4, 
Central Building.
St. John’s Union Church: Induction of Rev. Hugh Graham (page 8)
Churches: Schedules of St. Paul’s (Rev. P.C. Wade), St. Joseph’s (Rev. Father Van 
Wetten) and St. John’s Union Church (Rev. Hugh Graham).
Report of the Powell River Employees’ Sick Benefit Society for August 1922: the Society 
made a profit of $523.22. It payed benefits totalling $726.67 to 18 members. Thirty-one 
patients were hospitalized for a total of 379 days during the month (page 11).
Issue No. 3, October 14, 1922 continues the history of paper making in America (page 2).
The Digester’s first report of newsprint production by the Powell River mill (page 5) shows 
5688 tons for 25 days in September 1922.
Wharf News with humor (page 9):
“The S.S. Waihemo was here last week loading paper for Australia, and when making 
ready to depart had the misfortune to get her stern rope tangled in her propeller, which 
delayed her several hours. One of the wharf wits suggested that they could get at the seat 
of the trouble easier if they waited till low tide.” Issue No. 4, October 28, 1922
Safety (page 6): During the month of September, 71 accidents were reported to the mill 
First Aid Room. They resulted in a total loss of 69 working days. Safety practices in the 
1922 mill left a lot to be desired.
NorskeCanada, for four weeks in the summer of 2005, reported only 24 First Aid 
treatments, none of which resulted in lost time for the employee.
A continuing gossip and trivia column entitled “What People Are Saying” begins with this 
issue on page 11: The immigration question does not worry us any, aS we can do well 
enough with the “Made in B.C.” products.

Issue No. 5, November 11, 1922
Powell River School Honor Roll For October (page 4)
HIGH SCHOOL
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Third Year ,
1. Lorna Campbell
2. Janie McMahon
3. Lucille Hogue
Second Year
1. Alice Milnes
2. Enid Campbell 
First Year
1. Felix Nicholson
2. Nellie Bressanutti
3. Dorothy Beattie 
GRADE SCHOOL 
Division 1.
1. Edwin Sadler 
2. Clarice Dicker
3. Henry Samsin
4. Ronald Russell 
Division 2. Junr. 4
1. Alice Beattie
2. Alfred Whittington
3. Alfred Parker 
4. Allan Kerby
Senior 3.
1. Don Scott
2. Lily Turness
3. Clarissa Haslam
4. Margaret Macdonald
Division 3.—A Class.
1. Reggie Parkin
2. Jimmie Goddard
3. Muriel Parkin
4. Billy Parkin
B Class.
1. Billy Linzey
2. Ralph Laine
3. Hazel Innes
4. Billy Mathieson
Division 4—Junior 2.
1. Percy Sandwell
2. Harry Willis
3. Frances Webb
4. Ingrid Anderson
Senior 2.
1. Alice Russell
2. Peter Samsin
3. Amando Artico
4. Helen Medforth 
Division 5—Senior Primer.
1. Fannie Bressanutti
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2. Ermis Cecconl
3. Therese Duplin ]
4. Marie Sturgess
Division 6—Second Primer
1. Stella Hall
2. Winnie Phillips
3. Sue Marlatt
4. Myrtle Johnston
First Primer.
1. Horace Beattie
2. Victor Poole
3. Bernice Casey
4. Walter Narcuk
Division 7—First Primer.
1. Edna lose
2. Margaret Carruthers
3. Nellie Southcott
4. Annie Alexander
Receiving Class.
1. Mabel Sturges
2. Dorothea Hyat
3. Tommy Parkin
4. Hugh McLeod.

Radio broadcasting was beginning in 1922, but very few stations were on the air. They were broadcasting with
very low power, but, with the right equipment, a good antenna and good headphones—and great patience, it was
possible to hear them—occasionally. And there were Powell River citizens who met all the requirements. To hear
a voice a hundred miles away, or a thousand, or more, not connected by wires, seemed like magic. But there were
doubters and skeptics. It was hard to prove that one had actually heard a station. To encourage the public to build
receiving sets (they were simple, but parts were expensive), broadcasters would send cards confirming reception
to listeners who wrote to them with the description of a program and the time 1t was heard. The Digester was
interested, of course, and reported on the successes—or failures of those pioneers of the new age. The magazine’s
first mention of radio was a brief paragraph on page 5:

But the radio bug is moving a wide swath, there being a severe outbreak on Maple Avenue at a house very near
the Gopher Club, and evidence that the suburbs are also suffering.

Powell River was infested with rats in October 1922, and the Digester called for action (page 7):
The rat family is increasing by leaps and bounds in Powell River and it is infected by some disease which
may or may not be infectious. Rats trapped during the past two years here are found to have a scab disease
on the ears and nose. How about a little co-operation to wipe out these pests

Salmon and cod were plentiful in the 20s and fishing off the Company wharf was a popular sport. A brief item
on page 7 will recall the “good old days.’:

Last week, while Charlie Lynch was fishing off the wharf he hooked a fine salmon. During the process of
playing his fish prior to landing it, a big ling cod grabbed the salmon. After considerable difficulty,
Charlie got the gaff hook into the cod and hauled his catch ashore.

On checking up, it was found that the salmon weighed nine pounds, and the cod 53 pounds.
This is the third time that this incident has occurred on our wharf. Our noted angler, George Clapp,

landed a similar catch on two previous occasions.
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What People Are Saying (page 3)
The vote was unanimous in favor of holding a Bowling Club smoker every month during the winter.
The golf course was playable and the number of players increasing rapidly. It was time to get 
organized. The Digester reports on the first meeting:
A very enthusiastic meeting was held last week for the purpose of forming a Golf Club. About fifty 
ladies and gentlemen were present and the following officers were elected.
President, Dr. A. Henderson
Vice-President, R. Bell-Irving
Secretary-Treasurer, R. Medforth
Executive Committee, Messrs. Moore, Lang, Cole, Peacock, Hogue and Newby.
A committee was chosen to draw up the By-Laws and Rules of the Club, which will be presented for 
adoption at a general meeting next week.
Issue No. 6, November 25, 1922
Page 3 gives a report on the census of 1922. Westview was a small community, but growing:
Powell River Townsite 1527
Michigan Landing (present Willingdon Beach) 53
Cranberry Lake 157
Westview 41
Brooks-lowa Mill93
Wildwood 127
District total 1998
In the fall of 1922, the much-loved steamships provided good passenger and freight service between 
Powell River and Vancouver. Nine ships were involved: Chilco, Prince George, Camosun. Chasina, 
Charmer, Cowichan, Cheakamus and Prince Rupert. Travellers had a choice of three departure times 
on Sunday; none on Monday; two on Tuesday and Wednesday; one on Thursday; three on Friday and 
two on Saturday—13 departures per week. (Page 4)
Page 5 has more evidence of the coming of radio:
it would appear that the kidder must needs be kidded, for lo, the Dug has now enmeshed a worthy 
citizen of Poplar Avenue. We prophet that soon the midnight oil will burn in an earnest endeavor to 
solve the problem, variocoupler-variometer versus loose couplers (two early-day methods of tuning a 
simple radio).
The Golf Club was gaining members rapidly, putting a strain on the small course (page 6).
The Club boasted a membership of 135:
No game that has been introduced here has taken such a hold on the people as Golf.
Members are requested to note that the holes have been changed. The new plan will be seen on the 
notice board at the first tee.
Copies of the By-Laws and Local Rules are now complete and may be had from the secretary. The 
members are requested to co-operate with the officials of the Club in seeing that the rules are strictly 
adhered to.
There was sufficient interest in classical music to bring a trio of performers to Powell River for a 
concert.
Attendance was less than expected, possibly due to weather conditions.
A forest fire on Goat Island in the summer of 1922 cost the provincial fire-fighting service about 
$6,000. Chief Constable Hadley, investigated and traced the cause of the fire to a man from 
Courtenay who had thrown down a cigarette without putting it out. The man was arrested and fined 
$150, quite a lot of money at that time. He appealed his case, at a cost of about $500, and the 
prosecution was again successful. The man’s total costs were
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$650. The Digester used the story to emphasize the cost of carelessness (page 9)
What People Are Saying (page 10):
As entertainers, The Working Party may be likened unto the proverbial pot-egg—in that it cannot be 
beaten.
The local tonsorial Parlors have been re-decorated. Hughie is considering applications for a Manicure 
Artist, it being necessary to find some new source of revenue to pay for that “Scotch” trip last year.
Issue No. 7, December 16, 1922
A bowling alley and gymnasium were nearing completion in November. Charlie Cullen was appointed 
to take charge of the alleys and was busy organizing a tournament to celebrate the opening. W.A. 
Wellband was Physical Instructor of the gymnasium and devoting all of his time ro organizing classes 
and leagues for the various games.
The gymnasium was expected to open at the beginning of 1923. It would be one of the best-
appointed athletic halls on the Pacific Coast, The Company had provided the most up-to-date 
equipment and made provision for basketball, volleyball, squash and even indoor baseball! (Page 3)
A full-page item on page 9 describes preparations for the building of a new steam plant and 250-foot 
smoke stack in the Company mull:
The tall tent-like structure of tarpaulins which has recently appeared just above the ruins of the old 
bakery may be taken as the first tangible sign of the new boiler house to be erected by Chas. C. 
Moore & Co. The purpose of the tarpaulins is not, as might be supposed, to protect the statue of a 
prominent citizen, but to shelter from the elements a test column which has been set in place in order 
to determine the bearing qualities of the soil on which the foundation of the new chimney will rest. The 
chimney, when completed, will be a most imposing feature of the new steam plant. It will have a 
diameter of 14 feet at the top and a total height of 250 feet above the ground...
Humorous stories from the mill often found their way into the Digester. A case 1n point is the story of 
Sing Lee’s horse, which understood only Chinese: (page 12)
Sing Lee’s horse caused considerable excitement in the blacksmith shop one day last week. It is 
customary for Sing to leave an attendant in charge of the horse, for it only understands Chinese. On 
this particular occasion, Sing failed to do so, with the result that Chas. had some job on his hands ... 
Charlie said that when his cousin had resigned as president of a large banking concern, Scotland 
Yard had traced him as far as China, but lost him. That was all he knew about China but thought he 
would try the job. Sing’s horse did not take kindly to Charlie, and Charlie took the count. George, with 
the aid of a dozen men, did the job, and now Sing is Nappy.
What People Are Saying (page 14):
We would like to see more of the old-timers Dob-sleighing down Second Street.
The acquisition of a new piano in Central Hall is greatly appreciated.
Westview School:
The children of Westview School are to be congratulated on their success in securing the Strathcona 
Trust FIRST PRIZE for physical drill. The award has just been received from the Department of 
Education in Victoria (page 19).
Vol. 2, January 1923
The Bowling Alleys were opened on the appointed date by A.E. McMaster, Mill Manager, who threw 
the first two balls on No. 2 Alley, or, more correctly, down the gutters. Mr. Sheahan was behind, 
coaching him.
In the tournaments, Al. Cade rolled 209 to win the turkey. The team prizes (large boxes of candy) 
were won by Al. Cade and Jack Elsworth with a score of 378. Two weeks later, Norman Lang, the 
Company’s Managing
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Director, offered a $100 prize, a lot of money at the time, for the first man who rolled five consecutive strikes.
Women were not bowling at that time, but they were eager to begin and plans were being made to set aside 
a time for them. The experienced men tried very hard to win the money, but finally, a novice, W.A. Shreeve, 
walked in to try his hand at the game and rolled five consecutive strikes. “It was just pure luck,” he said after 
the game.
(Page 7)
The gymnasium was well organized by this time, with separate classes for business men, senior men, 
schoolboys 12 and over, ladies, senior girls, and school girls. (Page 8)
The ninth annual Paper Makers’ Ball occurred on New Year’s Night. Where it occurred is not stated, but it 
was probably in Central Hall. The Digester was lavish in its praise: (page 10):
The guests came from far and near, and the attendance ran away over the three hundred mark. The music 
supplied by local talent, augmented by two of Vancouver's musical artists, left nothing to be desired, and the 
liberal way in which the orchestra responded to repeated encores was a leading factor in the evening s 
enjoyment.
What People Are Saying (page 15):
A common costume around P.R. these days consists of riding breeches with “Gotohell” pockets in ‘em - with 
leggin’s of course.
Page 19 contains two photos of groups of children. The captions state that there are over five hundred 
children in each. It seems like a large number of children for a community of only 2000. But families were 
large in the 20s.
The children were being entertained by Santa Claus (Powell River Company), most likely in Central Hall, 
where big events were usually held.
The Finishing Room Staff put on a dance for about 200 people in Central Hall. Before dancing began, Frank 
Soules and Fred Smythe sang solos. The Powell River Orchestra “was all that was to be desired.” (Page 20) 
Page 23 contains a report on the Institution of Powell River B.P.O.E., No. 63:
On Sunday, January 14, in Central Hall, Bro. A. Davis, Provincial Deputy Grand Exalted Ruler of the 
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks of Canada, Instituted Powell River Lodge B.P.O.E., No. 63, with the 
assistance of the following brothers: Bro. Dendoff, Nanaimo 26; Bro. Robert Steele, New Westminster, No.
3; Bro. Dr. McDonald, Vancouver, No. 1; Bro. Ned Hanley, New Westminster, No. 3.
After the institutional ceremonies, the visiting officers put on the work of the Order for the benefit of the new 
members by initiating into the realms of Elkdomtwo candidates from a class of 112. All were very much 
impressed with the rights and the motto “A TRUE ELK NEVER FORGETS” was indelibly fixed in the mind of 
eacn one.
The new officers for the Powell River Lodge, No. 63 were then installed. As follows-
Honorary Past Exalted Ruler Wm. Sheaham
Exalted Ruler W.A. McLeod
Leading Knight Ray Newby
Lecturing Knight Dr. Thos. W. Fletcher
Secretary E. C. Lee
Treasurer M.H. Mottley
Esquire Frank Soules
Chaplain Rev. Hugh Graham
Historian W. Hutchison
Inner Guard H J. Penketh
Tyler Chas. L. Cullin
Trustee, 3 years John Mcintyre
Trustee, 2 years H.E. Benner
Trustee, 1 year J.R. Mcintyre
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Vol. 2, No. 2, February 1923
A detailed report on the Burns Night Celebration is on pages 4 and 5: W.P. Alexander offered the 
Scottish Grace: 

Some ha’e meat and canna eat,
Some ha’e nane that want it;
But we ha’e meat and we can eat,
So let the Lord be thankit.

Rev. Graham, as Chairman, was supported by John McIntyre, toastmaster, and the chief executives 
of the Powell River Company …
A brief note on page 5 says “The human body is the only machine for which there are no spare parts. 
Learn to use rightly those you have.” How times have changed.
Powell River School Promotions, February 1923 (pages 6-7).
The new gymnasium proved very popular, with an attendance of 307 in the first week. Senior girls 
were leading in class attendance. The supply of gym clothes was exhausted. Experts were concerned 
that the facility would not be able to accommodate the numbers who would wish to use it. A photo on 
page 8 shows the interior of the building with 30 men in gym attire. The room doesn’t appear to be 
quite large enough for indoor baseball, as previously suggested. Basketball was very popular, with 
several teams practicing, and Mr. Wellband encouraged them to choose captains and names for their 
teams so that a league could be formed and a trophy provided..
Ladies Day at the bowling alleys began on January 31. It was such a success that a waiting list was 
anticipated.
(Page 9)
A three-man team of mill pipe fitters challenged a team from the machine shop on the bowling alleys, 
each promising to demolish the other. They played three games and the machinists won, 1070 to 
954.
There was a move afoot to bring a five-man team from Vancouver to play against Powell River’s top 
five.(page 9)
What People Are Saying (page 13):
The Editor [Digester] uses the pruning hook a little too freely to please several of the boys. “Choice” 
copy is scrapped—sometimes
We fully realize an editor must edit, restrain and incite.
The “employees” of Powell River Company are about one percent real woman and ninety-nine 
percent “heman.”
Ralph Moore and Billy MacGillivray have formed a towage company. The ruthless hand of 
circumstance is forcing them to modify their equipment for salvage purposes. The first job they had 
was to salvage one of their own tug boats
Newsprint production for the Company’s four paper machines 1n January 1923 was 5914.1 tons. 
(Page 13) Excavation for the new boiler house was proceeding. 3000 cubic yards of earth had been 
removed, and that included 900 cubic yards for the chimney foundation, a reinforced concrete pad 42 
feet in diameter. Sand and gravel bunkers for the construction project were being erected (page 17).
The Lutzville Pine Cats (page 19), a three-man bowling team, played against the Machine Shop on 
the bowling alleys. One of the visitors was the same Scheive who had won the $100 for five 
consecutive strikes and the others had won trophies in the past. But the Cats seem to have suffered 
the effects of too much hard cider.
Hitching posts had been erected at the rear of the alleys for the benefit of the visitors, so that horses 
could be prevented from wandering home with the shays, as they had done in the past. Lutzville was 
a small logging
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community at the south end of the townsite on property which eventually became part of the golf course. It was from 
Lutzville that the Michigan Puget Sound Railroad from Powell Lake to Michigan Landing was operated.
Vol. 2, No. 3, March 1923.
Pages 6-7 give an impression of the Company’s Department Store 82 years ago:
Men’s Furnishing Department
We have a new line of flannel shirts which are just the thing for golf. Come in and see them.
Our summer stock of Slater’s shoes is in and you will find the latest work in style and design, both oxfords and high 
shoes.
How about a new cap for spring, we have just opened up a good assortment direct from England. Real Snappy lines.
We have a splendid new lot of sweaters, sweater vests, etc. These will work in fine for golfing, bowling or boating in 
the evening. There are different designs for different occasions.
The best cutter and designer in Canada is at the head of our new made-to-measure line. The Gold Medalist of the 
International Clothing Exhibition in New York is the man. We guarantee satisfaction.
New line just received. Pure Irish linen handkerchiefs, 40¢ to $1.25 each. Knitted silk ties, 75¢ to S1.75 each. 
Pongee silk handkerchiefs, 75¢ each. Linen handkerchiefs with colored border, 40¢.
Light weight work pants and work shirts for spring and summer wear. Fancy socks and dress shirts for raster.
WATCH THE WINDOWS
Dry Goods Department
Have you bought your new Easter bonnet? And blouse? If not, De sure to see our display before the best styles are 
gone.
Spring Tyme Crepe—the latest dress material in all the new shades, $3.25 per yd.
Goods just received—Ratine, Canadian and English Ginghams, Japanese Crepe, Ripilette, Figuerd Boiles, in all the 
latest designs.
Brighten up your house after spring cleaning by hanging up Creton curtains. See our new stock—many attractive 
patterns.
Hardware Department
Now that winter is over and spring cleaning is the order of the day, drop in and have a look at our line of mops, scrub 
brushes, pails, wash boilers, etc. You will undoubtedly find something you are in need of.
Motor boat owners take notice. On account of the activity now being shown on the lake and water front, we would 
suggest you add a little pep to it and give the boat a new spring suit of marine paint. We also have white lead and 
putty in handy-size tins, caulking cotton, oakum and waste. Our line of fittings and accessories is now complete.
How about it, boys? What do you think of a little more power and class for that boat this summer? Now is the time to 
come in and give those famous “Kermath” 4 cycle engines, we have on the floor, the once over. Are you going to 
build something new, or just do a little repairing this spring? In any case, you will need a few tools, so why not take a 
look at our stock and make your selection early. We have a good assortment of hammers, saws, chisels, screw 
drivers, braces, etc., which are always very handy at the house or boat nouse.
Grocery Specials for this Month
Carnation Milk, only a few cases left—2 tins for 25¢—$5.90 a case.
Assortment of Pascall’s English Easter novelties, chocolate eggs, etc.
Pride of Canada—pure maple syrup in all size containers.
New shipment of Elk Horn cheese in tins.
Full line of C. & B. Pickles just received.
Pear’s Transparent glycerine soap—20¢ per cake—$2.25 per dozen.
English gravy salt—2 for 25¢.
Fresh shipment of absolutely pure French olive oil, all sizes, glass and tinned, reasonably priced.
New Hallowe’en dates—15¢ a lb. 2 lb. for 25¢
We are now offering Ferry’s seeds for your flower and vegetable gardens. This is a new line of seeds and we know 
you will be pleased with the results.
Why not have a nice garden this year? Start early and prepare Mother Earth. We have the necessary tools
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to help you. 12 to 14 tooth straight type rakes, also the curved types, long and short handle spades, 4-
tyne garden forks, long and short handle round nose shovels, 8-inch hoes, etc.
Police Court News [the way it was in the 20s} (page 7)
The following was handed in to the Editor, and is reported verbatim, so we are assured by the budding 
journalist.
A Japanese was caught by Constable W.H. Hadley of the Provincial Police Force with a still and a 
quantity of moonshine in his possession, and taken before the local Justice of Peace on the 3rd inst.
The man stood up before our local J.P and the charge was read to him as follows: “You are charged 
with having a still in your possession, are you guilty or not guilty?”
The witty Japanese says as follows: “I no drink him. I sometimes very sick. I do not sell him. I make a 
little hole in the garden and the whisky make the garden grow, make good potatoes, make good 
cabbage.” The J.P. said, “Then you use the whisky to make the garden grow?”
“Yes, that’s right.”
“Then I find you $400 and cost or 12 months in Okalla prison, and the liquor will be destroyed, and | 
think that the constable had better use some for his garden, as you say that it is a great fertilizer and 
the constable is a great gardener.”
[We assume the constable did not drink the stuff. |
There was another man—we are not informed who he was:
The other person charged with the same offence was fined $300 and costs or nine months in prison. 
All he said, when the J.P. read the charges to him, was “My wife, she make it, | don’t know she do it. 
When | see Mr. Hadley come then | run to tell her to throw it out, but the police man he come too quick 
and he catch my wife making it. | make it “cause one Myrtle Point fellow he tell me how to do it, and he 
said | could make good whisky, and | try, and the policeman catch me, that’s all, but | don’t make any 
more.”
The still was on the stove, in the act of manufacturing liquor, when he was caught.
What People Are Saying (page 13):
The well-known hostel, Hadley’s Lodge [jail house?], is to be extended to cope with the influx of 
tourists.
Constable Hadley should prevent crime and so preserve the peace, instead of merely arresting a 
person after an alleged crime has been committed.
The “Digester” is the employees’ paper. The Editor might give the Committee a corner from time to 
time, for a report.
On page 14, the Digester began a monthly feature which devoted a page to photos of Powell River 
children under the heading “Powell River Production.” The series begins with photos of Malcolm and 
Barbara McLean, Jean Banham, Allen and Kathleen Heward, Frank Clapp, Caroline MacKenzie, Alex 
and Catherine Reid, Vera McArthur, Jimmie Craigen, Dick Leese and Geo. Baxter.
The monthly Sick Benefit Society report for January (page 24) states that 42 patients were 
hospitalized during the month. Their total time in hospital was 555 days, averaging more than 13 days 
each. Benefit payments were made to 42 members. Calls for doctors to treat members totalled 532. 
District population at the time was only about 2,000.
Vol. 2, No. 4-5, April-May 1923
Miss Ruth G. Ketchum, local piano teacher, presented a number of her pupils in the first of a series of 
musicales on April 14. Featured in the program were Lottie Orcutt, Constance Crask, Hazel and 
Thelma Innes, Harold Soules and Jean Parry (page 4).
What People Are Saying (page 12):
Only as long as the goose lives do we get the golden eggs. Commencing with the first day of April, 
these same golden eggs are considerably larger. This comes as a most satisfying surprise and is 
concrete evidence of appreciation on the part of the Company.
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The Digester encouraged readers to attend, and participate in, the first annual competition of the 
British Columbia Musical Festival, which commenced in Vancouver, May 29, 1923: “
This is a splendid opportunity to hear some really good music ...” (Page 15)
Pages 24-26 contain a Report on Pyogenic Infection in Powell River by Dr. C.R. Marlatt. Pyogenic 
Infection is a proper name for “blood poisoning.” The item ends with a report on Water Supply of 
Powell River: So far as the water supply of Powell River is concerned, nothing has ever occurred 
which could cast any doubt upon the desirability of our water supply, and if this statement is to 
continue to be true, it will be very necessary to have the co-operation of every person who enjoys the 
benefits of the lake as a natural play ground. It is only necessary to remember that while the lake is a 
natural playground, it is also the source of our water supply, and I think I am safe in saying that, apart 
from human contamination, there is no more desirable source of water supply anywhere else in the 
world than the same lake.
Vol. 2, No. 6, June 1923
What People Are Saying (page 13):
The new Bank of Commerce building is a worthy asset to the town. Manager McIlwaine and his gang 
will be well housed
Powell River is fast becoming cosmopolitan—less provincial day by day.
One block in town brings back memories of old Cathay—its odors and general untidiness contribute 
largely to this effect. Another corner of this block causes us to imagine that an overflow meeting of the 
League of Nations 1s in progress.
Thirty-two members of the Vancouver Lawn Bowling Club came to Powell River to compete with the 
Powell River Club. Vancouver won—barely (page 16)
In aggregate points, the Vancouver Club was the victor by a narrow margin of six points. Four rinks 
went to Vancouver and four rinks to Powell River. A better or more satisfactory ending would indeed 
be hard to conceive
Powell River had the beginnings of a golf course—three holes—and a host of would-be golfers (page 
19): In spite of the fact that only temporary greens are available for play (and the patch around each 
play can only be called a green for want of a more appropriate term), some fairly good scores have 
been made on the golf course.
Several 23s have been made for the single round, and a course record was established not long ago 
by R. Bell-Irving, whose medal score was 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 5 for the six holes 
… Many remarkable individual holes have bee made—four or five ones on the first, and a two on 
every one of the others.
Baseball was going provincial (page 19):
This year, Powell River is to have league baseball, the Club having joined the Comox District Baseball 
League. The schedule has been drawn up and the winners of the league will be eligible for the 
provincial play-off
While our team at the time of writing may not be all that we could wisn for, there is every chance that, 
before long, enough good material will be gathered together to form a strong combination that will 
make a most satisfactory showing and a robust bid for the championship
Everyone should get out and boost for the home team …
Vol. 2, No. 7, July 1923
A paragraph from page 5:
In taking a survey of the many pleasure grounds, it is very gratifying to see them all so well patronized 
and that all who visit them seem to find full enjoyment, which no doubt will be very pleasing to the P.R. 
Co., who have not spared any expense in providing these different places where employees may 
spend their leisure time.
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The mill’s newsprint production had its ups and downs, but was gradually increasing, being 6323.3 tons in 
June 1923. (Page 6)
Excerpts from a Department Store (Company Store) item (actually, an advertisement) on page 8:
KNITTED COSTUMES DEMAND SLIM ANKLE EFFECTS
Silk stockings are being worn extensively with knitted clothes, and knitted clothes will reach the height of 
their popularity this summer. This means that silk stockings, too, will be more popular than ever.
Here’s the reason for the strange combination: Knitted clothes give the figure a bulky look, and no woman 
wants to look bulky. Therefore, she wears the lightest of shoes and the thinnest of stockings to balance 
her knitted costume and make the fashion graceful.
We are prepared to supply you with stockings to match almost any color.
We have received several lines of skirts this month, including some new and snappy silk shirts.
Beautiful goods, worth looking over
Ansco Speedex Films are getting the picture and pleasing those who have started using them. The body 
of the film is a little heavier than the average film, and the sensitive face is faster than most films. Try a 
roll, then you will know …
Listen to this: Our Panama hats are in the store now. The price is eight dollars and at that price they are 
extra good value. Sure, you can get Panamas for less, but not at this quality.
The demand for ice cream freezers is much less than this time last year. Don’t get caught. Order one now 
while we have a stock on hand …
Campers! Have you looked at the new “Coleman” Folding Stove? This is the finest article of this kind we 
nave ever seen.
GOOD NEWS FOR THE OWNERS OF MOTOR BOATS AND AUTOMOBILES
The reason we head this paragraph with the words “Good News” is because we feel that an 
announcement of a lower price on any commodity should be good news to those using it. As it is good 
news to the owners of motor boats and automobiles, you have probably guessed by now that it is 
cheaper gasoline.
After several years of effort, we are pleased to announce that we have been successful in persuading the 
Imperial Oil Company to install an oil station at Powell River.
The price of gasoline at this point, due to the expense of transportation and handling, has always been 
high. We have only carried gasoline for the benefit of our customers, and will continue to do so at our oil 
house on the take.
The price asked at the lake will be about 35¢ per gallon based on the present price of gasoline at the oil 
station. For the benefit of automobile owners, gasoline will be sold at the new garage at the same price 
as the quotations for the Lake Oil House.
A series of articles describing a trip around the North American Continent in 1923, by Dr. A. Henderson, 
begins on page 9.
What People Are Saying (pages 12-13):
For months, we have been paying one dollar for five quarts of milk. This state of affairs is surely unique in 
the annals of North America. We could be locked up for what we think about it.
The local secretary of the Farmers’ Association has done a lot of protesting about the fares to Vancouver.
The average man here cares little about whether the steamship companies reduce their fares or not.
We could appreciate from three to five “blats” from this same secretary explaining why on earth milk is 
retailed here at twenty cents per quart. No portly middlemen are involved, as the milk is retailed direct by 
the producers—by producers, we mean the farmers, of course, not the cows
maybe Frank Merrick would add a milk department to the Department Store. The Fraser Valley Dairies 
retail pure milk of standard quality on the doorsteps of Vancouver at the rate of twelve quarts for a dollar, 
and “super milk” at the rate of nine quarts for a dollar. Charlie Long handles Fraser Valley Ice Cream; he 
might be prevailed upon to handle Fraser Valley milk and cream too. Charlie Long has a good auto truck; 
the milk and cream business is well within the law—even at twenty cents to the quart.
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A three-plank boardwalk to the bathing beach would appeal to everyone of us as an eminently 
satisfying creation. It would be a veritable god-send to house-weary mothers who would often spend 
an hour on the beach, if they could get the baby buggy down there. A thousand dollars and some 
volunteer labor would lay the walk.
Letters from Palm Beach, Fla., Long Beach, Cal., English Bay, Vancouver; also from Tahiti; report that 
fur is being largely worn by all fashionable ladies on the bathing beaches this summer—this will 
interest those of us who haunt Second Beach.
The wedding of Walter Batterham and Miss Irene Powell is reported on page 15.
Two paragraphs from DOMINION DAY CELEBRATION on page 19:
The Powell River Band assembled early in the morning and serenaded the patients in the hospital, 
afterwards parading to the wharf to meet the boat from Vancouver Island.
During the morning and afternoon they kept up a continuous programme of music which was very 
much appreciated by both local people and visitors.
It is to be hoped this organization will be kept intact and given all possible help and encouragement. 
Good music cheers and inspires and helps materially to the enjoyment of everyone.
Much disappointment was expressed over the fact that so few people came over from Union Bay, 
Cumberland, Courtenay, Comox and other places on the Island. Assurances had been given the 
Committee that at least 200 people would attend the celebration, but only about 65 came on the 
steamer “Prince John.” The reason given for the lack of visitors was that to catch the boat at either 
Comox or Union Bay necessitated those who were at any consider-able distance getting up at 
between four and five in the morning.
One of the Company’s large logging camps was at Kingcome River. The Digester reported on the 
camp’s annual Dominion Day picnic and sports (page 20).
J.B. Munro, Soil and Crop Specialist from the Department of Agriculture, came to Powell River and 
gave a talk to farmers and ranchers in Central Hall (Page 20). Samples of soil from various places 
within five miles of Powell River had been taken and sent to the Department for analysis. Mr. Munro’s 
report appears on page 21. He recommended growing sunflowers for dairy cattle feeding. He said the 
Wildwood District was as fine a mixed farming district as any he had seen in B.C. His report ended 
with:
A safe practice to adopt in the whole of the Powell River section will be the growing of all sown crops, 
which will include fall wheat and vetches in a mixture to cut for green feed early in the next season, 
and fall rye to be sown on the lighter soils to be used as hay the following spring.
Vo. 2, No. 8, August 1923
The issue opens with a tribute to the American President, W.G. Harding.
What People Are Saying (page 12):
One local rancher has his heart in the right place. He is now retailing milk at seven quarts for a dollar.
Another local rancher is preparing to deliver milk in town at a reasonable rate. Goat’s milk will also be 
available at fifteen cents per quart.
What the Farmers Are Saying (page 13):
The people of Powell River are getting the best milk on the Continent. Milk delivered here is 2% 
above Government Standard B.F. content. People at Savary Island pay 29 cents per quart and furnish 
their own containers, and go for same themselves. People here have fresh, wholesome milk delivered 
to their door twice daily. The cost of clearing land here is from $350 to $600 per acre for dairy 
purposes. The cost of feed, freight and cartage abolishes the milkman’s profit. The milkman works 18 
hours a day
One third of the milkman’s profits go in loss of bottles. If each customer keeps two or more bottles, it 
necessitates the milkman carrying two and three times the number of bottles. The bottles cost more 
than the milk. Some of the kickers on milk prices should try the milk business and see what’s what.
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Page 18 shows a photo of the new steam plant chimney, nearing its completed height of 250 feet.
Vol. 2, No. 9, September 1923
The issue opens with a photo of a roll of newsprint wrapped for shipment in the 1923 way. The label 
states that the roll is No. A 751, 54% inches high, gross weight 938 pounds. Included on the label is a 
notice that “Carriers will be held Responsible for all Damage.” It does not display the Company’s 
triangular logo, which was still in the future.
Pages 4 and 5 contain a report on the Labor Day parade and photos of the First-Prize winning 
decorated car, belonging to Mr. & Mrs. Gus Schuler, and the Second-Prize winner, belonging to Mrs. 
Milnes.
The Dry Goods Department of the Company Store announced that they had received a consignment 
of 100 Ladies’ Fall and Winter Hats, trimmed and untrimmed styles.
Powell River crews were faster—much faster. A report from the Machine Room (page 9)
We have noted, in a recent Paper Trade Journal, the record time made by the machine crews of the 
Abitibi Power and Paper Co. of Iroquois Falls, Ont., for putting on Fourdrinier wire. According to 
reports, it took one hour and thirty-five minutes to put the wire on, clean it, wash felts, start up and 
take the paper over.
With all due respect to this good record, we would like to point out that our boys are beating this 
record at Powell River. A new wire was put on No. 1 Machine on the 1th [?] of August in exactly fifty 
minutes.
The actual time to put on the wire itself was thirty-five minutes. On the average, we are putting on new 
wires on our large machines (Nos. 3 and 4) in one hour from the time the stock leaves the old wire 
until it is taken over the new.
Gasoline Supplies (page 10)
As the Imperial Oil company have now installed a gasoline station at the Government wharf, All those 
having cars in town are requested to have their supplies taken from this source.
The Government Wharfinger is in attendance every day, and no difficulty should be experienced in 
having gasoline supplies taken from this source.
The public will please take notice that no gasoline will be furnished
at the Company’s garage.
There were motor vehicle speed limits in 1923 and, understandably, many fines for infractions (page 
10): Notice! Some of our local drivers have been trying to copy Barney Oldfield in some of his fast-
moving stunts.
lf they will read the following extract from the B.C. Motor Act, and remember that prosecutions will be 
the order of the day, it may profit them much—and save doctor bills.
Motor Vehicle Act: Speed Limit
No person shall drive or operate a motor vehicle on any highway within any city, town or village at a 
greater rate than fifteen miles per hour [25 km per hr], or upon any highway not within a city, town or 
village at a greater speed than thirty miles per hour [50 km per hr] in open country, or fifteen miles per 
hour in country where, by reason of it being wooded, or of any other cause, the driver cannot have a 
clear and unobstructed view for a safe distance of the highway ahead, or of any obstruction thereon, 
or any approaching vehicie, or of any intersecting roads or crossings.
What People Are Saying (page |6):
it is a good suggestion, asking the men to refrain from dancing together, on the floor. What are the 
ladies there for, but to dance.
It ought to be compulsory for all boats navigating Powell Lake at night to carry lights of some kind.
The milk question ought to have some more publicity.
The new steam plant chimney reached its final height of 250 feet, and the Digester had a full-page 
photo on page
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18, with a close-up showing the three workers on the final scaffolding—Jules Fulton, from Chicago, 
director of the job, is standing on his head.
A report on the opening of Wildwood School, accompanied by a photo of the building, is on page 20. 
Dr.
Henderson, Secretary of the Powell River School Board, presented the key to the building to Frank 
Smith, Secretary of the Wildwood School Board.
CHANGE IN TELEGRAPH OFFICE (page 25):
On Monday, the 17“ inst., the telegraph Office was moved into the Bake shop on 2™ Street. Mac, the 
genial operator, is very pleased with his new quarters. The Bakery department is now housed in the 
main store.
Vol. 2, No. 10, October 1923
A brief notice on page 10:
BROOKLON BUILDING
The Chinese Block recently acquired by the Company has very appropriately been renamed the 
“Brooklon Building.”
Paper making was very different in THE OLD TIMES. Some extracts from an item by Hon. Byron 
Watson (page 11)
The paper makers of the old times could be distinguished from other classes of workmen by their big, 
red hands, the result of dipping their hands continually into the warm water and pulp, and by their 
stooping, round shoulders, caused by constantly bending over the vats
They travelled about the country from mill to mill, assisted by their fellow craftsmen until they found 
employment
Of course, many paper makers had steady employment, as now.
lt was a great accomplishment to be a good “vat man,” one who would hold the mold, with its fibre and 
water, level and thus make a perfect sheet of paper, of uniform thickness. The men of the mills, in 
those days, began work early in the morning, stopping for breakfast and particularly taking a rest at 
“grog time.” about eleven o’clock in the forenoon. A day’s work was “twenty post,’ which was generally 
finished early in the afternoon, and then resort was had to the village tavern.
The mills of the period were very simple, unpretending affairs. All that was wanted was a mere 
shedlike building, with water power enough to run a water wheel, and paper engine in which rags were 
reduced to pulp. The rest of the outfit consisted of a vat, out of which the pulp was dipped upon the 
mold, felts and screw press to press out the water, a tub into which to dip the paper for sizing, some 
poles on which to hang it for drying, and loft rooms where it could be hung. The paper was rough on 
the surface, with irregular edges, and was dark in color.
What People Are Saying (page 14):
A number of the boys would be glad to see group insurance in force in Powell River and would be glad 
to pay the tax.
A number of “used up” Fords, with the mechanical equivalent of “monkey glands” grafted on them, 
have appeared in town. The rattle is inherent and must be borne, but the lack of mufflers, or the 
reckless use (or mis-use) of the cut-out is posing a fearful nuisance to inmates of the hospital, and to 
numerous men on shift work who must sleep by day.
Vol. 2, No. 11, November 1923
The Company mill produced a new, buff-colored, higher-quality newsprint for a special order. It would 
also be used for the next issue of the Digester (pages 10-11):
What People Are Saying (page 6):
Golf is increasing in popularity with the ladies of Powell River.
The new houses comprising the "600 Block” are fast nearing completion. They are fitted with every 
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convenience, including fur-lined bath tubs.

With better radio weather the interest in broadcasting has deepened materially. Some of the local ladies are 
most enthusiastic.
Our best should be unobtrusively given to the laddie with no “Dad” to steer him; to the widow with desolation in 
her soul; and to those who are scarred and crippled by the late war, the smoke and tumult of which has not yet 
entirely cleared.
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS NUMBER
The next issue of the “Digester” is going to be printed on a special quality of buff-colored newsprint. The 
production of this paper marks the advent of a new product at Powell River.
When the management first looked into the possibilities of turning out a sheet of this quality, it looked as if it 
were going to be very difficult, and there were many dubious looks and much shaking of heads, and with 
reason. This sheet had to have more strength and be more sensitive to printing than our regular news, as it 
was to be used for Rotogravure reproduction.
Still, an order is an order, so the department heads got together, and a specially selected lot of bleached 
sulphite was imported, with the intention of satisfying the customer and adding to the quality of the product. An 
experimental reel was run; the furnish for which was specially made in the beaters, where great care had to be 
exercised to exactly match the shade, and so proportion the ingredients as to obtain the desired effect.
The sample reel was tried out by the customer to his complete satisfaction, except that the sheet was found to 
be a little soft, and an order was secured on the understanding that the sheet would be harder.
Now, curiously enough, in order to get this hardness, in spite of established precedents to the contrary, we had 
to quit using the imported bleached sulphite and use our own. The result was a very decided improvement in 
hardness and strength, which naturally pleased everybody, the sulphite crew most of all.
It is quit a trick in a mill, with a standardized production like ours,
to sandwich a special order in and succeed in producing what has been pronounced by those who know, to be 
THE FINEST SHEET EVER MADE ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
It was fortunate that Claude Kelly had everything working so smoothly that the whole run went through without 
a hitch; and it was really surprising to see how easily our trained crew adapted themselves and the machinery 
to the changed conditions
In addition to certain changes in the furnish of Groundwood and Sulphite, certain qualities of clay, size and 
alum had to be added and, to get the exact shade of color, great care and some special dies were used

Radio was catching on and there were signs of what was to come. The Digester was enthusiastic and encouraging (page 
17):
Stray Voltage
We have eleven radio sets in town at present, and three more under way.
New records are being hung on the peg every month, and we would like to hear from every owner of a set from time to 
time. We would like to hear of your successes and we would like to hear of your difficulties—collectively, we may be of 
assistance. We want to foster a friendly interest among owners of sets because we think radio is worthwhile and that it is 
here to stay.
Frank Soules has a new four tube set showing splendid promise. Harry Carruthers is getting into line with his set now that 
atmospheric conditions are improving—that is from a radio point of view
The best “bringing in” this month is reported below:
Pittsburg, Penn.—Mrs. Pritchard
Toronto, Ontario—Mrs. Craigen
Madison, Wisconsin—E. Craigen
Honolulu, Hawaii—Bert Pritchard
This applies to concert broadcasting and does not include code.
We should hear from Messrs. Miller, Saville and Donkersley soon,
and by the next issue, we nope to report three or four new enthusiasts. “Let’s Go.”
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Golfers were not deterred by season, or weather. The Club was organized and competitions began in 
October: The first competition attempted by the Golf Club, a men’s four ball tournament, has been 
quickly pulled off, and with enthusiasm by the members. The two semi-final matches were completed 
on October 27, leaving C.T. Hamilton and Dr. S.P.H. Marlatt to meet F. Flett and J.M. Mitchell in the 
finals for the cup. This game was played on November 4, resulting in a win for the tatter team by 5 up 
and 4 to go. Congratulations to the On the same day, a second competition was started, for mixed 
teams of two playing one ball. A prize is being offered for the best eclectic of six holes taken from an 
18-hole round. This competition was in the nature of a preliminary to the Cup Tournament, played for 
by the same teams, of which there were about 20 on the list of entries …
Vol. 2, No. 12, December 1923
This issue is printed on the new special newsprint described 1n the November issue.
A photo on page 7 shows smoke coming from the new chimney. Photos on page 8 show the interior of 
the steam plant, with mechanical furnaces; and the Steam Plant Construction Crew.
The two machine rooms, | & 2 and 3 & 4, received new roofs during the summer. It was a tricky 
operation without shutting down the paper machines.
The new Company Garage and Brooklon Block (pages 12, 14)
The Company has erected a new garage on First Street for the accommodation of their motor 
vehicles, and have also provided therein an up-to-date repair shop with all modern conveniences. A 
1000 gallon gasoline tank has been installed at this point, with Bowser pump, for the supply of 
gasoline to the Company’s cars.
Gasoline tanks are being provided at the corner of First Street and Cedar Avenue for the 
accommodation of gasoline for lake boat house service …
During the year (1923) the Company have taken over possession of the old Sing Lee Block, now 
known as the Brooklon Block and have developed, on the ground floor of same, a first-class dry goods 
and men’s furnishings store. This has materially relieved the situation of the grocery department in 
Central Building.
The store in Central Building has been entirely remodelled …
Lawn Bowlers came up with a way to play their game comfortably during the winter months: They 
formed a club, which they named the King Tut In-door Bowling Club, and obtained permission to use 
the gymnasium on Wednesday and Saturday nights. On those nights, they formed two rinks by 
covering the gym floor with used dryer canvas from the mill and a layer of dryer felt on top of it. The 
arrangement provided a fast and excellent surface for lawn bowling. (Page 20)
Powell River had more snow in the old days. The Digester quoted records from 1922 which showed a 
total of 30.1 inches Rainfall was 25.17 inches. (Page 20)
Page 21 has a photo of the Elks Orchestra and a report of the Elks first annual dance:
Purple and white festoons, Elk Heads and Lodge Pennants gayly arranged about the Club Rooms, 
added to the attractiveness of their first annual dance held under the auspices of the Powell River Elks 
Lodge No. 63, Friday, November 30.
Paper Elks Fezes, purple and white Elk Orchestra uniforms, the sifting spotlight, dainty mauve lamp 
coverings and beautifully gowned women provided a charming color note to the effective decorations 
surrounding the orchestra, whose music was unusually good.
Punch and refreshments in Elk colors were supplied by a Vancouver caterer and, at eleven o’clock, 
the impressive Elk toast was given.
A detailed report on Scouting in Powell River in 1923 appears on page 26. The following extract gives 
an Overview:
At the close of the Scout Year, October 31, 1922, we were merely a local committee working under 
Victoria with the St. Paul’s troop of scouts, 12 strong, and the cub pack about 18 strong. Now, we 
have two troops, ~33 strong, and two cub packs about 24 in number.

Winners.
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In March 1923, No. 2 Troop was organized and, in the same month, we organized the local association.
From that time, we have enjoyed a steady progress, slow at first, but increasing as time went on.
No. 2 Troop is a strong troop with three patrols and a troop leader …
The old St. Paul’s Troop has been re-named the 1st Powell River Troop ‘Pioneers’ by permission of the Local 
Association and, instead of being attached to St. Paul’s Church, it is now an open troop. The same applies to the 
Wolf Cub Pack, which was reorganized in September as the 1st Powell River Timber Wolf Pack

What People Are Saying (page 30-3 1):
Myron McLeod is to be heartily congratulated on the high quality of the programme he is offering us. We 
hate to see the old organ at the Patricia sliding into storage.
W.B. Zumwalt is a man of action, rather than a talker—but when he puts his “I say” to a thing, it really 
isn’t worthwhile arguing. He got at least one eloquent sentence across in stating the policy of the Powell 
River Company, “in adhering to this principle, that all things being equal, the returned man, in every case, 
gets the preference.”
Some of the boys took the trouble to ascertain the percentage of returned men employed in and around 
the mill and found close to 31 percent. “Nuff sed.”
The census report for 1923 on page 32 shows the total district population to be 2139, an increase of 141 
over the 1922 census.
Vol. 3, No. 1, January 1924
The Powell River Company’s GROUP LIFE INSURANCE plan for all families or dependents of 
employees, which was initiated at the beginning of the year, is detailed on page 6:
1. No person is insured until they have been in the employ of the Company for six months continuously.
2. From six months to one year, $500 insurance.
3. From one year to two years, $750 insurance.
4. Two years and over, $1000 insurance.
The insurance is placed with the Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada.
No medical examination of any kind will be required. The insurance covers each and every employee 
notwithstanding his physical condition.
In addition, the life insurance covers “total disability” before the age of sixty years
This insurance is issued without any expense to the employee, the entire cost being borne by the Powell 
River Company, Ltd.

The Kingcome Navigation Fleet is featured on pages 8-9 with photos of the Company’s four steam-powered 
tugboats. The Digester staff shared everyone else’s respect for those old ships and the men who operated them.
The report appears to have been written by a member of the Kingcome staff:
K. N. Co.
The Kingcome Navigation Co., Ltd., owned by the Powell River Co., Ltd., operate the four tugs shown on the 
opposite page for the purpose of towing logs, scows of freight, etc. The majority of these logs are towed from 
Kingcome River and vicinity, a distance of about 150 miles, with the exception of large spruce cribs, which are towed 
from Cumshewa Inlet, Queen Charlotte Islands.
During the last year, none of the above tugs handled any cribs, on account of not being large enough to withstand 
the open waters in the vicinity of Queen Charlotte Islands, although, in 1922, the Ivanhoe towed from Captain’s 
Cove, through Queen Charlotte Sound and Millbank Sound, similar cribs. She is, however, a little light for this work.
The tugs also tow steadily out of Stillwater to Belling-ham, Anacortes, Red Gap and Vancouver.
Probably, very few people realize the responsibility resting on the skipper on one of these vessels. For instance, 
quoting a tow that the Ivanhoe took out of Stillwater, composed of 35 sections of No. | fir (put up in seven-section 
booms and scaling 1,800,000 feet with a market value of approximately
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$40,000; considerable open water has to be traversed before this tow can be delivered to its 
destination. After leaving Stillwater, there is no shelter until the islands adjacent to Vancouver Island 
are reached. Then inside waters are travelled until the tug reaches Lyall Harbour, but after that, she 
has a pull of from 24 to 36 hours in exposed waters before she reaches Bellingham. So sound 
judgment must be used by the skipper as to weather conditions; because should he be caught in the 
open with this tow, it 1s practically an impossibility to reach shelter, as the tug can make in the 
neighborhood of only a mile to a mile and a quarter per hour with a tow of this size.
The other tugs have had tows of similar nature, and it is due to the carefulness of the skippers that we 
are able to say that, for the year 1923, our losses were practically nil.
The logs that are brought in from Kingcome and vicinity have to be taken through the Welbore, 
Greenpoint and Yuculta Rapids. Here, great skill is needed to ensure the safety of the logs. There is 
practically no slack water in the Yuculta and, in the case of a large tide, the logs are brought through a 
raging rapid at the Second Hole.
The majority of the logs are stored in Squirrel Cove, a distance of 22 miles from Powell, and which is a 
wonderful natural booming ground, immune from gales. The booms are then brought into the log pond 
[Powell River mill], as required by the mill.
In addition to this, the tugs have handled to Vancouver, on covered scows, approximately 15,000 tons 
of newsprint and have returned with a like amount of general freight for the mill and department 
STOre.
Therefore, a great deal of credit 1s due to the skippers of those various tugs for getting through the 
year 1923 with absolutely no casualties.
The Powell River Company’s annual Christmas Tree was keenly anticipated by young and old. A 
paragraph from page 12:
Powell River CHRISTMAS TREE
On Friday, December 21st last, during the afternoon and evening, the children of the town and district 
were the guests of the Company at the annual Christmas Tree. There were somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 590 presents provided. Two large trees, one on each side of the stage, were 
beautifully decorated and loaded with gifts. Santa Claus and a number of willing helpers distributed 
the good things to the kiddies amidst a whirl of excitement and anticipation …
What People Are Saying (page 18):
The Elks Band sprung a pleasant surprise on us on Christmas morning. They revived an old-world 
custom by rendering selections of band music before almost every block in town—truly a cheery way 
of saying “Merry Christmas everybody. ”
The New Year’s gift from the Company in the form of Group Insurance comes as a boon to us. Most of 
us needed something of the kind hard enough to pay for it, but now it comes to us gratis—Many 
thanks.
Volume 3, No. 2, February 1924
LOGGING OPERATIONS—KINGCOME is a four-page item with photos (pages 3-6).
Vol. 3, No. 3, March 1924
Pages 3-11 are devoted to a history of the Powell River Hospital with photos of the first hospital, 
opened in a tent in June1910, the two original doctors, A. Henderson and E.J. Rexford, and Head 
Nurse Miss Grace Hancock.
Photos of St. Louke’s Hospital, opened 1913, Doctors C.R. Marlatt and J.E. Brouse, are followed by 
photos of the nursing staff and housekeeper. A few paragraphs from the item recall the early days:
In the fall of 1909, Dr. Andrew Henderson, formerly of St. Paul, Minnesota, first visited Powell River 
with the object of looking over the locality and laying plans for future action. In the spring of 1910, he 
returned prepared to arrange for the surgical and medical care of the employees of the Powell River 
Company, which had already started on construction work.
No definite plan of the townsite having been prepared at that early date, a temporary location
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was selected where the Provincial Police Building now stands [1924] and a fair and practical system of 
buildings, consisting of a tent, kitchen and storehouse, and a good-sized ward capable of 
accommodating eleven patients, besides providing nursing quarters and facilities for operating 
purposes, was completed and opened on the 29th of June 1910.
The original staff of this emergency hospital consisted of Dr. Henderson and his assistant, Dr.
E.J. Rexford, formerly of the Northern Pacific Railway Hospital Association and now a prominent 
surgeon of Detroit, Michigan; Miss Grace Hancock as head nurse, besides a cook and orderly.
The hospital so constituted was maintained, with occasional changes in the staff, until September 1913 
and, although the number of those employed in the construction [PR paper mill] was large, 1t was 
never strained beyond its capacity, except on the occasion of a serious epidemic of typhoid fever which 
broke out in the summer of 1912, when it was found necessary to utilize a number of houses in the 
immediate vicinity. During this epidemic, which lasted three months, thirty-seven cases of typhoid were 
treated, two of whom died. The early discovery of the cause, and the prompt and energetic sanitary 
methods of treating with this disease, were very effectual and, since that time, typhoid has been 
practically unknown in Powell River.
In the meantime, the present [1924] permanent site having been secured by purchase, the building of 
the hospital proper [St. Luke’s] was commenced in the spring of 1913 under the planning of Mr. George 
ingerman, now of Bend Ore., and Mr. Harry Middleton of Powell River.
The building was opened for the reception of patients on the 11th of September 1913 Various industries 
along the coast soon began to send their sick and injured here, as being a convenient situation.
The regular and steady growth of Powell River, with its corresponding increase in hospital work, were 
such as to call for more assistance in the medical and nursing staff. Dr. C.r. Marlatt and Miss Frampton 
of Van Anda were selected to provide for this much-felt want.
In October 1918 the fearful epidemic of Spanish Influenza swept over the country and Powell River was 
afflicted like the rest. Patients came pouring in and hospital accommodation was taxed to the limit. The 
overflow was provided for by utilizing the second and upper floors of the Avenue Lodge. As it was next 
to impossible to procure regularly qualified nurses, volunteers of both sexes from our own people 
undertook the nursing and performed those arduous and self-sacrificing duties in such a manner as to 
merit the thanks of a grateful community.
In 1920 a new order of things was established in the development of the Powell River Employees Sick 
Benefit Society with the retirement of Dr. Henderson, he having leased the hospital property to that 
Society. Dr. C.R. Marlatt was appointed medical superintendent and Miss Frampton superintendent of 
nursing. The hospital, at this time, had an equipment of 16 beds, but this was soon found to be 
inadequate to meet the needs of the community which it served. Additional accommodation had to be 
provided by placing extra beds in the various wards of the institution.
Page 7 gives some figures that show how rapidly hospital service increased from 1921 to1923: Total 
number
Total number of patients treated Total hospital days
1921 265 4469
1922 323 4992
1923 647 7170

Notice to Michigan Landing Residents (page 13)
All holders of permits for occupation of land at Michigan Landing [Willingdon Beach] are advised that permits 
must be renewed on or before April 1, 1924. Permits will be ready for signature at the Townsite Office, Room 
4, Central Building , and holders of permits are advised to call there for the new permits for 1924.
The Department Store is described briefly, with photos of staff and interior of the building on pages 15-16. 
The Brooklon Store is shown on page 15:
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The Powell River Department Store is a credit to any community and compares favorably with those 
of the larger business centres to the south. The main store consists of the hardware, grocery, meats, 
foul and fish, bread and pastry, fruits and vegetables, confectionery and tobaccos, receiving room and 
warehouse, and offices, covering a floor space of 90 x 90 feet.
Special attention has been paid to the meat department. The counter and cooling system is of the 
most up-to-date nature. The greatest care is taken in handling and storing of supplies in a large cold-
storage chamber 12 x 24 feet.
The basement, 60 x 100 feet, is used for the display of hardware, furniture, crockery, glassware and 
cutlery; also for the reserve supply of groceries and the ice-making plant.
The Brooklon Store has an area of 60 x /0 feet and contains the dry goods, men’s, ladies’ and 
children’s furnishings and footwear, also the musical and stationery departments.
A Radio Club, which would be helpful to budding “radiophans” was being considered by enthusiasts 
and the Digester supported the idea (page 16):
Powell River still adds its weekly quota to the swelling ranks of the radiphpans. Both Riverside and 
the Balkan Village having come into line with a strong representation; we also learn that the “Six 
Hundred Block” is producing a few possible members for our future Radio Club. Such a club should 
be organized not later, perhaps, than the early fall of this year with mutual service as its key-note—its 
raison d’etre. New and helpful kinks would be passed along, proved experimental facts could be 
published, fanciful and unreal theories might be slaughtered, and the bugbear of re-radiation, as well 
as local interference, might be reduced to a minimum. [Re-radiation was a problem of the simpler 
sets, which became transmitters, radiating signals that interfered with reception on neighboring sets, 
producing whistles and howls—and unflattering descriptions of the owners of offending sets. ]
E.G. Craigen would still appear to be seeking the ultimate. He is at present experimenting with a 
multi-tube superheterodyne and it is a magnificent set. Big things are expected of it, however, and it 
will no doubt deliver the goods. The tonal quality of the stuff received is indeed fine [by 1924 
standards, which would be unacceptable 30 years later, but the superheterodyne would prove to be 
the circuit of the future, replacing all others].
Miss Ruth Ketchum, well-known local pianist and teacher, organized a young people’s orchestra in 
the spring of 1924 (page 21):
Kid’s Orchestra
A merry crowd assembled at Central Hall, Wednesday, March 12 to celebrate the initial appearance of 
the Kid’s Orchestra of Powell River. Miss Ruth Ketchum, at the piano, deserves great praise for the 
energy and ability sne has displayed in getting together and holding such an organization.
Due allowance must be made for a slight nervousness on the part of the performers at the beginning, 
but everyone had a good word to say for the youngsters. It is understood they have leased the 
Cranberry Hall for the coming season.
What People Are Saying (page 22):
Our port is rated fifth on the list of B.C. ports. Shortly, we should easily win to third place on a tonnage 
basis. This will mean extending present docking facilities.
Vol. 3, No. 4, April 1924
Pages 6-10 are devoted to photos of the Company’s paper machine crews.
Powell River was a busy port, as shown by the Customs Office report on page 13:
Port of Powell River
Customs report for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1924:
Collections—
Duty on imports $69, 255.53
Sales Tax on Imports 12,114.23
Tax Collections 7,935.29
Sundry Collections 229.29
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total $89,534.16
Value of Exports $5,020,191.00
(Chiefly newsprint paper, Logs, Shingles and 
Lime [from Texada])
Number of Vessels entered and cleared, 1,958

Miss Ruth Ketchum changed the composition and name of her orchestra. It became known as the 
Pavilion Orchestra. A photo of the seven members—no kids among them—appears on page 19: 
Robt. Miller, cornet: Robt. Foote, saxophone; Roy Foote, saxophone; Dick MacGregor, traps; P.R. 
Lockie, banjo; Grey Benner, violin; Miss Ketchum, piano:
This promising group of musicians is, with one exception,
strictly local talent, each one having learned music and appeared before the public for the first time 
in Powell River ... the dances will be well conducted, the music will be good and refreshments can 
be had by those who wish them. The members of the Pavilion Orchestra will be very glad to have 
the dancing public come out and look them over.
What People Are Saying (page 20):
Powell River has really stepped out and is beyond all doubt experiencing a forward movement. The 
contractor’s gangs are busy in our midst and development work on a large scale is under way.
Increased docking facilities and added water power will mean not merely an especially busy 
summer, but will undoubtedly lead to such substantial development as to ensure a permanent 
prosperity for our thriving community.
Another street of homes is in the process of construction and we learn that the programme of the 
Townsite Department for this year is also one of active progress.
Vol. 3, No. 3, May 1924
Prize Essay on “Safety” (page 3):
in order to put the safety idea in an attractive light before the boys and girls of this community, the 
Powell River Company has offered a series of prizes for the best essays or compositions on the 
subject of “Safety Work in Powell River. ”
The prizes have been offered in each of the 7th and 8th Grades of the Grammar School, in the first 
year of the High School and also in the last two years of the High School combined.
Pages 4-5 contain the first of a series entitled WHO’S WHO: Old Timers That Everyone Should 
Know. It consists of photos and brief biographies of five men: Pietro Michelus, pioneer employee of 
the Powell River Company 1909; John White, log pond foreman 1910; George Paterson, came in 
July 1910; Jack Roberts, came to work for PR Co. September 1910; and Louis Ducharme, 
Province of Quebec canoe paddling champion, came to work for the Company in November 1910.
A.W. “George” Clapp (photo and biography pages 7-8) came to Powell River in 1911. He organized 
the Powell River Centre of the St. John Ambulance Association and, for several years, had charge 
of the mill’s first aid station. He held yearly classes in first aid for both sexes.
The Powell River Company’s first annual dance and social evening was held in Central Hall on 
April 26, 1924 (programme on page 9).
The Digester began a monthly series of birthday wishes to Company employees (page 11)
Preparations for Nos. 5 & 6 Paper Machines, including a new wharf and raising of the dam, were 
under way. The new wharf would provide two 450-foot berths and one 130-foot berth. The 
maximum storage elevation of the dam
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would be raised from 270 feet to 284 feet (page 12).
Grinder Room crews are shown 1n three photos on pages 14-15.
The Golf Club hired a professional (photo)(page 16):
The important event of the month in golfing circles is undoubtedly the acquisition by the Club of the 
services of Mr. H.S. McCulloch as Professional. There is no question but that his help will prove 
invaluable by looking after the maintenance and development of the course, by making and repairing 
clubs and giving advice regarding their selection. Perhaps most important of all, by giving lessons, he 
will do a great deal towards assuring the permanent and established success of golf in the community 
…
The course is now in better condition than it has ever been. Grass has grown rapidly on the fairways 
and rocks are gradually getting fewer. All greens are now open and the hope is that they will remain 
so for some time if the wear 1s not too severe.
Work of grading the new fairways is still in progress and a large part is now cleared of most of the 
surface rocks and is ready for seeding. Some of the greens are already seeded and the remainder 
graded and dressed. The southern end of the course is now being dragged with a heavy harrow; this 
will complete all of the clearing.
We already have what the Pro calls a very golfable little six-hole course and, with the addition of the 
new holes, we will unquestionably nave a very sporty nine …
Guides and Scouts Hold Rally (page 18):
Saturday, May 10 was Rally Day and Mrs. Kinlock of Victoria, Deputy Provincial Commissioner of the 
Girl Guide Association, visited Powell River as guest of the local Association …
In the evening a large crowd witnessed the Guides and Brownies go through their patrol drill and 
horse show formation. The Deputy Commissioner enrolled and invested Mrs. Ruddick as Lieutenant 
of the First Powell River Company Girl Guides, Mrs. Ritchie as Brown Owl and Miss Nan Allen as 
Tawny Owl …
What People Are Saying (page 20):
The new orchestra, “The Patricia Six,” are a high class combination. Glen Heyden at the piano and 
Bert Vicars, with his new and complete set of traps, are some combination. With the balance of the 
boys they produce real dance music.
Vol. 3, No. 6, June 1924
Who’s Who (pages 5-7) features photos and brief biographies of six old timers who came to work for 
the Powell River Company in 1910: Charles Powell, Otto Laine, H. Middleton, J.J. Richardson, S.H. 
Wilshire and Anthony Casey.
Plant Extension (page 9) reports on alterations to the dam and beginning of the new wharf 
construction. Photos on previous page.
Essay Competition (pages 13-14): The Digester, true to its promise in the May issue, published four 
essays on safety written by High School students for the Company’s competition.
Fishing at the Wharf was still popular, in spite of construction activity at the new wharf site:
Otto Brandolini made a record catch off the wharf in the early part of the month. His first prize was a 
monster cod weighing 45 pounds, and the second trophy weighed 25 pounds.
Ladies Join Lawn Bowlers (page 17):
This season is somewhat unique in the annals of the Club, inasmuch as the ladies of the town have 
been invited to join in the game. As an inducement towards creating interest among the faire sex, the 
executive decided that the first “jack” should be roiled on the green by one of their number. In 
accordance with the procedure adopted by other clubs, the wife of the President was called upon to 
perform this somewhat
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arduous duty. The Vice-President, Mr. Roger Lumbard, in handing Mrs. Falconer the silver “jack” to throw, 
made a few remarks in his usual racy and humorous manner and, after the “jack” had been rolled, Mr. W.
A. McLeod picked it up, fixed it on a silver stand and presented it to Mrs. Falconer as a memento of the 
occasion.
The Wood Mill crew are shown in two photos on page 18.
What People Are Saying (page 20):
Now we have one more concrete indication of solid progress, by heck! in the form of a new sidewalk around 
the Central Building. This replaces one of the old pioneer landmarks—that well-known tobacco-stained board 
walk. It is a good thing that sidewalks do not talk. This old sidewalk has listened to many weird tales. It was 
in some respects the Hyde Park of our fair city—more especially during the latter portion of the noon hour of 
eacn working day
Hundreds of Bowling Club and Golf Club committee meetings have been held over this sidewalk. Many 
bowling matches were hardly contested here and every question of domestic and international concern was 
easily settled here every day.
The Case Against Bare Feet (pages 22-23)
In the early days, before Workmen’s Compensation and stricter safety standards, many members of paper 
machine crews preferred to work bare-footed. And they had their reasons. Other members had good reasons 
for believing that everyone should wear shoes. The case against shoes was stronger than the case for them, 
so shoes were out.
The Digester reprinted an article from the magazine The Paper Industry:
Everyone is familiar with the bare-footed machine tender. No One knows when he received his start. He has 
been in the paper industry as long as any of us can remember. Many present-day superintendents once 
enjoyed the same close contact with the floor of the machine room. There was no real objection to it before 
safety work was started in the industry. Now the point of view has changed!
The passage of the workmen’s compensation has changed conditions. The expression “an accident” covers 
a much wider and larger scope than before
immediately every little cut or bruise became an accident requiring attention. That was the superintendents 
first realization of the number of times employees were being injured in the course of their work …
But what has this to do with the present case? According to the memories of superintendents, barefooted 
men in paper ma-chine rooms had very few injuries in the old days
The advocates of bare feet say that such a man does his work better. The machine tenders are working 
constantly on wet surfaces; steps and platforms, especially at the wet end of the machine, can be easier 
traversed when men are not wearing shoes. It is claimed that barefooted men can step on bearings and 
other machine parts in an emergency and set a good foothold, which would be impossible if they wore shoes 
…
On the other hand, what injuries do barefooted men experience? Lacerations, contusions and fractures, of 
every part of the foot and leg … Barefooted men have stepped on sharp objects, such as hand tools, and 
have received very severe injuries. In a few instances, it is reported that men have stepped on oil cans and 
the spout of the oil can has pierced the foot. When a bare foot strikes any object, the result is certain to be a 
severe injury, more severe than if the man had worn a shoe …
Among the things that shoes will absolutely prevent are slivers from wood floors and stone bruises from 
concrete floors …
To this must be added one complaint of the machine tender against shoes, which is that because they 
become soaking wet, they are uncomfortable to wear. This is a reasonable complaint indeed. The machine 
room superintendent will verify this, as he occasionally gets his shoes in the same condition
Vol. 3, No. 7, July 1924
Construction work on the dam and wharf is reported on page 12, with photos on page 13.
What People Are Saying (page 16):
To those responsible for the new band-stand and grand-stand we tender our most hearty thanks. They are 
ideally situated and, even when ball games are not in order, they will prove to be a popular outdoor centre
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for the community. The view from this locality, over the golf course, harbour,
and across the straits to the various islands, would be difficult to equal—especially in the evenings, 
when the day’s stint is done …
The band concerts, too, are proving exceedingly popular and are fully appreciated—we are hoping 
that there will be many of them this summer. [In 1924, as the quality of sound delivered by early radio 
and phonograph left much to be desired, live concerts were well attended. ]
We quite expect half of Vancouver to settle here within the next year or so. Even the timid ones are 
taking a three-dollar “look-see” with the assistance of the Princess Pat [steam ship] on her Sunday 
trips.
lt appears as if we may soon purchase beer in other than wholesale lots
One twelftn of a dozen assorted five-cent schooners of beer, at two-bits each, will soon be “saleing” 
over the counter at “Dad” Watson’s emporium [liquor store].
Who’s Who (pages 18-22) has photos and brief biographies of 12 Powell River old-timers: R.LH. 
Moore, came in 1911; John McLeod, came in 1911; Samuel Haslam; Charles Satterstrum, came in 
1910; Charles McK.
Cole, Walter Patrick, H.H. Woodward, Matt Ursick, Edgar Peacock, and Frederick Courtney Powell 
came in 1911; Robert M. Banham, came to PR in 1910; Allan McL. Oliver, came 1911.
Vol. 3, No. 8, August 1924
In spite of efforts to exterminate, or at least control them, rats continued to be a problem for the 
Townsite in the summer of 1924. A notice by the Powell River Company (page 8) mentioned ways 1n 
which residents could help, closing with a plea for cooperation: ““T he management desires the co-
operation of every member of the community in endeavoring to rid the town of this pest, and will feel 
obliged if the residents will do everything in their power toward this end.”
Who’s Who (pages 13-15) honors Harry W. Willis, John “Jack” Wilson, Charles R. Woodward, James 
A.
Clapp, Raymond Gribble, Joe Biasutti, Geno Piton and Joseph Nadeau.
What People Are Saying (page 16)
Our local forest fire is down and almost out after devastating almost twelve thousand acres.
The Provincial Constables are to be supplied with uniforms. We hope they will be snappy and military 
looking, and not just uni-forms.
Still another row of residences nears completion. The Townsite Department should be re-named 
Homemakers Ltd. The number of residences has almost doubled in four years, with more to come —
Gangway!
Truly, we of Powell River are fortunate in our town and age. We have still to hear of a community 
where poverty is so marked by its absence, and where such a wealth of recreation and general 
welfare work is actively employed and promulgated. We would be glad and willing to compare notes 
with any community on the North American Continent—yes, we have some town.
Baseball: Out-of-town teams came to Powell River throughout the season, generating greater interest 
1n the sport.
But there were expenses (page 18):
Apart from the fact that the buying of balls, bats, etc. for the playing of the games amounts to quite an 
item, there is also the expense of bringing up teams every Sunday from Vancouver. Each team costs 
a matter of sixty or seventy dollars. This expense must be paid for by the people of this town, either by 
subscription or silver collection. At the start of the season, tickets were soid entitling the holder and 
immediate family to a seat for the entire season in the grandstand for $5.00, and free entrance to 
three dances held by the club. In addition, there were $2.00 tickets which entitled the holder only to a 
grandstand seat for the season, which would make the cost for each game less than 25¢. In the past, 
some of the holders of $5.00 tickets have attempted to bring in some of their friends and distant 
relations to the stands without paying, but in
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future this practice must cease. In order to get at least an even break on the season’s expenses, we 
must have admission fees from all those entering the grandstand that are not justly entitled to a seat, 
having bought a season ticket. So, be fair, and help the Elks Boost Baseball.
Who’s Who (pages 8-10) featured Wiliam Bruce Zumwalt, Charles Henry Carruthers, Ernest P. 
Ketchum, William Alexander McLeod and Herman Thomas Hogue.
It was against the rules for children to enter the paper mill at any time. Parents had been warned, but 
the children were still doing it. The Company entered another notice in the Digester (page 13):
NOTICE TO PARENTS
It is only a few months since we called the attention of the parents to warn their children that it is 
against the rules for them to enter the mill premises at any time.
Complaints have come to hand that children, when taking lunches to the mill, especially at night, are 
riding up and down on the freight elevators and playing around the machinery. This is a very 
dangerous practice and causes a great deal of worry to the men. We are therefore compelled once 
more to warn the parents of these children, in order to prevent serious accidents, to co-operate in 
putting a stop to this practice, otherwise, drastic measures will have to De taken in the interests of all 
concerned.
Golf: The course continued to be developed (page 14):
The new course is now a subject of great interest, especially since the grass on the new greens has 
become fairly thick and solid. The fairways, however, will still need a liberal amount of seeding, rain 
and rolling, and the far ones have not, as yet, gone through the laborious process of removing rocks. 
It is hoped, though, that two new holes may be playable by the end of the year and can then be used 
as substitutes should No. 1 and No. 5 be closed on account of excessive wear on the greens.
We have long felt the need of a suitable place to carry on occasional practice, that much neglected 
requisite of a decent game. The Club has now decided to help out by providing a practice tee at the 
right of the sixth fairway …
Boxing Tournaments (page 16) featured Powell River boxers Jim Davies, Don Scott, Billy Barron, Billy 
Taylor, Curly Woodward, Jack Gebbie, Gene Bernard, Charlie Thompson, Jack McDonald and an out-
of-towner, Bert Dunbar.:
On Monday night, August 25, there was a splendid exhibition in the gymnasium of the “manly art” of 
self defence, as well as offence. All supplied by local talent, with one exception, the exception being 
an eight round contest for a decision between Bert Dunbar of Vancouver and Jim Davies of Powell 
River. Seating Capacity was taxed to the limit. The affair was staged by the Elks Band under the 
management of Elmer Lee.
The band was in attendance and entertained during the intervals.
Davies won the main event by a knock-out.
What People Are Saying (page 13):
The influx of new motors takes a lot of stemming. Soon it will be our proud boast that we have an auto 
in every house. Some good fellows are law-abiding all their lives until they come into possession of an 
automobile. As soon as some autoists leave their hometown, by heck! they get arrested, and later get 
lost on their way to the police court.
The Garden Competition (page 19) ended and prizes were awarded for:
Best Kept Lawn and Flower Garden
Best Kept and Most Productive Kitchen Garden
Best Combination of Front Lawn, Flower Garden and Kitchen Garden
Best Kept Boulevard in Front of Lot

Two photos of Steam Plant Crews appeared on page 20.
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Warning to Householders (page 21 )
Householders in Powell River are reminded of the necessity of having all stove pipes thoroughly 
cleaned out before the stoves are erected for the coming winter. In cases where the brick chimneys 
need cleaning, notification should be sent to Townsite Office, when the work will be carried out …
The rat problem—Professional exterminators called in (page 26)::
The public has already Deen warned of the operation of the B.C. Vermin Exterminating Company in 
Powell River, and it should be noted that the material being deposited by this firm is dangerous to 
cats, dogs and other animals. Care should be taken to keep all domestic animals away from yards in 
which the material has been deposited, as the Company will not hold themselves responsible for the 
loss of any animals.
Vol. 3, No. 10, October 1924
Five old-timers are featured in Who’s Who: James “Jim” Franklin Forte, William “Bill” Loukes, James 
“Dad” McFarlane, James Bichard and Tom Facos.
The popularity of radio was increasing rapidly, but there was a downside:
The cheaper regenerative sets were radiating interference that spoiled reception for everyone else. 
The Digester brought the issue to point, hoping to shame the owners of such sets into doing 
something about it (page 10):
Local owners of receiving sets have reached the nth degree of exasperation and are not only saying 
things, but have reached the point where it would be a relief to get into action. Powell River has a 
heavy quota of receiving sets in a rather restricted area, and most of these, we are glad to claim, are 
non-radiating sets.
A few are regenerative sets which, with careful handling, can be suffered for a while. But the pitifully 
few single-circuit sets are truly spoiling the pleasure of every fan in town
in the name of decency and fair play, we ask owners of regenerative sets, and most especially owners 
of single-circuit sets, to refrain from committing this insufferable nuisance … it only takes one man in a 
group of a hundred to spoil the whole business for everybody.
The golf course was in “splendid shape” and records were being shattered. From the scores turned in, 
one gets the impression that the holes were not far apart:
On the Saturday previous to the Smith event, the course record, which had stood at 19 for a good 
many months, was lowered by N.M Lang, who turned in a card of 3, 3, 4, 2, 3, 3—18, for the six holes.
Rats: Regardless of the fact that due notice has been conspicuously posted of the activities of the 
agents of the B.c. Vermin Extermination Co. To rid our town of these pests, and the necessity of 
keeping animals restrained from running at large, a number of dogs and cats have been poisoned.
The campaign is Dy no means complete and the Company will not be responsible for any animals 
poisoned until the public are advised that it is safe to release them, which will not be for some weeks 
Vol. 3, No. 11, November 1924
The prizes of the Powell River Bowling Club (lawn bowling) are shown on page 8; winners of the 
prizes on page 9: J.L. Hastings, A.S. Clarke, W. Graham, J. Caw, J.W. Friend, A. Coverdale, W. 
Ritchie, W. Loukes, G.
Paterson, W.B. Zumwalt, W. Wilshire and J. Anthony.
The Club was celebrating its most successful season ever.
A Football League was formed (page 10)
The Powell River and District Football League was duly formed at a meeting held for that purpose on 
October 1/7. The League 1s composed of three teams: the P.R. Elks, P.R. St. Andrew’s and the 
Sliammon Indians.
Mr. W. Graham was appointed to act as Secretary and Treasurer of the League, and Mr. J.C. Brown 
was appointed as Chairman, to act in conjunction with the following committee. Dr. Fletcher, J. 
Woodley, H. Dunn and two representatives of the Indians yet to be named.
On October 26, the League season started off with a game between St. Andrew’s and the Elks
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The Working Party was a popular entertainment group who staged plays and concerts. The Digester had 
high praise for the group’s Armistice Day performance (page 11):
That spectacle of so many old and still-beloved uniforms on the platform of the “Working Party’s” 
performance on Armistice Day filled the mind with memories of the old days. Packed to overflowing, we in 
the hall, looking for thrills, got them in full measure. It is seldom, if ever, that a party of veterans “fall 
down” when it comes to delivering a bill of this description, and our expectations were fully realized.
Anticipation, surprise, mirth, emotion, flitted across the beaming faces of the audience in quick 
succession, and satisfaction settled there to carry us to our homes, the happier for a truly praise-worthy 
show. The Powell River Orchestra rendered of their Dest throughout and saw to it that we suffered not a 
dull moment  …
The “Working Party” consisted of the following artists: Mr. G. Wilson, stage manager; Messrs W. Todd, R. 
Lumbard, F. Soules, F. Nello, W. Deans, F. Smythe, W. Wray, H. Randall, B. Vicars and B. Chambers.
C.E. Cullen became Editor of the Digester on the death of Tom Brewer Medforth. Medforth was a member 
of Triune Lodge of Powell River, which had charge of his funeral rites (page12)
Boathouse owners were warned that electric power would be switched off at the end of the month, until a 
location for the boathouses was settled (page 22)..
Householders were advised to leave hot and cold water running to prevent freezing and bursting of pipes 
(page 22).
Electrical Power: Notice to Householders (page 10);
Despite the fact that many additional transformers nave been installed in the townsite in recent months, 
the electrical Department finds that these transformers are still overloaded, and caution is given to all 
householders that every economy in the use of electricity must be exercised. The nominal charge made 
for electrical power is intended to cover house lighting, and this privilege is being very much abused. The 
many occasions on which lights have recently gone off are the result of certain tenants using more power 
than the lines are designed to carry. In consequence, their innocent neighbors are compelled to suffer 
through the fault of those who are abusing the privilege granted.
The management desire the earnest co-operation of every householder in town in an endeavor to have 
all unnecessary lights turned off, and reduction in the use of all cooking and other appliances. Should this 
request not be complied with, measures must be taken whereby the present privilege will be much 
curtailed.
Radiotelegraph Station (page 23):
The Powell River Company Limited has established a Radiotelegraph Station, the office of which is 
temporarily located behind the Department Store. This station will communicate with all outside points 
through Point Grey Wireless Station …
Public messages can be dispatched only when the Government Telegraph Land Lines are inoperative.
Messages may be filed with the Radiotelegraph Operator at any time during office hours before 8:00 p.m.
The cost of a straight 10-word message, or a 30-word night letter, to Vancouver by Radiotelegraph is 70¢. 
To other points the cost is 50¢ plus the landline toll beyond.
Vol. 3, No. 12, December 1924
The Radiotelegraph Station was in hourly communication with Point Grey throughout the day, handling a 
“good proportion” of the Company’s messages. The station was intended to provide emergency 
communication with Vancouver during the night, or when the landline telegraph was out of commission 
(page 7):
… On one or two occasions when such messages were sent, the answer had been received at our 
station within three or four minutes …
Although our transmitting and receiving equipment is now used primarily for wireless telegraph work, it is 
also designed for use as a wireless telephone. Many radio fans have already heard our station CH (the 
voice of the Malaspina) talking into the ether or grinding out phonograph records for test purposes …
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Our station is of comparatively low power as radio stations go, yet the equipment is of the most modern type and 
more than adequate for C.W. [Morse code] work with Point Grey. It is the only privately owned commercial C.W. 
station in operation on the Coast and, in the report of the Government Radio Superintendent recently issued, the 
installation was highly commended and stated to be far ahead of any privately owned station under their 
jurisdiction. It is to be hoped, therefore that its everyday usefulness may later be extended to include the telephone 
field of communication as well as the telegraph.
Growth of the Townsite in 1924 (page 9):
During the year our housing has been increased by the addition of twenty-six well laid out houses on the newly-
developed thoroughfare of Willow Avenue
Two blocks of Willow Avenue have been opened up and roads graded …
New roads on 500 and 600 blocks nave been opened up, graded and gravelled and, together with many other 
streets in town, have been oiled and rolled during the summer months.
Shade trees have been planted on Maple Avenue and Ocean View Avenue.
About 20 acres have been cleared and stumped between 6th and 11th streets and sites provided for future building 
schemes …
A new twin bunkhouse to accommodate 40 men has been erected at Riverside
The Orchard and Poultry Farm have been improved by the erection of a new dwelling house, the sinking of a new 
well and the erection of a new Brooder House, stove and chicken houses, and the purchase of new poultry stock.
The Cemetery has been much improved by the grading of the whole area and the erection of a wire fence and 
suitable gateway, and grading of approach.
5800 feet of 6-foot sidewalk, 4000 feet of 4-foot sidewalk and 2000 feet of 3-foot sidewalk, together with six new 
solid crossings, have been laid during the year …
Italian Benevolent and Aid Society (page 10):
The Italian community have got a very successful organization, styled the Italian Benevolent and Aid Society of 
Powell River. During the six months since the inception of this society, they have made wonderful progress in the 
carrying out of their ideals of community work.
They have held three dances, all of which were very successful financially and as social functions as well. The 
proceeds from these dances are placed in a general fund to be used for the purpose of helping any of the Italian 
community who may be in need. Already, the Society have been able to do a considerable amount of benevolent 
work along these lines …
Among the other activities of this society is the forming of a Baseball team. The boys hope to be in 900d shape and 
get things going by early next summer …
Kindly Actions (page 11):
We feel constrained to call attention to the personal interest taken in patients in our local hospital, entirely aside 
from the professional pride which doctors and nurses always take in their work.
Not so long ago, a patient was brought in, suffering from a very serious sickness. Dr. Marlatt decided to use insulin
—if it could be obtained. He wired to Vancouver and received a satisfactory answer. The next move was to get the 
insulin here, and in a hurry. The Doctor this time referred to Mr. A.E. McMaster, our mill manager, who at once got 
in touch with Mr. N.R. Lang, managing director at Vancouver. Mr. Lang wired back to Dr. Marlatt that the 
Company’s yacht Norsal would take the serum up to Powell River immediately.
By the time the serum reached the boat, she was ready to pull out.
It is kind and thoughtful actions such as this that keep us believing that this world is not such a bad old place, and 
that there are some fine people living in it.

A photo of the Sulphite Workers is on page 12.

Benefit Concert by the Working Party (page 13):
The Working Party, who, two years ago, inaugurated the Powell River Returned Soldiers Benefit Fund, are putting 
on a vaudeville entertainment for the benefit of the fund
Since the fund has been in existence, it has, with the least amount of publicity, helped out deserving
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cases in our community, and there is going to be a heavy call on it to try and help one of our comrades 
to regain his health. It is on this account that it will be necessary to make a charge for admission …
Golf Notes: The incredible is possible—is it Murphy’s Law? (page 14):
… For the season’s most remarkable golf snot, the prize (a copper-riveted cut-glass mashie), should 
long ago have been presented to Mr. Petch, of E.G. Pryor & Company. In playing the first hole, Mr. 
Petch bounced his ball off the oil tank. Seeing the ball sailing back across the tee, he swung at it 
again, with admirable presence of mind, and was rewarded for his dexterity in catching it squarely on 
the club head and sending it onto the green, holing out in the regulation two putts.
Powell River golfers were unimpressed by weather and continued playing in tournaments into 
December.
Intermediate Baseball (page 15) was popular in Powell River in 1924. The league’s year-end financial 
statement showed a credit of $92.76 in the Bank of Commerce—a substantial amount at the time.
The two teams, Braves and Giants, appeared to be evenly balanced, the Braves winning 7 out of 13 in 
the Cup competition. The Digester concluded that it was the superior pitching of “Buster” McNeil and 
the excellent performance of Clarence (Captain) Beecroft on second base that gave the Braves the 
edge. The Giants were considered superior in the infield. Photos of the two teams are on page 25:
Ernie Hammerton’s fine play at first and his base running and stealing were the outstanding features 
of the games. Captain Clyde Higgins, at second base, also played a good consistent game. The boys 
of both teams wish to thank the Powell River Company for the splendid financial support given them. 
The public, too, are thanked for the donations given and the help rendered in other ways.
A detailed review of Boy Scout and Girl Guide activities for 1924 (pages 19-21) showed 72 boys 
registered, up from 52 the previous year. A troop of Rover Scouts was being formed.
Mrs. Mary E. Milnes, Captain of the Girl Guides, reported a very successful year, nine Brownies (G.G.) 
Having advanced into the Company, and there were many new recruits. Mrs. N.R. Lang took the 
Guides on a trip to Savary Island on the Company Yacht Norsal.
Old-timers featured on pages 21, 23-24 were George Mason, John Yoeydyk, William L. Todd and 
Walter Haslam.
What People Are Saying (page 29):
Dad” Watson has imported some new signs for his store {the Govt. Liquor Store|—they are not 
remarkably artistic, but they are fairly easy to look at. It pays to advertise, but these signs are not paid 
for, nor displayed, by the Liquor Control Board, nor the “Govt.” of British Columbia. “Dad’s” store has a 
wonderfully tasteful display of Christmas gifts to suit every purse and palate. With every purchase 
made during the month of December comes a voucher entitling holder to a free box of Seidlitz 
Powders.
This port has “blanketed” the other British Columbia ports insofar that we already have a fire-fighting 
boat.
Vol. 4, No. 13, January 1925
Schools history: Pages 8-9 were devoted to a brief history of Powell River High School and Public 
School, with photos of the school building, R.H. Campbell, High School Principal; Helen A. Ruddick, 
Assistant; W.P. Beal, Public School Principal.
High School:
As the Elementary School developed and its pupils succeeded in passing the High School entrance 
examinations, and thus obtain their High School certification, it became necessary to provide facilities 
for more advanced work. Accordingly, in September 1919, under the Principalship of Mr. W.T. Arthurs, 
the Elementary School was raised to the rank of a Superior School and first year High School work 
was begun.
At first, the more advanced work was carried on in conjunction with the work of the Entrance class, the 
principal being responsible for both; but in September 1920, a separate High School classroom in 
charge of Principal F.L. Murphy was opened with an enrolment of 11 pupils divided into two grades 
and receiving the
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full attention of the teacher.
In September 1921, R.H. Campbell succeeded Mr. Murphy. As the number of pupils then doing High School 
work had reached 19, divided into three grades, the Provincial Department of Edu-cation raised this branch 
of the work to the status of a regular High School. Thus the Superior School, which had lasted two years, 
came to an end and the High School became entirely separate from the Elementary School …
Public School (photo of staff on page 10):
The school consisted of six divisions in 1921, seven in 1922, and eight in 1923. In March 1923, over 30 
pupils left to attend the Wildwood School, which had just opened. Twenty passed into High School in June 
1923.
Twenty pupils began school for the first time in September 1923, and sixteen passed into High School in 
June 1924. Eighteen new pupils started school in September 1924. Over 300 are in attendance at the 
present time [January 1925] …
The local Tuxis Basketball Team was victorious in Vancouver (page 10):
The Powell River Tuxis basketball team, during their recent visit to Vancouver, vanquished the Wesley and 
St. Marks teams. The score of the first game was 67-19, and for the second 27-25. Our boys have been 
coached here by Mr. Harry Andrews. They show wonderful improvement over last season’s form. Jack Hill 
was the star performer for the home team, getting 13 baskets.
Old-timers featured on pages 13-15 are Jean Coccola, Gustave John Schuler, Thomas Carney, Walter Albert 
Snyder and Charlie Rushant
Sea Scouts (page 138)
The local Boy Scouts have organized a Sea Scout Troop under the leadership of Mr. A.C. Crawford. All 
scouts who may be interested in the movement should get in touch with Mr. Crawford, Lawrence Smith, or 
Felix Nicholson. Seamanship and navigation will De taken up.
What People Are Saying (page 24):
The festive season was well and fittingly observed—as one of the best yet. The children had a mighty time—
the various Christmas trees reaching quite up to expectations. The Company Christmas Tree carried sifts for 
over 700 children of the community. Along with the church trees and all the private trees, Powell River came 
mighty near being a bush town.
The Papermakers’ Dance proved just a little bit too popular—it being the most thickly populated dance ever 
held in this town. Both the punch and the hall were tastefully decorated, and the music really splendid.
Six hundred attended and the merrymakers only dispersed after going strong for eight hours.
The manager of the Patricia Theatre has a blessing and a curse coming to him. We hand it to him for giving 
us an opportunity to see that wonderful picture “North of 36°—more especially since we were served ahead 
of that other prominent B.C. port city | Vancouver]. In popularizing the cross word puzzle via the back of his 
movie programmes he has wrought untold harm—may his chickens never lay.
The neighboring towns of Cranberry, Wildwood, Westview and Michigan Landing [now Willingdon Beach] are 
all eager competitors for the new provincial courthouse. Cranberry appears to have the lead and we are told 
that it maintains a powerful lobby at Victoria.
Golf (page 26)::
The Golf Club wishes to extend to all townspeople who are interested in golf and not now members of the 
Club an invitation to join before the next annual meeting, which will take place the first week of February.
The entrance fee is now $2.00, but there is a possibility that it may be raised at the time of the meeting.
An excellent opportunity, therefore, presents itself to come in at this time, acquire the privileges of the Club, 
and discover the pleasures of a game which is sure to continue increasing in popularity, especially with the 
opening of the new fairways
The Greens committee has just opened two of the new holes, as a means of cutting down the excessive 
wear which is taking place on some of the old greens, notably the first and fifth …
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Golf: Scot’s Greys vs. Black Watch (page 28):
The 1925 golf season was fittingly and officially opened on New Year’s Morn by a most brilliant match 
between John McIntyre, representing the Scot’s Greys, and “Bill” Barclay, of the Black Forest Watch. 
Just so to make it a wee bit more thrilling, there was a wager of five cents a hole, besides which the 
loser was to forfeit his right to wear “plus fours” and forthwith denude himself of his nether garments 
and present same to his successful opponent. Rumor has it that John offered Bill a compromise, a half 
interest in some mining shares of doubtful value, as well as the address of the maker of his famous 
“plus fours.” Bill was obdurate, and it was thus discovered that Mac had on his riding “breeks” 
beneath. The final result of the match—Barclay, 2 and 1. It was a close game—naturally.
Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1925
Work on the dam and new wharf had been completed, and the site for the new grinder room was 
cleared. A quarry was opened about 200 yards from the mouth of Powell River to provide rock for the 
construction of a sea wall (page 3).
Waterfront Notes: The New Wharf (page 5):
January 28 … the wharf staff moved into their new and spacious quarters, erected at the junction of 
the two piers. The addition of the Dominion and Canadian National Express agencies to the duties of 
the wharfinger made their old office far too small for the work. The new building houses the wharf 
superintendent, the head paper checker and the wharfinger under one roof. All business is now 
transacted over the counter …
Population—Watch Us Grow (page 5):
... The natural increase goes on apace. During the year past some 60 children were born in Powell 
River and suburbs. The 1924 census shows some 2200 names …
Notice Regarding Radios (page 5):
We should strongly advise any members of the community intending to install a Radio Instrument in 
their homes to ask the advice of the Electrical Department before doing so. Mr. Craigen would be very 
glad to give intending purchasers the benefit of his knowledge and experience in Radio Engineering.
It is necessary to obtain permission from the Townsite Department for the erection of outside aerials 
before any construction work is done.
Notice to Householders about Blasting:
Notice is given that on or about March 1, certain heavy blasting may be carried out by the contractors 
around Riverside
Sse &
Notice will be posted on the bulletin board about 24 hours before such blasting takes place, and 
householders are advised to look for such notice when posted, and when this is done, to take the 
precaution of opening all windows in the house during the operations.
A photo of the 30-man Finishing Room Crew appears on page 12.
The Old-Timers section (pages 14-15) features William Hutchison, Wallace E. Wilshire, George M. 
Dicker, Guiseppe Picoli and Joseph Falconer.
Soccer: Photos of St. Andrew’s and Elks’ teams occupy page 18. Midway through the season, Elks 
were one game ahead of St. Andrew’s. Indians were three games behind St. Andrew’.

What People Are Saying:
Our unstinted praise goes to the Jovial Jesters for their splendid entertainment of the other night. There was
a tip-top army of talent revealed and a really high grade show crowned their efforts. The “Six Hundred”
townsfolk who attended must have proved a mighty encouragement to those Jovial Jesters—our thanks.
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*Dad” Watson [local liquor vendor] is soon to hold a series of bargain sales—Friday specials—at 
his Wet Goods Emporium. Dad needs to be careful, or he'll be killed in the rush.
The new uniforms for our Provincial Constables have been promised for the Spring Assizes. They 
will be of khaki with green epaulets—ridin’ breeches and Sam Browne belts for fixin’s.
The Jovial Jesters:
We are indeed proud of the fact that, without going outside of our own community, we are able to 
put up an entertainment such as the Jovial Jesters, under the able management of Mr. George 
Wilson, gave us in the Central Hall on the evening of February 9 …
The ladies who took part made an excellent showing in sketches, songs, monologues and 
dancing.
The men, too, took part in an equally superior and efficient manner …
Not the least thing about this splendid effort of the Jovial Jesters being the substantial sum of 
money raised towards an end that meets with the approval of the whole of Powell River …
Maccabees Organized
Powell River Review No. 23, W.B.A. met in Central Hall January 19
Mrs. Pettipiece called the meeting to order and proceeded with the ceremonies. The organizers 
were delighted with the large class of thirty-six.
Instruction in the beautiful work of the order was then given, and full organization was completed
they were very pleased with the Guard work. This was followed by a Flower Fund March which 
resulted in a goodly sum for the ‘sick fund.’
Basketball League Formed:
At time of writing, a Basketball League is being formed to play out the remainder of the season. 
The exStars, Tuxis Boys and Finishing Room teams will compete. It is hoped that a suitable trophy 
will be put up.
Two Girls’ teams have been formed—the Vampires and Fireflies.
Vol. 4, No. 3, March 1925
Golf: Photos on the front cover of this issue show golfers on the first green, and others on the 
porch of the original Golf Clubhouse.
Photos on page 3 show progress in construction of the new mill penstock and the rock sea wall.
Old-Timer photos and brief biographies appear on pages 14-15: Richard Toban, Joseph Loukes, 
Robert Robertson, Frank Maslin, George Baxter and George Beattie.
Jovial Jesters Once More: (page 17)
The Jovial Jesters are arranging a special vaudeville, of an entirely new dress and appearance, to 
appear on Saturday, April 25 in Central Hall , in aid of the Powell River Baseball Club.
What People Are Saying: (page 19)
The lawn bowlers are furbishing their own “bowls” and casting longing eyes on the green sward. 
There be in the neighborhood of thirty new members in the club this coming season.
Soon the “put,” “put,” “put” of the gas engine will be heard at the river. The only thing holding back 
the fresh water mariners is the drift wood in the river.
Fish are being caught in Haslam Lake, and worms will soon be at a premium.

The Log Pond Crew are featured in a photo on page 23.
The S.S. Katrina Luckenbach, of the Luckenbach Steamship Line, called at Powell River on February 23 last 
and took on a cargo of paper for Galveston, Texas and other points. She is the largest ship, as yet, to call
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at this port. Her dimensions are: length, 486 feet; beam, 57 feet; with a load line of 30 ft. 6 in. An oil 
burner with twin screw turbines. According to her officers, she handles as easily as a yacht and has 
no need of a tug when making or leaving dock.
The Company’s newsprint production for February 1925 totalled 5909 tons. It showed a gradual 
increase month by month, but two larger and faster paper machines were on the horizon.
Vol. 4, No. 4, April 1925
Plant Extension photos on page 3 show progress on Grinder Room construction and the rock quarry 
for the sea wall construction.
A photo of the Carpenter Crew is on page 5.
Elks Entertainment (photo)(page 12):
The Powell River Elks scored a bull’s eye on Wednesday evening when they entertained the children 
at a fancy dress dance in Central Hall.
In the neighborhood of 200 children were in costume, and the variety and range of dress was a 
marvel to the beholder
Four old-timers are featured on pages 17-18: Joseph Trevisan, Mario Venuti, Redento Schiffo and 
Luigi Cecconl.
What People Are Saying (page 19):
Saturday afternoon in the picture show is enjoyed to the utmost by the children. The parents who 
accompany the children enjoy them-selves seeing the children get full measure. The silent howling of 
the wolf-dog on the screen is assisted by the kiddies—and there 1s no silence.
The Elks deserve all the good things said of them following the Children’s
Fancy Dress Carnival. The children were dazed and nearly strangled, trying to follow the erratic 
gyrations of the so-called accompaniment of our Canadian Anthem, O Canada. The alleged up-to-
date orchestra will have a difficult time providing an alibi.
Golf: Finally, a Nine-Hole Course (page 22):
Second only to the tournaments, the big excitement of the past month was the opening, on the 
morning of March 28, of the two additional new holes
In the afternoon, droves of enthusiasts were out to try their luck at the new distances
the view from the tee Is really magnificent; the blue waters of Malaspina can be seen stretching for 
many miles in three directions
The addition of the new holes is indeed a godsend to the club,
even though the grass has not yet started to show, except very sparsely, in the fairways Ail can 
realize, now, the joy of going the full nine.
The Digester, in boasting about Powell River's climate, listed rainfall in six B.C. communities (page 
23):
Victoria 30 inches
Powell River 38 “
Vancouver 59 inches
Prince Rupert 110 ”
Ocean Falls 132 “
Swanson Bay 180 ”
Girls’ Basketball: A photo of the recently formed girls’ teams, the Fire-flies and the Vampires, is on 
page 25.
Football (Soccer) (page 28):
Organized Football has now taken a firm hold as a leading sport in our community and next season 
promises to be much better, in every respect, than the present one. It is going the rounds that the 
local Knights of Pythias intend putting a team in the field next season. It will be an interesting league 
with four teams.
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New Pleasure Resort (page 31):
At Cranberry Lake, just beyond McFall’s Ranch, Mr. R.E. James is preparing a picnic site and playground for the coming season. A 
tea room is being built, and a float for the convenience of bathers and those who desire to canoe or boat on the lake. A dancing 
pavilion Is planned.
Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1925
Firefighting in the mill and townsite is the subject of a four-page item beginning on page 4. A photo of the nine Powell River Fire 
Laddies is on page 7. The following paragraph is extracted from page 5:
As a means of obtaining immediate service from the fire brigade in the case of fire, this Gamewell fire alarm system has been 
installed at the Fire Hall on Maple Avenue. Twenty-six fire alarm boxes are provided throughout the mill and townsite, from any one 
of which fire calls may be turned in and immediate service of the fire brigade obtained to the point of call. Fire gongs and punch 
registers, also manufactured by the Gamewell Fire Alarm Company, are installed in the Fire Hall and also in the Boiler House. This 
allows the call to be registered both at the Fire Hall and Boiler House simultaneously and permits the fire whistle being blown on 
receipt of the first call from any fire alarm station. Each of the twenty-six fire alarm boxes is provided with a telegraph key for 
sending in special signals to the Boiler House or Fire Hall in the event of higher pressure being required in the mains, and also for 
the purpose of registering “All Out” signals.

A photo and brief biography of W.H. Frith is on page 24.

Intermediate Baseball: Photos of the three teams comprising the League, the Pats, the Giants and the Braves, occupy 
page 20.
The Italian Community organized an Intermediate baseball team (page 27).
Dock and Storage Crews, with photo, are featured on page 28.
Vol. 4, No. 6, June 1925
Paper Queen Contest (page 2):
A popularity contest has been organized and started under the auspices of the Powell River Elks Lodge, No.
63, to represent the Paper Queen
The candidates chosen were selected entirely by the school children ... The candidates were chosen from 10 years up, or 
a class similar to the 10-year class. The highest number of votes cast determined the winner. Out of the candidates 
chosen to represent their respective rooms, the Queen would be determined by the highest number of votes cast Dy the 
public
As this is the first time a contest of this nature has happened in Powell River, it is to be hoped it will be a success, as it will 
be an annual event from now on
the ceremony of crowning the Queen will be performed by our Mill Manager, Mr. A.E. McMaster
on the ball ground, July 1, at 1 p.m.
The Old-timers section, pages 16-17, 1s occupied by photos and biographies of William P. Alexander, Arthur Carter Dunn, 
William H. Roberts, William E.W. Milnes and Carl Gaudet.
Lacrosse Club started (page 18):
Lacrosse enthusiasts of Powell River met in the Patricia the early part of the month and organized a lacrosse association.
A very gratifying interest was shown at the meeting, there being about forty present
Alec.
McDonald and Al. Hatch were elected as captains, temporarily, to pick players for two teams from the material available.
The club membership fee is only $1.00 and it is hoped that all who wish to see Canada’s national sport flourish in Powell 
River will come forward and place their names on the book.
What People Are Saying (page19-20):
ie
Powell River is making room for more “folk” just as quickly as clearing and building operations may be rushed without 
sacrifice of quality. Along with a huge and courageous plant extension scheme, numerous well designed houses are being 
constructed. Our community pride is now a force to be reckoned with
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We are, essentially, a community of workers and would find it difficult to show a real loafer Few 
settlements on this wide continent of ours are so well-equipped for purposes of outdoor recreation. We 
have bowling greens, tennis courts, a 9-hole golf course, baseball grounds, football and lacrosse 
fields, bathing beaches, and a landing stage especially built to accommodate the numerous boats and 
motor craft on the lake. Industry has made all this possible, the Powell River Company having borne 
all initiatory expense.
Our thanks are due to the “tidy-up bee” held the other day by a number of the bigger boys in the 
neighborhood of Fourth and Willow—a concrete example of civic pride in the citizens of to-morrow.
A movement is afoot at Cranberry—to provide a town clock and a peal of bells for the new Court 
House. We would feel just as comfortable if Cranberry had an equipped volunteer fire brigade.
Golf Championships (page 22):
Mrs. McIntyre, who, besides being the medalist in the qualifying round of the Ladies’ Championship 
with the splendid score of 102 for the 18 holes, was successful in bringing back to Powell River the 
Ladies’ Championship for the tournament …
Great credit is due to Ed. Peacock for repeating last year’s performance. In passing, it should be 
remembered that,
besides retaining the club championship, Peacock also won the President’s Cup (36 holes medal), our 
second major event …
Lawn Bowling Club (pages 23-24):
Seldom has a competition aroused greater interest or opened with more enthusiasm than the one 
which will decide the destination of the Department Shield, which commenced June 1. Eighteen rinks, 
representative of as many departments of the mill and district, are contesting supremacy
A new innovation, this season, in the Lawn Bowling world, is the contest to decide the championship of 
the Dominion. Earlier games will be played upon the local green. The winners will then proceed to 
meet the winners from other provincial clubs, and thence the best from the sister provinces. Many of 
our Dest bowlers have entered and, with average good fortune and the material at our disposal, it is 
well within the bounds of possibility that the first champions of the Dominion of Canada in the annals of 
lawn bowling will be found in the ranks of the Powell River Lawn Bowling Club …
The Powell River Orchestra was reorganized following the resignation of James Innes as leader. Joe 
Haigh was appointed leader, with D. Ostrum, violin; Jim Innes, saxophone; Bert Watts, trumpet; and M. 
St. Marie, drums (page 30).
The new Boat Schedules—effective May 1, 1925—showed 15 sailings per week from Powell River to 
Vancouver. Three return trips per week were made by the following steamers: Lady Evelyn, Charmer, 
Chelohsin, Capilano and Grand Trunk. (page 31)
The Digester printed a full-page organizational chart of the Powell River Company, May 1925, on page 
31 Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1925
The Powell River Paper Queen Contest was won by Lillian Ormond, of Myrtle Point, by a very large 
majority.
After she had been crowned by A.E. McMaster, Elks Exalted Ruler, Dr. Fletcher, presented the Queen 
and her attendants with wrist watches to mark the occasion. The band played O Canada as the party 
proceeded to the Hotel, where the luncheon was served.
Early History of the Paper Machine (page 20-21):
The Digester reprinted an interesting article from “The International Paper Monthly” (date not given), 
from which the following paragraphs were extracted:
A most noteworthy and revolutionary change in paper making methods was affected by the invention, 
in 1799, of a machine which was to produce paper in a continuous sheet.
In 1788, Benjamin Franklin read, before the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, a treatise
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on the Chinese method of making large sheets of paper. Franklin, after enumerating ten steps in the 
process of making small sheets by hand, described the Chinese use of a mould about 16 feet long 
and five feet wide, worked by pulleys and weights, and how the wet sheet was deposited on the 
glazed surface of a stove-like structure where the sheet was dried and a high finish given one side of 
it.
Twenty-nine years later, Thomas Gilpin sent, to the same society, a sample of paper taken from a 
sheet 1,000 feet long and 27 inches wide, which was made in the Gilpin Mills on Brandywine Creek, 
near Wilmington, Del. It was made on a machine of Gilpin’s own make, and it was here that the first 
machine made paper was produced in the United States …
Golf (page 29):
Mrs. John McIntyre became the first ladies’ club champion by defeating Mrs. Ritchie 2 up in a most 
exciting final, which ended on the home green …
Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1925
Elocution and Dramatic Art (page 5)
Anyone interested in amateur theatricals and dramatic art, and who wish to take up the study of same, 
please take notice that a class will be formed in our community for the purpose of producing 
entertainments during the winter months …
Alterations to the Powell River Dam were completed. The following paragraphs, from an informative 
item entitled Our Power Resources, on page 7, bring us up to date re the Company’s generating 
facilities: in the power development just completed, we have, by means of raising the dam, increased 
our storage capacity to the extent of another 14 feet. This means that we provide, also, a greater 
average head on the wheels and an additional 1.6 sq. miles of flooded area. The fact that the dam is 
higher means that we can now store more water than before during the wet season, to send through 
the wheels at the time of less stream flow
With more efficient turbines in the development, we will, in fact, be able to produce almost twice the 
horsepower provided by the original installation.
Flood conditions will be met by means of a large-capacity spillway incorporated in the new dam. The 
crest is fitted with 19 Taintor Gates, so arranged that when closed, they store water to within a few feet 
of the top of the abutments. In the case of a severe flood, these gates could all be raised, providing a 
discharge of 90,000 cubic feet a second, with 12 feet of water going over the dam. As the greatest 
flood recorded so far was one of 30,000 c.f.c., it is seen that a liberal margin of safety has been 
provided.
As a means of carrying the water from the forebay to the new wheels, an additional steel penstock, 14 
feet in diameter and 1600 feet long, is now being built to supplement the three old lines of about 11 
feet diameter. It will supply two new grinder turbines, each 6150 horsepower and driving 12 three-
pocket grinders, and one 13,000 horsepower vertical wheel connected to a 12,000 K.V.A. generator. 
The new penstock will be provided with a surge tank 31 feet in diameter and 40 feet high, situated 
near the old forebay wall.
The new generator will be 2,200 volts and, eventually, the old station will be changed over to agree 
with the new one
The Old-timers section, pages 12-14, features Leonard Arthur Keith, W.H. Stoney, Henry Spittle Millar 
Dicker, Archie Nicholson, Bert. Pritchard, Harry Hatch and Chas. McLean.
What People Are Saying:
The good old sea serpent has again appeared, just at the slack season—British Columbian 
newspapermen are truly thankful.
It is right cheery to have so many visiting yachts passing along the Strait. It costs tourists real money 
to reach Powell River, but visitors invariably leave impressed with our solidarity and substantial 
development.
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Joe was leader of the

Athletic Competition (page 22)
Ernie Hammerton (photo on page 23) won the 200 yards handicap and came third in both the 220 
yards open and the 100 yards handicap at the Caledonian Games in Vancouver.
Safety: Accident Record of the Mill:
The Mill reported 5 accidents in June, resulting in 60 days lost time. The figures more than doubled in 
July, with 11 accidents (four of them in the Wharf and Paper Storage), resulting in 271 days lost.
Vol. 4, No. 9, September 1925
Elks Children’s Day:
Saturday, September 5, was a day that will long remain in the memories of all the children of Powell 
River and the surrounding district. Buller’s Circus was in town on that day, and the Powell River Elks 
treated all the kids—over 600 of them, large and small—to the show. Even before the 12 noon whistle 
blew, the children had started to collect in the bandstand and, as one o’clock approached, the Brother 
Bills in charge of the arrangements for the day began to be a little bit afraid they had underestimated 
the number of children that would turn out. However, everything went off serenely. Each and every 
one was treated to ice cream, candy and pop and handed a flag—the Union Jack. They were directed 
from the grandstand to the main tent of the circus and rapidly sorted into the seats surrounding the 
ring in the centre of the tent. By the time the show was ready to start, every available seat in the tent 
was occupied …
Plant Extension
Construction of the new penstock was proceeding rapidly (pages 6-7), excavation for the new 
machine room was continuing, and the sea wall to the west of the grinder room was completed (page 
7)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph I. Haigh had a family of nine children—not exceptional in 1925.
Powell River Orchestra. (photo on page 15)..
What People Are Saying:
The hunting season opened to a good start, with the usual quota of citizens spending the night up the 
lake in order to be on the job at the first grey peep of dawn. We’ tell and listen to the same old stuff in 
the way of hunting yarns again this year
All forms of wild life appear to be getting less scarce in our vicinity. The big bush fire of six years ago 
surely put the clock back for hunters.
The Powell River Company staged a great field day on Labour Day—easily one of the most enjoyable 
days ever held at Powell River from the children’s point of view.,
The new uniform of the Provincial Police is all that one could desire—we congratulate its designers.
It looks exceptionally well on Major Sutton, and the Major looks exceptionally well in the uniform: a 
pleasing, dignified and impressive combination.
Golf: Reduced Par (page 23):
Rumour is gradually creeping out, from the Golf Club’s inner councils, that the par of the course is to 
be reduced to 62 and the Calkin’s system of handicaps installed. This means that golfers here will find 
their handicaps applicable to play on other courses, and also that some of our stellar elect will find 
their names no longer on the list of the “thousand best golfers.”
Vol. 4, No. 10, October 1925
Page 3 contained An Outline of Papermaking in Powell River
What People Are Saying (page 11):
The hunting season is in full swing: Excellent reports are heard on every hand. A sprinkling of snow 
now would make the hunting paradise complete indeed.
Fly fishing is becoming increasingly popular on Powell Lake. Some very fine catches are reported.
We now have a real parking ground for automobiles. The promiscuous parking of autos was fast
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becoming a nuisance
Lined up on the parking ground, the number of cars seems greater than ever. There are still a few houses without 
garages on the back lot …
The active and courageous plant extension programme now being followed surely puts a lot of heart into each 
and every one of us. It is comforting beyond measure to Know that the “big men” in the game have no fears 
regarding our future. In the front rank of solid and prospering communities stands Powell “our own town.”
Ladies’ Order of Maccabees gives ball (page 12):
Ranking as one of the most successful social events of the month was the Masquerade Ball given by the ladies’ 
Order of Maccabees
Most excellent music was furnished by the Patricia Orchestra, each member of which was transformed for the 
evening into a blushing belle …
Men’s and Girls’ Basketball Leagues were fully established (page 16):
The Men’s Basketball League is an accomplished fact this season. There are three good teams in the League, 
with an average of ten players per team signed on. The Gophers, under the management of Frank Flett, have 
some of the best-known players. The Old Tuxis Boys will take the floor very much the same as last year, under 
the management of Mr. J. Mallis. The third team in the League, the “All Whites,” comprises mostly new material 
and is shaping up in great style. It is presently under the management of the Physical Director.
The Girls’ Basketball League will be functioning by the time this goes to print, it is hoped, with three teams in the 
League: “The Vampires,” “The Fireflies” and “The Business Girls.” The latter team is a completely new 
aggregation, getting together at the time of writing
a Delated request was received from the Callies to count them in on the League …
A Kindergarten School, for children aged four-to-six years, was started in the hall adjoining the gymnasium.
Mrs. O.F. Randall was the teacher. Hours were 9:30 to noon on weekdays. (Page 29)
Night School (page 29):
On Friday, October 2, under the direction of the Powell River School Board, a Night School was opened in the 
public school with Mr. W.P. Beal in charge
Thirteen students were in attendance the opening night, eighteen at the end of the first week, while, at the 
present time, there are twenty-seven. The school is open Tuesday and Friday evenings from 7 to 9, and anyone 
who desires to enter may do so at any time.
Vol. 4, No. 11, November 1925
The Digester continued the series of historical articles on papermaking with Some Phases of Paper Making 
Practice (pages 3-5)
Plant Extension (photos)(pages 6-7):
The first picture this month gives a good idea of the revision of Nature offered by the judicious use of steam 
shovels on the site of the new Machine Room. It will be seen that the old Chinese Laundry, that weatherbeaten 
landmark, has fallen a victim to the wheels of industry and is no more. Where once were Oriental chatter and 
dirty sheets, will soon be papermaking chatter and a long, clean sheet.
Music in Powell River: A Choral Society and a Concert Orchestra were formed (page 20):
Of exceptional interest to all music lovers is the recent announcement of the formation of a Concert Orchestra in 
Powell River under the leadership of Mr. William Hinton
Following closely upon the formation of the Powell River Choral Society, which is now well under way and 
practicing steadily, the new society held the first tryout a week or so ago, the attendance on that occasion being 
most gratifying. No less than 22 instrumentalists, including a strong string section, being present
A very laudable desire on the part of the members of church choirs in Powell River has found expression in the 
formation of a Choral Society
It is particularly happy in having secured the services of Mr. W.E. Sorrell as musical director, and Mrs. C.R. 
Marlatt as accompanist
With the Choral Society, and the still more recently formed Powell River Concert Orchestra, in full swing, we are 
well on the way to making our community known in yet another sphere …
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The Working Party presented a musical comedy. Joe Haigh and the Powell River Orchestra provided 
accompaniment (page 21):
The doors of Central Hall were opened shortly after seven p.m., and long before eight, practically all the 
seating capacity had been taken.
The entertainment was a decided success. Those taking part gave to their endeavors a whole-souled 
attention to detail that combined to make all the acts mirthful and amusing. The songs by the different artists 
were well rendered and very much appreciated. The music was of a very high class order …
Golfers continued to play their game, regardless of the weather (page 22):
Wet weather has been a good thing for the links, however; the greens are continually getting in better 
condition, and a plentiful crop of new grass is coming up on the fairways. The area around No. 9 green now 
looks particularly hopeful. The course as a whole has been constantly improved; it has also been lengthened 
by 30 yards, the amount recently added to the No. 6 hole. This makes the total length just over 2000 yards, 
or almost two thirds the standard yardage, and brings the course well out of the miniature class …
The St. Andrew’s Football Team was “immeasurably” superior to the other three teams in the league. 
Observers felt that this situation was detrimental to the game: Since the outcome of any game involving St. 
Andrew’s was seen as a foregone conclusion, the public was losing interest—and the Club was losing 
support (page 23).
Notice to the Public re Lot 450 (page 29):
It should be noted that the privilege of cutting firewood has been granted to the City Transfer Company. No 
firewood may be cut and removed from D.L. 450 without permission from the City Transfer, and, should such 
permission be granted by the latter company, stumpage must be paid on all such wood cut before same is 
removed.
Powell River Company Limited
Vol. 4, No. 12, December 1925
Page 6 is devoted to the crew of the yacht “Norsal”
Page 7 displays photos of the tug Teeshoe, the Motorship Greta M. and the Greta M.'s crew.
The Greta M. Accident (page 8):
On the morning of November 25 last, Mr. $.D. Brooks, advisory admiral of the Kingcome Navigation 
Company, and Mr. Charles McLean, superintendent, accompanied by Colonel Montizambert and Mr. Archie 
Deland, left Powell River, B.C. on the motorship Greta M. for an exploration cruise around Theodosia Arm.
Just as they were about to make the return journey, the boat ran up on an uncharted rock. The tide was 
rapidly falling and, as the water lowered, the boat careened over at a very dangerous angle, forcing the 
passengers and crew to take hurriedly to the dinghy. There was no time to collect or save anything. Mr.
Brooks was wearing, at the time of the accident, what was known among seafaring men as a “lime-juicer’s”™ 
cap. On his arrival at Powell River, he strode into the Company’s office with this cap set on his head at a 
rakish angle and, with a few steps of the sailor’s hornpipe, started singing:

‘You’d know know I was a sailor
‘Cause I wear a Sailor’s cap.”

Bill” McLeod, no doubt attracted by the singing, came in at this moment and reminded Sam that he was 
compelled to call to mind that stanza from “Pinafore” which runs as follows:

“For I ain’t no sailor bold,
And I never was upon the sea;
It’s a fact i cannot swim,
And if I did fall in,
It’s quickly to the bottom I should go,
Oh, ho!”

What might have been a very serious occurrence was averted by the coolness and prompt action of all on
board. At a later date, help was sent and the Greta M. raised and taken to Vancouver for-overhauling.
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Teshquoit, Our Trademark (page 8):
The device illustrated on the back cover [of this issue of the Digester] is the registered trademark of the 
product of the Powell River mill. We have been asked, several times, of the significance of the word 
“Teshquoit” and would offer the explanation that this is an adaptation of the old Indian name for the river 
now called Powell River, from which our mill derives the power for the production of newsprint.
Notice to Motor Car Owners in Powell River (page 8):
Several warnings have been issued regarding fast driving on the wharf of Powell River. During the past 
week, a member of our community was fined $10.00 and costs, with the option of 14 days imprisonment, 
for exceeding the speed limit while driving on the Company’s wharf. In addition to this, he was relieved of 
his white driving ticket and received a blue ticket in exchange.
We trust that this action by the Provincial Police Department will be a serious warning to those who are in 
the habit of abusing the privilege that has been extended to public cars using the wharf. Additional care 
should be taken by users of cars on the wharf in parking in the places designated for this purpose.
Powell River Company, Ltd.
December 5, 1925
Radio Sets:
Householders are again advised that permits must be obtained from the Townsite Office before outside 
aerials may be erected. Before permit for such aerial is granted, the radio set is examined by the 
Electrical Superintendent for approval. Intending purchasers of radio sets are strongly advised to apply to 
the Electrical Superintendent before making purchase, as cases have occurred where the sets already 
purchased have had to be disapproved of, on account of same being of a manufacture which interferes 
with the sets already established in Powell River. This course is adopted for the benefit of radio users at 
large.
Powell River Company, Ltd.
Vol. 5, No. 1, January 1926
Vital Statistics for Powell River (page 30) showed 8 births for December 1925—4 girls and 4 boys. There 
were 4 total of 109 births 1n 19235.
Recorded deaths numbered 37, but this included a number of accident victims, brought to the local 
hospital from surrounding areas, who could not be saved and died there..
There were 20 marriages in 1925.
Vol. 5, No. 2, February 1926
The Powell River Orchestra, under the direction of W.H. Hinton, gave a highly praised concert in Central 
Hall on January 9. Vocal soloist, Charles Godfrey, was accompanied by Rev. N.J. Thompson. Mr. 
B.Watts, cornet soloist, was described as “a master of his instrument.” Mrs. John McIntyre sang 
“Romance,” by Sibelius. Mr.
H. Sandifer “very successfully rendered a violin solo.”
The Public School Report for Grades I to VIII occupies pages 17-19.
Basketball (page 22):
The Basketball League schedules have been played through to a successful finish, in both the men’s and 
girls’ divisions. The 1925-26 champions are the Tuxis Boys and The Vampires, respectively. The Gophers 
made a good second, the St. Andrew team third, with the All Whites in the cellar
In the girls’ division, the Commercials and Fireflies are tied for second place, and the play-off will be 
arranged in the near future.
Entertainment Company formed (page 25):
A meeting was held in Central Hall recently to organize a company to produce dramatic and comedy 
entertainments. Letters of invitation to attend were sent to some of the talented people in our community, 
and the spirit of interest shown was very gratifying …
Mr. George Wilson, who was appointed stage manager and director, stated that, although we were not 
living in a large community, there was no reason whatsoever why the very best plays could not be
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secured and produced, and that he was already in touch with the publishers of plays that are, at the 
present time, big successes of New York, Chicago and other big centres. It was the intention of the 
company to give the very best entertainment procurable.
The comedy “Brother Elks,” by Larry E. Johnson, was decided on as the opening production …
Vol. 5, No. 3, March 1926
The Plant Extension report on page 5 stated that pouring of concrete for the new Machine Room was 
finished: erection of structural steel for the westerly addition to the Steam Plant was practically 
completed; No. 4 Digester was completed and work on an additional digester was under way; [The 
new Sawmill was rapidly taking form; In the Grinder and Generator Rooms, progress continued on the 
installation of the new turbines, and assembly of the big generator had begun; the new Penstock was 
nearing completion. (Page 5)
Up—To-Date Service at City Motors’ new garage (page 20):
In order to keep pace with the rapid growth of motor traffic in Powell River, City Motors has erected a 
new and spacious garage just above the Powell River Company’s garage on First Street, and has 
secured the franchise for the famous Overland and Willys Knight Sleeve Valve cars
A twenty-four hours free service on air, controlled automatically, has been installed, together with a 
five-gallon gas pump
A full line in all sizes of tubes and tires is carried, as well as the better grades of lubricating oils, 
Veedol, Havoline and Monomobile included …
Ruth G. Ketchum, local piano teacher, presented a number of her pupils 1n a recital held in her home 
(page 22).
Photo of the Tuxis Basketball Team, first champions of the Powell River Basketball League (page 24).
Badminton was alive and well in Powell River. Handicap Tournament results on page 27.
Hughie Young, pioneer barber who started in Powell River in 1913, moved into new quarters in the 
Hotel Building. His new shop employed four barbers and one lady barber, and included a shoe-shine 
chair.
The paper mill safety report for February 1926 (page 30) included 15 accidents, which resulted in 153 
days of lost time. The Wood Room and Grinder Room accounted for more than half of them.
Vol. 5, No. 4, April 1926
Plant Extension: Photos on page 6 show the exterior and interior of the new Machine Room. Assembly 
of No.
5 Machine was proceeding, The new Sawmill is shown on page 7.
What People Are Saying (page 13):
A tired old warrior has passed on—in harness right up to the moment of dissolution
Norman R. Lang’s dreams for Powell River were fast materializing in both plant and town. His 
expressed desire was that “the hillside be covered with good homes filled by a contented people.” For 
the plant, the development programme speaks for itself
We voice our extreme regret at the passing of a man whose foresight, judgment, courage and 
endeavor made him an outstanding figure in the crowd of modern business men, and whose ready 
acceptance helped to make possible present conditions in Powell River.
We have enjoyed a wonderfully mild winter
Construction has made unbroken progress. We notice the marked difference and exceptionally mild 
winter makes to our wood pile.

Norman R. Lang passes away (pages 16-17)

The construction camp for workers on the mill expansion programme is shown 1n a photo on page 19. There were
15 tents, accommodating 24 men each, a total of 360, and three tents which housed 12 men each. The dining room
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could seat 400 people at 50 tables. Kitchen staff, including cooks, waiters and helpers, numbered 26. It 
was the largest temporary construction camp in B.C. at the time.
Basketball (page 20):
Powell River received official recognition in the Basketball world on March 17, when the first round of 
the B.C. Championship, Intermediate A. was staged in the local arena between St. An-drew’s Arrows 
and Powell River Tuxis …
Radio Licenses (page 24):
For the convenience of the members of the community, who are in possession of a receiving radio 
equipment, and for which a license is required, the dominion government nave delegated to the Powell 
River Radio Station the necessary authority for the issuance of such licenses. These can now De 
obtained from the Ratio Operator, W.L. Parkin, at any time during office hours, the total fee being one 
dollar …
Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1926
Powell River Company salaried employees, Sheldon “Sam” D. Brooks, Alfred Erwin McMaster, Robert 
BellIrving and Percy Sandwell are profiled with photos on pages 3-5.
What the People Are Saying: (page 13)
Our huge white twin stacks should prove a welcome landmark to those who go down to the sea in 
ships. They also form an excellent guide to those in search of the best town in which to settle
With the appointment of a new Commanding Officer, all speculation and mental uncertainty ceases. 
The elevation of Mr. A.E. McMaster to General Manager relieved the tension and met with instant and 
unqualified approval … Powell River is again assured of a development policy along sane, progressive 
lines …
It is of interest to know that over a thousand men are working on extension work alone in mill and 
townsite  … the Townsite Department is to be commended on the location and design of these last 
hundred, or so, residences—they will make lovely homes for new and worthy citizens. The new public 
school will keep the town abreast of the times. It is almost complete—a splendid school, well designed 
and well equipped Sixteen children were born in Powell River Hospital in April—“let ‘em all come. ”™
Golf (page 20):
Ed. Peacock won the Club Championship for the third successive year. Ed broke the course record 
with a brilliant 67.
Powell River defeated the visiting team from Point Grey Golf and Country Club 50 to 14.
Second Orchestral Concert (page 26)
Powell River Concert Orchestra, under the very able leadership of Mr. W.H. Hinton, again 
demonstrated the fact that they were able to work through a programme of really first class music in a 
most praise-worthy manner, when they gave their second public concert on Wednesday, May 12 last.
Vol. 5, No. 6, June 1926
What People Are Saying (page 13):
The wheels of the new mills are turning over ...the new mills are things to be proud of, plants worthy of 
enthusiasm, and complete at last. We are now on the verge of a huge increase in production tonnage 
…
Lynching is now on the wane. This is a deplorable fact. This reveals a certain slackness on the part of 
the common “peepul” in maintaining their rights. It also marks the passing of one of the most popular 
outdoor sports.
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The population of Powell River, urban and rural, numbers four thousand souls
there are over four hundred automobiles in the vicinity, being one to every ten persons. That is a high 
average and another indication that ours is no mean city. We have not yet reached the end of the trend by 
any means.
Another score of residences are now complete and ready for occupancy.
Children—Take Warning (page 25):
The practice of coasting down sidewalks on scooters, cycles and roller skates is absolutely against all rules 
and regulations, and a source of danger to the public. The reason for this notice being put in the Digester is 
to give warning to the children so that they may Know that they are breaking the law, and refrain from doing 
so again
An accident is liable to occur at any time, and it would then result in those involved being brought into court
Lawn Bowling Club—Victory at last (page 26):
The great event in the bowling world, since our last issue, was the long-desired defeat of the Vancouver 
bowlers by the local representatives on May 23. For the past five years, these two clubs have met on each 
other’s greens. Each time, the Powell Riverites have been compelled to accept defeat, sometimes by a 
narrow margin, but never were they able to gain the mastery. Each defeat, however, provided additional 
experience, of which full advantage was taken, and a spirit of confidence was abroad
Events proved that this confidence was not misplaced, and the superiority of the home talent was shown, not 
so much by the aggregate score—a majority of 28 shots—but by the fact that six rinks out of eight were 
triumphant.
President Saunders must indeed feel gratified that destiny selected himself as the helmsman upon this 
auspicious occasion …
Band and Choral Concert (page 29)
The open air concert on Thursday evening, June 3, conducted by both the Community Band and the Choral 
Society, was a splendid success, both from a musical point of view and as a means of giving pleasure to a 
very large number of well pleased people.
The Grand Stand was crowded and all the vantage points on the hillside and surrounding spaces held 
interested throngs.
This initial movement, on the part of two such organizations, speaks well for the community spirit pervading 
the membership …
Vol. 5, No. 7, July 1926
Pages 4 and 5 contain Dominion Day photos of the Hotel and the field and grandstand where outdoor 
sporting events were held.
No. 5 Paper Machine in Action (photo)(pages):
The long-awaited start-up of the “Big New Machine” happened on Monday, June 21:
a Fourdrinier machine of the latest type, equipped with all the improvements which have recently been made 
in papermaking machines and especially designed and manufactured by Charles Walmsley & Company 
(Canada), Limited for the manufacture of newsprint.
The Fourdrinier part is equipped with a wire 232 inches in width, and the machine manufactures a sheet [of 
newsprint] which, as finally wound on the reel, is 219 inches in width.
The machine is equipped with an electric drive manufactured by the Harland Engineering Company of 
Canada and arranged with individual motors for each section, the motors being inter-tied electrically to 
maintain proper relative speeds. The speed of the machine itself can be varied from 500 feet per minute to 
1000 feet per minute. The electric drive is complete, with its own motor-generator set, and a turbine is now 
being installed so that, if necessary, the machine will be entirely independent of mill power supply.
This turbine, and the turbine which is being installed in connection with No. 6 Machine, will act as auxiliary 
generating units in case of low water in the lake storage. They will be operated by the steam used by the 
machine driers.
The machine is equipped with the latest type of heating and drying apparatus, which was designed and 
supplied by Ross Engineering of Canada Limited.
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Brief biographies of Joseph Falconer and Robert H. Scanlon, with photos, appear on pages 10-11.
Evening Band Concerts were presented to the public by W.H. Hinton and the Powell River Band every 
week during the summer.
Bigger and Better (page 13):
… The people of Powell River must realize that we have expanded, that we have broken from the 
chrysalis into being, from a small town into a miniature city. We have a population of over four 
thousand, counting the immediate suburbs of Wildwood, Westview and Cranberry … there is no city in 
the Dominion of Canada that has any more of the utilities and conveniences that go to make for 
happiness and comfort than we have right here …  But, now that the town has assumed its present 
proportions, it is but fair to the Company that the burden of the responsibility of many things should be 
lifted from its shoulders to that of the community … therefore, we suggest that the community should 
assume a little more of the responsibility in the direction of our pastimes, sports and recreation, in fact, 
everything in connection with the social welfare

The Digester offered some helpful hints to ladies (page 14):
lf you run out of starch while washing, use cornstarch in the same way and you will have good results.
To keep hands smooth after scrubbing and washing, rub with a little vinegar. It will keep the skin very soft and 
supple.
A small piece of toilet soap cooked in starch will make the clothes iron with a gloss and prevent them from sticking.
The correct way to iron pongee is absolutely dry with a moderately warm iron, to prevent shining. It will take out 
every wrinkle and look like new.
When washing silk hose, put a small tablespoonful of vinegar in the last rinse water; this makes the hose stronger 
and prevents the heels of black stockings from turning grey.
Public School Notice (page 27):
Let it be understood in the first place that the new school, now under construction, will be known as “The Brooks 
School” and the old school will be known as “The Henderson School.” All High School students will continue to 
attend the Henderson School. All pupils of the sixth, seventh and eighth grades will attend the Henderson School 
as heretofore, irrespective of residence.
As regards the younger pupils, those included from the first to the fifth grades will be distributed between the two 
schools using the Bowling Green as a point of sub-division. All pupils of these grades residing west of the Bowling 
Green will attend the Henderson School and those residing east of that point will go to the Brooks School.
It is desired that pupils from Cranberry and Mowat Bay below Grade Six shall attend the Brooks School, and it is 
expected that a convenient trail will be established connecting these districts
Mr. Beale, the Principal of the Henderson School, and Miss Brett, Principal of the Brooks School, will be in 
attendance on Friday, previous to the opening of the schools in September to receive applications for admission.

Andrew Henderson
Secy. Board of Trustees
Dated July 15, 1926

The 1926 Public School Report occupies pages 29-29

Moonlight Excursion (page 31):
The Native Sons of Powell River announced a moonlight excursion to Vancouver Island by steamship:

On Saturday evening, August 14, at seven-thirty sharp, the Union Steamer Lady Evelyn will leave the
Company wharf for Royston, Vancouver Island. (Royston is between Comox and Union Bay.) There is a very
large open air dancing pavilion at Royston capable of accommodating 500 people. The Powell River Band has
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promised to be in attendance to liven up the voyage over and back
Tne steamer is due to leave on the return trip about midnight, or shortly after. Tickets for the round trip 
will be sold for $2.05. The admission to the dance is set for $1.00
Tickets will be placed on sale at all the local merchants, and also be handled by a special committee.
Vol. 5, No. 8, August 1926
The New Sawmill (pages 3-4) was running three shifts a day, having started up with “remarkably little 
trouble.” The big block and fuel conveyors were running successfully.
No. 5 Paper Machine (page 3), running at about 800 feet per minute, was living up to expectations, 
having produced 1,943.48 tons of newsprint in July, with a maximum of 100.6 tons for one day. 
Management was confident that the machine would reach its designed speed of 1000 f.p.m.
Powell River Lawn Bowlers, Jack Friend, William Wilson, George Paterson and George Linton won 
the Spencer Trophy, emblematic of the Open Rink Championship of British Columbia, at Vancouver. It 
was the first time Powell River had won it. (Photo on page 8; story on page 23)
Fire! Fire! Fire! (Page 9)
Sunday, July 18, a fire started in the woods between Wildwood and the Indian village of Sliammon. By 
midnight it had spread until it was a serious menace to the settlement of Wildwood, many of the 
residents having gathered their effects preparatory to retreating before the encroachment of the awful 
fiend. Only the herculean efforts of the fire fighters prevented such a disaster as the wiping out of this 
little settlement.
By Monday the fire had worked its way around the sea side of the hill and the blaze was creeping 
along in the direction of Powell River. Those in charge of the fire fighters swung a large company over 
to that front, and by the most energetic efforts managed to stay progress. Even then, Durning embers 
occasionally floated across the narrow gorge of the river, dropping within the limits of the townsite, 
only to be extinguished by an auxiliary force ready for just a happening.
Up to the middle of the present month, the fired area has been patrolled continuously by a force of 
men who were kept busy extinguishing outbursts of flame caused by the fire lodging in the roots of 
trees and smouldering in old downed logs.
lt was a narrow escape for the settlement of Wildwood, and our own beautiful town of Powell River 
may have been considered menaced in an alarming manner, the memory of which will remain for a 
long time to come …
Noisy Autoists (page 9)
An appeal, through the Welfare Office, has been made to drivers of cars to be more considerate in the 
use of “cutOuts.” Travelling through town at night, or early morning, with a rattle and a roar 1s not 
conducive to the rest or comfort of other people. If you please, and, thank you.
Vol. 5, No. 9, September 1926
The New Time Office (photo)(pages 3-4):
In this office, we have provided accommodation for eight clocks and have also provided for future 
installation of more clocks, should they be required, by arranging, on either side, verandahs which can 
be taken into the building. The new time office includes an office for the use of the Paymaster, 
complete with a concrete vault for the safe keeping of the Paymaster’s records. In future, the whole of 
the Paymaster’s operations will be carried out under one roof instead of, as at present, being 
distributed between the time office and the general office
The Company’s new giant tug St. Faith (photo) is featured on pages 20-21, being described 1n a letter 
to the Editor of the Digester:
You might be interested in reproducing the attached photograph of a new tug we Nave just put into 
service on the Pacific Coast. Following is a brief description:
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This vessel was built by the British Admiralty and is one of the well-known ‘Rescue’ type tugs.
Dimensions 135 feet long, 29 feet beam and 14 feet depth. She is equipped with two Scotch Marine 
boilers and one triple expansion engine 1200 i.h.p. which will give her a sea speed of 12 knots when 
running light and enable her to tow the largest-sized log rafts through the stormy waters of North 
British Columbia Since arriving in British Columbia, the St. Faith has been restored to Lloyd’s A.1 
Class, for which she was designed and built, and has been fitted to burn fuel oil. The bunker capacity 
has been arranged for 25 days continuous steaming. When fully loaded with fuel and stores, the 
vessel will have an extreme draft of 15 feet and a displacement of 1000 tons.
The towing equipment of this vessel, installed since her arrival on the Pacific coast, consists of one “A” 
size towing winch carrying 1600 feet of 1” inch wire hawser. A new towing propeller, suitable for log 
towing, has been fitted, and also a wireless installation [radio] which has a range of 250 miles.
The crew accommodation has been brought up to the high standard required on the Coast, the new 
gallery being particularly commodious and well arranged. In addition to separate cabins for each 
officer, she is provided with three spare cabins.
Taking everything into consideration, the St. Faith can be classed as the finest and most powerful tug 
on the Pacific Coast …
Italian Benevolent Society (photo)(page 24):
There was formed, about two and a half years ago, from the ranks of the Italian employees of the 
Company and others engaged in outside pursuits, a Benevolent Society and a Friendly and 
Entertainment Auxiliary Association. Practically every Italian in the community is a member. The 
objects of the Society are what the name indicates, and it can be said with a great deal of assurance 
that it has functioned very well indeed.
Many cases of need have been attended to and ready assistance rendered, which was greatly
appreciated
Cars on Company Wharf (page 26)
Owing to repeated congestion of motor cars on the Company Wharf, it has been deemed advisable to 
formulate rules to govern and relieve this state.
There is an ever-present liability to accident, Doth to cars and pedestrians, particularly at night when 
passenger boats are departing and crowds gather.
At a very early date, notices will be posted defining parking areas, privileges, etc.
A bus service (page 28) known as the Westview Powell River Car Service was begun by 
H.L.Compton. Five trips per weekday between Westview Garage and Powell River Hotel, and two 
trips on Sunday, were available for a fare of 25¢ each way. Special trips could be arranged.
No. 5 Paper Machine’s production increased to 2,299.28 tons in August.
Vol. 5, No. 10, October 1926
Photos of Nos. 5 & 6 Paper Machines appear on pages 4 and 5 with an account of the formal opening 
of the new mill.
Fall Opening (page | 1)
Once more we bring to the attention of our readers, especially and particularly those who are in the 
Company employ, of the great opening and opportunity before them to make suggestions and send in 
contributions to this magazine, in writing of course
The tug St. Faith is now owned by the Kingcome Navigation Company, operating out of Powell River, 
B.C.
She will be employed towing rafts and booms from the Queen Charlotte Islands and the Coast line to 
Powell River …
E. Landheim is sailing in her as Master, and G.M. Spence as Chief Engineer.
Church Clubs (page 18):
Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs were organized in the Parish Hall on Saturday evening, October 2. The boys 
and girls
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will meet separately on alternate nights; and a combined social evening is being arranged for Saturday, October 30 in 
the form of a Hallowe’en party. These clubs are for the boys and girls of the ‘teen age.
Radio Licences (page 23)
The Radio Inspector for the district wishes to advise that he will shortly be in Powell River for the purpose of making a 
close check on licences issued and radio sets installed. We are requested to emphasize the fact that any set found 
without a licence will be liable to immediate confiscation, and the owner to prosecution without warning
Owners of unlicensed sets would be well advised to rectify any deficiency without delay.
Speed In Paper Making (page 23)
According to the August number of “Through the Meshes,” a newspaper was recently printed on paper made from the 
wood of trees cut only two hours and twenty minutes before the edition appeared.
The trees for this paper were cut at 7:35 a.m. and by 10:00 a.m. the newsboys were crying the paper on the street. 
The wood had passed from the vats to the wire, and the paper had gone through the dryers and the printing press in 
this short time.
This example of rapid paper making is striking evidence of the speed made possible by modern papermaking 
machinery. Some of the machines carry the paper over the wire at the rate of 1000 feet per minute.
Musical Entertainment (page 28):
... Mr. Hinton has informed the writer that the orchestra has settled into the season’s work in a remarkable manner, 
and the work of rehearsing Mendelssohn’s “Hymn of Praise” has begun. This will be produced by the combined 
Orchestra and Choral Society.
Vol. 5, No. 11, November 1926
Fishing—Great Sport (page 13):
Tom Ogburn’s “floating palace” on Goat River was a favorite base of local fishers and hunters. A party of five were 
there on November 6. Bob Scanlon and Jack Wilson were hunting for goats on Goat Island while Charlie Grant and 
Fred Corbett were fishing in Goat River. The story, as it comes down to us, 1s—
While Charlie Grant [of Cumberland, B.C.] was flicking an enticing fly over the surface of the water, up rose a 
leviathan and down went the fly to the tune of a humming reel, as the big boy sounded. Then began the excitement. 
After a considerable period, Charlie began to realize it was more than one man’s job to land his fish; so he was put 
ashore just at the end of an old skid road. From this point, he continued to play the fish with all the art of an 
accomplished angler.
At this juncture, the grey hull of the Scottish naval flotilla hove in sight, the crew shouting encouragement and giving 
instructions as to how the thing should be done. By this time, both fisherman and fish were becoming exhausted. 
Slowly, Charlie guided the catch to the shore. In the excitement, Joe Falconer leapt overboard, and getting his 
shoulder under the finny giant, heaved him up on the Dank.
Bob Scanlon and Jack Wilson of the Irish and American mountain division, nearing the cries and din of battle from 
afar,
came on the double to assist in the capture, singing their famous regimental song “Reinforcements now appearing, 
victory is nigh.” Bob, in the hurried descent, purposely kicking loose a large fragment of rock which bounded on 
ahead, landing full on the bean of the poor struggling monster, and the fight was ended.
They gathered round to gloat over the body of their victim, when Joe, who by this time had dragged himself out of the 
chilly water, suggested it was hie time they got back to camp, where something hot, with a little authority in it, could 
be obtained.
All the time the action had been going on on shore, Fred Corbett, in the row boat, had been shouting out instructions, 
to which nobody paid the slightest bit of attention ... That night, in camp, the celebration was of a record-breaking 
nature; almost the dawn had come before the finish of the stories.
Not at all disheartened by their poor luck at their first attempt, Bob and Jack, of Alpine fame, the next morning again 
scaled the dizzy heights of the mountains in search of the wary goat. This time, their efforts were crowned with 
success. Jack flushed a fine yearling and Bob put the finishing touches to the incident with his trusty rifle, and while 
the boys [fishermen] were resting, they packed their trophy down the mountain side
The other members of the party proceeded up the lake to the fishing grounds. Messrs.
Aitken and Falconer were much more successful this time and succeeded in landing quite a few really fine
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fish …
they had the extreme satisfaction of capturing three more fish almost as big as the first prize; Charlie Grant landing 
two and Fred Corbett getting the second biggest fish of the entire catch, besides a number of others ranging from 
three to four pounds
[Charlie’s “finny giant” (photo page 13) was a 27% inch cutthroat weighing 9 lbs 12 oz. His fly was a No. 10 Brown 
Hackle. |
New Westview School Opening (page 18):
Westview’s little red schoolhouse has served its purpose. The march of events has forced its closing and the 
construction of a splendid and modernly equipped building of two rooms, on a site overlooking Malaspina Straits. 
Just ten years ago, the handful of settlers who had come to reside in that district, before the highway along the 
waterfront had been cut through, turned the sod on the then Waldron property and began construction of the 
schoolhouse which has now been placed in the discard.
The new schoolhouse was constructed by Mr. N.H. Heavenor, whose contract price of $4,000 was accepted early 
in the year. The two acres on which the building stands were purchased from Mr. A.J. Joyce for twenty dollars an 
acre.
Vol. 5, No. 12, December 1926
Parking Regulations On wharves and Other Places. A notice from the Powell River Company: We regret that we 
find it necessary to restrict the parking of motor cars on our wharves, except in zones provided for that purpose. In 
the past there have been too many accidents; too much congestion and too little regard for the rights of 
pederstnans. In addition to this, motorists have thoughtlessly left their autos in a jam, and interfered with the work 
of loading and unloading of paper and supplies.
if the space already provided for parking on the approach to Pier “B” and in the immediate vicinity of the 
Wharfinger’s office is filled, you are required to discharge your passengers and move your car off the wharf entirely, 
parking same in the space just south of the Engineering Office. Likewise, no parking will be allowed on the 
approach near the scales, nor near the Slasher Mill.
The provisions of these regulations shall not apply to the Police and Fire Chief, nor Physicians, when in pursuit of 
their duties, nor certain officers of the Company, nor to Taxi Cabs, provided that the latter park their cars in an 
orderly manner and are always on hand to move same if required.
Parking of Vehicles On Highways in Powell River District (p23):
Except in the case of any vehicle so disabled as to prevent the moving of same, no vehicle driven, used, or 
operated on any of the following highways specified hereunder shall be parked or left standing, whether attended 
or unattended, upon the paved or main-travelled portion of the highway—
Lund Road, from First Street, Powell River Townsite, to Lund.
Thunder Bay Road, from Eleventh Street, Powell River Townsite, to Thunder Bay.
Cranberry Lake Road, from Third Street, Powell River Townsite, to Cranberry Lake.
These regulations shall come into operation on the 10th
day of December 1926.
W.H. Sutherland, Minister of Public works.
Vol. 6, No. 1, January 1927
A Warning (page 10):
A number of young boys have been making a practice of using the sidewalk fronting the Department Store, at the 
corner of Second Street and Elm Avenue, for coasting purposes. They use scooters, wagons, roller skates and 
what-not, and have succeeded in making themselves a general nuisance on account of the noise they kick up. The 
general offices of the Company are located above the store. The row and the racket of shouting and yelling, and 
the rumble of wheels on the concrete sidewalk is a very disturbing element to those who are trying to concentrate 
on their work
it might be a good idea if the parents would add a word or two to their children on the matter.
First Class Entertainment (page 23):
At St. John’s United church, Monday night, January 10, a large and appreciative audience was splendidly 
entertained by Mr. Charles Cooke, the Indian basso and platform entertainment
His singing was a rare
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treat; the depth to which he pitched his wonderfully-trained voice reminding the hearer of an expression used by an Indian who had heard a celebrated basso; “Him heap dug 
out.”
Mr. Cooke was very ably assisted Dy Mrs. Templeton, as soloist; Mr. Brooks as accompanist, and Miss Alice Smith, who rendered a charming piano solo. Just before the 
entertainment was brought to a close, Mr.
Cooke spoke on the Indian question, bringing to the fore some phases of the problem that are not often presented to the general public. Apparently the audience was in deep 
sympathy with the speaker, his remarks being terminated by a hearty round of applause. His next visit will be looked forward to with pleasurable anticipation.
Vol 6, No. 2, February 1927
Auto Safety: (page 7):
Here is a bit of advice offered by an experienced driver: When starting up an icy hill, without brakes, keep going. If you stop, you’re lost. Drive with the hand throttle instead of 
the foot accelerator, as this ensures an even flow of gas and not the irregular impulse of power which always happens when the foot accelerator is used. If you are afraid when 
going down hill, drop into second, or even low gear.
Burns’ Night (page 12) was celebrated as usual, with an added and greatly appreciated performance by a young Powell River Dancer:
An added and very entertaining part of the programme was the presence and performance of little Annie Lamont, who, at the age of thirteen, has more medals for dancing than 
all the members of our athletic clubs can show for their prowess in their own fields. Sne sang and danced at intervals and it was remarkable how the large crowd of dancers 
there, itching as they were to get on the floor themselves, afforded the wee lass an admiring and delighted audience. Her every effort was rewarded with calls for more, and 
everyone was sorry to see her dances finish.
A Tragedy in Cranberry Lake (page 18):
In the chilly waters of Cranberry Lake, after a brave but futile struggle, A.H. “Bert” Gerheart, one of Powell River’s promising young men, lost his life the afternoon of Friday, 
January 21 last.
He and some companions were skating about when a cry for help reached them. Bert, Vic Beaubien and Jean Coccola answered the appeal immediately. It was found that 
Jimmy Knott and a young lady had broken through some distance from the shore just to the east of the site of the Local Lumber Company’s mill.
While Vic and Bert were assisting the young lady, Knott managed to clamber out on the ice. By this time the young lady had been rescued and the four of them started for 
shore.
lt appears that Jean Coccola turned and went towards snore to get some planks, or poles, should they be needed to effect a rescue. When he was within about 50 feet from 
the shore, the ice broke and he went into the water. He smashed his way to shore. When he arrived there, he saw Bert Gerheart in the water, clinging to the ice, about 60 
fetreat; the depth to which he pitched his wonderfully-trained voice reminding the hearer of an expression used by an Indian who had heard a celebrated basso; “Him heap dug 
out.”
Mr. Cooke was very ably assisted Dy Mrs. Templeton, as soloist; Mr. Brooks as accompanist, and Miss Alice Smith, who rendered a charming piano solo. Just before the 
entertainment was brought to a close, Mr.
Cooke spoke on the Indian question, bringing to the fore some phases of the problem that are not often presented to the general public. Apparently the audience was in deep 
sympathy with the speaker, his remarks being terminated by a hearty round of applause. His next visit will be looked forward to with pleasurable anticipation.
Vol 6, No. 2, February 1927
Auto Safety: (page 7):
Here is a bit of advice offered by an experienced driver: When starting up an icy hill, without brakes, keep going. If you stop, you’re lost. Drive with the hand throttle instead of 
the foot accelerator, as this ensures an even flow of gas and not the irregular impulse of power which always happens when the foot accelerator is used. If you are afraid when 
going down hill, drop into second, or even low gear.
Burns’ Night (page 12) was celebrated as usual, with an added and greatly appreciated performance by a young Powell River Dancer:
An added and very entertaining part of the programme was the presence and performance of little Annie Lamont, who, at the age of thirteen, has more medals for dancing than 
all the members of our athletic clubs can show for their prowess in their own fields. Sne sang and danced at intervals and it was remarkable how the large crowd of dancers 
there, itching as they were to get on the floor themselves, afforded the wee lass an admiring and delighted audience. Her every effort was rewarded with calls for more, and 
everyone was sorry to see her dances finish.
A Tragedy in Cranberry Lake (page 18):
In the chilly waters of Cranberry Lake, after a brave but futile struggle, A.H. “Bert” Gerheart, one of Powell River’s promising young men, lost his life the afternoon of Friday, 
January 21 last.
He and some companions were skating about when a cry for help reached them. Bert, Vic Beaubien and Jean Coccola answered the appeal immediately. It was found that 
Jimmy Knott and a young lady had broken through some distance from the shore just to the east of the site of the Local Lumber Company’s mill.
While Vic and Bert were assisting the young lady, Knott managed to clamber out on the ice. By this time the young lady had been rescued and the four of them started for 
shore.
lt appears that Jean Coccola turned and went towards snore to get some planks, or poles, should they be needed to effect a rescue. When he was within about 50 feet from 
the shore, the ice broke and he went into the water. He smashed his way to shore. When he arrived there, he saw Bert Gerheart in the water, clinging to the ice, about 60 feet 
from the shore.
Jean attempted to swim out again, but became exhausted and had to put back. He then got some short poles and tried to skid them out to Bert, without success. His attention 
was then drawn to a boat close by. At this juncture, A. Mallory and F. Rippon appeared and, with an axe, they broke the ice to get the boat to within a few feet of wnere the 
young man was still clinging to the ice. A rope was thrown out and went close enough for him to grasp, but he was too exhausted to make the attempt and, in a moment or two, 
he slid off and disappeared.
When Jimmy Knott saw Bert Gerheart break through, he started for shore and, picking up some short poles, he tried to reach the drowning man without avail. He then got a 
long piece of 2 by 4 and shoved it out to within reach of Bert, at the same time asking him to make an effort to catch hold, but apparently Gerheart was so chilled that he was 
unable to do so …
Basketball (page 20):
there are now six teams organized. They call themselves the Powell River Basketball Club. A schedule of games has been arranged and already there is strong rivalry among 
the six teams
To further the interest of basketball in this community,
Mr. R.H. Scanlon, assistant Mill Manager, who has the interest of the community at heart, and who also is a sport lover from the word go, has very generously signified his 
intention of donating a cup as a basketball trophy.
The Powell River Rovers journeyed to Vancouver to play the boys of the Wesley Intermediate “B”et from the shore.
Jean attempted to swim out again, but became exhausted and had to put back. He then got some short poles and tried to skid them out to Bert, without success. His attention 
was then drawn to a boat close by. At this juncture, A. Mallory and F. Rippon appeared and, with an axe, they broke the ice to get the boat to within a few feet of wnere the 
young man was still clinging to the ice. A rope was thrown out and went close enough for him to grasp, but he was too exhausted to make the attempt and, in a moment or two, 
he slid off and disappeared.
When Jimmy Knott saw Bert Gerheart break through, he started for shore and, picking up some short poles, he tried to reach the drowning man without avail. He then got a 
long piece of 2 by 4 and shoved it out to within reach of Bert, at the same time asking him to make an effort to catch hold, but apparently Gerheart was so chilled that he was 
unable to do so
Basketball (page 20):
there are now six teams organized. They call themselves the Powell River Basketball Club. A schedule of games has been arranged and already there is strong rivalry among 
the six teams
To further the interest of basketball in this community,
Mr. R.H. Scanlon, assistant Mill Manager, who has the interest of the community at heart, and who also is a sport lover from the word go, has very generously signified his 
intention of donating a cup as a basketball trophy.
The Powell River Rovers journeyed to Vancouver to play the boys of the Wesley Intermediate “B”
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Basketball team
in a score of 82-2/7 for the Vancouver team.

to find that their opponents all stood head and shoulders above them which resulted

Vol. 6, No. 3, March 1927
Making Newsprint Records: (page 3):
lt has been recorded that an Eastern paper mill, on a machine exactly similar to our numbers five and six 
machines in the new mill, turned out 106.96 tons of newsprint in twenty-four hours.
During the month of February, our biggest output for twenty-four hours was on number five, which, on the 
fifth of the month, made 126.08 tons of newsprint. On the fourth of the month, number six machine rolled 
off 115.05 tons. Congratulations. Far be it from us to boast, but we will say there is some class to our 
boys. We are proud of you.
The Powell River Choral Society, under the baton of Mr. W. Hinton, gave a concert on February 26. So 
popular was the group that the hall was filled to capacity long before the concert began.
T. Clark sang a bass solo; the conductor rendered a violin solo and an encore. Accompanists were Miss 
Ruth Ketchum, pianist and Rev. N.J.
Thompson, organist. (Page 22)
Vol. 6, No. 4, April 1927
The Digester was always happy to publish items 1n praise of Powell River. A case in point are the 
following extracts from Weather and Other Things on page 10:
Powell River does not lay claim to being a pleasure resort. It is a place where newsprint is made, and in 
that particular line we claim to be in the premier class. Our quality of production is of the highest and best 
grade Now that is settled, we will proceed. When people have to work, it is nice to do so midst pleasant 
surroundings and conditions. Well, at Powell River such a state exists. Take for instance the weather.
Victoria lays claim to have an average summer-day temperature of 61 degrees F and an average winter-
day temperature of 42 degrees F, which is very splendid. Now look at the records of Powell River and one 
will find that the average summer-day temperature is 69.2 degrees F, warmer by eight degrees than 
Victoria; and the winter average in Powell River is 51.2 degrees F, warmer by nine degrees than that of 
Victoria. The average rainfall in Powell River, over a period of ten years, is 36 inches. There is very little 
difference, if any, in the hours of sunshine for the twelve months [between PR and Victoria] …
Where there is plenty of sunshine and abundant opportunity for outdoor sport and recreation, it is 
reasonable to assume that it reflects on the temperament and character of the people, and this is 
particularly applicable to Powell River …
Motor Vehicles (page 13):
For the information of everyone, we make the statement that there are, in Powell River and surrounding 
suburbs, in the neighbourhood of 450 motor vehicles. The population of the town is about 2200 and the 
combined suburbs another 2000. This means that there is one car for every ten persons.
lt also means that increased vigilance must be maintained because of the increased chances of accident.
Tennis Club formed (page 13):
At a meeting of those interested in tennis, held at the end of the tennis season last year, it was decided to 
form a Tennis Club and to request the Powell River Company Limited to grant the exclusive use of the 
courts to this club. The Company has now consented to this with the result that, in future, the use of the 
courts will be confined to those who are members of the Club …
The Club proposes to hold the following tournaments this year: Men’s Singles; Ladies’ Singles; Men's 
Doubles and Mixed Doubles. Cups have been donated for each of these competitions, replicas of which 
will be given to the winners, and suitable prizes to the runners up …
Photos and stories of Golf Winners are on pages 14-16. They include Ed. Peacock, Angus Armour, Gus.
Olson, Cecil Kelly, Gus. J. Schuler, Dr. D.J. Miller, Mrs. Gus. Schuler and Mrs. A.S. McLean.
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Ladies Aid Concert (page 17):
The entertainment given in Central Hall last Tuesday evening, under the auspices of the Ladies Aid of the 
United Church, was one of the most pleasing affairs that has taken place here for some time. From the 
opening remarks by Rev. Hugh Graham to the last strains of “God Save the King” ending the 
entertainment, the entire audience was kept interested and amused by the varied programme …
The official start of the programme was a selection by the orchestra
Vocal selections by Miss Jean Parry brought unrestrained approval from everybody. There are wonderful 
possibilities for this little lady Mr. J.W. Petch [from Vancouver], accompanied by Mrs. John McIntyre on 
the piano, gave two splendid selections ...Mrs. Dr. Marlatt, Miss Ruth Ketchum nd Mr. Dougherty assisted 
on the piano, and Mr. W.H.
Hinton gave a very pleasing number on the violin.
Altogether, it was a most successful performance. It is to be hoped that the ladies will be rewarded 
generously in a financial way.
The Patricia Orchestra was becoming the music of choice: At the Rovers Basketball Dance in February, 
“The Patricia Orchestra held forth in its usual brilliant manner;” At the Valentine Dance in March, “The 
Patricia Orchestra supplied the music in their usual splendid manner;” At the St. Patrick’s Dance, “... the 
inspiring and entrancing music of the Patricia Orchestra;” At the Gymnasium Dance, “
the Patricia Orchestra kept them all happy with its usual good brand of dance music.”
Pages 24-25 contain biographies of three Powell River Company papermakers: W. Bruce Zumwalt, 
Ernest P.
Ketchum and Richard Toban.
Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1927
IMPERATIVE: No fires, camping or otherwise, may be lighted 1n the open within the confines of Lots 450 
and 1901A. No permits will be issued under any circumstance. The severest penalty will be meted out to 
anyone disobeying the above regulation. (Page 2)
Attention, Please: Second Street paving (page 4)
By the time this article appears in print, work will have been started on the paving of Second Street, from 
the end of the paving installed as a part of the recent Plant Extension, up to the railway crossing at Ocean 
View. A thirty-foot concrete pavement is being laid on the road and, so as not to interfere with traffic, it will 
be necessary to lay it in two parts. The operation will necessarily restrict the road and all residents are 
asked to avoid using Second Street as much as possible until the work is completed.
Swimming Beach (page 6):
“Bill” Brown, the official lifeguard of the Company’s swimming beach, has been working at high pressure 
the last while back, making preparations for the coming season … He has brushed and swamped out the 
trail from the main road down to the railway track, and graded it so that baby carriages may be wheeled 
up and down. There is a parking space at the track for perambulators, and seats are to be put in at 
intervals on the trail, so that folks may have a breathing spell. Practically all of the unsightly logs and 
wood nave been cleared away, so that the beach presents a spick and span appearance
A large tent will be provided for young girls under twelve years. This will do away with crowding in the 
large dressing room for women.
Mrs. Silvester will again have charge of the tea rooms
A Tragedy on the Wharf (page 7):
Laura Heyes, age 10, was struck and killed by a taxi on the Powell River Company wharf. A preliminary 
trial before R.H. Banham, J.P. concluded that the driver had been “driving at excessive speed and 
showed gross negligence in so doing.” He would be sent to Vancouver to stand trial. The Digester 
commented on driving on the whart:
‘Too many drivers have been showing too much speed. It would seem that many of them wish to make 
the hill [Second Street] on high and, to do so, they must get a flying start.”
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Notice-Petty Theft (page 7):
Recently, reports have been received by the management that plants are being removed from the 
public gardens and the rock walls surrounding same.
The Company has been at considerable expense in providing these beauty spots for the benefit of the 
public, and we would ask the co-operation of our employees to endeavor to eliminate further pilfering 
from this area
Class Photos of district schools are shown on pages 18-23: Henderson School, p18-21; Brooks 
School, p21-22; Wildwood School, p22-23; Westview School, p23.
Old-Timer A.P. “Bert” Killin is featured in a short biography on page 27.
Bridge and Road Work (page 28):
Mr. Michael Manson, representative of the McKenzie District in the local Legislature, and Mr. W.P. 
Bevan, District Engineer, were in Powell River during the latter part of April looking over the road 
situation.
Assurances are given that there will be a road through from Lund to Stillwater this summer. Also, the 
work on the approach to the new bridge over Powell River will be started soon, and bridge 
construction started in the very near future … A considerable amount of work will be carried on along 
the suburban roads in the vicinity of Powell River.
Lacrosse (page 238):
A meeting of those interested in establishing the national game of Canada in Powell River was held 
Sunday evening, April 24, in the Patricia Theatre. There was a good attendance.
R. “Red” Hamilton and P.R. Lockie were appointed to act as captains of two teams, to be chosen from 
those who turn out to practice. There are in the neighborhood of thirty-or-more stick-handlers who 
have played on teams elsewhere
Vol. 6, No. 6, June 1927
Save the Forests (page 1):
The Digester routinely published items emphasizing the danger of forest fires and the need to care for 
the forests.
Some figures for 1926 may be surprising:
it is estimated by competent authorities that at least 60 percent of the forests of Canada have been 
burned; 13 percent cut; and 27 percent remains. Fully one third as much mature timber has been 
burned in the past six years as has fallen to the axe.
In British Columbia, out of an original stand estimated at one thousand billion feet b.m., less than forty 
percent remains. Legitimate exploitation [logging] has accounted for less than 5 per-cent. Fire has 
been largely responsible for the disappearance of the remainder.
During the year 1926, 2,147 fires occurred, of which 76 percent were man-caused. Mature timber 
equal to more than one quarter of our annual cut was destroyed and, what is more serious, thrifty 
young growth to the extent of 200,000 acres went up in smoke …
This is one of the most serious situations we have been called upon to face. If there is no timber, 
there will be no pulp and no paper …
No Boats on Haslam (page 2)
it is the intention of the Powell River Company Limited to use Haslam Lake as a reservoir from which 
will be drawn all water needed for drinking and domestic purposes and for fire protection.
In order to keep the water as free from contamination as possible, it has been decided to allow no 
boats of any description whatever on the waters of the lake. This is imperative, and the co-operation 
of everyone is aSKed.
Visions-“Peter Juley” (page 18):
… he headed for Powell River in 1916 and became attached to the payroll. “Pete” says that when he
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takes time to stop his work and gaze at the gigantic machines in the new mill, running off as much paper in 
an hour as the little dinky machines he used to work on would do in about a week, it sets him to thinking that 
wonders will never cease. He believes that, before he punches out for the last time, in real earnest, that 
changes just as startling will take place, with bigger and speedier machines operating than were ever 
dreamed of, and he has been following the high and low tides of the pulp industry for close around the forty 
year mark.
Lacrosse: A photo of Powell River’s first two teams 1s on page 19.
A New Dance Band-Have you heard them? (Page 21)
Grey Benner and His Crusaders entered the Powell River scene. The five-piece group was composed of 
Grey, Mel Sires, Don Wellband, Al Cameron and Milt St. Marie:
This gang has made a science of rhythm, and the Benner-Sires combination worked out its stuff in several 
hot dance bands in the State of Washington, where dance players have to know their onions and beats.
Vol. 6, No. 7, July 1927
In Powell River Newsprint Distribution, the Digester briefly tells, with photos, the importance of Seattle in 
distributing the Company’s product (pages 2-4):
The Digester often printed humorous, if questionable, stories about local hunters and fishermen (page 5): 
FISH STORY
Bill” Johnson, millwright down in the grinding room, has ambitions to be considered a first class fisherman.
According to the latest reports, he has a smooth place worn on one of the stringers down at Pier “A,” where 
he sits teaching worms how to swim and gazing at his bob [float] till he gets nearly cross-eyed. Maybe he 
does not use the right bait. Better see Al Claridge. We have got a good one on Al. He and Sam Dice went up 
the lake on a fishing trip. They came back, so we are told, loaded to the gunwale with trout. As they were to 
be away quite a while, each of the men requested his better half to put up a plentiful supply of food, ready for 
consumption, as once they got a good start at the fish there would be no stopping. Well, Sam was out of luck 
in more ways than one. Not being wise like Al, who hung his grub up in a tree on a wire, and then covered it 
up, Sam put his package in the lower forks of a sapling, and along came an eagle and made away with it. 
Sam, being away from Al, could not make a borrow, even of a sandwich. To make matters worse, the fish 
would not bite. Finally, he got disgusted and tramped over to where Al had located alongside of a pool in a 
running stream. As Sam approached, he noticed Al acting queerly. He was stretched out at full length at the 
edge of the bank and had his left hand stretched over the water. He had a gaff in his right hand, and every so 
often, he swung it and hooked a fish that had leapt out of the water. There was a big pile of fish behind him 
on the bank. Peering closer, Sam observed that there was a big swarm of flies buzzing about Al’s left hand, 
and the trout were simply elbowing each other in their attempts to get at them.
Becoming exhausted, Al pulled himself up on the bank and wiped the perspiration off his brow. Then he saw 
Sam, who, by this time, had come alongside and was gazing with envious eyes at the pile of fish. No amount 
of questioning would make Al reveal the kind of dope that he used on his left hand, but maybe on account of 
Bill Johnson being a millwright, Al might take pity on him and give him the secret. Bill might then catch a fish.
All of the foregoing story is true, as Sam Dice says he has a photograph of it.
What People Are Saying (page 11)
A mighty change has been witnessed in our plant and our townsite. Prosperity has her high sign on 
everything in sight. Days of production have replaced the days of construction in our newsprint plant. Both 
new and old machines are running like so many watches—this makes no one sore.
The Extension Programme has also visited the townsite in no uncertain manner. The stretch of magnificent 
concrete highway from the wharves to the heart of town is now complete. This,
along with the resurfaced and the road extension in every direction, gladdens the soul of both old-timer and 
newcomer.
The new community hall is a most satisfying edifice, housing, as it does, every conceivable kind of
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community effort in a thoroughly adequate manner. Congratulations!
The new blocks of homes are almost completed, being fitted with every modern convenience and 
promising a full measure of comfort.
A brief biography of old-timer Frank A. Maslin, who came to Powell River in 1912, is on page 22.
Auto Notice (page 27):
All those who have not had their auto licences checked are hereby notified that it is in order to take 
their cars to the police station, Powell River, and have this done, and the official stamp laced thereon.
Bathing Costumes (page 27):
Complaint has been registered at the office about men bathing in the vicinity of First Beach without 
being clad in bathing suits. Such conduct is a flagrant breach against good manners and decency. It is 
hoped that when attention is drawn to this practice, it will cease immediately.
Auto Tours (page 28):
The Motor Tours, advertised by the C.P.R., to Vancouver Island by way of the S.S. Princess Royal to 
Union Bay and Comox every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, have all the earmarks of a very 
pleasant and agreeable way of spending a short holiday motoring the scenic roads of Vancouver 
Island.
The S.S. Princess Royal leaves Powell River at 8 a.m., arriving at Union Bay at 10 a.m., returning 
leaving Comox at 2:00 p.m., arriving home at 4:30 p.m. This gives the autoist from four to five hours 
on the Island.
The rates are $4.00 one way and $7.00 return, to $6.00 one way and $11.00 return, according to 
wheelbase measurement. Further information at local wharf office.
Vol. 6, No. 8, August 1927
Trade Relationships (pages 1-6) describes, with photos, the Company’s relationships with New 
Zealand and Australia, and the movement of newsprint production to the southern dominions.
Fisherman’s Luck (page 10):
A.S. McLean and Bob Scanlon went up to Goat River for a few days’ fishing. They had indifferent luck, 
although both are anglers of experience and cunning. No matter what they used, nor what deep pool 
or turbulent stream they cast over, the trout refused to respond to their invitations.
Along comes Ed Peacock, armed with several joints of galvanized iron water pipe for a rod, six or 
seven fathoms of baling wire for a line, and a large assortment of miscellaneous tinware for spinners 
and spoons, with hooks big enough to be used as anchors, to say nothing of having enough bait on to 
furnish a hearty meal for a famished malemute. With this bizarre equipment he began to thrash about 
him. Well, it must have been all fools day in fish land, because they simply laid their ears back and 
rushed to impale themselves on Ed’s hooks. The whole darn school of fish forsook the vicinity of Mac 
and Bob and surrounded Ed’s boat and bait, so that, in no time, he had the regulation catch. Isn’t it a 
corker, the luck some people nave?
Enterprise—Hotel Dance Floor (page 1|1)
Batt McIntyre, manager of the Powell River Hotel, is to be congratulated on his display of enterprise in 
putting down the dance floor on the verandah of the hotel, converting the place into a very dainty and 
pleasant spot to while away an hour-or-so, tripping the light fantastic to the strains of inspiring music. 
Ho! For a quickstep.
The stories of two well-known Powell Riverites, Ambrose Lewthwaite (came in 1915) and Eusebe 
“Red” Baron (came 1922) are on page 15.
What People Are Saying (page 17):
Lund Road—Powell River Motordom is following the birds to Lund—now that the new road Is open. 
Judging
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from the car tracks in the dust, motordom returns after the swallows. Aye, Aye.
Regardless of which political brush we are smeared with, our hats are off to Premier John Oliver—truly a 
great political warrior. We salute the old warrior and trust nis retiring days will be many indeed, and filled with 
the pleasure of attainment.
Vol. 6, No. 9, September 1927
The “Dwight Hall” Opening (page 1)
Some paragraphs from a letter by an observer who had been invited to give his impressions to the Digester: 
… There is very little doubt in my mind that the hall is the finest of its kind in the province; of this | am sure, 
there are none better; and the people of Powell River and the Company are to be congratulated on that fact. 
Every detail that goes to perfection is present, and when the Grand March was in progress the scene was 
inspiring. What with the vari-colored costumes of the ladies and the more sombre-hued clothes of the men, 
enhanced by the artistic lighting, and the throbbing, pulsating music, all combined to bring about an effect, 
the consummation of whicn being a triumph indeed for those responsible for the occasion. Seldom have | 
seen the equal of such a display.
There were over 800 present, but even with that large number, there was no noticeable crowding on tne floor
What People Are Saying (page 9):
The Dwight Hall was opened with a truly wonderful Grand Ball—an affair worthy of that splendid auditorium.
The Lodge room, Banquet Room and Scout Hall are meeting with unqualified approval. The new home of the 
Library is a pleasant, restful and commodious chamber.
The Native Sons sponsored a competition among school children for the best essay on Canadian 
Confederation in celebration of the Country’s sixtieth anniversary. First prize was won by Evelyn Maylor, 13-
year old Grade VIII student of Blubber Bay, B.C. Her essay appears on pages 15-18.
Two old-timers are celebrated on page 21: J.H. “Jack” Gately came to Powell River in 1911 to help get No. 1 
Paper Machine in running order. W.J. McDonald came in 1912 before the mill began producing paper.
Automobile Club (page 23):
Mr. Fred J. Elkins, manager of the Automobile Club of British Columbia, and Mr. Jack R. Gardom, secretary 
of the same organization, were in Powell River the latter part of August making endeavor to get the autoists 
of this place to form a local association, and at the same time affiliate with the provincial organization.
The benefits accruing are: an emblem for the car; the club magazine sent monthly to members, free; free 
towing service within a radius of twelve miles; in case of accident, legal advice, protection and assistance, 
qualified, of course; world-wide affiliation with similar organizations. Aside from that, there are various ways in 
which the individual benefits by being a member of the club. The fees are reasonable.
Vol. 6, No. 10, October 1927
The Paper Wasp (page 1)
Most people will be interested to know just how the idea of making paper from wood became implanted in the 
mind of man. Well, this is how it occurred. One day in 1840, a man named Keller, a German papermaker, 
stepped on a deserted wasp’s nest. He was curious as to the material the wasp used to build its shelter and 
took along with him a piece of the nest. Along with a friend, who was also a papermaker, he analyzed the 
material and found that it was wood pulp. They then began an exhaustive study of the habits of the wasp, 
and this is what they discovered: That the wasp shaved off a very small particle of wood and ground it into a 
pulp with its jaws, mixing with it some kind of sticky fluid which came from glands in the wasp’s mouth. The 
mass was then stuck to whatever the insect had decided to use as a foundation for its home.
Keller and his friend continued to make experiments until they finally succeeded in making paper from wood 
fibre.
Since that time, this particular variety of wasp has been known as the paper wasp.
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The Digester Magazine won the trophy (photo) for the best House Publication produced in British 
Columbia. It was presented at the Exposition of Advertising and Graphic Arts in Vancouver (page 13).
Lawn Bowling (pages 14-18)
… By far the most important event of the season was the visit of the British International Bowlers (photo 
pages 14-15), who arrived in Powell River, after a series of triumphs extending from coast to coast, on 
the morning of Sept. 6. The annual club game with Vancouver in the metropolis had been reluctantly 
cancelled owing to lack of players. A considerable number had nevertheless taken advantage of the 
holiday and witnessed the failure of the tourists to overcome the might of B.C. on Stanley Park green by 
a very narrow margin, in which game, Dave Saunders, the Powell River representative, fully justified his 
inclusion Patricia Dance (page 18)
The members of the Patricia Orchestra staged a dance in Dwight Hall, Saturday, September 10, which 
was very well patronized.
The music was exceptionally good and everyone seemed to be having a right enjoyable evening. Batt 
McIntyre made a success of the refreshments and of the affair.
It is a real pleasure to be able to glide about on a first class floor without the discomfort of being 
bumped and jostled about.
Just one suggestion: In such a large hall, it is somewhat difficult to find one’s partner if the dimmers are 
put on the lights too soon after the music starts.
Department Store Notes (page 19):
For the convenience of the public, the Stationery Department will be in the Hotel building along with the 
furniture department, and the store will be open at all times. This is a good move and will be well 
appreciated.
As well as the stock on display in the Furniture Department in the Hotel Building, there will be carried a 
full line of samples of everything necessary for the home. Orders from samples will be filled from a full 
stock in Vancouver.
The Department Store has introduced a system of sending out salesmen to all houses not connected 
by telephone. The canvassers commence their rounds at 9 o’clock a.m. Housewives are asked to have 
lists of their requirements ready, which will greatly expedite the delivery of orders sent in. It is hoped 
that this system will find favor with the customers, in which case regular deliveries will be made twice a 
day throughout the town.
The New Library (page 21):
The new premises of the Powell River Library, housed in the lower story of the “Dwight Community 
Hall,” were opened September 23, with Mrs. M. Miller in charge. The spacious hall will provide ample 
accommodation for the library itself and the section set aside for tables, on which are placed all the 
worthwhile Canadian, English and United States weekly and monthly periodicals … In all, the library 
contains some 2,000 volumes, augmented by 200 books from the British Columbia Travelling Library, 
which are changed every four months.
The library hours are from 3:30 to 5:30 every after-noon, except Saturday and Sunday, 7 to 9 p.m.
weeknights and to 9:30 p.m. Saturday nights
Vol. 6, No. 11, November 1927
New Bridge (page 11)
The new bridge over Powell River was opened for traffic on Tuesday, October 4, and the old bridge is 
now a thing of the past, having gone into the discard. It was pulled down immediately the new one was 
opened.
By the time this is in print, the roadway on the other side of the river should be connected up with the 
old highway.
The difference in the routes, on the old and new roads, is about 3,000 feet, the new road being that 
much longer.
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Theatre: Powell River Elks present “The Beauty Shop.” (Pages 14-17)
“The Beauty Shop” has come and gone. This deluxe production, eagerly anticipated in local circles, made its 
official debut on Monday in Dwight Hall, passing off with a degree of success and brilliance which, all things 
considered, was truly amazing. The performance, from beginning to end, was universally good; we enjoyed every 
single minute of its three hours duration …
Vol. 6, No. 12, December 1927
A photo and brief biography of Charlie Cullen (1872-1927) are on pages 6-7.
The New Library (page 9)
… the old library, we admit, was not all that could be desired. Space was limited; accommodation was cramped; 
seating capacity was curtailed and interruptions were irritating. As a consequence, the habit of dropping into the 
library for a quiet evening was often discontinued. The new library has, to a large extent, eliminated many of the 
objections unavoidably present in the old. The former now Dears the same situation to its forerunner as the 
spacious comfortable ballroom of Dwight Hall, with its polished floors, bears to the much maligned quarters in the 
old Central Hall. The library is well worth looking around. Leaving aside a discussion of the many excellent 
volumes on its shelves, the library itself is a cozy and comfortable place to while away the monotony of an 
evening …
Vol. 7, No. 1, January 1928
Winter Tragedy (page 24)
In the snowy winters of the 1920s, tobogganing down Second Street hill was a popular sport. But there was a 
tricky turn at the bottom. Sleighloads of young people did it safely, without incident—until December 12, 1927: … 
Groups of young people, eager to seize the exceptional opportunities afforded for sleighing, collected in throngs 
on Second Street hill. No shadow of impending catastrophe struck across the horizon of those happy, laughing 
parties. Sleighload after sleigh-load had negotiated the hill in safety. Party after party were lining up in groups, 
awaiting their turns …
With startling suddenness, grim tragedy entered the midst of these carefree crowds. A sleighload containing 
upwards of half a dozen occupants, travelling at terrific speed on the deep declevity at the bottom of the hill, 
failed to negotiate the sharp turn towards the wharf. Striking an impediment, presumably a frozen portion of the 
road, the passengers were hurled against the timbers of the conveyor from the woodroom to the boiler-house.
Tom Littler … was driving. The unfortunate lad was thrown outwards, crashing with terrific impact against the 
timbers of the conveyor. Miss Mabel Donnenworth … was thrown against the same timbers and instantly 
rendered unconscious. Harry and Ronald Bradford were flung off the sleigh and suffered injuries and shock
A third sleigh, swooping down at break-neck speed, piled up in the same spot, and Arthur Turner was instantly 
rendered un-conscious.
Frank McMullen, pulp tester and eye-witness of the tragedy, immediately phoned the hospital. Dr.
Millar was quickly on the scene
Tommy Littler never regained consciousness and passed away ere the hospital was reached. Arthur Turner
was in an unconscious state, suffering from fractures and concussion of the skull. For three days, he lingered 
between life and death, failing to regain sensibility, until he, too, was Claimed by the Grim Reaper.
Miss Donnenworth, still in an unconscious condition, was placed in the hospital and, for days, her situation was 
cirtical and her recovery doubtful. Mabel has rallied heroically and, at present, her condition is such that we may 
hope to see her taking her place among us again.
Ronald Bradford is still confined to his bed, with head injuries, and has not yet entirely recovered from the shock 
of the accident
Other passengers suffering injury and shock include: Jim Davies, John Streight, Mark Sylvester, Tom Waldron, 
John Bichard and H. Vinson. All of these are now recovered, or on the road to recovery Another sleighing 
accident took the life of six-year old Billy MacDonald, when he slid in front of the Westview Bus at the bottom of 
Westview Road, the driver being unable to see him until too late.
The district, in December 1927, seems to have had more than average snowfall. The Digester’s weather report 
for the month states 15.625’. It probably should read 15.625". Average minimum daily temperature was 22°
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F.(cold for Powell River). Total precipitation for 1927 (rain, and snow converted to water) was 43.579", much 
higher than average.(page 29)
Vol. 7, No. 2, February 1927
The first eight pages, with photos, are devoted to a description of Buenos Aires, Argentina, and La Prensa, a 
large newspaper in that city that uses Powell River newsprint.
Canadian Paper Mills Safety Contest—First Place Next [ime! (Page 12):
Figures have just been received showing the standings of the different mills entered in the “Pulp and Paper 
Magazine” contest, which closed on December 31. These figures are complete only to the end of October, 
and show Powell River ranking 4th in a list of 23 competing Canadian miils.
Speaking generally, the position of our local plant is creditable. Out of 23 competitors, we are numbered in 
the first four; moreover, our payroll exceeds Dy over 200 that of any other mill entered in the contest. The 
Laurentide Paper Company, with a compliment of 1,113 employees, leads the procession. Price Brothers of 
Kenogami, with 901 employees, and the Spanish River plant at Sturgeon Falls are second and third 
respectively. The Powell River Company, boasting a payroll of 1,324 full time workers—a fact in itself tending 
to increase the accident hazard—is close on the heels of the latter two companies …
At the end of October, then, Powell River was welt on the way to the fore in the contest. Our standing was 
commendable and, to an extent, satisfactory. The final returns have not been published as we go to press. 
November and December accidents have, however, been gratifyingly slight, and our safety engineer is 
confident that the Powell River Mills will be found a close second when the last standings are published.
"A distinct and salutary depreciation of accidents and fatalities has been a marked feature of the past two 
months, and we have every reason to expect our standing will have been augmented when the ‘finals’ come 
out.”
Page 6 displays a photo of Bert Frith and Tommy Waldron “members of the famous triumvirate, McKinnon, 
Frith and Waldron” with their motorcycles. A brief item, entitled Our Local Road Runners accompanies the 
photo:
… Numerous local automobile owners have more than once gnashed their teeth and vainly stepped on the 
gas as one or other of these members of the Flying Squad have chirpily chugged past them. Bert and his 
side kickers have been held up by inclement weather. They are taking advantage of the rest to overhaul the 
old bikes and promise to be conspicuous on our local highways and byways in the spring and summer 
months.
Bert and Tommy swear by the “Indian, ” but haven’t been able to convince Mac that they can beat the Harley 
Davidson on the straightaway.
Indoor Golf Course (p23)
Photo and brief biography of Maurice Boxall, new golf pro for 1928:
The illustration at the foot of the page is our latest addition, initiated by the local golfing fraternity. “Indoor 
Links,” where practice in driving and putting may be indulged in during inclement weather, are gaining 
increasing popularity among golfers. Powell River enthusiasts are keeping abreast of the times; the fitting up 
of a section of the gymnasium building for practice purposes is expected to prove a popular innovation.
A miniature putting green will be noticed in the foreground for links enthusiasts desirous of improving their 
game on this important feature. In the background, Mr. Boxall is giving a few pointers on driving.
Vol. 7, No. 3, March 1928
Kingcome Navigation Company (pages 3-6): An outline of the Company, with photos and specifications of St.
Faith, Teeshoe, Progressive, Ivanhoe.
Photos of Powell River Company’s yachts. Greta M. and Norsal are on page 8.
Horns and Cut-Outs—1920s cars were noisy enough without them (page 10):
For some time past, complaints have been voiced in different quarters concerning the inconsiderate use of 
horns and cut-outs by local automobile owners. Excessive use of horns and the thought-less running with 
mufflers cut out has caused inconvenience and annoyance in sections of our community. Hospital authorities
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complain, with a measure of justice, of the ill effects on patients suffering nervous disorders or other 
disabilities necessitating ab-solute quiet. Shift workers in the Avenue Lodge, and homes adjacent to 
our main thoroughfares, complain of the difficulty in securing rest or sleep …
With this issue, the Digester began a new feature entitled “Globe Trotters Page” (Page 13). It would 
carry brief stories of adventure by Company employees travelling in other parts of the world.
Around the Plant—Anecdotes about Company employees (page 14):
The battle of the century, between Jimmy Forte and Frank Carriveau, still continues with unabated 
fury.
The respective merits of the Chrysler and Nash motor-propelled vehicles have never been fought to a 
finish between the two rival gladiators, and we don’t suppose they ever will be in our lifetime. Frank, 
we hear, intends to take his bus up the lake to hunt the fleet-footed buck. Jimmy figures on doing the 
same with grizzlies and cougars. Maybe they’ll settle the argument up there. Here’s hoping.
Vol. 7, No. 4, April 1928
two contrasting photos of the Powell River docks are shown on page 1. The first, captioned “A Busy 
Day in Powell River 1910,” shows a three-masted sailing ship berthed at the dock, and the old steamer 
Cassiar approaching with black smoke pouring from its tall funnel. The second, a ‘modern’ view, is 
entitled “A Busy Day in 1928,” in which every available inch of berthing space is occupied by three 
large deepsea freighters and several
SCOWS.

Pages 3-6 display more contrasting views of the townsite, mill and dam, 1911 to 1928. Story of the 
dam construction 1s outlined on page 7.
A Photo on page 8 shows the steamship Queen Alexandra docked at the Company wharf while 
unloading Nos.
1 & 2 Paper Machines in 1911. She had come from New York, by way of Cape Horn. The Panama 
Canal was still in the future.
Vol 7, No. 5, May 1928
The Romance of Powell Lake (page 1):
in those Halcyon days, before the incursions of the automobile struck our townsite, the boathouses 
were among the most popular rendezvous in the district; but even the advent of the Ford and its bigger 
brother nas tailed to dispel the lure of the open lake—splashing spray, exhilarating dashes with wide 
open engine—tang of sea breezes—motorboat activity is still a prominent and fascinating pastime in 
our community.
Looking backward down the years, many exciting incidents are recalled, many adventures—some 
amusing, some sad, some tinged with tragedy—come crowding home to the memory. A fair sprinkling 
of oldtimers are still in our midst; a few of the old “immortals”—the boats that have made history on the 
lake—are yet afloat, and in many cases showing the newer arrivals “the way to go home.” Many of 
these, during the passage of years and the frequent changes of ownership, have been christened and 
re-christened, altered and revamped, engines transferred, or new hulls put on, until very little of the 
original masterpiece remains Over sixty boathouses have been erected by the Powell River Company 
along the lake. In the neignborhood of 125 boats of all sizes and classes, sail boats, outboards, 
dugouts, etc. have their headquarters on Powell Lake.
The dugouts are a rather unique feature of motorboating in this district … several of these ingenious 
designers have placed engines in the dugouts and manage to cut quite a swath on the lake … A 
fireboat, with fire equipment, is maintained by the Company in case of emergency.
Dr. Henderson has purchased Bill Barclay’s fine boat and has installed his new Kermath engine. The 
doctor is out to maintain his record as the speed demon of the lake.
Vol. 7, No. 6, June 1928
A Ten-Mile Cruise On Powell Lake (page 1)
The present article attempts to describe and outline the spots of interest and beauty one may meet on 
an
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afternoon’s cruise up the lower portion of Powell Lake, from the boathouses to the point known as “Hole-In-the-
Wall,” a distance of approximately ten miles northward of Powell River.
Swinging out of the boathouses … we speed along the stretch of green-carpeted river which gradually widens out 
to form Powell Lake proper. Hugging the left shore, we rapidly pass a busy little settlement, the headquarters of the 
Powell Lake Shingle Company … Leaving the Shingle Mill and still travelling the left shore, we approach the little 
indentation popularly known as “Three-Mile Bay,” or “Lambert Bay,” in recognition of Art Lambert, who, in past 
days, engaged in logging operations at this point. In the quiet backwaters of this bay reposes the summer cottage 
of George Bingham …
Three-Mile Bay has attracted attention for other reasons than its popularity as a summer retreat. Back on the 
surrounding slopes are embedded three promising copper claims, held by Mr. Jack Sherman of Powell lake. Direct 
communication with Powell River is possible by means of an old logging road, still surviving, and the pedestrian 
may reach this point in an afternoon's hike … North-ward from Lambert Bay, a beautiful vista of varied scenery 
greets the eye of the visitor. Nearby, on the right, the perky little islet of Cassiar stands as a silent outpost guarding 
the entrance to the “Narrows” …
The next point of interest along the left shore is the long, wide inlet of Chippewa Bay. Which faces due south 
toward Powell River. This bay is the centre of what promises to be the most extensive logging operation witnessed 
for many years on Powell Lake. Away up ina draw, several hundred feet above the lake, rests a valuable stand of 
yellow cedar. This tract has been recently purchased by an American company and the business of taking out the 
timber has already been commenced by the Baker Logging Company … At the water’s edge, skirting the margin of 
the bay, rests the picturesque little logging camp, with some of the houses built on floats, others nestling back from 
the shore. Several old Powell Riverites are numbered among the employees of the Baker Logging Company …The 
timber cut from the area is hauled down the Lake, boomed at Mowat Bay and cut into the required finished lumber 
by the Local Lumber Company Mill at Cranberry.
Swinging northward out of Chippewa Bay … we enter “The Narrows,” a narrow strip of water separating towering 
Goat Island on the right from the Mainland on the left. A half-mile further on, we turn into one of the most beautiful 
spots on the lake … Our craft slides quietly through a narrow gap, which widens out into a beautiful basin-like 
sheet of water … this is the celebrated “Hole-In-the-Wall However fierce a Wind may lash the waters of Powell 
Lake, the placid ebb and flow of the waters in the Hole-In-theWall remain calmly aloof …
l… ooking out on the water of Powell Lake through the narrow opening from this snug retreat the huge, dome-
shaped figure of Goat Island … stands athwart the entrance …
On the return trip to Powell River, we swing over the left side of The Narrows, passing Cassiar Island on the 
eastern side, continuing our trip along the opposite shore. Henderson Bay, named after Dr. Henderson, is our first 
objective , and our first stopping place the “Better Ole,” the summer home of Bill Pickles, or “Old Bill,” as he is 
familiarly called in Powell River … Henderson Bay, by reason of its seclusion and shelter … is favored as a 
Summer retreat. Dr. Henderson, Bill Pickles, Luther Hicks and Hughie Black all maintain residences there.
Resuming our homeward trip, we drop into Loon Bay. Passing “King Tut’s Tomb,” formerly one of the most popular 
summer resorts on the Lower Lake … Tying up the boat at this point [Loon Bay], we proceed overland, following an 
uncertain and infrequently traversed trail for a short distance through the woods, arriving finally at Loon Falls, 
where, hidden away in a leafy bower, a picturesque cataract of foaming water tumbles over a rocky ledge into the 
lake …
Returning to our boat, we resume our homeward journey, still skirting the eastern shoreline … We slide by Art 
Passmore’s camp at Green Point, past Jimmy Innes’ camp on a rocky ledge … Along the northern extremes of this 
bay are scattered the lodges of several citizens … R.C. McKenzie, A. Clifford, had” Benner and Arthur Collet 
maintain residences here
The curve of Mowat Bay looms into view … A few more minutes and our circle tour of twenty miles is complete … 
our all-too-short cruise of Powell Lake Is over.
Powell Lake Happenings (page 7):
One of the most beautiful boats on the lake is Mr. Nels Hanson’s new “V” bottom speedster, which he built by 
himself. Mr. Hanson is seriously considering getting a 16-H.P. Super-Elto Quad for it.
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Maxwell A. Cameron (page 23):
MR. Cameron has been chosen by the Powell River School Board for the position of Principal, following the 
retirement of Mr. R.H. Campbell. The new principal is a graduate of the University of British Columbia, taking his 
degree with first class standing in English and Mathematics.
Vol. 7, No. 7, July 1928
Willingdon Park (page 1)
Beach activities have always been popular in Powell River. The provision of an adequate spot for this desirable 
summer recreation has occupied an important place in all arrangements pertaining to citizen welfare. Until the advent 
of the present season, the Powell River Company had established a public bathing beach at a spot called Second 
Beach, lying midway between the town and the suburban district of Westview.
The old beach (for such is it now termed) enjoyed an extensive patronage. A shady grove of trees fringed the shore; 
beneath its welcome shelter hundreds of Powell Riverites and their friends have wiled away many pleasant hours on 
picnics and beach parties. Diving floats, bathrooms, picnic stoves and tea rooms assured the necessary equipment 
for tea and toast on shore, or an afternoon’s frolic in the water. A lifeguard, constantly on duty, was maintained 
throughout the summer.
Second Beach, however, possessed one drawback. While ideal from a picnicker’s standpoint, it was not entirely 
satisfactory to bathers. There was a comparative scarcity of sand; the tide continually washed up numerous small 
stones, which caused some annoyance to bathers; and, perhaps more important still, the location precluded the 
construction of an adequate playground for the youngsters.
During the winter season, plans were completed for the removal of the bathing centre to Michigan Beach. This 
entailed a heavy expenditure and necessitated the employment of a large number of workmen.
It meant, first of all, the removal of the old pier [at Michigan] and logging road [railroad], erected years ago when 
Michigan was the centre of logging operations. It entailed the pulling down of fifty or more houses Duiit along the 
shore [at Michigan] and the demolition of all the shacks and tents formerly used as summer retreats. New bathing 
houses had to be erected; complete new apparatuses must be installed for a children’s play-ground; certain 
equipment must be towed from the old site to the new beach and playground. All this was accomplished in time for 
the early summer rush of swimmers and picnic parties …
The new beach and playground will, in future, be known as Willingdon Park. The name was conferred on the new 
recreation centre by Lady Willingdon herself. During the [recent] visit of their Excellencies to Powell River, the vice-
regal party included Michigan Beach in their informal tour of the townsite
On July first, the beach was officially opened and the title of Willingdon Park made permanent in honor of Lord and 
Lady Willingdon.
The equipment at Willingdon Park is strictly up-to-date, meeting all the requirements of a modern bathing centre
The old pier [logging dump] has been replaced by a large diving float (photo page 4), with four high diving boards, 
four low boards, a water chute and a walk leading to the beach … Public cookstoves … are at hand, ready for use.
Dwight Hall (page 11)
The Westminster Glee Singers, on their concert tour of Canada, performed in Powell River. They were impressed 
with Dwight Hall. One of their members commented:
“Few towns in Canada,” our visitor went on to say, “boasting populations greatly in excess of your own, possess as 
splendid an auditorium, and one so well calculated to impress the visitor, as Dwight Hall. We were pleasantly 
surprised to find so fine a structure, so artistically designed and of such ample accommodations, in a town of less 
than five thousand inhabitants. ”
Vol. 7, No. 8, August 1928
Automobile and Road Development in Powell River (page 1):
One bright day, back in 1914, a curious group of people collected on the old wharf at Powell River. They were 
watching a certain peculiarly-shaped affair being swung from the hold of a ship for delivery in their townsite. Amid 
clanks of chains, rattle of hoists and excited murmurings from the crowd, this object was deposited reverentially on 
the dock, to be immediately surrounded by a crowd of wondering sight-seers. In the forefront of the gathering was 
one Jerry Hogan, whose name will be recollected by many of our pioneering citizens, and to Jerry, this of public 
interest was addressed. Those fortunate enough to be present
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on this momentous occasion saw the first motor-propelled vehicle to grace our townsite. For the first 
automobile had arrived in Powell River in the shape of Jerry Hogan's Ford truck, a snap of which we 
reproduce with this article.
This was the forerunner of Powell River’s land fleet which, today [August 1928] numbers approximately 500 
cars of all makes and sizes … Jerry’s car [truck] was utilized in hauling firewood about the townsite.
It was an unique spectacle when this celebrated car returned alone—it was most frequently witnessed, as 
shown in the insert, in charge of “Old Dobbin” and a tow rope.
Previous to 1920, Powell River had utilized horses in the business of the townsite, but in that year, the 
purchase of motor cars and trucks for townsite use was initiated …
Coincident with the heavy increase in motor vehicles in 1926, a salutary program of road development was 
commenced. Two summers back [1926], the road northward to Lund was connected up and pronounced 
open for vehicle passage. This added another fifteen mile stretch to the district thoroughfares. At the same 
time, the road was completed southward to Myrtle Point, a distance of eight miles … from Myrtle Point, the 
road was completed southward to Thunder Bay on the fringes of Jervis Inlet. From Lund to Jervis Inlet, thirty-
five miles of road bed lies open. This is Powell River’s Marine Drive … [It was not quite a super highway, 
especially in winter. |
Marble Bay, the Powell River Company’s lime rock quarry (page 21):
… The lime rock taken from this quarry is loaded on a scow and towed to Powell River by the Company’s tug 
Teeshoe. Each scow-load averages from 420 to 440 tons during the summer months. In winter, when winds 
and tides render navigation more precarious, about 375 tons are transported on each trip. The Powell River 
Company maintains five employees in the quarry throughout the year … the material mined here contains 
98% pure calcium carbonate and is very high grade time rock
Lawn Bowling (page 24)
Powell River bowlers, G. Linton, J. Gardiner, G. Patterson and “Champ” Clark won the Spencer Trophy, 
emblematic of the B.C. Championship, for the second time in three years.
Lake Notes (page 25):
The new Shingle Mill tug was launched on Sunday afternoon. It is certainly a fine-looking boat and did well 
on the trial runs.
Al Hatch expects to smash all speed records when his new speedboat is finished in a few days. It will be 
powered by a Gray 4-cylinder.
Powell River to Cassiar Island in twenty minutes. How? Aeroplane? No. Nels Hanson’s new kicker [outboard 
motor].
lf you want to know where to catch five- or six-pound trout, ask Jean Coccola.
Eric Ferguson has purchased a Ford Marine engine for his launch and expects to join the speedboat gang.

Vol. 7, No. 9, September 1928
Squirrel Cove—A perfect log sanitarium (page |):
Approximately twenty miles north of Powell River, along the eastern shore of Cortez Island, a narrow, bottle-
mouthed passage, flanked by two jutting headlands, opening out into a calm, sequestered lagoon, greets the eye
Such is the initial glimpse of that perfect log sanitarium known as Squirrel Cove—the booming ground for the 
Powell River Company’s supply of pulpwood …
Perfectly sheltered from the devastating rush of wind and tide, logs may be boomed with absolute security at any 
season of the year. Within its confines, 25,000,000 feet of logs in flat booms may be stored—boomed under ideal 
conditions and towed to Powell River when desired. Logs are towed here in flat booms from various camps south 
of the Queen Charlotte Sound; From Queen Charlotte Islands, they are transported by means of rafts and barges. 
The barges at present chartered by the Powell River Company are capable of transporting 700,000 feet in a single 
trip, and able to unload by their own power. The barges are towed by tug from the Queen Charlottes at an average 
speed of nearly four miles an hour.
On arrival at Squirrel Cove, they are unloaded and set out in booms, ready for dispatch to the mills at Powell River 
… Tne
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logs are delivered to the mill in the order of age and condition, and incessant vigilance is necessary to 
scalp all the booms free of teredos, which, in this section, are particularly virulent.
The tug Progressive, of the Company fleet, acts as the transportation medium for booms between the 
Cove and Powell River. This stretch of water, during the winter months, is frequently tempestuous, and 
the most careful kind of navigation is necessary to insure the safety of the booms … On more than one 
occasion, it has been found expedient to wait for better weather in the lea of Ragged Islands—the tugs’ 
half-way house between the Cove and the mili
Blubber Bay Horticultural Exhibit (page 25):
On Wednesday, August 29, the Blubber Bay Horticultural Association held their annual exhibition of 
vegetable and garden produce. Domestic Science, school children’s exhibits and art needlework 
displays were also included.
The fair was well attended. A large contingent from Powell River crossed the Straits aboard the E.D.
Kingsley, whose owners had kindly loaned the services of the boat for the day. In addition, the C.P.R.
steamer Princess Patricia had been chartered by the Pacific Lime Company and arrived with over 200 
guests from Vancouver
Throughout the afternoon, while visitors were viewing the different exhibits, Powell River’s Brass Band, 
under the leadership of W. Donnenworth, played numerous selections
Vol. 7, No. 10, October 1928
The Thunderbird (page 11):
We have just enough space left to announce the flight into Powell River of the Thunder Bird, the official 
title for the new monthly periodical of the Powell River High School. This will be a four page, three-
column sheet, and the first issue will leave the press about the fifteenth of October …
Lake Notes (page 21):
Navigation is risky down the river now. The old bridge piers are only a foot from the surface. Two boats 
piled up on the piers last week—nuf sed!
Dominion Day—1914, a paragraph from page 23:
It was a real First of July. A hot-air balloon, sent up from the field, fell on Joe Artico’s ranch (where the 
bowling green now stands [1928]) and, a few hours afterwards, footballers, runners and spectators 
were engaged in putting out the fire. To add to the interest of this memorable day, Alec Bell fell off the 
wharf, and nearly swamped a couple of boats lying near. The mysterious disappearance of Billy 
Gibbons to the back room of McKelvie’s shack happened about this time. Harry Carruthers has all the 
details, and those interested are requested to get the story from him. All told, it was some day.
Powell River had two promising young boxers in1928 (page 26):
Joe Sweeney (photo), ex-welterweight champion of B.C., made his debut in the professional ranks by 
beating Danny Edwards of Vancouver in the third round of an exciting battle here last month.
Bobby Redhead (photo) is another promising prospect in Powell River Junior mitt-and-glove experts. 
Bobby, by reason of his victory in the recent boxing tournament, defeated all opposition to win the 
enviable title of paper-weight champion of B.C.
Vol. 7, No. 11, November 1928
PublicSchool Forms Soccer League (Page 16):
Under the direction of Mr. B. Thorsteinsson, three juvenile squads, Canucks, Wild Cats and River Rats, 
constitute the public school invasion of the Powell River Soccer Army. The teams are composed of lads 
from both Henderson and Brooks Schools, and all games are played on Saturday mornings.

Fisherman, What! (Page 20):
On October 22, Jim Phillip, of the wharf crew, fishing off Powell River Wharf with a fly line, made one of
the finest catches ever recorded in this district. He hooked a fifteen pound salmon, felt the tug and started
to reel in. Through the water flashed a huge cod, who, on observing the salmon in difficulties, opened his
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jaws, closed them on the salmon and hung on tenaciously. Jim was alone at the time, but realized the situation. 
He tied his reel to the float, hauled the catch in [by hand] until it was near the surface, and managed to gaff the 
cod, which he finally succeeded in landing.
The fish was one of the largest of its kind ever seen in this neighborhood, and perhaps one of the largest ever 
caught with a fly line. It weighed close to fifty pounds, measuring four feet-two inches from tip to tip. Its chest 
measurement, according to Ed Smith, who had charge of the tape, was two feet-two inches.
1914—Do You Remember? (Page 22):
Early in 1914, an Athletic Association was organized in Powell River, with George Clapp in the President’s Chair. 
Football [soccer] and cricket were the sports favored by those hardy lads. This leads us to remark that the one-
and-only Powell River Cricket Eleven enjoys a distinction few other teams in history may claim. It was never 
defeated in outside competition. Of course, as Ed Peacock remarked, this may have been due to its not having 
ever played an outside team.
Anyway, the Association borrowed sufficient money from the Powell River Company to purchase the necessary 
equipment. For a while, everything ran nicely. Get-together meetings were held in the basement of the old 
English Church, where George Clapp, with his trusty air gun, instructed recruits in the rudiments of musketry.
A few [cricket] games were played; enthusiasm was being awakened and the committee were in a fair way to 
discharge their indebtedness to the Company.
Came the war. The association petered out for lack of support, funds ran low, and the indebtedness still 
remained. To raise sufficient funds to discharge this was the principal object of the great concert of March 10, 
1915
When the smoke and haze of one of the most hilarious evenings in Powell River history was finally dissipated, the 
proceeds were counted. The concert had achieved its purpose. A few days later, a check was forwarded to the 
Powell River Company, and the old Athletic Association wiped off the word “debt” from their books.
Vol. 7, No. 12, December 1928
Powell River’s First Piano—1911. Do You Remember? (Page 21):
… Back in the fall of 1911, a big Sunday dinner was in full progress in the old cook shack. The cook shack, by the 
way, was the centre of Powell River’s universe in those construction days.Besides being the big attraction at meal 
hours, it was the headquarters of all social activities. There, card parties were held; on its floor shuffled the nimble 
feet of dancers; here, the churches held their services.
Perhaps, to this momentous meeting, the cultural side of life had been retarded by lack of musical 
accompaniment. The only noise-producing instruments in town were fiddles, windjammers and violins. AU 
desirable, of course, but the boys craved something finer, something softer, something permanent. At this famous 
gathering, one of the flunkeys suggested that it was high time a thriving, go-ahead community like this had a 
piano. Presto! The idea was caught up, eagerly tossed around, and, when the meeting came to an enthusiastic 
close, one hundred and twenty-five dollars had been subscribed towards this worthy object.
In a few days, the remaining amount was made up.
The piano was ordered from town and paid for with one single cash payment. Great was the fervor, loud were the 
cheers, gladsome the acclaims, uproarious the cries of welcome, as the precious box was swung off the boat to 
the wharf. Reverently, it was carried, box and all, to the cook shack, where, in the presence of a proud, admiring 
crowd, it was uncrated.
Here, the piano maintained its headquarters, being removed, when occasion demanded, to the old finishing 
room, which, until the machines started up, was the ball room deluxe of Powell River. Later, the Central Hall, 
which had been burned, was rebuilt and the piano was transferred to its new abode on the present [1928] office 
site. Here it resided, doing yeoman service until the year 1916, when its successor, new and shining, replaced it 
and sent it to Henderson School
Powell River’s first piano, 95 years old [2005], resides at the Powell River Historical Museum. It shows some 
signs of age, but is in good condition and kept in tune to be used for community sing-songs and entertainments.
In 1928. Basketball in Powell River(page 29) was enjoying its best season to date. The association was 
composed of 12 teams. The High School girls chose First Nations names for their teams:
High School (High School boys)
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Public School (Public School boys)
Hornets (also representing Public School)
Hyacks (High School girls)
Yakonwitas (High School girls)
Atlazies (High School girls)
Pats (senior men representing Patricia Theatre))
Hotel (senior men representing Powell River Hotel)
Store (senior men representing the Department Store)
Chevy’s (senior men representing P.R. Auto service)
K 3's (photo)(women representing the Department Store)
Rexalls (women representing the Drug Store)
At practically every game, the gym was packed to overflowing.
Vol. 8, No. 1, January 1929
War Memorial (page 1):
With the Christmas and New Year Seasons, and the accompanying rush, behind them, Powell River’s 
Exservicemen’s Association are proceeding apace with plans for the erection of the long-delayed War Memorial.
Through the spontaneous response of the entire townsite, the sum required, $2000, has been practically realized 
…
Through the generosity of the McLeod-Scanlon Amusements [Patricia Theatre], a special programme is being 
arranged to aid the Memorial Drive. Mr. Myron McLeod has arranged for the famous and realistic battle picture “The 
Somme” to be presented in Powell River. Aided by the whole-hearted co-operation of our three churches, who have 
signified their willingness to encourage the drive in every way possible, this special evening performance is 
rendered possible. In addition, the Association have arranged to round out the programme with a number from the 
repertoire of the local ex-servicemen’s concert party …
The New Patricia Theatre (page 22):
On Monday, November 5 [1928], a salutary stimulus was accorded the cultural life of our community in the opening 
of the New Patricia Theatre, built for the McLeod-Scanlon Amusements Co. A capacity audience crowded every 
inch of seating …
The recently erected cinema is strictly modern. The exterior is in Spanish Renaissance style, of rough cast stucco 
… The spacious auditorium, designed on the intimate plan, provides seating accommodation for 500, being divided 
in three sections of seats with ample width delegated for aisles. The comfortable individual seats are replicas of 
those installed in the Roxy Theatre, New York. Inviting drapings and soft carpets, fabricated of the finest materials, 
were both designed and manufactured in France.
In equipment, the Patricia Theatre has kept abreast of the latest developments in cinema installation.
The two Simplex Projectors are believed to be the first installed in Canada; special Gunlack lenses and a Hertner 
transverter assure Powell River audiences of strict modernity. The Walker Gold-Fibre Screen guarantees the best 
possible screening of all photoplays; up-to-the-minute equipment in every sense. Another welcome and highly 
popular inclusion in the equipment is the $15,000 Robert Morton Organ, made especially for the Patricia Theatre; 
this, in itself, is a sufficiently charged magnet to attract a Powell River audience. Under the very capable and 
trained hands of Miss Vera Evans, who has been permanently engaged by McLeod-Scanlon Amusements, organ 
solos are an indispensable feature of every performance.
Mr. R.H. Scanlon, in his address on opening night, stated that the theatre was so constructed, and equipment so 
arranged, that the installation of Talking Pictures could be undertaken at a moment's notice.
“If the public demand the Movietone, we'll install it.”
… The phenomenal growth of the townsite during the past decade was rapidly rendering the Old Patricia Theatre 
inadequate to meet, not only the increasing patronage, but the more rigorous demands of modern theatre-goers for 
variety and comfort …
The Old Patricia Theatre was torn down.
Vol. 8, No. 2, February 1929
Pages 20-21 feature, with photos and brief biographies, five contributors to the Digester:
Charles H. Garrett, Bill Parkin, Alec MacDonald, Ed. Smith and Maurice Dunn.
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White City Gun Club boasted a strong membership—Do you remember? (Page 22):
In 1915, a coterie of keen-eyed marksmen, and others not so keen-eyed, but very, very willing, in a flash of 
inspiration, conceived a brilliant plan. They would form a gun club! They would erect traps, install necessary 
equipment; they would unleash flocks of weird, jumping pigeons, which they would proceed to knock into the 
middle of the following week every time they crossed the deadline of their vision. The idea hastily developed, 
caught the imagination and was hurried into execution on a wave of popular enthusiasm.
Equipment was purchased, traps were built and, in a few weeks, that little patch of still-virgin soil, contiguous 
to the Bowling Green, became the headquarters of the White City Gun Club, so named by Frank Merrick, a 
prime mover in the scheme and one-time manager of the Department Store. Powell River’s first, and last, 
trap-shooting organization had leaped into existence.
For several months, enthusiasm ran high. The Club boasted a strong membership; the sport proved popular, 
and several “crack” pigeon slayers were uncovered, or developed. Charlie Long, another instigator and 
abettor of the clay bird pastime, murmurs, with becoming modesty that, in those days, he carried a dangerous 
weapon and that, not infrequently, Dr. Morrison and himself knocked 23, and even 24, of a possible 25 birds 
into oblivion. Dr. C.R. Marlatt and Frank Maslin recount stories of similar powers at the traps
For over a year, the club maintained its prestige, and many were the jolly, happy times watching the birdies 
jump. Near the end of 1916, its numbers were attenuated and its vigor sapped by the more importunate 
demands of war. Early in 1917, activities languished for lack of support; almost imperceptibly, they became a 
passing memory, and the old Whit City Gun Club came to the end of its brief, but not inglorious, existence.
Vol. 8, No. 3, March 1929
Vancouver Newspapers Received Daily in Powell River (page 2):
… When we speak of our home newspapers, it is the big dailies of Vancouver that we specify—the Province, 
the Sun and the Star, all received daily in Powell River and all enjoying a wide circulation in the townsite.
… Each morning, the previous day’s paper is laid on his doorstep, and, on Saturdays when boat schedules 
are propitious, he reads Saturday’s edition before retiring at night. The majority of Powell River citizens have, 
perhaps, at one time, resided in Vancouver. Numbers of Papertown’s employees are native sons of Canada’s 
third largest city. The friendly light of Point Atkinson, winking across the water, spells “home” to them …
Finishing Room Notes (page 19):
A new plan has been adopted with all small rolls, which is expected to solve the problem of air bursts in the 
wrapper, which has caused so much worry and expense in the past. When the roll is dumped on the floor 
from the truck, the air which has accumulated between the wrapper and the paper itself cannot escape fast 
enough and, very often, the wrapper splits up the side under the sudden strain. This necessitates the roll 
being re-wrapped, which entails loss of time and considerable waste. The same problem does not arise with 
big rolls, as they tip up more slowly off the trucks. All small rolls are now bound with a %” steel band] 
answering all requirements of the situation quite adequately.
On pages 20-21, the Digester honors, with photos, five more of its contributors: Jimmie Ford, Harold George 
Shepherd, Charles E. Auline, Ernest P. Liebenschel and George Wasp.
The old construction days—Do you remember? (Page 22):
Long rows of bunkhouses, filled to capacity with construction workers, stretching due westward from where 
the present hospital [1929] now stands. Crowds of construction workers, collected from every corner of the 
globe. Sturdy Slavs of the race of Stephen Dunshaw—seeking a new life in a land unspoiled by Ottoman 
domination; olive-tinted scions of sunny Italy, to whom the name of Mussolini was unknown; blue-eyed, 
flaxen-haired descendants of the old Vikings; Poles and Russians, each reaching for freedom in a land of 
new opportunity; smiling Paddies from Erin’s Isle; Scots with the burr of the highlands still adhering to their 
speech. From the four corners of the world, they came and rubbed shoulders in Powell River during the 
feverish onward dash of construction in 1910 and the first half of 1911, when those bunkhouses were
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practically the centre of our community life …
it was about this time when Powell River’s Balkan Village, now almost a passing memory [in 1929], was erected. 
With the cessation of intensive construction work, numbers of the workers decided to remain and settle down in the 
new site. It was to accommodate these men, chiefly those of southern-European extraction, who, unused to the 
ways and unfamiliar with the customs of our country, preferred to assemble their little colony in one spot, that the 
Balkan Village, so named through its cosmopolitan European populace, first came into being. Here, in these two-
room, stub-nosed but comfortable huts, they might find the companionship they desired—and, as bachelors—cook 
those mixed dishes, whose odoriferous effluvia is not entirely unknown to anyone who has lived in the vicinity of 
such a settlement.
At a later date, of course, the Balkan Village lost much of its purely southern European flavor! With conditions 
settling slowly to normal and skilled labor more and more in demand, Slav and Russ were insensibly displaced by 
young bachelors of British and American extraction. When the recent demolition of the village was ordered to make 
way for the athletic grounds, the Balkan Village might almost have been named “Little Scotland. The silent and 
usually peaceful penetration by the descendants of Bruce and Wallace was a distinguishing feature of Village life
Vol. 8, No.4, April 1929
Reviving Activity on Texada Island (page 12)
Twenty years ago [from 1929], Van Anda—center of Texada’s mining district—was a red hot, lively, thriving mining 
town. Miners from the Copper Queen, Marble Bay and The Little Billy—from every corner of the northern end of the 
Isltand—made their headquarters here. Powell River, then in its swaddling clothes, looked enviously over the 
waters of Malaspina at the bustling activity of the Island. The nigh tife of the district found its focus there; across the 
straits chugged numerous gas Doats, loaded to capacity with eager Powell Riverites, lured by the bright lights of 
Van Anda and the “wide open spaces” of Marble Bay.
Today, Northern Texada Island, the flush of pristine vigor gone from its face, is pock-marked with old mining claims. 
At every step, almost, one encounters a “noie, ” or the derelict ruins of a once-thriving mining district. Prospect after 
prospect has experienced its brief cycle of feverish existence—and been abandoned to the ravages of time and 
weather.
Marble Bay Mine, two decades ago the sceene of teeming activity, is now deserted; the old mining shaft, as yet 
unspoiled, and with much of the original machinery still intact, slowly sinks into decay. A few miles further on, in the 
direction of Blubber Bay, a litter of tailings and a group of decayed buildings may be viewed from the road. This is 
all that remains of the glory that was once the famous Copper Queen’s.
Is this the end? Or will the Island ever come back into its own again and a new cycle of activity? Texada residents 
say yes—and there are mining experts who express a similar confidence.
Already, the old Cornell Mine is displaying evidence of a reviving energy..New areas have been mapped and 
surveyed; two shifts of six men are steadily at work; and diamond drilling is commencing. Is this the first outburst of 
a new spring time for Texada? Time alone will answer, but the not indistinct stirrings of a new vitality appear to be 
permeating the old area.
The Old Hotel— Do You Remember? (Page 22)(photo ca. 1912))
The original Powell River Hotel was a thirty-one-room structure which, among its outside adornments, contained a 
sty of a hundred fat porkers.
… With construction proceeding full blast and a townsite emerging in the midst of pristine forests, one Mr. 
McKinney decided the time was opportune to erect a sturdy, modern, up-to-date hotel …
Thirty-one rooms formed the original complement of the old Powell River Hotel and, in those days, the boys looked 
on this as the cultural center of the community. In an old manuscript, from which, unfortunately, many pages are 
missing, we gleaned a scant history of Powell River's first hotel …
From the tattered manuscript, we discovered mention of a bar! And on this momentous day there was no bar at the 
bar! And no ceiling either, if the manuscript is to be accorded credence.
And the grand opening itself? Here occurs a maddening hiatus in the manuscript … until the following morning 
dawns in a cloudless sky … and one may perceive Mr. McKinney and a few bosom friends gazing with sad, 
stricken eyes at his billiard tables and hopelessly jingling a few coins in his pocket. Alas! That beautiful green, 
glossy surface—Where? Oh where has it gone? Through some unaccountable error, the loggers at Michigan had 
mistaken the tables for the dancing floor—and acted accordingly …
When we again pick up the thread, no mention is made of the opening. Instead, we discover a notation
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requesting that “the pigs be fed at 12:30 every day.” It appears that, in this breezy period of townsite 
history, the proprietor maintained porkers for the benefit of guests desiring this delectable food at a 
second’s notice. The little corral was located at a short distance from the main entrance, probably on the 
identical spot where the engineering office now stands [1929] …
Thirty-one rooms were comprehended in the original structure. Today, the Rodmay Hotel, owned and 
operated by J.R. McIntyre, is an eighty-roomed structure built on the European plan and equipped with 
every modern appliance. A decade-and-a-half has seen an almost unrecognizable alteration of the old 
building.
Pages 28-29 contain biographies and photos of Dr. O.O. Lyons, John A. Kyles and George G. Heighway.
Vol. 8, No. 5, May 1929
The Aero Club (page 3)
After several months of preliminary spade work, the first move in the formation of the Powell River Aero 
Club has been made; considerable enthusiasm has been displayed; and the idea appears to have 
captured the imagination of many Powell Riverites …
The “plane lure” is making itself felt in Powell River. The executive has been besieged with inquiries 
concerning the new project. When can we start flying? When will the plane arrive? What make will it be? 
How fast will it travel? …
A year, at the least, will elapse before the Club will feel justified in applying to the government for a plane.
Why?
The Club’s policy, as determined at the outset, was to proceed along sane and safe lines; to encourage 
aviation and not to kill it by rushing in headlong, regardless of risks. The idea is to send out their 
candidates for instruction to the training school at Vancouver; to gradually increase the number of trained 
pilots in our midst; to possess, ere a plane is applied for, a corps of trained and experienced pilots 
capable of instructing local novices; to have these on the ground and ready ere actual flying is taught in 
Powell River …
Meanwhile, the local Club will endeavor to arrange flying details with the Vancouver branch. It is hoped 
that, through the Powell River branch, all those desirous of learning to fly will be able to proceed to 
Vancouver and undertake the course at their convenience.
the British Yeoman—Do You Remember? (Page 20)(photo):
The first load of concrete [actually unmixed sand, gravel and cement] was brought by the barque British 
Yeoman in 1910.
One afternoon, in the dying days of 1910, a large crowd of interested spectators clustered on the end of 
the Powell River pier.
Suddenly, from one keen watcher, came a shout:
‘Here she comes, folks!”
And, around the point, swung into view the white sails and tall spars of a full-rigged sailing ship. It was the 
barque, British Yeoman, with the first load of concrete to arrive in Powell River—a cargo with which to lay 
the foundations of a new industry on British Columbia’s western snore line.
in the early days of Powell River, much of the construction material was brought in by sailing vessels.
It was a magnificent spectacle to watch them beating up the Gulf, every rag showing, and their sails 
streaming to the wind, ere they were given over to the charge of the puffing tug which bumped them 
alongside the wharf. The picture of the British Yeoman is one of the few snaps of those trim barques still 
preserved in the albums of local collectors.
After 1914, few of the old sailers appeared in these waters. Other and more remunerative work was found 
for them, when every available ton of shipping was needed for war purposes …
Goat Island Now a Game Reserve [1929]|(page 28):
The decision of the government to earmark Goat Island as a Game Reserve has caused general 
satisfaction throughout the Powell River district. For several years, thoughtful citizens, forest rangers and 
provincial police have been advocating this step.
… Given a breathing space of a few years from the inroads of the hunter and trapper, the wild game,
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which formerly swarmed about the Island, but whose ranks in recent years have been sadly thinned, will again 
populate the ravines and vaileys.
For nearly two decades, Goat Island was the rendezvous of hunters throughout the district, and many an 
interesting tale has been told of hunting experiences amid its deep ravines and timbered valleys …
 Vol. 8, No. 6, June 1929
Do You Remember—Before Powell River’s Mill? (Photos)(pages 12-13)
… Few, even among the earliest veterans of our pioneering days, can peer through the lenses of time and 
conjure up the picture reproduced in this column [Michigan, Puget Sound Railway].
Activity there was in those days, but traces of a paper mill, none. Along the waterfront, where the white outlines 
of the mill are now visible for miles along the coast, the giant firs and hemlocks stood guard.
Against them came the force of man with his logging gear, his axe and saw. Through their ranks, curved and 
twisted the logging road [railway]; over its narrow-gauge tracks shrieked and puffed the trains … Logging 
operations were in full blast.
Such was Powell River when Rod LeMay snapped the picture accompanying this article [Michigan, Puget 
Sound Railway] in the summer of 1907.
A forward leap of three years: In the spring of 1910, the air breathed the spirit of new activity. Logging was still 
being carried out, but, in the meantime, far-sighted Pioneers had visualized a new Powell River; had already 
conceived a greater and permanent destiny for the old logging site.
Preliminary surveys had already been undertaken; in the summer of 1910, excavation and clearing began; the 
birth of B.C.’s first newsprint mill was commenced. With this note, we show one of the early bits of construction 
work [construction of first dock].
Machinery must be imported; supplies must be purchased; thousands of tons of construction material must be 
brought in. To handle all this, was a float, anchored off shore, used to discharge stray passengers and 
miscellaneous supplies.
Obviously, one of the first requisites for a new townsite was a substantial wharf
the picture on this page shows all there was to see in this vicinity twenty years ago, in the spring of 1910.
Lake Notes (page 24):
A new compressor was brought up to the Romana Copper Mine on Goat Island last week. [Obviously, Game 
Reserve status did not protect the Island from mining. |
Nels Hanson, skipper of the fastest boat on the Lake, is leaving Powell River. He has disposed of his craft to 
Mr. Buck Munn. We hate to see you go, old man. How you will miss the glory of passing every boat in sight.
Vol. 8, No. 7, July 1929
Powell River’s War Memorial Unveiled With Impressive Ceremony (pages 2-12)(photos) 
On Sunday, June 9, at 3 p.m., Powell River’s newly-erected War Memorial—a spontaneous and lasting tribute 
of every citizen to the men of their townsite who answered the roll call on foreign fields—was officially unveiled.
Never has Powell River witnessed a more impressive, a more solemn, or a more appropriate ceremony than 
that accorded the memory of her “absent comrades.” … On the Memorial Park, paying their homage to 
honored dead of our district, were gathered the highest dignitaries of our province. At the special invitation of 
the Powell River Ex-servicemen, there was present the supreme representative of the crown in the west, His 
Honor Randolph Bruce, Lieutenant-governor of British Columbia. At nis side stood the highest public servant of 
our people, the Honorable Doctor Tolmie, Premier of British Columbia. Leading the benediction was Captain, 
the Reverend George Pringle, universally esteemed over-seas padre, who knew as few men knew, and who 
understood as few men understood, those whose names were graven in simple letters on the cenotaph ... 
Nearby were representatives of the “Sisters of Mercy,” Miss O. Wood [later Olive Devaud] and Mrs. T.W. Green, 
both with long service records as Overseas Nurses during the war.
Around the Plant (page 14):
Frank Godwin and Jack Carnelly each purchased a second-hand car, a Chevrolet and Star respectively. Both 
of these young gentlemen were paying attention to the same young lady. The start off was not so good;
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Frank’s Chevrolet refused to leave the garage, and this cost Frank two weeks good time. Just as Frank got 
soing, Jack’s Star broke a rear end, and so Frank had the inside track for a week. Now, both are on the road 
again. Both have offered to puli the other's old wagon up Second Street backwards, but Jack seems to have 
the inside track with the lady just now. Frank, you had better hitch your wagon to a Star.
Automobile Club Directors Look Over Roads (page 18):
On June 3, last, the Directors of the local branch of the B.C. Automobile Club made a special trip, as far south 
as Pender Harbour, on the Powell River Company yacht Greta M. The purpose was to study road conditions 
and map our a possible ferry route across Jervis Inlet.
The story of this trip has already been told in our weekly paper, where it was suggested that the trip had been 
the means of unearthing considerable valuable data.
ina nutshell, the proposition is: “Can we build a highway direct from Powell River to Vancouver?” Frankly, the 
local directorate saw no obstacle in the proposed route. They found that a road could be constructed three 
miles along Jervis Inlet and that, from this point, a nine-mile ferry across Jervis would be necessary.
Southward, from Howe Sound, came encouraging reports that the Howe Sound Ferry Subsidy is proceeding 
satisfactorily. The road is built northward to Half Moon Bay. From here on to Jervis Inlet little progress has been 
made, and it is this stretch that is retarding the realization of a “Mainland Malahat” along the British Columbia 
coast line from Vancouver to Powell River. In the neighborhood of fifteen miles of road is all that remains to be 
completed … A highway to Vancouver within three years is the ambitious aim of Club members … [25 years 
would pass before it happened. |
Hunting in 1912—Do you Remember’? (page 22)(photo):
The famous deer-slaying expedition happened in December 1912 … The picture shows the party posing for 
the camera. After the slaughter—fifteen deer, and every one a big’un. Carl Gaudet and Jimmy Forte, the only 
witnesses now remaining in Powell River, tell us this was the first big party to go up Powell Lake in search of 
game; they tell us, too, that in those days, three gas boats, and three alone, were to be found on the lake; they 
tell us further that the trip was made in the old Matilda, most famous of the early flat-bottomed fleet …
The picture, by the way, was taken behind the Avenue Lodge—only there was no Avenue Lodge at the time.

Vol. 8, No. 8, August 1929
Splendid Opportunity to Visit Victoria (page 0):
The Canadian Pacific Railway announces that they have made arrangements for the people of Powell 
River to visit Victoria during the week of the Provincial Exhibition. On Wednesday, August 21, the steamer 
Princess Royal will leave Powell River at 7:45 a.m., connecting at Union Bay with the E & N Railway train 
for Victoria, due there at 4:30 p.m. the following day may be spent viewing the Exhibition, horse races at 
Willows Park, Crystal Gardens, etc., and return trip may be made on train leaving Victoria at 9:15 a.m., 
August 23, connecting at Union Bay with Princess Royal for Powell River the same afternoon. Special 
return tickets, S9.70, now on sale at Ticket Office on the Wharf. Do not miss this opportunity.
Automobile Club Directors Canvas Road Routes by Plane (page 22):
Featuring the activities of the Automobile Club of B.C. in recent weeks was the aerial reconnaissance of 
the district between Half Moon Bay and Powell River, Dy Mr. R.H. Scanlon and Mr. Jack Harper …
The object of the Directors was to canvas road possibilities north of Pender Harbour, to learn, if possible, 
what route would be most feasible and most economical, and to report to the B.C. Department of Public 
Works their findings … Mr. Scanlon and Mr. Harper report that their trip was most satisfactory; that they 
were able to amass useful data, which would be of considerable value to the government. From the air, 
with the aid of their maps, they followed every foot of the coast line from Sechelt to Powell River, and saw 
no serious obstacle confronting the construction of the still un-surveyed portion north of Pender Harbour ...
New Golf Club House (photos)(page 24):
One of the most recent and heartily welcomed additions to the local golf course has been the erection of
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the fine new club house which now graces the greens, and which was donated to the Club by Mr. M.J.
Scanlon, Vice-President of the Powell River Company.
Early this spring, Mr. Scanlon, on a periodic trip to Powell River, played several games over the local course. 
Before departing to the east, he offered to donate five thousand dollars to be used in improving the course; 
this money to be expended at the discretion of the directors in what they deemed the most advantageous 
manner. It was felt, after much discussion, that a new club house, to replace the old structure, would best add 
to the attractiveness of the course and best add to the attraction for visiting clubs.
The new club house, built on the bungalow plan and commanding, from its wide verandah, an uninterrupted 
view of the Gulf, has been a boon to local golfers … In addition to the lounge room, the new house contains 
the quarters of Mr. Boxall, club professional, and his wife. A spacious locker room is included.
The new club house was officially opened during the visit of the Shaughnessy golfers …
Lake Notes
Many of the well-known power plants of the lake have been replaced by larger and more powerful engines.
Among these new ones are the following: Jack Wilson’s new 80 H.P., 6-cylinder Gray; J.N. McLeod’s 35-50 
H.P. Kermath; “Beefy” Beecroft’s 6 cylinder 40 H.P. Gray; and last, but certainly not least, Dr. Henderson’s 
beautiful 100 H.P, 6-cylinder Kermath, the finest engine, without a doubt, that has ever been put on the lake. 
By replacing his old engine, Doc believes that, after the new one is broken in, he will have no difficulty in 
winning back the laurels from our genial boxing promoter, Buck Munn, whose outboard speedster is now the 
fastest boat on the lake.
The latest addition to the lake fleet is a “Gypsy Cruiser” powered by a 20 H.P. outboard motor. This is owned 
by the B.C. Police and their main objective in getting it will be to protect the new game reserve on Goat 
Island.
Vol. 8, No. 9, September 1929
Powell River Bowler Wins Provincial Honors (page 13)
Chalk up another bowling triumph for Powell River. Last year, local bowlers entered the spotlight of provincial 
fame by winning the Spencer Cup, emblematic of the rinks championship of the Province. This year, another, 
and equally great, victory has fallen to our local Club. On Saturday, August 31, George Linton carried off the 
highest single honors in British Columbia by winning the coveted “Champion of Champions” cup, donated for 
the final victor among the club champions of our province …
Vol. 8, No. 10, October 1929
Powell River School Survey (photos)(pages 1-14):
Dominating the October issue of the “Digester” is the story of Powell River’s schools, of their early history and 
of their present progress and expansion. Adequate facilities for the instruction of our children was an 
important factor when the design of the present townsite was first conceived in the minds of the Directors of 
the Powell River Company. Public and high school instruction in our townsite today [1929] is equal to any in 
the province. In the current edition, members of our local teaching staff tell what has been accomplished and 
what they hope to accomplish in the future. Dr. Andrew Henderson [photo page 13], whose association with 
local school boards dates back to the early days, contributes a special article, in which he describes some of 
the problems and difficulties which have confronted the school board during the past seventeen years.
Brooks School Staff 1929 (photos)(page 4):
Miss Eileen Jamieson, Miss Ivy Ingram, Mrs. Randall, W.P. Beale, Miss Grace Brett, Miss Edith Stolberg, B. 
Thorsteinsson.
Henderson School Staff 1929 (photos)(page 7):
Miss Marion Hanna, Miss Kay Fromey, Miss Jean Seater, S. Brynjolfson, Miss Margaret Lexton, Miss Anne 
MacSween
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Powell River High School Staff 1929 (photos)(page 10):
Miss Mollie Tupper, Maxwell A. Cameron, Miss Louise Scott
Vol. 8, No. 11, November 1929
Lois River Pioneered by Brooks-Scanlon Twenty Years Ago (p 10-12)
The granting of water rights on Eagle River, fourteen miles south of our townsite, brings within the sphere of 
Powell River Company operations a
region in which, for many years, the founders of the Company have had a great deal more than a passing 
concern.
Over two decades ago, in December 1908, the Brooks-Scanlon interests opened up their now famous camp at 
Stillwater and commenced logging operations in the Gordon Pasha Watershed.
The Stillwater tract encompassed what was undoubtedly one of the finest stands of Douglas fir ever located in 
British Columbia, the home of giant firs and cedars. The quality and magnitude of the trees logged along the 
fringe of the Gordon Pashas have never been surpassed in the history of logging in our province.
From this area came the huge flagpole, 212 feet high, now resting in the grounds of Vancouver Court house and 
which, when raised, was the largest in the British Empire. Here, also, was located the famous flagpole implanted 
in London’s justly celebrated Kew Gardens. This “stick,” 214 feet in height, was conceded to be absolutely 
flawless and estimated as the finest, as well as the largest of its kind, in the world
The Night Shift in Action (pages 18-19)
The Night Boom Comes In
It is, let us suppose, a nippy, penetrating night in November, one of those real, shivery winter evenings.
There are not many residents on the street tonight. What few have dared the outdoors are hurrying along, 
overcoats buttoned to the chin. It looks bleak and cold along the waterfront—a night when the boys in the mill are 
grateful for the pleasant warmth of the machines—a night for the old arm-chair and the crackling fireplace.
Out at sea, nearing the Company wharf and moving slowly, ever so slowly, are three lights. It is the tug St. Faith, 
flagship of our tugboat fleet, at the end of a long, 150-mile tow. In her wake, snake-like, slithers the dead weight 
of perhaps 2,000,000 feet of logs—fodder to keep the big paper machines turning day and night. These logs must 
be brought to safety in the bosom of the log pond—there is work to be done tonight.
Suddenly, the chill night air is pierced by the resonant blast of the Faith’s siren whistle. It is the “fallin” signal—the 
trumpet call for the motor tender Teeshoe—and John White’s “whalers.” In a few minutes Captain Charlie Auline 
and his crew, roused from the cheery warmth of the home fireside, are hurrying towards the wharf, buttoning 
slickers around their necks. Soon the throaty chugata chug of the Teeshoe’s sturdy Diesel engine is heard; soon 
the quiet log pond is transformed into a scene of activity. The whalers, pike poles in hand, have been taken on 
the Teeshoe, which is now bustling around like an eager housewife at a bargain sale. The gateway to the 
booming ground—the standing boom—is opened; the way is cleared for the new regiment of logs. Out to the 
Faith darts the Teeshoe; the whalers clamber off her decks, un-couple the boom chains, “cut out” the required 
number of sections, and away goes Captain Auline with his first tow.
A busy place, this log pond tonight, searchlights flash across the water, skippers and whalers shout raucous 
directions to each other through megaphones; boom chains clank as the whalers swing into action. For two, 
three, or four hours, sometimes till the first streak of dawn appears in the sky, the tug, tender and whalers are 
hard at work, “bucking and filling, coupling and uncoupling.” The logs must be stowed in security, and this despite 
wind, rain or snow.
Stowing a boom in the dead of night is not the easiest of occupations. Have you ever tried walking a boomstick in 
the light of day, in a placid sea? Try it in the middle of the night, in choppy waters, with a pike pole in one hand 
and a boom chain in the other.
To John White and his log pond crew, to Captain Auline and the boys on the Teeshoe, this is all “part of the job.’ It 
is no uncommon occurrence for these men to be called out at midnight, to work all night, and be back on the job 
again after breakfast in the morning …
Vol. 8, No. 12, December 1929
The huge expansion program of 1930 was under way at the end of 1929. It provided work for many unemployed
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at that time of world-wide economic depression (page 7):
The first actual prelude to the advent of the chugging steam shovel and the gangs of construction workers, was 
the diversion, last month, of the fresh water line, to clear the way for the excavation of the new machine room.
Work on the machine room excavation was started this week, on December 15. At the same time, preliminaries 
in the excavation for the new dam at Stillwater got under way … the five thousand, eight hundred foot tunnel at 
Lois River will be started at the end of the month. Crews will work from both ends simultaneously. Mr. Brown, 
engineer in charge of construction at Stillwater, has taken up his residence there and is pushing preliminary 
work. Excavation for the new power house is expected to be under way by the middle of January.
Plans and designs for the new Grinders and Ground Wood Screens have been drawn up and preliminary 
construction will commence about the middle of February.
Clearing the pole line from Powell River to Stillwater is advancing steadily
Powell River-Vancouver Highway Plans Discussed (page 10):
Delegates from Howe Sound Ferry Committee and the local branch of the Automobile Club meet Mr.
Lougheed in Victoria and are accorded a sympathetic hearing.
That a combined land and ferry route linking up points along the coast from Vancouver to Lund will be a reality 
within the next two years, is the belief of members of the local branch of the Automobile Club and other 
interested bodies …
Sportsmen of Former Days features George Chisholm and Jack Hurren with photos (pages 18-20): Old Friends 
of Pioneering Days—Horses (pages 22-24):
… In the early days of our townsite, from 1910 to 1920, the Powell River Company maintained a fleet of twenty 
horses, quartered in the old barn on the golf course. But, recently, this venerable structure was removed to 
make way for the drives and approaches of unfeeling golfers. Three horses were used at the wharf and paper 
storage; one team delivered groceries about a townsite whose southern limits were bounded by the present site 
of the Gopher Club; three or four teams hauled lumber and other supplies for carpenters, plumbers, etc. One 
stout equine pulled the old dump cart used for the garbage route; and one horse was maintained then, as now, 
in the lumber yard. Between 1915 and 1917 the Brooks-Bidlake Shingle Company had in service two teams for 
transportation of shingles from their mill to tidewater at the government wharf. Those teams were owned by J.C. 
McMahon, who is now [1929] proprietor of the Wildwood Dairy.
Some of the old horses are still affectionately recalled by residents of the district. Ask Tommy Lambert and Billie 
Roberts if they remember “Nigger” and “Barney,” or “Corbet” and “Dick.” Nigger and Barney were the locies of 
the day. They hauled the paper from the mill to the wharf, and Jack MacDonald and Jack Cassidy, their drivers, 
wouldn’t have traded them for all the paper locies in the west. Nigger, especially, won enviable distinction as a 
puller. His feats of strength were the talk of the town. There was nothing of the Bucephalus about Nigger. He 
had none of the lithe, beautiful lines of a man-of-war, or the fiery carriage of a Pegasus. He was a robust, raw-
boned equine, built neither for speed nor for comfort; He would never have been a success on the Pony 
Express, nor would he have inspired poets to lofty extremes. Nigger was a worker, one of the great horny-fisted 
sons of toil, and to see him in action, with Jack MacDonald or Tommy Lambert holding the reins, almost made 
one believe Carlyle’s statement about the “perennial nobleness of work.” Once, just to keep his hand in and to 
show the boys on the wharf what he could do with paper, when so inclined, Nigger went into action in earnest. 
Taking the strain like an expert tug-of-war man, deftly catching the bump of each car, he moved fourteen cars of 
paper down the wharf; a load of nearly fifty tons, which feat, one might say, takes some doing!
Barney was Nigger’s partner; he was the sheik of the combination, powerfully built, slick and glossy.
An Apollo of a horse—a beautiful animal and a favorite of everyone.
A bit of a lad, was Barney. An apple a day may keep a doctor away—but not Barney. Apples were his favorite 
vegetable, and his cunning trick of begging apples from members of the wharf crew made him a real pet with 
the men. It was also claimed of Barney that he possessed the uncanny facility of counting the cars as they 
passed. Five cars were considered a load, and Barney was always willing to do his best with five. But try 
putting an extra car on the “drag!” Barney wouldn’t even attempt to pull; he just stood around with a
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hang-dog, or hang-horse expression on is face, rolling pathetic and wistful eyes at his numerous friends. They 
couldn’t stand much of that; Barney inevitably won his case and never pulled more than five cars while he retained 
his faculties.
About 1911, Jerry Hogan, star baggage smasher of that decade, bought his now famous truck, which, although 
more than once hauled home behind a companion of Barney or Dick, rang the tocsin on the undisputed reign of the 
horse in Powell River. Soon after, came Somerton, with his equally famous Ford Touring car and, in 1920, the 
Powell River Company purchased a Dodge touring car and a truck. Thereafter, the domination of the quadruped 
began to decline, until today [1929] only one remains, “Old Dollie,” who hauls lumber about the yard for George 
Adey, and who is the last of a vanishing race insofar as the Powell River Company is concerned.
Completes Paper Making Course (page 30):
One of the first employees to complete the course in Paper Making, taken up through the Technical Association of 
the Pulp and Paper Industry, is Norman A. Shaw, helper on No. 5 Machine. Mr. Shaw has worked steadily in his 
spare time during the past two years at this course
Mr. Shaw’s average for the entire course is over 98%, a record to be proud of
Many employees nave enrolled for the course in Paper Making, and these, especially, will appreciate Mr. Snaw’s 
fine record
On completion of the course, the Powell River Company refunded Mr. Shaw the one-hundred and twenty-five 
dollars fee paid during the time of enrolment.
Vol. 9, No. 1, January 1930
Eighteen Years of Paper Making and Progress (pages 2-11):
… Starting with the modest tonnage of 65 tons a day in 1912, Pow-ell River is now [1930] the largest individual mill 
on the Pacific Coast. From its machines, each day, 500 tons of newsprint are shipped …
In April 1912, the first unit [paper machine] was ready for “warming up;° and, in the dying days of that month, the 
old horse-trains proudly delivered the first “drag” of Powell River paper to the wharf storage. In May, Nos. 1 and 2 
Machines were running, not indeed, at full capacity, but they were, nevertheless, making paper … By February 
1913, “Old 1 and 2° were speeded up close to capacity. Powell River had advanced to the dignity of a 100-ton 
plant, with a daily production of 102 tons. In April 1913 came another upward bound. No. 3 “struck oil” and came in 
with an additional production of 40 tons … But the finale was not yet. By September, No. 3's running mate, No. 4 
had been completely assembled and her efforts raised the daily tonnage to 185 tons. Our yearly tonnage had risen 
from 17,000 tons in 1912 to 44,000 tons in 1913 …
For twelve years, the four machines, with their efficiency gradually increasing until 250 tons of newsprint were 
turned out daily and the yearly average expanded to 70,000 tons, catered to the demand for Powell River newsprint 
…
From 1920 onwards came the huge increase in the world’s demand for newsprint and pulp-wood products
Powell River, in this new era of expansion, found her old quarters cramped and uncomfortable.
Her product was established in the markets of the world and, if she was to stay in the race and meet the 
requirements of her publishers and supply the new markets now being developed, more room and more paper 
were necessary.
This led to the 1925-1927 construction era, the largest and most momentous in the history of our townsite. The 
directors decided on additions to the plant that would double its capacity
No. 5 Machine swung into production in July 1926, to be followed, six weeks later, by No. 6. These two machines, 
with an output equal to that of their four older brothers, with the dawn of 1928, raised production to 450 tons. Our 
daily average is now [1930] around 500 tons … From a 65-ton plant in 1912, we nave advanced in December 1929 
to a 500-ton plant, an increase in production of over 700%
There were, in 1912, fifteen grinding machines in operation; today, there are fifty-two. Where we now cut in the 
neighborhood of 9-1/2 million feet of lumber a month, our average for our 100-ton mill in 1912 would be less than 
two million
Keeping the townsite apace with the growth of the plant has been a difficult and expensive task. Today [January 
1930], the rent-roll of Powell River shows 401 houses within the townsite limits, and two apartments with a total of 
thirty-two suites.
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Plant Extension (page 21):
… The preliminary work is well on its way to completion, and with the advent of February, construction of 
the new units [machine rooms] will be commencing …
The transmission line is making good progress and is expected to be in use early in February At Lois 
River, both the north and south portals of the 6000-foot tunnel have been cleared, and early in January, 
excavation of those portals was under way. Clearing for the log-crib dam has been started and 
exploratory drilling is proceeding.
At the Power House site, some clearing has been done and the site explored with diamond drills for 
foundations, etc … by January 1, there were three hundred men on the work at Stillwater.
Camps are springing up at both ends—at Powell River and at Stillwater. Stuart Cameron’s imposing camp 
site on what was once two good holes of our golf course, is completed with accommodation for another 
three nunaread men …
Meeting the Demands For Bread and Pastry (pages 22-23).
The Bakeshop of Avenue Lodge is kept busy supplying the demand of Powell River and its suburbs for 
bread, cakes and cookies.
… Day after day, summer and winter, this program is repeated. At a time when Powell River citizens are 
enjoying an evening of cards, or watching the latest movie thriller, and on until they hear the proverbial 
rooster crow good morning, the bakeshop of Avenue Lodge is busy turning out the bread and pastry used 
next day in Powell River and its suburbs …
Two Nurses in the Powell River Hospital are profiled, with photos, on pages 24 and 25: Miss N. Williams, 
matron and Miss A. Burgess, new assistant matron.
Vol. 9, No. 2, February 1930
Recollections of Dr. Dwight F. Brooks, founder of the Powell River Company and Powell River, occupy 
pages 1 to 6. The Doctor was a friend to all who knew him, admired and respected by officials and 
employees alike. He died on January 21, 1930.
Plant Extension
An appreciation of the magnitude of this project, which will culminate in No. 7 and (18 years later) No. 8 
Paper Machines, may be gained from the brief report on page 13:
During the last month, the Secondary Transmission Line has been completed and wires are being strung 
for the main line; at the time of writing, we have crossed Lois River and reached the rock knoll [beside 
West Lake (Hammil Lake)], a point about four miles this side of the Power House site.
Clearing of the tunnel mouth having been completed early in the month, the excavation is now under way. 
A trap tunnel is being bored at the North Portal and has been brought to a point about 35 feet from the 
face, this measure having been rendered necessary due to the loose nature of the soil. It is expected that 
hardpan or rock will be encountered within a short distance of the point now reached, and from there 
onward, the tunnel will be bored to full size. The South Portal is approached Dy an open cut right up to 
the rock face and boring has commenced.
No. 1 Camp, which is located near the Power House site, will be completed before the end of the month 
and excavation on the Power House site will commence soon after. Nos. 2 and 3 camps [South Portal 
and Dam Site] are now complete.
Clearing and grubbing over the penstock line is proceeding and work on the new road from the 
Government Highway to the Power House Is 1n progress.
The exploratory drilling on the Power House site is finished and the drilling crew has been moved up to 
the site of the log-crib dam, where similar operations are now in progress.
By the end of the month, over 40,000 yards will have been excavated from the machine room site [Nos.
7 and 8 Paper Ma-chines].
The camps at Powell River have been erected, and the Contractor has done considerable work in 
connection with arrangements for handling construction material.

Around the Plant (page 14):
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Skating on Cranberry Lak
interest in outdoor activities during January centered around the feast of open air skating open to all and sundry 
on the smooth ice of Cranberry Lake. To say we all took advantage of almost a solid month of uninterrupted bliss, 
is to put it mildly.
Every person, from six to sixty, was out learning to skate or trying out old tricks … Mr. Jamieson [P.R.Co. 
Engineer] was among the first to take to the iron boots. He broke up three hockey games by skating sracefully 
through at critical moments … We saw Kent Goldsmith, always the perfect gallant, escorting half the female 
population of Powell River up and down the ice. We saw Horace Moore carrying huge stacks of timber for the 
inevitable bonfire, and earning the heart-felt gratitude of more than one beaming lady Auto Call System installed
New system greatly speeds up the dispatch of urgent business; quick communication between departments and 
between management and superintendents established:
… Powell River is among the first of Western Canadian industrial corporations to include the Auto Call in their 
plant equipment.
The working of the system is simple. Generally, it may De described as a private telephone exchange.
The Time Office is the central exchange. When communication is desired with any mill foreman, superintendent, 
or executive, who cannot be reached in the usual manner, the Auto Call is resorted to. The caller rings up the 
Time Office with a request that a call be placed with the individual whom he wishes to consult.
The Time Office “plugs in” the required number and the call is sent out to 27 different stations about the plant. 
The official or foreman so sought [recognizes his call and] immediately rushes to the nearest mill telephone, calls 
the Time Office and is given the name of the person calling. Each official or foreman appearing on the Auto Call 
Directory is provided with a special call number, enabling him to immediately identify his own call.
Three different types of calls are in operation. In the quieter part of the mill, where the noise of machines is less 
audible, a gong signal is used. In other departments—machine room, grinder room, sawmill, etc.—where the 
main plant machinery is located, and where noise is unavoidable, a combination gong and whistle affords the 
sharper note necessary. In the administrative offices, the call is more subdued and the xylophone-like tinkle 
creates a minimum of disturbance.
Vol. 9, No. 3, March 1930
Plant Extension Update (page 12):
At Stillwater
At the time of writing, about 4000 yards have been excavated from the North and South Portals of the tunnel 
(photos) and a night shift has been started. Excavation and grading for the wood-and concrete penstock between 
the North Portal of the tunnel and the dam is well under way. Drilling at the dam site has been completed and the 
rock faces on either side of the river are being exposed in course of preparation. The Power House clearing is 
practically complete. The various camp buildings are now occupied.
The stringing of the high tension wires on the main transmission line between Stillwater and Powell River is 
practically complete.
At Powell River … the larger of the two [steam] shovels is now digging on the Grinder Room and Groundwood 
Screen Room site, and the smaller is well into the steam plant excavation site. The two 3000 K.V.A. turbo-
generators being installed in the steam plant basement will soon be in operation
The 12-1/2 ft. diameter, 2700 ft. long steel penstock and 312 ft high surge tank at Stillwater have not been started 
at this point.
Radio Telephone Communication Established with Vancouver (pages 23-24):
Mrs. R. Bell-Irving puts through the first radio telephone call to Vancouver, speaking direct from her home: For 
several months, the B.C. Telephone Company have been conducting experiments designed to link up Powell 
River and outside points on the mainland and Vancouver Island by telephone. By arrangement with the Powell 
River Company, an experimental station was installed and tests made between here and Campbell River, where 
the Telephone Company’s land lines are established.
The principle of radio-telephony is not new, but we believe this is the first practical application in Western 
Canada. The principle involves combined radio and wire communication. The voice is transmitted, by wireless, 
across the Gulf of Georgia to Campbell River, where the hook-up is made with the Island land
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wires. From here, the message is carried on the B.C. Telephone Company’s wires to Vancouver.
The first actual conversation over the system was carried out in November [1929], when tests were being 
made. Mrs. R. Bell-Irving was put in communication with Mr, Bell-Irving in Vancouver, the call being 
consummated inside of a few minutes
The central station is temporarily installed in the rear of the radio office [Powell River] and will soon be ready 
for public use
Residents wishing to obtain telephone communication with Vancouver, or any mainland or Island town, will 
ring the radio office and give the number desired. When the call has been put through, the central operator 
will ring them [the caller] to that effect.
Vol. 9, No. 4, April 1930
Personalities in Our District (pages 8-9) profiles George Young, road foreman for the Mackenzie District, and 
Tommy Green, owner and publisher of the Powell River News since the fall of 1927.
Myrtle Grove Goat Dairy (photos)(pages 10-12):
… goat’s milk, as supplied by our friend, Tommy Lambert of the Myrtle Grove Goat Dairy.
Mr. Lambert is an old-timer in our townsite. When the paper rolls moved along the dock on horse-drawn cars, 
he it was who handled the reins and “gee-hawed” lustily. Even then, he cherished a desire to supply the 
population of Powell River with goat’s milk. During the years he logged and ranched on Cortes Island, he 
held fast to that vision. Now, after fourteen years, his dream has been fulfilled, and his natty, varnished car, 
with its “Save the Baby” slogans, may be seen every day upon our streets … Mr. Lambert, with the 
assistance of his enthusiastic family, has conjured, from raw stump land, a ranch that is rapidly assuming the 
appearance of prosperity, productivity and permanence … Like many other successful men before him, he 
blames his wife for his success
The Tapps were golfers (page 15):
Wally Tapp has been the ace of the paper makers’ golfing fraternity this year. It looks as if he Is going to do 
his stuff as effectively on the green as he did between the soccer posts—and that’s more than a mere 
mumble. Wally and Mrs. Tapp attained the finals of the mixed foursome; he and Eddie Tapp reached the 
semi-finals of the men’s four ball; and, as we go to press, the two Tapps, Wally and Edward, are still in the 
running for the men’s two ball.
Firefighting; the Old Muscle and Brawn Brigade-by George Clapp (pages 24-25):
‘Whenever | see Fire Chief Dave Gardiner taking his two fine, spic and span fire trucks out for a practice run, 
|am always reminded of the old days, when the Muscle and Brawn Brigade did, or attempted to do, all the 
fire fighting and fire preventing in Powell River.”
Spoke thus to us recently, George Clapp, dean of our First Air Corps, who has resided in Powell River since 
1910, and who, in those vigorous days, was wharf foreman and fire chief combined.
I remember,” mused George, “when the Company Store went up in smoke in 1911. There was no fire brigade 
then. We had lots of hose, however, and all the boys just jumped in and formed a brigade on the spot. 
Unfortunately, the hose had been used for many purposes ‘that was never meant,’ with the result that we 
were fighting hose bursts as well as fire. There were eight hose bursts at the Company Store fire.” 
Early in 1911, J.T. Gately formed the first brigade in Powell River. A few months afterwards, he left, and it 
devolved on George to keep things going as the new chief. This is how George speaks of the early brigade:
“Our headquarters were at the Planer Mill, and our equipment consisted of one hose reel, to which a forty-
gallon chemical was soon added. Hose reels were placed at strategic points about the townsite, this latter 
arrangement being eminently suitable to tenants, who found the hose very handy for sprinkling lawns, etc. 
We were never quite certain whether the hose would be still in the box, or out on the lawn with the nozzle 
missing and young ‘uns playing kettle drums with the hose. The result was a daily inspection of all our fire-
fighting units.
"Pulling a hose reel around after a day’s work was no joke; so we figured out a horse reel and let someone 
else do the pulling. We held frequent practices, and competition for ‘going into action’ became keen. Starting 
from the Planer Mill, we had our hand and horse reels ready, and our hose running from the foundry hydrant 
to the end of the wharf, in fourteen minutes flat. We used 2,400 feet of hose line.
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‘The outburst at the Planer Mill was one of the worst of our early fires. Over 100 men were out that day fighting the 
flames, and they practically saved the entire townsite from destruction.
“Some of our present residents will recollect the fire that broke out on July 1, 1914, while the Dominion Day sports 
were in progress. Someone had a brainwave and started sending up fire balloons. These landed in the bush back 
of the bowling green and the trouble started.
“When the alarm sounded, we were all dolled up in our Sunday best, Bobby Scanlon included. Having no time to 
change, we headed for the bush with picks and shovels, hose reels and hose. When we came out of that little 
disturbance, we looked like coal miners, and O! Our Sunday suits!
“… I always remember, however, the night of December 13, 1915, when a small fire broke out on Mill D roof. 
Volunteers had the stationary hose out and were just dying to start it going. Someone yelled ‘Turn on the water,’ 
and someone did, all at once, with the result that the nozzle men wondered what hit them. They gave up the ghost 
and let the hose do as it thought best.
“Only five of the original Brawn and Muscle Brigade are left today. These are Bobby Scanlon, George Clapp, Jimmy 
Kendricks, Jimmy Clapp and Walter Patrick.
Bill Roberts, Arthur Richards and others served on the brigade at different times.
“The present fire hall was built in May 1913. The Company purchased their first fire truck, and the days of the 
Muscle and Brawn Brigade were finished. But even at that, we had lots of fun!”
No. 6 Paper Machine Makes Paper (page 28):
The crews of No. 6, one of the 234-inch machines installed in 1926, are feeling not a little chesty these days.
For 52 consecutive hours, the big machine was on its best behaviour. Six shifts, changing and re-changing places, 
before a break occurred. Running over 1000 feet a minute, this is no mean achievement, and the boys are justly 
proud of their pet. In this period, a sheet of paper, 605 miles long and approximately 20 feet wide [19% feet], 
passed in an uninterrupted run through the presses, driers and calenders. Nice going, gang! Vol. 9, No. 5, May 
1930
Michael J. Scanlon President of Powell River Company (pages 8-10)(photo page 0)
On Tuesday, April 29 [1930], Mr. M.J. Scanlon was appointed President of the Powell River Company, as successor 
to the late Dr. Dwight F. Brooks, which whom he had been associated for over 35 years, and with whom he 
pioneered the present Powell River Company. At this annual meeting, Mr. Paul A. Brooks and Mr.
Edward Brooks were appointed vice-presidents and Mr. Anson Brooks secretary-treasurer of the new directorate. 
Mr. S.D. Brooks remains as executive vice-president, and Mr. A.E. McMaster as general manager

Personalities in Our District—-Batt MacIntyre and Myron McLeod (pages 14-15):
‘The youngest hotel proprietor in British Columbia.” That is how Powell Riverites introduce Battleman Macintyre, 
Manager and proprietor of the Rodmay Hotel, Powell River’s 81-room hotel, to visitors. Whether this statement is 
accurate to the nth degree we do not know, but we are unaware of any other establishment in our province, that 
may be classed as a hotel, whose success rests entirely on the abilities of a young man of twenty-three.
Everyone in Powell River knows him as “Bat,” and “Bat” he has been since he arrived in Powell River in 1918 at the 
age of twelve. Prior to the decease of his father, the late J.R. MacIntyre,
“Bat” filled, and filled it well, the position of manager of his father’s establishment. Today, he is in full charge, and 
everyone knows how capably he has grasped the torch thrown to him by his parent …
It might be mentioned that he does many things besides directing the destinies of Powell River’s Hotel.
He plays baseball, manages junior clubs, and supports a team in the local senior league … he is a good hotel 
proprietor, a first-class citizen and an asset to our community in every respect.
Myron McLeod:
Eighteen years ago [1912], a chubby, rubicund, modest-faced youth stepped deferentially off the boat and placed a 
shy foot on the Powell River Wharf. It wasn’t a very big town in those days. There were still plenty of tall trees 
about, and not many houses. Possibly, the lad wished for a few days that he was back in Wisconsin and away from 
this big, rough country … eighteen years later, we still find him with us and, as near as we can make out, liking it 
very well.
As Manager of McLeod-Scanlon Amusements and part owner of the Patricia Theatre, Myron is known to every 
person in our town who is above six and under ninety. He greets them with a smile at the door of his theatre; if the 
ushers are busy, he personally attends to their seating requirements and, in general,
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succeeds in making himself the “cavalier courteous” to one and all. And, strangely enough, his “way” with our lady 
theatre-goers has not detracted from his popularity with husbands and male escorts. They all like Myron and the 
unostentatious manner in which he conducts his duties as manager of our theatre.
In community affairs, Myron is, and always has been, an active worker. He was responsible for the formation of the 
first intermediate baseball; league a few years ago; he assisted in the formation of the branch of the Automobile 
Club in Powell River and was its first secretary. He has been affiliated with innumerable community projects during 
his long residence here, and, busy as he is with his duties as manager of the new theatre, is still ready to get behind 
any movement to advance the interests of Powell River.
Tall Trees: The Big Sticks of the Gordon Pasha Lakes (pages 18-20)
Within twenty miles of Powell River, along the banks of Lois River [Eagle River], where Powell River’s new hydro-
electric development is under way, at least three of the mightiest specimens of timber to ever face the pruning knife 
of civilization were logged.
seventeen years ago [1913], the writer vividly recollects a huge crowd of people standing around the confines of the 
court house in Vancouver. In one corner of the grounds, a huge hole yawned. On the ground, men in shirt-sleeves 
dashed furiously about, shouting directions to other groups of men clustered around a huge stick of timber, trimmed, 
painted and ready for raising. Block, tackle, rigging, lines, all were in readiness. Anxious contractors roared last-
minute directions … the gigantic timber, guided by the rigging lines, rose in the air
what was then the biggest flagpole in the British Empire was triumphantly raised aloft on the grounds of 
Vancouver’s Court House
The flagpole is 212 feet in height and was logged only a mile above the spot where, today, the Powell River 
Company are erecting their dam to harness the 44,000 Wiig horses of Lois River.
21x years later, in June 1919, the writer stood on the grounds of London’s world-famous Kew Gardens.
in company with hundreds of curious spectators, he was gazing at another British Columbia forest giant, lying on 
the ground, ready for erection. This piece of timber had been transported nearly 10,000 miles from the shore of the 
First Gordon Pasha Lake to the Empire’s capital … A few years hence, the identical spot from which the Kew 
Gardens flagpole was logged will be under water …
The Kew staff was towed from Stillwater to Vancouver, where it was lashed to the deck of the steamer 
Merionetshire and carried direct to London via the Cape Horn route. From London, it was towed down the Thames 
to Kew …
At that time, it was, and we believe still is, the tallest flag-staff in the world. Originally 237 feet in length and four feet 
at the butt, additional shaping and trimming reduced its length to 216 feet and its butt dimension to 33 inches
Another flag pole, recently taken from the Gordon Pasha Lakes, now graces the site of the University of British 
Columbia. Slightly smaller than its two elder brothers, it measures 208 feet from “tip to tip”—quite a respectable 
tree, nevertheless …
The Yellow Cypress Lumber Company (pages 22-24)(photos).:
The Yellow Cypress Lumber Company Limited was organized for the express purpose of manufacturing into lumber 
the huge stands of yellow cypress available around Powell Lake. It Operates [in 1930] a mill at the foot of Powell 
Lake and holds, at present, twenty million feet of timber in one block … The lumber, cut to all sizes, is trucked to the 
salt water and thence goes to practically all parts of the world. On the mountain, logging is accomplished by steam 
and gasoline donkeys. The logs are dropped to lake level on an inclined railroad by gravity and a 6200-foot 
snubbing line, the booms being then towed nine miles to the mill. The Company employs only white labor and pays 
higher than average wages …
Neither the white ants of China, nor any other self-respecting insects will have anything to do with yellow cypress. 
This is amply proven by the fact that no woodpecker can make a living where it grows. Even the voracious salt 
water teredo prefers creosoted piling to “the wood everlasting.”
Working Safely (page 25):
And what about the spray guns on 5 and 6 machines. They were installed at considerable expense with the idea of 
protecting fingers from being trapped between the core and the drum, and to eliminate the hazard attendant on the 
use of wet rags. It has been noticed that, on several occasions lately, they were not being used.
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Plant Extension (page 29):
A permanent bridge over Copenhagen Creek has been completed, and the grading for the penstock 
line is progressing. At the present time, about 220 men are employed on the Lois River and Stillwater 
operations, and about 160 men at the Powell River end, which figure includes our own field staff.
A very brief biography of Dr. Andrew Henderson, with photo of painted portrait, occupies page 33: 
… An intimate friend and confrere of Sir William Osler, Dr. Henderson graduated with him in 1880. 
Shortly after leaving university, he went to Calgary, where he was one of the first permanent 
physicians serving the C.P.R. Later, he removed to St. Paul and practiced there for seventeen years.
Dr. Henderson taught clinical medicine at the University of Minnesota for some time and, when the 
Powell River Company was founded, he went there [Powell River] as resident physician and surgeon.
Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1930
Old Alberni Paper Mill Described (photos)(pages 1-6):
The Digester was probably the first publication to reproduce photos of, and review the history of, 
British Columbia’s first paper mill, the short-lived rag mill at Alberni:
The pulp and paper industry of British Columbia is popularly supposed to have had its origin in the 
granting of pulp leases by the provincial government in 1901. Seven years afterward, in 1908, the 
production of pulp was commenced on a small scale at Port Melon, on Howe Sound, and Swanson 
Bay, on the Pacific Coast mainland.
Only in the sense, however, that these mills, like their modern successors, used wood in the pulp 
production, can the term ‘first’ be applied. They were not the first mills in British Columbia’s pulp and 
paper history. That honor belongs, not to the mainland, but to Vancouver Island.
A decade before the British Columbia Government launched the industry on its hesitating and, in the 
beginning not too successful, career, the little hamlet of Alberni, on the Somas River, sixty miles 
northwest of Nanaimo, pioneered the first venture in British Columbia’s papermaking history … ten 
miles above the present site of Alberni, the British Columbia Paper Manufacturing Company, using 
rags for stock, erected the earliest mill in the province. Production began in 1894 and continued to 
1896, when the Alberni venture suffered the fate which befell some of its inadequately organized and 
‘shoe-string’ successors of the early twentieth century. Not until twelve years [fourteen years] later did 
another pulp and paper mill [Powell River] make an appearance on the government census.
On a recent trip to Alberni, the writer visited the site of the old mill …
Vince Forbes, Son of Store Manager, Stars in Sprints: (page 23):
One of the outstanding performers at the recent High School track meet in Vancouver was Vincent 
Forbes, son of Mr. Campbell Forbes, manager of the Powell River Department Store. Romping home 
with a total of 12 points to win the intermediate championship, Vincent was clocked at 10.6 seconds in 
the century dash, and 22.6 seconds in the 220-yard sprint. The latter mark is a record for the meet 
and is faster than the time made in the senior group. In the 100 yards, considering that he was not 
seriously extended, Vincent’s time of 10.6 seconds is remarkably good. Again, in the mile relay, 
running as anchor, he led his team to victory in the record time of 1:36 [?? perhaps 4:36] …
Mr. Forbes [Sr.], in his younger days, used to burn up the cinder track, and it looks like history 
repeating itself.
The Powell River Amateur Swimming Club was formed (page 22). It was affiliated with the Canadian 
Amateur Swimming Association and the Royal Life Saving Society. President was Arthur C. Sutton. W. 
Brown was secretary-treasurer. Committee members were Gus Schuler, V. Kirchner, F. Goulding and 
H. Vandervoort.
Firewood For the District (pages 24-26):
Twelve hundred men working six days a week [in the mill], each with an appetite requiring food at 
least three times a day. A proportionate number of mothers, wives and wood-be wives cooking meals 
for the aforementioned appetites on stoves burning wood at a rate to bring groans from the wage 
earners. Seven dollars and fifty cents a cord; three cords a day; twenty-five days a month means an 
income of five hundred
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and sixty-two dollars and fifty cents a month. Knocking off fifty cents for a bottle of wine, and sixty-two dollars 
for incidental expenses, leaves a gross profit of three hundred. Whoopee! Lets go into the wood business.
How many men, landing in this town on their uppers, have reasoned in such a manner when casting about 
for a means of making a quick stake? With high hopes and enthusiasm, they get pos-session of a drag saw, 
a truck, and a bit of timber from the government, or private landowner, and start in to build themselves a 
DuSINeSS.
Many such have started on a shoe-string and ended the same way; some without the shoe-string. Others 
have prospered for a period and then changed to other occupations. Among the stickers, we have Tommy 
Higgins, the City Transfer and Alec Bell. These have tong since lost all their illusions regarding stove wood, 
and have reduced the proposition to a business which must be conducted in a business-like manner in order 
to pay fair dividends
They find that a full toad of closely piled wood makes for goodwill of the purchasing public, and quick delivery 
during rush seasons saves the baby from catching cold and the good wife from setting peevish.
Sawing wood is not what it used to be. The bucksaw and crosscut—the bane of our boyhood days—have 
been relegated to the background and have assumed a position secondary to the gasoline drag-saw, which 
has become the one tool of importance … it is hard to start in mornings, is whimsical and often cantankerous 
… works best with the occasional application of cave-man attentions; a few strong cuss-words have been 
known to help at times. It can be managed by one man, provided he has great patience and physical 
strength. It has a wonderful capacity for getting into a Jam, and invariably requires help to extricate itself. It is 
a considerable source of trouble and vexation, but no man who wishes to be a success as a woodcutter can 
get along without one.
Tommy Higgins and his team of horses have been welt and favorably known around the townsite for many 
years. He loves his horses, but, owing to the press of modern methods, was forced to add a truck to his 
delivery equipment. A trip to the woodyard in the bush, with Tommy at the steering wheel, would be a thrill in 
any adventurer’s life … but speed is the modern watchword and Tommy does his best to live up to It.
The City Transfer concerns itself with the delivery of wood from the cutting contractors in the bush to the 
consumers in town. They have a large fleet of trucks and are well equipped to handle all orders with 
despatch, even in the busiest seasons.
Alec Bell has been with us for a long time. He weighs three hundred pounds and is noted for his mighty 
sinews. Luckily, he is good-natured and moves across the scenery in a leisurely fashion. His life is regulated 
by the seasons: In the summer, he delights in catching trout; his autumns are occupied with shooting deer 
and grouse; he gets through the winter by sawing wood; and in the spring he is occupied with the seasonal 
fever. He has wood-cutting down to a fine art, as he can take his drag-saw under one arm and a log of wood 
under the other, seek a sheltered spot, and spend the rest of the day making the saw do the work Many 
people have installed electric cooking appliances, but, even today, any man will assert that there are no 
cakes like the ones mother baked in an oven heated with wood.
The Plant Extension project affected every part of the mill. At the Steam Plant, a 7-foot diameter steel 
smokestack 100 feet high was erected to replace the brick stack built in 1910. The old stack was demolished 
to make space for an extension to the Sulphite Plant. The Steam Plant was being extended to house a new 
boiler designed to operate at a pressure of 600 pounds per square inch.
At Lois River, the tunnel was about 30 percent complete. An inclined railroad was being constructed between 
the Power House site and the South Portal to handle the heavy steel sections of the penstock. The Digester 
reported that the entire project was in step with the original schedule.
The Port Landing (page 28) was a column included in several issues of the Digester. The “captain” was 
probably a fictitious character:
“You birds,” ses the captain, “give me a pain in my vertebra. You sell your birthrights for messes of pottage, 
and then your royal giblets waste the pottage, or most of it.”
“And wot, Cap, “ | asks, “is on your conscience today?”
“That lake of yours,” shouts the captain. “When you started to desecrate the scenery with your toilet 
accessory factory, the Almighty ‘ad, waiting for you, ‘appy ‘unting and fishing grounds second to none in the
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Vol. 9, No. 8, August 1930
The International Highway to Alaska (pages |-21)
With a series of interesting illustrations, we dedicate our principal theme of this issue to the recent 
International Caravan, composed of representatives of Canada and the United States. The object of the trip 
was to stimulate interest, on both sides of the border, in the great highway …
Mr. R.H. Scanlon, Assistant Resident Manager of the Powell River Company, accompanied the delegation 
and, in the following pages, tells the outline of the great trek northward …
The Lost Wire (pages 29-30):
Murphy’s Law states: If a thing can happen, it will happen. It doesn’t say when. And there must be another 
law: Even if a thing can’t happen, it will happen. George K. Guild tells about a lost wire in a British paper mill: 
“I was on day shift and had just reported to my relief man at 6 p.m. and was getting ready for home. | was at 
the dry end and the night man had gone to the wet end; he was running backwards and forwards, looking 
under the machine. I suddenly realized that something was wrong from the man’s actions. | went along and 
asked him what had happened—he had a very bewildered look on his face as he replied, “The wire has 
gone. ” 
“Where,” I asked, and he could not tell me. I looked in all the likely places—in the wire pit— underneath the 
first, second and third press felts, right along to the drier pit, but there was not even a strand of wire to be 
seen. A wire 60 feet long and 100 inches wide had vanished—the top wire was still running, and all the rest of 
the machine, but no bottom wire was anywhere in sight.
“For the time being, I was entirely at a loss, until I casually slapped my hand on the first press felt and noticed 
that it was far tighter than usual. | had a look at the rolls and found that the wire was wrapped around one of 
the rolls so evenly that it was not noticeable as tong as the felt was running straight. When we unwound the 
wire, we found that it had been broken clean across, just as if it had been cut by a knife.
But what was the cause of it, we never did find out …
Golf: The local Hole-in-One Club (pages 36-37) had about fifteen members. Mrs. E. Tapp was the only lady.
The Golf Club’s professional, Maurice Boxall, had four hole-in-ones on the local course and nine more on 
courses in Britain, U.S.A. and Canada. Ed. Peacock, oftentimes local open champion, finally made it into the 
Club. Hugh McLean scored a “one” on the 150-yard sixth hole. Angus Armour, one of the first to get there in 
one on the old course, did it on the 75-yard ninth hole.
Plant Extension (page 40)
The Groundwood Mill is making good progress and completion of this structure will follow closely on that of 
the machine room. The work immediately in hand here at the moment comprises, in addition to those two 
main buildings, an extension to the Steam Plant—now well under way—extensions to the Wood Room and 
the installation of additional chip conveyor equipment in the Digester House; the erection of a new digester, 
together with the necessary acid cooling and storage mediums; the installation of equipment and piping in the 
new blowpit room recently completed; the installation of a sulphur melting system; extensions to the present 
fresh water filter, and the laying of a 30-inch wood stave main to service the new machine room and 
groundwood mill, and other works too numerous to mention here.
Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1930
Hog Fuel: Powell River First Importer (page 5)
Powell River commenced importing hog fuel from Vancouver in July 1928. Since that date, our plant has 
been a regular consumer of the waste products of the Barnet and other mills. As far as can be ascertained, 
the local mill was among the first of the large industrial plants in British Columbia to actually import this fuel.
Each week, a tri-weekly service is maintained up th Gulf. Six scow loads, with a total cargo of 200,000 cubic 
feet, enter the port, disgorge their loads, and return in the wake of the waiting tug. This [hog fuel] is in 
addition to what is produced locally …
Our Suburbs Are Growing (pages 6-7)
The entire population of Powell River and District is today [September 1930] slightly over 4,000, exclusive of 
transient construction workers. It may even surprise some of our own people to learn that, of this total,
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world. You ‘ad goats, deer, bear and game birds, not to mention a million-a-year collection of fish.” 
“Old Tom [Ogburn],” ses the captain, “admits that at that time it was impossible to be anywhere on the 
lake and be out of sight of game.
“The natural increase of the game would have supplied you with all the food your gluttonous instincts 
could desire. But did it satisfy you? It did not. You took your high-powered pop-guns and you massacred 
the whole works, and for every carcass that served to satiate your gluttony, you left a ‘undred rotting in 
the gullies.
“You shot from your gasboats and, if your victims fell in the lake, you brought ‘em in. Otherwise, you were 
too ‘igh-souled to go after ‘em. You fished with every device known to inhumanity and, in just the last few 
weeks, some of you were catching spawning trout on their spawning grounds, not in tens or dozens to 
satisfy your bellies, but in ‘undreds. And every spawning trout you caught meant a thousand trout less for 
next year.”
“All of which, Cap,” I ses, “is unfortunately true; but what can we do about it? There are vandals in every 
community, and we’ve been cursed with our fair share.”
“Call in the ‘igh-powered stuff, and issue bows and arrows, and barbless ‘ooks,” ses the captain, “and 
make it open season for vandals the year round.”
World Paper Production 1930 (page 30):
The total world production of all varieties of paper in 1900 was 3,000,000 tons. Today, this has increased 
to 21,000,000 tons. In three decades, the world’s output of paper has quadrupled, showing that the paper 
industry, as we know it, is largely a twentieth century industry.
The United States is still the big leader in paper production, with the huge annual output of 10,000,000 
tons. Canada ranks second with approximately 2,900,00 tons. Germany is third with 2,200,000 tons, and 
the United Kingdom fourth with 1,650,000 tons annually.
The United States, Great Britain, Germany and France are the four leading consumers of paper. 
Together, they absorb nearly 80 percent of the world’s production.
Vol. 9, No. 7, July 1930
First Loggers (page 3):
The tangible thread of history traces the first known export of timber from this province to 1788 [217 years 
from 2005], when Captain John Meares, sailing from Nootka, on the west coast of Vancouver Island, to 
China, with a cargo of furs, included a deck-load of spars in his bartering equipment. Later navigators, 
British and Spanish probably, shipped small cargoes of spars in their vessels from time to time.
The first actual sawmill in the province was erected at Parson's Bridge, near Victoria, in 1840. It was built 
solely to supply the demand of settlers and made no attempt to develop an export business
B.C. Timber: An informative quote from a paragraph on page 7:
Today [1930], the annual cut is three and three-quarter billion feet, and our own sawmill, at Powell River, 
annually consumes over 100 million feet for the production of pulp for our six paper machines
Own Your Own (pages 24-26):
Many Powell River Families Take to the Great Open Spaces in the Suburbs and Erect Their Own Homes
—featuring photos of the homes of George Clapp at Westview; Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Hughes; Mr. & Mrs. C. 
Bird at Wildwood; W.J. Smith of Cranberry; Mr. & Mrs. J. Banham of Wildwood and Henry Donigan of 
Westview.
On the Golf Course, records continued to be broken (page 21):
Playing with J. Simpson last month, Steve Brynjolfson, playing clock-like golf, danced around the 18 
holes in 69—three strokes under par and a record for the course
Ed. Peacock, open champion, is out to defend his laurels, and Ed. always shines in competition. R. Bell-
Irving and Gus Schuler, if they happen to De ‘on,’ can be counted on to make things interesting for the 
leaders.
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1,900 are comprehended in Westview, Wildwood, Cranberry and Shingle Mill. Cranberry has today 678 
people; Westview 600; Wildwood 400; the Shingle Mil 180. These figures have jumped each year, 
Westview and Cranberry in particular showing a steady and healthy growth.
In 1922, save for an odd hardy pioneer, there was hardly a residence in these suburbs …
Cranberry Opens First School (pages 28-29):
Another school has been added to the list of educational institutions in the Powell River District. On 
Tuesday, September 2 [1930], the energetic citizens of the steadily expanding suburb of Cranberry saw 
the plans of years reach fruition when the fine, modern Malaspina School was officially opened. With Mr. 
R. Bell-Irving, Powell River Company resident manager delivering the opening address …
Some of the difficulties encountered in the effort to provide the community with a first-class schoolhouse 
were outlined by Trustee E.A. Goddard. The perseverance of the residents of Cranberry in the face of 
every obstacle was deserving of the highest commendation. To the Powell River Company, who had 
loaned the services of their architect, John McIntyre, and who had accorded timely financial assistance, 
he expressed the thanks of the residents of Cranberry …
The Malaspina School is a four-room erection, equipped with all the necessities of the modern, up-to-the-
minute school house, and was built at a cost of $15,000 … as has been said many times, “When John 
[McIntyre] builds anything, he builds it right.” …
Golf: The Local Hole-In-One Club (pages 30-31):
Left-handed Charlie Murray sank his tee shot on the first green, 170 yards distant. Dr. Paul Marlatt was 
the only dentist to make it into the Hole-In-One Club. George Johnson sank a tee-shot and moved on to 
the next hole as if nothing had happened. Max Smith made a hole-in-one on the old course and decided 
to rest on his laurels.
Cecil Kelly, the “old reliable” of the Golf Club, became a hole-in-oner on the ninth hole of the old course.
Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1930
Our President, M.J. Scanlon, Passes (photo)(pages 2-6):
With the death of Mr. Scanlon, passes the last of the Brooks-Scanlon combination. For over thirty years 
their partnership has been maintained—a partnership which had embraced many varied and widely-
extended industries. In the trop isles of the Bahamas, in Florida, in Minnesota, in Oregon, and northward 
beyond the international border, are flourishing and prosperous industries, a monument to the vision and 
courage of these two grand old men, who died within a few months of each other. Mr. Scanlon, in one of 
his last interviews, spoke feelingly of this lifelong association …
Daily Plane Service to Powell River (page 7):
Speedy communication between Powell River and Vancouver is being rapidly placed on a permanent 
basis Now comes the inauguration of a daily aeroplane service for passengers and light freight—
residents of Powell River are now within an hour’s call of the British Columbia metropolis.
Last month, the first airmail letter to be delivered to Powell River was carried by courtesy of Mr. Allan 
McAllister, piloting his Junkers plane, from Mr. R. Bell-Irving, Powell River Company resident manager, to 
Mrs. Bell-Irving. Already, several residents have made the return trip—and several emergency parcels 
have been promptly and speedily delivered, both in Powell River and in Vancouver …
This service is, of Course, in the experimental stage, but the Junkers people feel that they are blazing a 
trail which will soon become a recognized and essential highway between Powell River and Vancouver.
Around The Plant (page 14):
The Powell River Company wharf has been a scene of bustling but pleasant activity during the warm 
afternoons, and far into the perceptibly cooling fall evenings. The salmon are running—and favored 
fishing spots are at a premium. These locations are controlled by an airtight Aberdeen-spirited 
corporation, and woe betide the greenhorn who attempts to muscle in on one of them.
Some heavy catches have been made in the past month. Joe Graham holds the highest honors for the 
year to date. In the peaceful, quiet atmosphere of a limpid September evening, he tossed his line over the 
edge. He hooked a salmon, pulled him in. The gaff was ready. Suddenly came a dead weight on the line,
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and Joe nearly went overboard. A forty-pound ravenous cod had fastened onto the salmon’s flanks and refused 
to let go. Joe pulled his line to the surface, his associate swooped an unerring gaff waterward—and Mr. Cod’s 
cannibalistic tendencies were over for-ever. Unfortunately, in the excitement, the salmon slipped his bit and 
disappeared—but Joe is not dissatisfied.
This kind of incident has been repeated regularly for the past five years. A cod snatching at a salmon on the 
hook and being hoist by its own petard is becoming a common incident at the wharf. John Philip’s 45-pound 
cod and 15-pound salmon at a single catch—a total of 60 pounds—is still a record …
Jay Maslin appears to have the Indian sign on the salmon. Maybe he has tried some of that machine room oil 
on his hook. Whatever the reason, the finny lads can’t keep away from his bait. An average of five big ones and 
some little ones a night, for several successive evenings, has the rest of the boys talking to themselves ...
Charlie Long, Powell River’s first druggist and a well-known sportsman, is profiled on page 22.
Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1930
Breakwater: The U.S.S. Charleston (page 2-5)(photos):
… the Charleston of today, which, after successful negotiations with the U.S. Government, has been 
transferred to the mill pond of Powell River, her steel frame forming a portion of the Powell River breakwater.
in 1923, the U.S.S. Charleston was placed out of commission. She was dismantled and stripped of all the 
weapons and armament which had made her an effective fighting unit … She was scrapped “Clear to the 
scrapper’ … her usefulness, it was thought, forever at an end …
it was at this point that the Powell River Company evinced a real interest in the old warrior At tneir newsprint 
mill, 250 miles north of Seattle, additional protection was necessary to adequately safeguard the long rafts of 
flat booms lying in the log pond. A partial breakwater had already been built, and consideration was being given 
to its extension—a costly and difficult operation. In the old Charleston, however, was a ready-made breakwater, 
a steel hull, proof against the strongest sou’easter in the Gulf.
There were a few technical barriers, involving guarantees that the vessel must never be reconstructed or used 
as a weapon against the United States … Negotiations, however, were swiftly concluded …
On Friday, October 24 [1930], the St. Faith, flagship of the Company's tug fleet, crossed the international 
border, steamed into Seattle Harbor, fastened her tow-tine to the Charleston Twenty-six hours later—the 1200 
h.p. engines conveying her tow along at a good 7 knots—the St. Faith’s whistle was heard in the log pond at 
Powell River. The S.S. Charleston—or what was once the S.S. Charleston—was introduced to her latest, and 
probably final, resting place in our log pond … With only the shell of the lower hull remaining, she looks for all 
the world like an exaggerated edition of the large Indian dugouts that have not yet vanished from our coast.
At the time of her launching on October 17, 1905, the Charleston was a modern cruiser. Her speed of 22 knots 
was, at that time, by no means as common as in later years. Her length was 424 feet, with a 66-foot beam; she 
displaced 9700 tons. Her main armament consisted of twelve 6-inch guns; her secondary battery contained 
four 3-inch guns, with two 3-inch weapons used for anti-aircraft purposes, and four 3-pounders for saluting 
guns …
Daily Plane Service From Vancouver (page 6):
The local representatives of the Air-Land Manufacturing Company announce that the daily aeroplane service 
between Powell River and Vancouver and return will be maintained as a regular schedule throughout the year. 
Flights will be made daily to and from Vancouver on the following hours:
Weekdays
Leave Vancouver 10:00 a m.
Arrive Powell River 11:00 a.m.
Leave Powell River 2:30 p.m.
Arrive Vancouver 3:30 p.m.
Sundays
Leave Powell River 2:00 p.m.
Arrive Vancouver 3:00 p.m.
Passengers wishing to take advantage of the trip, the cost of which has been reduced to the very reasonable
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rate of $10.00 single fare, may do so by communicating with the local representatives, Harper & Knight, in 
the Patricia Theatre Building.
Plant Extension on Last Lap (pages 12-13):
… The frame of the huge 312-ft surge tank at Lois [Stillwater] is now conspicuous for many miles about the 
countryside; the pen-stock requires only the finishing touches; the work of lining the 5,800-foot tunnel is 
advancing swiftly …
Today there are over 460 houses in the townsite. Tnese are in addition to two apartments, each with 3? 
suites.
Around the Plant (page 15):
Rumor has it that the next big sporting event to tnrill locai sportsmen will be a five-mile go-as-you-please race 
between Alf Hansen’s Flying Ford and Bat Macintyre’s catapuiting Cadillac. The first mile will be raced 
around Lambert’s ranch, points to be given for the most stumps missed; the second lap to be cross-country 
from Lambert’s to Padgett’s; the third from Pagett’s to Myrtle Point; fourth from Myrtle Point to Cranberry, on 
the new road; and the final from Cranberry to Powell River, finishing up with five times around the Hotel.
Lights and Shadows Along the Coast (page2 1) is the first of a series of articles written for the Digester by 
Anne MacSween:
You have seen a skyrocket burst into a million fragments 1n the air—a glittering shower of fairy light.
That is Powell River on the B.C. coastline. It’s funny, you know, the surprise one gets. One minute, it’s dark—
gloomy dark—and suddenly a city of lights lies before you; and no matter how often one makes the trip, it is 
always there—the first thrill of the lights of Powell River …
Travelling on a Union boat, every point is a calling station, sometimes only a rowboat stop, but a stop just the 
same. And what the whistle of the steamer means to those settlers! Everything, of course, centres around 
boat day, which is once a week, usually. That is mail day, newspaper day, provision day and a day of general 
excitement
[the Union Steamships provided three return trips a week for many settlements between Vancouver and 
Powell River 1n the 1930s. ]
Vol. 9, No. 12, December 1930
Plant Extension, the Closing Days (pages 10-11):
… The sixteen grinders, grouped in lines of six with their 3,600 h.p. synchronous motors will be ready; the 
950 h.p. B & W boiler has been set in line; screen room additions—everything contributing to the 
manufacture of a roll of newsprint stands waiting …
In an adjacent room [to the grinders], the formidable-looking switchboard, with its myriads of diais and 
instruments, ushers in another era in grinder room construction in Powell River. The old machines are all 
water-driven, with direct penstock connections from Powell Lake. The water to drive the new grinders is 
supplied from Lois River watershed—thus, they are electrically driven.
The big 16-ton sulphite digester is already in operation and will soon be pumping its cooked chips to the new 
beater room, ready for the grand opening of “No. 7.” …
Around the Plant: Cribbage (page 14):
The great indoor pastime, cribbage, is spreading along under a full press of canvas, with the dark nights now 
on us. Bill Parkin found the pace last year too killing, so has dropped out in favor of some less nervewracking 
form of recreation. Ben Randall, with his usual modesty, refuses to make any definite predictions, but gives 
us to understand that Jack Harper and himself are just about a certainty for honors.
The titanic labor of Wilfred Owen on that mighty irrigation project at Westview [see page 155] has kept him 
out of com-petition this season, but has not stopped him from doing a lot of ‘cribbing.’ Some of the 
illustrations in this issue will bear witness that, as yet, nobody has succeeded in stealing his crib.
Pat Kelly is darkly reticent over the probable outcome of the series. We understand there were some dark 
episodes in Pat’s headlong rush for honors last year—so perhaps his position is a logical one.
The annual cribbage stag, held at the conclusion of the season's hostilities, is rapidly becoming a recognized 
event of the year. It rivals, they tell us, the Armistice Stag.
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The Christmas Concert, by O.J. Stevenson (pages 19-20). Does it bring back memories? A colorful time was 
the Christmas Concert. Rich in childish pranks and trials. Willy-nilly, regardless of their own feelings in the 
matter, they were thrust into the limelight and forced to perform before the enigmatical eyes of dubious 
parents, and the condescending smiles of doubtful neighbors. The brassy ones brazened it through, and the 
timid ones quaked in their boots. The goody-goodies did as they were told, and the little hellions did everything 
else. The weeks of preparation were conducted by well-intentioned people—usually maiden ladies—who 
enjoyed the status neither of teachers nor parents. Consequently, discipline was at a low ebb.
As the opening hour approached, the room rapidly filled with residents of the town and countryside  … All the 
local characters entered in their own peculiar fashions and stared expectantly at the blank stage curtain.
From the back pews, where the hoodlums were busy concocting mischief, an adamantine candy sailed 
through the air and contacted audibly with Banker Norton’s bald pate, and the young Miller couple staged a 
frantic search for their first-born among the many feet under the seats.
Stage fright, sulky individuals, jealousy and over-zealous voices combined, as a rule, to make the opening 
chorus pretty much of a washout. Then came a toddling tot to lisp a doggerel about her dolly: nobody 
understood, except her mother, but she got a Dig hand. A duet by the prim Misses Haley earned a scattering 
bit of applause from the intellectuals, while groans and ribald whistles drowned the wails from Percival 
Saunders’ violin; Perc wore velvet breeches and frilled white collars and wasn’t popular with the boys.
Another chorus burst lustily on the Christmas air and demonstrated that the juvenile actors were obtaining 
some small degree of confidence …
Fourteen boys with heavy-soled shoes, imitation armor and wooden swords stomped through a drill with 
soldierly precision, save when Mickey Grogan slyly undid the Spiegel boy’s suspenders.
A long-winded speech, from some overfed gentleman, and various songs, dances and recitations, etc.
900d, poor and indifferent, carried the affair along to the final climax—a sort of writhing parade of maidens clad 
in cheesecloth garments suggestive of nightgowns and illuminated by the ghostly glare of Greek fire.
After that, the kids settled down to the only matter of importance to them—the business of receiving presents 
from the Christmas tree.
In the Mill: The Old Hoist Passes Out (page 22):
Last month, one of the oldest pieces of machinery in Powell River went the “way of all flesh” and machinery.
Twenty years ago, land clearing operations were in full blast: when foundations were being laid; when houses 
and homes were being erected; when hundreds of pieces of small machinery must be transported from the 
wharf, up the, as yet uncleared, hillside. In these circumstances originated the famous Toonerville Trolley of 
Powell River, or the High Line Donkey, as it is Known among a coterie of lovers.
On top of the hill was the old hoist controlling the cable line which stretched to the wharf, and over that line, 
thousands of tons of lumber, machinery and merchandise Nave passed and re-passed. Loads of ten and 
twelve tons at the end of her cable tow were every-day occurrences. For twenty years, the old hoist stood at 
the old stand, faithfully discharging her duties, paying out and hauling in her 1,600 feet of cable line. Ernest 
Liebenschel, today one of our worthy and leading citizens, operated the hoist for several years.
The transportation questions which he met and solved on the Toonerville Trolly system doubtless were 
determining factors in his decision to operate his own transportation company.
in recent months, the long strain of years began to tell; the old hoist began to creak a bit at the joints, and the 
decision to dismantle and send it to the boneyard was the inevitable result.
On the sixteenth of November, the new hoist, more modern and more powerful than the old, was installed. 
Harry Davies and his assistants turned to the task of dismantling their old friend—one of the oldest and most 
useful citizens of Powell River.
Water For Westview (pages 24-26)(photos):
Two years ago, in August 1928, an earnest group of men, representing sixteen families of Westview, one of 
Powell River’s fast-growing suburbs, conceived the plan of constructing a dam across a little stream which cut 
through their respective properties, and which was known as Squatters Creek. These men owned their own 
homes; they had, after several years of pioneering, vanquished the stumps, Douiders and trees. But, during 
this busy period, they had been hauling their drinking and washing water from this same stream in
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buckets, or what-have-you; it was either this or dragging it painfully up from wells that many swore penetrated well 
into the eastern hemisphere.
Something must be done about it. This was the twentieth century, not the age of the pilgrim fathers … Was it not 
time to turn their energies to yet another conquest of nature …
lt was, and, with the germ of this idea already Durning in their bonnets, the Squatters Creek Water Association was 
formed. Preliminary surveys were immediately instituted, and the project, which today has attained fruition, started 
hopefully on its way …
When work on the dam site was commenced, it must be remembered, practically all those engaged were 
papermakers—but they were willing. Realizing their own shortcomings, they wisely enlisted the services of Mr. 
Jamieson of the Powell River Company engineering staff, who drew the plans for the dam, and whose assistance 
throughout is gratefully acknowledged by members of the Association. The actual construction work on the dam 
was done by five doughty members, Hugh McPhalen, Harry Donigan, Lew Griffiths, N. McKnight and Wilfred Owen
the working machinery, for the most part, consisted of lots of elbow grease and an optimistic disposition.
The first stage was to obtain the necessary timbers. This was a hand-logging operation in the nearby woods; 
impossible ground for horses; too expensive for donkies. This phase of operations was directed by *Mac” 
McKnight, with Harry Donigan and Lew Griffiths in the role of axe-men and general roustabouts. And according to 
all reports, these boys had some roustabouting to do before they were out of the woods. They had to swamp their 
own trails through swamps and difficult second growth; they felled their own timbers and were their own horses and 
donkies combined. Hauling out /0-foot logs was, for weeks, part of their daily bill of fare, after they had spent eight 
hours turning out Powell River newsprint. Stump pulling was another congenial occupation to test the resisting 
powers of respective spines … Wilfred Owen and Hugh McPhalen were the civil engineers of the crew and took 
general charge of the preliminary surveys. They borrowed a transit for the purpose
Six months ago, when the dam was practically completed, the work of months was destroyed by a large washout, 
and construction set back for several months …they stuck to their posts. A few months back, the project, which had 
taken the major portion of the men’s spare time for over two years, was consummated.
The dam, as at present constructed, is 25 feet wide and 65 feet long at the base. Behind it lies the reservoir, which 
the association estimate holds approximately 850,000 gallons of water. The minimum flow of the creek is 125,000 
and the maximum 500,000 gallons per day. Storage facilities are provided by the erection of a 5,000-gallon wood-
stave tank supported by a 20-foot tower. The water, when the tank is full, is 30 feet above the ground and the tank 
is 50 feet from the dam. The tank, resting on concrete foundations, is equipped with an overflow pipe and can be 
pumped to capacity at any moment without danger of overflow.
From the tank, a 5-inch wood-stave pipe main, descending in stages to a 2-inch main, will carry the water supply to 
householders
Up to the time of writing, 3,900 feet of main have been laid, ready for use by the households.
The dam itself is a log-cribbed structure with four sill logs, each 36 inches in diameter and 70 feet long, forming the 
base. Above the sills are cross logs, pinned together with three-quarter-inch by 36-inch drift bolts
Leading out from the bottom of the dam is a 14-inch wood-stave pipe, acting as a gate, which may be opened 
whenever it is necessary to draw water from the pond …
Samples of the water were recently analyzed in the laboratory of the Vancouver General Hospital and a clear bill of 
health forwarded to the Association.
The New Phone System (page 2/7):
The Northwest Telephone Company has acquired the telephone system at Powell River, and has already 
commenced improvements to it. A new telephone exchange building is under construction on Walnut Avenue near 
Second Street. When it is completed, new automatic equipment will be installed there to replace the old now in 
use. The Telephone Company plans to expand its system to include, not only the townsite, but also the adjoining 
districts.
The radiotelephone circuit, which has given the community its first telephone connection with the outside world, is 
to be replaced, within the next few months, by a submarine cable, which will be laid across the Gulf of Georgia 
from Powell River to Cape Lazo on Vancouver Island, where it will connect with the existing line of the B.C. 
Telephone Company
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Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1931
No. 7 Swings to Production (pages 2-4):
On Tuesday, December 30, the Powell River Company’s new newsprint machine commenced its paper-making 
life. For a week previous, engineers, operating staff and machine crew were busy imparting the finishing 
touches to the big 226-inch paper machine … Comparatively little difficulty was experienced, and Number 7, on 
the above date, turned out her first official run, which was immediately packed and snipped to the Vancouver 
Province
Number 7 is the final word in newsprint machine construction … Its daily output of 150 tons will exceed the 
united capacity of the two original machines installed in 1912 … Combined with the experience of the 
manufacturers, which has gone into its construction, are several installations conceived, planned and 
supervised by Powell River Company engineers and operating staff, and which appear on no other machine 
now in operation …
Special Courses Available In Local High School (pages 20-21):
... With the beginning of the September term, a salutary and distinct innovation was ushered into the school 
curriculum by the introduction of a special technical course for high school students, and the establishment of a 
class in home economics (pages 22-23) for girl students … special technical courses have been provided for 
high school students, and the local institution now not only fulfils all the obligations and purposes of the ordinary 
high school, but of a technical school as well … those primarily interested in industrial training may enroll in the 
special technical section, where they receive special training preparatory to an industrial career.
The programme for these classes is fairly comprehensive and was laid down by the management of the Powell 
River Company and Mr, John Kyle, Organizer of Technical Education for the Province of B.C. This course was 
designed as an experiment in broad industrial education, with special reference to its relation to the paper 
industry …
The course extends over a two- or three-year period. The first year (this present one) the pupils take a 
specially-selected course in Physics, which includes Heat, Mechanics, Magnetism and Electricity, and sucn 
extra mathematics as may be necessary to meet problems in these subjects …
Vol. 10, No. 2, February 1931
The Powell River Sawmill (pages 8-11)
Largest Cut in B.C. (Pages 10-11):
Today, Powell River’s sawmill stands in the forefront of British Columbia mills. Its daily capacity exceeds that of 
any other mill in the province. The big bandsaws, edgers and slashers, in their daily buzzings, cut over 400,000 
feet of raw newsprint for the seven paper machines now in operation. The average yearly cut Is in excess of 
120 million feet, principally spruce, hemlock and larch, in the necessary proportions.
The two 10-foot bandsaws in Powell River Sawmill have hum-bled many a forest giant in their lifetimes.
in the west, where trees attain dimensions unknown in the east, logs of five and six feet are common and are all 
part of the daily grind … One memorable afternoon, a huge 10-foot stick, logged in the Queen Charlottes, gave 
the saws a real battle, from which they emerged with flying colors. This timber contained, in itself, over 10,000 
feet of lumber, and is one of the largest logs ever placed on a paper mill [sawmill] Carnage …
Since January 1 [actually December 30, 1930], when Powell River Company’s seventh newsprint machine 
commenced operations, the daily cut has increased by approximately 100,000 feet. This means that, today, 
between four and five hundred thousand feet of timber passes through the plant [every day].
To handle this huge daily cut, the following equipment has been installed:
Two 10-foot bandsaws; one 10-inch edger with six 30-inch saws; one 12-inch edger with six 32-inch saws: two 
slashers, each with sixteen 44-inch saws and one 96-inch cutoff saw. Supervising the 140 employees who 
constitute the staff of the sawmill and wood room, and directly responsible for the maintenance of the daily cut 
of raw paper, is Herman E. Benner, known to every Powell River resident as “Dada”
Mill Railway, The Power That Moves Our Newsprint (pages 18-19):
Over our eight miles of rail moves the production of the Powell River Company, the requirements of its plant, 
and a large proportion of life’s necessities for a population of five thousand people.
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Four electric Baldwin locomotives, with the assistance of the “Jitneys,” haul and switch up to two thousand 
tons of freight per day. One hundred and fifty-four freight, box and paper cars are necessary adjuncts, 
together with ten dump cars which are used for handling sulphur, lime-rock and coal. The average load per 
car is around six tons, but we have cars capable of handling thirty tons and over for transporting heavy mill 
machinery …
William Roberts and Harry Dicker are the veteran drivers and, with Robert Jones and Jack Williams, are in 
charge of the big Moguls. Thomas Burke and Thomas Lucas, with Jack Carney and William Blacklock, are 
responsible for the little Moguls …
The locomotives are of the battery type. Their batteries are charged nightly after working hours A recent 
addition to the system is the “Golf Course Special,” running from the boiler house to the new grinder room. 
At present, this run uses a gasoline locomotive, engaged in transporting pulp-wood blocks, but the gasoline 
locomotive will be replaced shortly.
Animal lovers will recall the horses which formerly supplied the motive power for our railways. These old 
favorites could, and did, pull as many cars as our present high=powered locomotives; the difference being 
only in the speed at which they travelled. On one occasion, one horse, to win a bet for its driver, started and 
hauled eighteen loaded cars …
The Expansion Project was almost completed (pages 22-24):
Down at Stillwater, the white, many-windowed Power-House looks out on Malaspina strait A few hundred 
yards above the Power-House, towering far above the country-side, is the gigantic 312-foot surge tank, 
among the highest of its kind in the world … Men, looking like pygmies from the ground, work on scaffolding 
300 feet in the air …
The big hydro-electric programme is in the polishing stages. A few more yards in the tunnel, another few 
weeks on the generator, last minute touches here and there—and the first power ever transmitted to Powell 
River by wire will be on its way.
Vol. 10, No. 3, March 1931
Around the Plant (page 1|2):
One of the most interesting events of the month under review centres around Ed. Smith’s discovery of an 
old cannon ball on the fringe of the golf course, just above the path leading to the old logging road at No.
4 tee. Ed’s supposition, backed by expert opinion, is that the ball in question is a piece of round shot fired 
shoreward by the itchy trigger finger of a master gunner on one of the British or Spanish naval craft which 
frequented these waters in the eighteenth century. Presumably, it was fired at the Indians, who had 
squatters’ rights on Powell River and vicinity …
Wasp the First Paper Maker (page 16):
The possibilities of using wood as a paper making material were not exploited until the 18th century. The 
honor of first suggesting this is assigned, by paper historians, to Rene Reamur, the celebrated French 
physicist and naturalist. It was Reamur who introduced the wasp to paper makers. He had been a close 
observer of the habits of this insect; had watched them construct their nests; had ob-served how closely the 
bits of wood used in the construction of their flimsy castles corresponded to paper. From these 
observations, Reamur concluded that wood materials utilized by the wasp might also have a place in the 
chemistry of paper making.
One particular feature of interest to Canadian readers is Reamur’s observation on the Canadian wasp.
“But of all the wasps of the kingdom that | know,” he said, “none makes anything as singular as a species of 
wasp that lives in Canada.”
He went on to say that the nest covering fabricated by the Canadian wasp so closely approximated paper in 
appearance, that the difference, even to an experienced eye, was difficult to detect.
Westview Was First Named ‘Michigan.’ (Page 22):
The name of Michigan was first affixed by the logging nimrods, twenty years ago [perhaps earlier], and has 
not been effaced from common usage.
The real history of Westview, as a district, begins after the war [First World War]. A large percentage of the 
Powell River Company payroll was composed of ex-servicemen, and out in Michigan were hundreds
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of acres of virgin land awaiting settlement. In those two factors, originated the Westview of today.
The provincial government threw the land open to returned soldiers, who, in return, would accept the usual 
responsibilities of preemption. The land was divided into various lots, and every ex-serviceman in the district was 
accorded the opportunity of applying for land. The disposition was on the lottery basis; the various lots were placed in 
a hat and drawn for by the applicants.
Westview has grown quickly. Its population today [March 1931] approximates 800 … four years ago, a group of 
energetic and community spirited residents joined together, formed a school board and erected their own four-room 
school for children of the district … The Westview Light & Power Association was formed to supply the homes of the 
citizens with electric light … The old logging camp of Michigan is no more; the independent, steady community of 
Westview is now a reality.
Vol. 10, No. 4, April 1931
Submarine Cable Crosses Gulf (page 10-11):
The final development of the telephone “hook-up” has just been completed. On March 15, the B.C.
Telephone Company’s cable barge, Brico, berthed at Powell River. In a few moments, she was away, with her crew 
on board, headed for Cape Lazo, twenty-two miles across the Gulf. In her hold were 22 miles of submarine cable, 
weighing, in all, nearly 90 tons.
On arrival at Cape Lazo, the Brico turned about, steamed Powell River-wards again, and dropped one end of the 
cable over-side. In 5% hours, she had reached Powell River.
The first submarine cable between Powell River and Vancouver Island has been laid, and the last gap in direct 
physical telephone connection with Vancouver completed. Since the installation of the cable, a new telephone line 
has linked up Courtenay with Cape Lazo, where the submarine cable connects with Powell River. From Courtenay, 
the line joins the Telephone Company’s long distance circuit, thus establishing a direct link between Courtenay and 
Powell River.
The radio-telephone has been in service for nearly a year, and, while of great value in facilitating quick 
communication, the uncertainty of atmospheric conditions between Powell and Campbell Rivers rendered the service 
less dependable than the present hook-up … The new telephone building, with its automated equipment, will be 
ready for operation on April 15. It is a splendid edifice, and the installation is the Last word in automatic installation …
The submarine cable used on the Powell River-Cape Lazo stretch was shipped from England, and, on the Atlantic 
crossing, was coiled up in a huge tank of cold water to prevent the thick, covering sheath of gutta percha from 
softening.
Two well-known Powell River Personalities are profiled on pages 20-21: William Alexander McLeod, purchasing 
agent for the Powell River Company, came to the district in 1912; the Digester describes him as a walking 
encyclopedia of sports and tariffs. Hughie Young, local barber; known to everyone between Lund and Thunder Bay; 
loved all sports, particularly lawn bowling.
Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1931
Al Hatch put Powell River on the map of Canadian wrestling champions (page 13):
We noticed a reference, in a recent issue of the Vancouver Province, under the caption, “Twenty Years Ago.” This 
particular item gave prominence to the victory of one Al Hatch, of the V.A.C., in the Pacific Coast 145lb. Mat 
championship. Al’s greatest feat was the evening, still talked about in old-timers’ circles in Vancouver, when he won 
three Canadian championships on the same night, emerging amateur Canadian champ in the 145, 158 and 175-lb. 
Events. Occasionally, in the past ten years, Al has given an exhibition in Powell River, and a lot of the old cunning is 
still there.
An excellent, if brief, history of paper making from the invention of the first paper machine to the early days of Powell 
River’s No. 7, occupies pages 16-19. A photo of Albert “Bert” Killin appears at the head of the article, and it may be 
assumed that he is the author:
Paper making is one of the oldest arts known to civilization. Hand-made paper has been manufactured for nearly 
4,000 years, out of a variety of materials, from papyrus, from esparto grass, straw, corn stalks, numerous varieties of 
vegetable stock, including potatoes and even cabbage leaves
But, to the modern paper maker, two events in the history of the industry are outstanding: In 1799, Louis Robert [a 
Frenchman}
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invented the first paper ma-chine. In 1840, Fenerty and Keller proved the utility of wood pulp as paper 
stock …
Leger Didot, also a Frenchman, purchased Robert’s rights to his machine and, with his brother-in-law, John 
Gamble, brought the invention to England in 1800. The two partners improved Robert’s design and, in 
1803, at Frogmore, England, saw their efforts rewarded when the first machine actually built and operated 
went into production …
In 1804, the name of Fourdrinier, a name known to every paper maker, first made its appearance.
Henry and Sealy Fourdrinier purchased patent rights from Gamble, and the original Robert invention 
became known as the Fourdrinier machine—a trademark that nas Deen inseparably linked with the paper 
industry for a century and a quarter …
In 1858, a mill in Upper Canada installed a machine running at 100 feet a minute, an almost incredible 
speed …
Shortly over a month ago [from April 1931] No. 7, designed for speeds up to 1,400 feet a minute, operated 
at a greater speed than has yet been attained by any newsprint machine in the world …
Vol. 10, No. 6, June 1931
Ships That Passed in the Night (pages 16-17):
Powell River is today a recognized port of call for the coastal steamers of British Columbia’s regular 
shipping lines. Boats from the Canadian Pacific, the Union Steamships, the Canadian National, and 
numerous small lines, make regular or occasional stops, with passengers, with produce for the five 
thousand citizens of the district, or with machinery for the mills …
But, for the most part, a new race of steamers has replaced the old contingent on the Powell River run.
In the hectic days before 1912-1914, when machinery, men and merchandise were proceeding in a steady 
stream to feed the construction needs of Powell River, the “old-timers” of the coastal fleet were seen in all 
their glory
At a later date, the Cheslakee was cut in half—a new section added to her centre—and presto! She 
became transformed into the Cheakamus …
When Powell River Was Young (pages 18-21):
… In the centre of this conglomerate mass of relics [townsite] was perhaps the most famous of the old 
erections—McKinney’s Billiard Hall. Inside was the cookstove around which the boys regally spat and 
fearsomely bid. Many a crackling oath, many a color-spice anecdote, many a roaring convention 
assembled at McKinney’s— Powell River’s first night club.
Out at sea, in 1910, the only landing place was an old float, and there are still residents who squirm with 
discomfort at the thought of a day, twenty years ago, when the Cassiar dropped them off on this “spot in the 
ocean” in a high running sea. It was by means of this same float that the late Dr. Brooks, Michael J.
Scanlon, Mr. Anson Brooks and other pioneers of the Powell River Company, were first introduced to the 
district.
Late in 1910, the first Company wharf was built, a single-walk affair, with a dumpy little freight shed 
providing the only ornament. To this, the Cassiar and other famous freighters of that period affixed their 
ropes …
Record-Smashing Golf (page 27):
Records have been falling thick and fast on the local course in recent weeks. Last month, the Marine Drive 
[Vancouver] contingent invaded Powell River, and Steve Brynjolfson, playing with Maurice Boxall against 
Jimmie Huish, the Marine pro., and Dr. Lee Smith, broke the course record with a 68, four Delow par. Next 
week, Maurice Boxall equalled Steve’s record. Steve promptly turned around next week and brought in a 
66 card. Two days later, Maurice duplicated the feat. And, not satisfied with that performance, our bustling 
pro., a few days later, sailed around eighteen holes in 64—eight below par, shattering all existing records to 
ribbons …
Vol 10, No. 7, July 1931
When Powell River Was Young (page 1 ):
The background of 1910-1914 was by no means colorless or uneventful. When the sulphur boats arrived
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at the wharf, all hands turned out and shovelled the yellow powder into sacks. And sulphur, as any expert will 
testify, has, under certain conditions, a close affinity with various forms of itching powder. When the boys began to 
perspire, the sulphur went into action with a loud hurrah. On the testimony of more than one living witness, we are 
informed that a few hours after the arrival of a sulphur boat, a spectacle was witnessed besides which the 
“scratchiest days” in the late war would wax pale and wan …
In 1910 the fresh milk came in cans … By 1912, a partial supply of this precious liquid began to percolate about the 
Townsite. On the present [1931] site of the bowling green, Joe Errico had established his ranch and, by severe 
discipline and tactful advances, managed to coax an adequate supply of milk from a couple of worldly-wise kine …
And what about the pork chops for the dinner table? … Down in the shade of the trees, where No. 7 now sends her 
steam sky-ward, was Powell River's first “Piggery.” Here, the squealing porkers sniffed disdainful snouts at the daily 
refuse from the cook-house … The popularity of this carefully-chosen location fluctuated from day to day, 
dependent on which corner of the townsite the wind sat.
… until 1917, those great financial institutions, the banks, were non-existent. Every month, or twice monthly, the 
payroll was sent up from Vancouver and checks were cashed at the cashier’s wicket. How many of our old-timers 
will forget the day when the payroll disappeared?
… The sacks containing the lucre failed to reach the office … Where did the money go? the disappearance of the 
cash was kept a closely-guarded secret … What to do! Nobody knew what to do.
However, all was well. About 2:30 in the afternoon, a couple of coal heavers found a couple of bulky sacks lying on 
a flat car outside the tin shop. With a muttered curse, they kicked them out of the way.
Several other lads passed by, stepping on the sacks … Finally, the two sacks arrived at the office They had been 
lying about for six hours, kicked and cuffed by every irritated employee a trifle ruffled over the fact that they were 
late in getting paid …
A fire about the village was an exciting pastime. No well-equipped motor trucks, no perfect alarm system, no 
frequently-spaced hydrants were at the beck and call of the fire department … George Clapp, on the wharf, 
grabbed one of the paper-hauling horses, dashed up the hill with him, hooked up the reel [hooked the hose reel to 
the horse] and, with a crowd of willing volunteers, rushed to the fire. The only catch in the proceedings arose from 
the fact that by the time the horse had run up the hill, he didn’t care if the whole Pacific Coast had burned up. From 
all accounts, the picture of George and his faithful steed, charging up the hill into the heart of the battle,
attracted a larger audience than the fire did.
Personalities In Our District (page 7):
George Patterson (photo)... is probably the veteran among the regular employees of the Company. He arrived here 
in July 1910, starting work on the original townsite construction program …
George, one might say, is the father of Powell River's Scottish fraternity … Watch George when the newly-formed 
Powell River Pipe Band is in action … But the real moment of ecstasy in his life is when another Scot, at a friendly 
gathering of the clan, huskily declares: “Ladies and gentlemen, Geordie Patterson will now sing the Lea Rig” …
A New Bank For Powell River (page 9):
Among the most recent and substantial additions to the business district of Powell River has been the 
establishment of a branch of the Bank of Montreal on Second Street. The design of the buiiding is the work of John 
McIntyre, Powell River Company architect …
We are pleased to have this opportunity of introducing the new manager, Mr. George Richardson, to Powell River
The Steam Plant (pages 10-11)(photo):
The operating crew of eight men to a shift must be constantly on the alert. They must be prepared for sudden and, 
at times, unexpected changes in “loads.” A machine [paper machine] may snut down at a second’s warning; 
another may start up in similar fashion. Wide variations in steam requirements may be demanded in the cooking 
process [digesters]. All this in the day’s work for the men in the steam plant.
Seventeen boilers comprise the working kit of the Powell River steam plant, the largest on the Pacific Coast. A total 
of over 8,000 boiler horse power can be generated. A large percentage of the steam is generated from boilers 
burning hog fuel, or sawmill waste, which is imported from British Columbia sawmills
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Another vital duty of the steam plant is the provision against low water periods and consequent shortage of 
electrical power. Two turbo generators, each of 3,000 K.W. capacity, constitute an integral part of the equipment, 
and ensure the continued operation of the plant in unusually dry seasons …
The Pipe Band Comes Through (photo)(pages 23, 26):
When, on Dominion Day, Powell River’s newly-formed Pipe Band appeared at their first real public function, the 
excellence of their piping and the smartness of their maneuvers were a source of considerable surprise to the large 
audience which thronged the stand and enclosures. Few of our residents are aware that this pipe band is perhaps 
one of the finest of its size in Canada …
The deftness and skill with which Tommy Smith managed his big drum was generally admired. Well, in this same 
Tommy Smith, Powell River has one of the finest pipe drummers of Scotland for two successive years he won the 
title of Champion Drummer of Scotland, at the greatest of ali Highland gatherings, the Annual Cowal Highland Meet.
John Menzies has had a wide and varied experience “blowin’” the pipes. In tne Boer War, he put mirth and mettle in 
the feet of the 91st Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders … During the war [World War 1], he was with the 9th 
Highland Light Infantry and finished up with the famous 2nd H.L.I. Pipe Band which won the championship of the 
armies in France.
Charlie McLean is well-known in Powell River. He is the father of the Pipe Band, and it is largely due to his efforts 
that the pipe band idea originated … At Vimy Ridge, on April 9, 1918, Charlie was one of the four pipers who skirled 
the pipes as the boys went over for the big attack that morning.
Colin McGlachlan is another of our champion pipers and served from August 1914 to the end of the war with the 
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders.
Bill Whyte was Sergeant Piper in the 42nd Canadian Black Watch during the war. He it was who piped the first 
Canadians into Mons on the morning of November 11, 1918. He was Acting Pipe Major for the greater part of the 
war.
Charlie Robertson … has been squeezing his bagpipe since infancy … he played in many famous bands in 
Scotland before coming to Canada. In 1913, Charlie, Bill Whyte and Charlie McLean toured the United States with 
the Medicine Hat Pipe Band which took Texas and neighboring states by storm.
Other members of the band are Pipe Major Mitchell, who played for Fox’s studio and was pipe major of the 
Saskatoon City Band before his arrival in Powell River; Jack Brand, drummer and member of the famous 51st 
Highland Division; Archie McGeachy, drummer and formerly of the 72nd Seaforths; Don Smith, who served with the 
Seaforths overseas; and the two younger members, Jack Monteith and W. Rodgerson, both bandsmen.
Vol. 10, No. 8, August 1931
Roads: Hard Surfacing Commenced (page 7):
Gratifying alike to motorists and residents of the district was the sight of the grader, the steam roller and the crew of 
men engaged in hard-surfacing operations along Powell River highways. For the past three years, with the tread of 
traffic steadily increasing, the demand for more permanent and stable roads has become intensified
As late as 1923, there were scarcely two dozen motor vehicles, trucks included, in the district. Today [1931] our 
motor registrations exceed 700. Our available highways do not exceed 50 miles in all. In other words, we have 
twelve cars [fourteen?] to every mile of highway. And over one third of the latter are secondary, or partly finished, 
roads, and only lightly traversed …
The surfacing operations this summer will include approximately eight miles of thoroughfare radiating from Powell 
River to Westview, Wildwood and Cranberry.
Vol. 10, No. 9, September 1931
When Powell River Was Young (pages I|-5):
The two great focal points of community life in 1912 and 1913 were the old Patricia Theatre and the original Central 
Hall. Around these two landmarks the central stream of Powell River's social existence ebbed and flowed. Political 
meetings, dances, entertainments—all commenced or finished at one or other of these famous gathering points. 
Both have now disappeared—replaced by new and modern structures …
Even in the full flush of its medieval splendour, the first Patricia Theatre could scarcely be called a palace. When 
constructed, in 1913, by “Chisel” Cosgrave and Jack MacDonald, it was a mere frame with
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plenty of natural ventilation. Cosgrave and MacDonald were the original proprietors, and their chief roustabout 
was an apple-cheeked youngster by the name of Myron McLeod. After a brief period of spasmodic endeavor, 
Jack MacDonald disappeared from the scene, leaving control in the hands of “Chisel” Cosgrave. Another short 
cycle of life passed—and when the smoke and debris of this period disappeared, Cosgrave had departed for 
other climes and Bob Scanlon was left supporting the shivering timbers of Powell River’s first picture palace.
One show a night was the rule in the old “Pat” … the machine [projector] was of the old single type; reels were 
changed every ten minutes. The boys and girls out in front were never certain whether reels were being changed 
or the old machine had gone on strike again. Theatre-going was something of a real adventure twenty years ago 
…
Every Friday night was Amateur’s Night. The combined talent of the district marshalled forces and descended in 
a pitiless onslaught on the theatre. Old-timers will recall that famous quartette, in which Emil Gordon and Carl 
Schram scintillated. They named themselves the “Sawdust Quartette.” They appeared once and started one 
song. Many an old resident is still anxious to hear the end of that song, for it was never finished. We understand, 
on the unimpeachable testimony of living witnesses, that the four warblers reached the footlights. The 
proceedings from that second onward are veiled in merciful obscurity.
The Patricia was the center of the sporting world for many years. Boxing and wrestling bouts were popular. Al 
Hatch was, at that period, near the peak of the form which gained him several Canadian and American wrestling 
championships …
The Central Hall, where the main offices of the Powell River Company are now [1931] located, contested with the 
Patricia Theatre for social and community honors. Here were held all the early dances and entertainments. And 
here, on January 1, 1913, was held the first Paper Makers’ Ball, the Beaux art of Powell River’s social world.
Suburban Transportation Expands (page 8):
… the almost overnight expansion of Powell River in 1926 [due to installation of Nos. 5 & 6 Paper Machines] 
more than taxed the capacity of the available houses in Powell River centre. People be-gan to look at the 
suburbs.
It was at this period that private interests conceived the idea of a regular suburban transportation system. It was 
a difficult undertaking; it required considerable capital; for a few years, at least, the venture would be an 
uncertain one.
The first attempt at a regular service was inaugurated by the Malaspina Stages in 1926. Two secondhand buses 
were purchased and gave the communities a more-or-less regular service. Repair costs and unfavorable road 
conditions rendered operations difficult and expensive. In 1927, the Malaspina Stages were taken over by the 
present [September 1931] Powell River Transportation Company, under the presidency of Mr, Felix Van Vleet, of 
Westview.
Since its inception, the company has maintained a regular running schedule between Powell River and the 
suburbs of Westview and Cranberry, with special trips at stipulated hours for Wildwood
Miss Anna White, Powell River’s [future] prima ballerina and piano pupil of Paul Daugherty, passed her Toronto 
Conservatory of Music piano exams with honors. She was nine years old (page 17)(photo).
Wildwood Opens New School (page 22):
Among the most pleasing events of the Labor Day programme in the district was the official opening of the new 
Wildwood School. This vigorous little community, although, in point of size, the smallest of our three suburbs, has 
been a leader in education
The James Thomson School [named after a Wildwood pioneer], a fine, modern four-room structure, was officially 
opened on Monday, September 7 by Mr. R. Bell-Irving
Mr. John Gibson, chairman of the trustees, in introducing the speaker [R. Bell-Irving], outlined the progress made 
since 1923, when one teacher and twenty pupils comprised the total school enrolment.
Today, three teachers and over 100 students were learning the three R’s in Wildood …
Particularly noticeable was the excellent discipline maintained by the children, under the guidance of Mr. 
Dawson, principal, and Miss Anderson and Miss Gibson, assistants …
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Radio was coming into its own in 1931. Many sets now had loudspeakers—and their owners were happy to 
share them with the community (Page 28):
Personally, we just “love the radio’ and would not be without its soothing influence for the world. We are not the 
actual possessors of one, but the generosity of the neighborhood more than compensates for this loss. At least 
seven in the immediate vicinity stage an endurance contest, and as far as volume is concerned, there is little to 
choose between them. One may gain a fraction on its rivals by getting under way around 5:45 a.m., but this is 
easily offset by the others continuing to about the same hour, only the following a.m.
How soothing to sit on the verandah in the cool of the evening, and enjoy the medley of sound coming from every 
direction. An organ recital and jazz band struggling for supremacy on the right, harmonizing with a male-voice 
choir and a prize fight on the left, with a few more bands, and a leather-lunged baritone from over the road 
thrown in for good measure. What more could be desired? The mind is carried back into the distant past, now no 
more than a memory, when the days of our apprenticeship were being served in a boiler factory. With a sigh of 
profound content, we ponder over the advantages which are ours in these days of modern progress.
Vol. 10, No. 10, October 1931
New Westview School Opens (page 5):
…The Westview addition was officially dedicated by Mr. R. Bell-Irving, Company resident manager, with Mr, 
George Adey officiating as chairman in the absence, through illness of Mr. H.J. Slade.
Westview’s first modern schoolhouse, supplanting the old one-room one-teacher edifice on the old government 
road, was built five years ago. It was a two-room structure. Last month, the capacity was augmented to four 
rooms
At present, over 150 pupils are registered at the Westview School and the staff is composed of four teachers: Mr. 
Myers, (principal) and the Misses Cluff, Bell and Urquhart as assistants … To the residents of Westview 
generally, and to the hard-working and undaunted members of the School Board, H.J. Slade, Harry Hatch, and J. 
MacFarlane, particularly, the Digester offers congratulations.
Our Naval Breakwater (page 6):
The recent extension of the Powell River breakwater by the purchase of the steel hulis of two former members of 
the United States cruiser squadron, has broken the back of the sou’easter in our mill pond.
Today, the two cruisers, Charleston and Huron, once proud members of our neighbor’s fighting fleet, are making 
their last defence at Powell River. Earlier in the year, the Charleston, after being dismantled and broken up to her 
water line, was purchased as a breakwater by the Powell River Company. Last month, the Huron, in the same 
state of dismemberment, was saved from complete oblivion in similar fashion. She was towed to Powell River by 
the tug Roosevelt and snubbed into line with the Charleston. The two old steel hulls, end to end, stretch for over 
a thousand feet beyond the original breakwater to form an excellent and safe protection against the incursion of 
the gulf winds and tides.
Both these cruisers formed a part of the United States active naval forces during WWI and, between them, 
safeguarded the passage of many thousand American troops through the submarine-infested waters of the 
European war zone.
When Powell River Was Young (pages 8-11):
Baseball
… Between 1911-1915, athletic pursuits were necessarily restricted to keep pace with building activities The 
entire centre of outdoor sporting life centred around the hastily-built baseball diamond. Knocking the horsehide 
about the country was the first athletic effort in Powell River … conditions may have been primitive, but 
enthusiasm among players and spectators attained a pitch of frenzy seldom encountered today ... the week in 
which the Powell River team journeyed across the Gulf was almost a public holiday. They took half the town with 
them
The most famous of the early diamond aggregations, perhaps the most famous of all time in local history, was 
the crack nine of 1912. Those lads went through the entire season without a loss, swamping their Vancouver 
Island competitors and setting the best squads of Vancouver back on their heels. Among the members of that 
great 1912 team were Chisel Cosgrave, Red Farrell, Shorty Dietrich, Pickering and Ellis.
Charlie Long, at this period, was one of the baseball stalwarts, and when he hit the ball the
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outfielders never even bothered to back up. Until 1915, baseball was practically the only outside sport in the 
district, and practically the entire townsite turned out for every game.
Soccer as a potential rival to baseball gave Powell River its first exhibition on July 1, 1914. By this time, the territory 
now occupied by No. 7 Machine Room had been partially cleared and scraped. A few days before Dominion Day, 
all hands turned out with grub hoes and shovels. The worst of the stumps were cleared off, some of the stones 
were gathered up, and a few mountains were vigorously tackled. Even then, when the lads appeared in their new 
jerseys, some difficulty was encountered in keeping an accurate check on their movements. Some of the nimble-
footed artists who pranced around that day were Joe Falconer, Arthur Dunn, Jack Loukes, Walter Patrick, Alf 
Waldron, Billy Wilson, Joe May, Jack Cassidy, Dave Mead, Billy Loukes, Andy Dicker, Roger Lombard, Joe Cole. 
No regular league games were scheduled, but enthusiasm among the players ran high …
Lacrosse Popular
A real source of regret among old-time sport followers was the decline, here, as elsewhere, of Canada’s national 
game, lacrosse.
During the early days of Powell River, the gutted-stick game was intensely popular, and Powell River had a twelve 
capable of holding their own in senior company. On several occasions, Local teams visited Vancouver and 
extended the strong squads of the mainland city to the limit. Myron McLeod, Gus Schuler and Alec MacDonald are 
members of the old lacrosse brigade …
Cranberry Installs Water System (page 19)
… Cranberry recently started the cycle anew by installing the first modern water system in the suburbs.
The core of the Cranberry system in the big 50,000 gallon tank, standing on an eminence overlooking the 
surrounding country. From here, the mains lead to the various parts of the district, the water being pumped by 
gravity pressure. The original water supply is derived from the Powell River Company tanks on Third Street, from 
which point it is pumped up to the Cranberry reservoir [tank] and then distributed … To the Cranberry Light and 
Water Trustees, A. Grundle, A. Longstaff and J. Goddard, who, despite many difficulties and initial 
discouragements, brought the project to a successful conclusion, a great deal of credit is due.
Vol 10, No. 11, November 1931
The Community Benevolent Fund (page 11 ):
The formation last week of a community welfare association, with the object of dispensing present and future relief 
through a central organization is a new development in the Powell River district.
The dispensation of relief in this district has, hitherto, been an unimportant and almost unnecessary phase of 
welfare work. With the plant running to capacity and a stable population, there was practically no unemployment.
A change has taken place—a change not entirely due to the general current depression. In recent years, the 
extensive programme of construction activities has attracted large numbers of temporary workmen to the district. 
On the conclusion of the work in hand, many of these men have remained in the neighborhood, working 
temporarily on part-time jobs. Adding to this problem is the necessity of finding employment for the younger 
generation, now appearing in increasing numbers on the job market. Other men, vainly seeking work elsewhere, 
have poured into the district to aggravate the problem.
Manifestly, the Powell River Company cannot absorb the entire surplus labor of the district. Consequently, we find 
ourselves with several hundred unemployed men on our hands …
Powell River. Compared with other sections of the continent, has been comparatively immune from hardship or 
depression. We have contributed little to general relief funds. The demands made on the citizens of Vancouver and 
other centres have scarcely touched us.
The new organization will start a drive for funds immediately … Much of the individual work of organizations, 
formerly working without plan and co-operation, will be directly absorbed by this local committee
Support the Community Benevolent Fund!

Vol. 10, No. 12, December 1931
Children’s Christmas Tree (page |):

SANTA 
CLAUSE 
will be at 



DWIGHT HALL 3:00 p.m. Tuesday, 22nd December, 
1931 to meet
ALL KIDDIES WHO ARE NOT OVER 9 YEARS OLD
BE ON TIME BE ON TIME 
Parents are requested to have all children who are 
not over the age of nine attend this place and date.

Editorial: Our Twenty-first Christmas (page 1):
The world today is in a valley of depression. The peaks appear to most of us nearly insurmountable, with

jagged points and menacing pitfalls. Our twenty-first Christmas finds us in the midst of a world-wide
depression , described by many as “the most severe in history.”

The Eighteenth Annual Paper-Makers’ 
DANCE 
Will be held in the 
DWIGHT HALL 
December 31, 1931
9:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
Tickets: Double $2.50
Extra Lady $1.25
May be obtained at the Time Office and the
Townsite Office, Central Building
After December 7, 1931
ADULTS ONLY

Vol. 11, No. 1, January 1932
Powell River Census (page 1)
The census or Powell River and District for 1931 is slightly above that of 1930. This year’s figures show a total population 
of the entire district of 5195 compared with 5065 in 1930. The population of Powell River Centre shows a slight decrease 
of approximately 200 over last year. This is accounted for chiefly by the departure of men after the cessation of 
construction activities early in the year. The townsite population is 2152. As was expected, the greatest increase is found 
in the suburb of Westview, whose population has increased from 779 in 1930 to 1,111 in 1931, an increase of 332. 
Westview, with the installation of electric light and telephone, and its ideal residential location, has become increasingly 
popular in the last two years.
Westview is now the largest of Powell River’s suburbs, surpassing Cranberry for the first time this year. The population of 
Powell River and its chief suburbs is as follows:
Townsite 2,192
Cranberry and Mowat Bay 916
Edgehill 136
Westview and Grief Point 1,111
Stillwater, Lang Bay and Myrtle Point 113
Wildwood 546
Shingle Mill and Powell Lake 115
… of this total population, practically 1,200 are children under ten years of age.
When Powell River was Young—Very Young (pages3-)):
Editor’s note:. The material in the following article has been compiled for the Digester by Jim Springer, who knocked down 
trees in this section of the country long before a paper mill was even considered as possible in British Columbia, and long 
before a good portion of our present crop of paper makers, grinder experts, etc.
appeared on the world’s surface:
Every time | walk through the streets of this modern community of Powell River, with its well ordered, immaculate-looking 
townsite, modern stores and great buildings, housing ever greater and more marvelous
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macninery, the urge to kick myself is almost over-powering. Once | could have bought the entire site for 
something less than a song—
I caught my first glimpse of Powell River in January 1883. At that time, the focus of civilization in the 
district centred in the presence of two small logging camps, owned and operated by the Moodyville Saw 
Company. One camp, called Dickenson’s Camp, was located on the site of the present [paper mill] car 
shop: the other, Dineen’s Camp, was set up just behind [the present] Willingdon Beach. The entire 
country was a virgin forest. If someone had prophesied that someday a district containing over 5,000 
permanent residents, and including within its boundaries one of the largest paper mills on the continent, 
would grace the site, we would have sent him down on the next boat …
Jim Springer goes on to tell more of early-day logging in the Powell River district—see Boats, Bucksaws 
and Blisters, published by Powell River Heritage Research Association (pages 187-189).
Our Local artists (page 27):
A brief profile of Sam Chambers, with photo, is presented.
Combining the characteristics of the temperamental artist and the keen sportsman, interspersed with a 
dash of Brummetism, Sam Chambers requires no introduction to Powell River readers. For the past eight 
years, Sammy has been conspicuous at public and private “musicales” and concerts
Vol. 11, No. 2, February 1932
Publication of “Digester” Suspended with Current Issue (page 5):
in order to meet the continued severity of competition in all markets, and to operate at a reasonable 
capacity and give regular employment to the greatest number of our employees, it is essential that further 
drastic economies be effected, where this can be done without interference with the quality of our product 
and the proper maintenance of the Company’s properties.
In pursuance of this policy, we have reluctantly decided to suspend the publication of The Digester with 
this issue.
Publication will be resumed when justified by improved economic conditions.
A.E. McMaster
Dwight Hall—An Outstanding Community Centre (pages 12-13):
row many districts with a population of 5,000 possess a community hall erected at a cost of $150,000? in 
how many halls in this same suggested district would you find an auditorium 108 feet by 50 feet capable 
of comfortably seating an audience of 800, or accommodating in excess of 1,000 dancers? And when we 
add the following equipment, we are even more confident that our case will bear investigation.
A large room 47 feet by 26 feet where fraternal organizations hold regular communications. A banquet nall 
equipped with most modern electrical appliances, with accommodation for 200 guests.
A modern stage 20 feet by 30 feet with dressing rooms, cloak rooms, etc. attached. A library 60 feet by 33 
feet, containing approximately 3,000 volumes, and provided with every well-known periodical. Table 
accommodation for seventy readers is included.
A special dining room, attached to the lodge room, with accommodation for upward of 100 guests. A dritt 
room 20 feet by 30 feet, with electrically equipped kitchen, for gatherings of scouts, guides, etc.
These are a few of the arguments pleading the case of Dwight Hall as an outstanding community centre, 
not only of British Columbia, but of this continent …

After 58 months, the Digester resumed publication. It was a smaller magazine—only 16 pages—
and printed on newsprint, instead of the high-quality paper of previous issues. It used paper mill 
wrapper stock (for wrapping rolls of newsprint) for its covers.
Vol. 12, No. 1, December 1936
Editor’s Notes (page 9):
We Resume Publication
in February 1932, operating curtailments, essential in face of adverse economic factors, compelled
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suspension of the Powell River Digester
The paper industry has passed through trying times. The difficulties cannot all be laid at the doorstep of the general world 
collapse of 1929. Even prior to that date, the newsprint outlook was far from satisfactory. It was a growing source of anxiety to 
sane and reflective minds.
Newsprint machines were being built helter-skelter without regard to the dominant feature of actual demand—even 
reasonably anticipated demand. New mills were built; feverish competition followed. Many foundations were poorly laid; many 
were ill-conceived. All the attendant dislocations inseparable from sharp growing pains were apparent in the newsprint 
industry before the 1929 upheaval hastened the process.
Happily, the basic soundness of the industry has surmounted this long period of uncertainty and distress. Perhaps the 
depression was not entirely an ill wind. From the crucible of adversity, the paper industry has emerged purified—with a 
general soberness and stability lacking in the heady and hectic twenties. ”
Today, a sanely optimistic outlook is justified …
Origin of the Triangle (page 3):
We have often been asked if the triangle used as the Powell River label has any special significance. The story, as told in the 
current issue of the Brooks-Scanlon News, will be of general interest.
“A little over fifty years ago, the Brooks-Scanlon interests were operating [logging] in northern Minnesota. In those days, the 
rivers and streams afforded the principal means of getting the logs from the woods to the mills. Nearly all lumber companies 
‘rafted’ their logs to the mills, and it was not an infrequent occurrence for rafts of logs to break up. With many companies 
using the same stream, it was necessary, therefore, to mark the logs in some way, so that ownership, particularly of lost logs, 
could be established.
The first rough brand was made by six blows of an axe, which formed three chipped-out places on the side of the log near 
one end, forming a crude triangle. It was at that time that Brooks-Scanlon adopted the mark of the triangle to identify the 
company’s logs.
"It became apparent, later, that the original Books-Scanlon log brand lent itself naturally to use as a trade mark. An that, 
briefly, is the story of how the triangular trade mark, so familiar in
connection with Brooks-Scanlon products, originated.”
Asa Brooks-Scanton organization, the triangle was adopted as the basic design for Powell River and adorned with Indian 
Totem Poles, over which is the word “Teshquoit,” the original Indian name for Powell River. This is the present label appearing 
on every roll of newsprint shipped from Powell River.
Powell River Sales Company Formed (page 7):
To simplify selling of its paper to its many customers, and to make possible a complete service, the Powell River Company 
Ltd. have established a separate and independent corporation to be known as Powell River Sales Company Ltd.
From January 1 [1937], the paper manufactured at Powell River will be sold entirely through the new sales corporation.
The primary purpose of the share-holders in setting up the new and separate sales company 1s to relieve the manufacturing 
organization of the innumerable problems connected with the marketing and distributing end of the business.
This is no innovation in the newsprint industry
Powell River Employees Widen Insurance Benefits (page | 1)
On Sunday, December 13, members of the Powell River Employees’ Sick Benefit Society held an extraordinary general 
meeting to vote on an important proposed change in the by-laws of the association.
Briefly, the plan proposed was to widen the existing scheme to provide hospital and medical attention to dependents of 
employees. The proposed amendment would in no way interfere with present benefits or assessments.
Charles H. Beecroft, Vice-President of the association, spoke briefly to employees, asking them to maintain an active interest 
in its operation, and pointing out the general advantages to employees of the new amendment
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erase.

Powell River Athletes in Provincial Competition (pages 12-13)
Marion Borden
it is Labor Day—on the Central Sports Grounds of Nanaimo there is excitement
the Women’s Championships, crowning event of the year for the feminine portion of British Columbia’s 
great track and field following, are in progress.
Bewildered, stili a tittle shy at being an entrant in a real championship meet, Marion Borden, trim little 
sixteen-year old Powell River school girl, with only scant months’ experience on the cinders, awaits the 
running of the junior 75-yard dash.
it is announced and, with awed eyes, and a vague breathless feeling, she lines up in a field that represents 
the cream of provincial sprint queens.
The gun—and Marion is left in her holes.
But not for long. With the entire field breaking away from her, Marion remembers she can run. She does 
run. From a standing start, she comes up to catch those bunched behind the leaders at the 25-yard mark. 
At the 50-yard mark she is challenging those very leaders. At the tape, a white sweater with the red triangle 
of Powell River flashes in front of the field.
She wins!
“First, Marion Borden of Powell River,” chants the voice of the announcer. “Time, eleven seconds flat, a new 
provincial record.”
Vol. 13, No. 1, January 1937
Criticisms and Suggestions Invited (page 1):
In republishing the Digester after nearly five years’ suspension, we would appreciate any criticisms of our 
last issue, or any suggestions for future betterment
We want the Digester to be as representative of our readers’ needs as possible. You can help. Let us have 
your suggestions. They will be welcomed.
Vol. 13, No. 2, February 1937
A Twentieth Century One-Hoss Shay
rive hundred and fifty thousand miles! Twenty-two times around the world! No account of the travellings of a 
globe trotter, but the actual mileage ground out in nine full years of service on the roads in and around 
Powell River by the first bus put into operation by the company now known as Powell River Stages Ltd.
Battered and worn, old No. 1 shows all the signs of a long and arduous life. The 75,000 passengers carried 
in its first year of service, beginning April 23, 1928, left their marks. When slightly better than 100,000 
persons used it in 1929, to travel from Cranberry and Westview to Powell River and back again, it took on 
an appearance that later years, lightened by the addition of newer and bigger buses, would never Not that 
No. 1 was the first bus to appear in these parts. As far back as 1926 the first bus service linking Westview 
with Powell River was started
Mull production figures for January 1937 are given on page 16:
Total number of tons produced—
Newsprint 16,852.61
Wrapper 697.24
Production by machines:
No. 1 794.86

697.24 (wrapper)
No.2 1,465.22
No.3 1,743.10
No.4 1,783.56
No.5 3,693.98
No. 6 3,449.04
No. 7 3,922.85
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Wage Increase for All Employees Announced (page 16):
On February 18, a wage increase amounting to approximately five percent for all employees of the Powell River 
Company was announced by Mr. D.A. Evans, resident manager. The announcement fulfils the promise made to 
employees in December by Mr. Harold S. Foley, executive vice-president, that as soon as possible a further wage 
restoration would be made.
Vol. 13, No. 3, March 1937
Soccer—They Were in the Championship Class (page 3)
Leading the list of soccer “Greats” in the district is Jimmie Watson, formerly employed by the Powell River Company 
and now [1937] living in Cranberry. Jimmie is the “Daddy” of the Powell River soccer group.
In his heyday, one of the greatest backs in England, Jimmie was a member of what old-timers still call the “greatest 
international defence” the game ever saw. Doug McCombie and Watson—Ah! These are names to conjure with in 
soccer history. The celebrated Sunderland defence, one of the stoutest ever known in soccer, was an international 
combination for years. Jimmie holds several International Caps—the highest honor that may befall the professional 
soccerite.
Among the near-greats is Arthur Richards, Boss Stevedore and Assistant Wharf Superintendent Arthur, between 
1910 and 1920, was a shining light in B.C. senior soccer circles and was s sure choice for the B.C. “Rep” team
Paper Manufacturing—The Struggle For Stock (page 10)
The struggle for stock! This is the story of the early paper-making days in Canada and the United States.
From the founding of the Rittenhouse Mill in 1690 until the middle of the nineteenth century, scarcity of stock was 
the great obstacle confronting the paper maker. All around these early settlers were the great forests which, today, 
are the chief source of supply, but the scientific curiosity of the paper maker was still unaware of the blessing in his 
own back yard.
Rags, never too plentiful in those thrifty colonial days, were his basic source, and supply was far short of demand. 
Many makeshifts were resorted to in meeting difficulties that resulted from shortage of paper.
Papers were printed on anything that came to hand, irrespective of size or color.
In those difficult days, one Boston printer, Thomas Fleet, had an unexpected stroke of luck. A Spanish ship, sailing 
for some Mexican, West Indian or South American Spanish destination, in 1748, was captured by an English cruiser 
and taken into the port of Boston. There, her cargo was discharged and sold, among the rest being several bales of 
papal bulls, or indulgences, printed on very good paper. Fleet bought the entire lot for a very low price and used it in 
his business, printing popular songs, or broadsides, on the backs of the sheets. Sometimes, two songs were printed 
on the back of a single sheet …
Throughout the War of Independence and for many years succeeding, the demand for paper far outstripped the 
supply. Even the politician was not exempt. Six reams [2880-3096 sheets] of writing paper were considered the 
utmost allowance possible for the governor and the legislature, in a legislative resolution in 1781 in New York. Every 
available inch of space was utilized in news-papers; a margin of one eighth of an inch was sheer extravagance.
The discovery of wood pulp has changed the face of the old papermaking landscape …
The “Great Depression” (1929-1936) had a severe effect on Newsprint Prices (page 11): 
The year 1936 was a record one for newsprint production. Canadian mills, in that year, produced 3,200,000 tons—
1/ percent greater than in 1929. This is the record measured in tons. In dollars, the story is a different one, and 
represents a reason why newsprint producers are asking increased prices for new deliveries.
The price per ton for newsprint in New York in 1936 was $41.00. With the exception of the $40.00 price tor 1934 
and 1935, this figure [$41.00] is the lowest in the last 30 years. It compares with average prices of $48.33 in 1932, 
$57.00 in 1931 and $62.00 in 1930. Prior to 1932 we must go back to 1915 to find a price below $50.00 a ton.
During the early part of 1933 the average selling price of all commodities in the North American market nad dropped 
to the 1913 price level. The selling price of newsprint delivered in the city of New York had reached a low point of 
$40.00 against the 1913 figure of $43.00. By January 1937, the average selling price of all commodities in the North 
American Continent had advanced 25 percent above the 1913 level. A similar rise in newsprint prices would give 
$53.75 delivered in New York. The actual price for New York deliveries in 1937 is $42.50. It is still below the 1913 
level.
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The figures for 1934 and 1939 are especially significant. Economic recovery, in most industries, had already set in. 
Prices were stabilized or on the upturn. Costs were increasing. The news-print industry, alone, faced a price drop 
…
The newsprint industry is asking only what most of the major industries on this continent have already obtained—a 
fair return on its investment.
Powell River Mill—Plant Statistics 1937 (page 16):
we have decided to list a few of the outstanding figures in connection with our plant and townsite Acreage covered 
by plant buildings, approx. 55 acres.
Daily capacity of plant, 650 tons of newsprint.
Population of Powell River district, approx. 7,000.
Number of employees, 1,550.
Water power development: 72,000 h.p., including 50,000 at Powell River, which has direct penstock connection to 
the plant, and 22,000 at Lois River, 13 miles south of the plant. The latter power is brought in over high tension 
wires.
Number of houses in townsite, 470.
Number of grinding machines in mill, 72.
Number of digesters, 6.
sawmill capacity, 500,000 f.b.m. daily.
Wharfage Facilities: Harbor open all year round and capable of accommodating largest freighters, equipped with 
storage sheds, electric track trains, 170 flat cars, 6 electric locomotives, electric dock cranes, ETC.
Vol. 13, No. 4, April 1937
Sampling and Testing Our Newsprint (pages 2-3):
Tests for thickness. Tests for smoothness. Tests for bursting strength. Tests for moisture content ...tests for every 
factor that means quality in newsprint. This is an important part of the daily routine of the Powell River laboratory 
staff under the supervision of Dick Bledsoe, plant chemist.
Every twenty minutes, a reel is turned up. Each day, approximately 400 reels of newsprint hum through the 
calender stacks and pass on to the waiting winder crews for conversion into roll lengths.
samples are taken and exhaustive tests made on every reel turned out during a 24-hour shift. There are no 
averages; there is no picking a reel at random and making a test; no possibility of taking a chance on this or that 
reel escaping the eye of the laboratory censor …
Samples are taken from every reel made … The samples are torn out by the machine crews—a strip three feet 
wide and running from one edge of the web to the other [full width of the reel]. An exactly similar strip two inches 
wide is also taken off across the full width of the reel. The samples are taken immediately to the paper tester, who 
takes the weight of the two-inch strip and places it in an electrically heated oven to dry. The moisture content is 
then determined. The three-foot strip is inspected visually, end to end, for defects. It is then folded and torn into 
strips exactly 18x24 inches and the ream weight determined. A series of bursting tests are then run on these 
sheets.
The thickness of each sheet is determined to the nearest hundred-thousandth of an inch. The smoothness of the 
surface finish is determined by using an instrument of our own design. The 18x24-inch sheets are hung up over a 
glass-fronted cabinet (special glass for producing diffused light, made by Eastman Kodak Company, called 
“Flashed Opal Glass”) with a light source behind the glass. Each sheet is carefully examined for defects, dirt, 
shives [splinters or slivers], etc. and is compared with a series of standard sheets of an arbitrarily assigned value …
The results of the individual reel tests are entered on a standard form, together with notes of any defects. This form 
is immediately sent to the machine tender. [He is responsible for dealing with any problems that may be discovered 
through the tests. The sooner his is informed, the better. ]
If a machine is using a filler, such as clay, a small piece from each reel is put aside for determination of filler 
content. This is done at the main laboratory.
When a defect appears in a sheet, it is reported at once to the boss machine tender and, at the same time, entered 
on a defect report together with a sample showing the defect.
Thus, half-hourly, hourly, daily and weekly, each machine is in constant collaboration with the testing department ...
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Reel Splicing At the Winder (page 6):
… Sometimes there are breaks on the paper machines [breaks in the forming newsprint sheet] while we would like 
to say that the Powell River machines never break, such accidents do occur, and this little article attempts to tell 
how the boys deal with them.
“And why,” asks the curious visitor in the machine room, “is there a blue circle on the end of that With a casual eye, 
the guide surveys the thin blue line standing out in sharp relief on the snowy end of a tightly-wound roll of newsprint. 
“Oh, that’s just a splice,” is his laconic reply.
“You see,” he explains, “when the paper breaks on the machine, they tear out the bad part there, on the winder, and 
join the sheet up again with some rubber splicing tape, just like a tailor fixes a rip in a suit of clothes. The mark 
shows where there is a splice in that particular reel.”
But when a splice is made, and the blue mark affixed to it as the winder is again started, the mark stands in 
certification that the splice is perfect and will run smoothly over a speeding press
It is a fact that the tailor’s mending tissue is the same rubber composition as the splicing tape used by the paper 
makers. Still,
no tailor ever ironed out a delicate patch more thoroughly than the boys on the winders iron out splices when they 
join up a break in a wide sheet of paper.
Before being joined, one edge of the parted sheet is trimmed neatly and the tape stretched across the reel close to 
the trimmed edge. Carefully, the cut end of the other portion is placed over the tape, pulled tight and ironed down.
experienced eyes check the path of those irons to make sure that no tiny spot has escaped the searing neat that 
sends the rubber down into the pores of the paper and makes the splice as strong as the original rinely meshed 
web. Deft hands tear off the surplus overlap and the reel is again ready to run.
“Just a splice” may suffice in answering the visitor, but, to the winder-man and his helpers, a blue mark on the end of 
a roll means a FINISHED splice.
Indian Herring Fleet Comes In (pages 8-9):
Only when the sea is silvered each spring with a dense pack of herring, during their brief run, do the indians whip 
themselves into a spasm of endeavor. Then, there is no rest for any member of the tribe, as they concentrate on 
gathering stores of their staple food for the year. Day and night, the harvest goes on.
Kneeling in the bows of their bobbing dugouts, the Indians sweep the shallow waters with long, pliant fish rakes, 
depositing a score of wriggling fish in the bottom of the boat at every stroke.
One of their few concessions to the ways of the white man are these rakes. A thin, twelve-foot strip of cedar, 
studded over half its length with fine wire teeth sharpened to needle points, such is the fish rake: wielded among the 
seething herring, it takes a toll equal to a net.
As the steady stream of canoes plies back and forth from fishing grounds to shore, squaws busily stick Sticks 
through the gills of the fish and hang them to dry. Spread on racks, hanging from posts, everywhere there are 
herring drying. As they dry, they are packed away to make room for still more.
Even the roe is collected for the flavoring of soups during the winter. Rudimentary, yet efficient, is their method of 
gathering fish roe … splashing barefoot in the mud of Scuttle Bay, which backs the reserve, the squaws anchor 
spreading cedar limbs, during low tide, where they will be covered with a foot of water at the flood. On these 
branches, the herring leave their roe. At the next ebb, the roe-laden fronds are carefully lifted and carried to the 
village, where they are hung beside the drying fish till the roe is sufficiently cured for storing …
Basketball—Provincial Champions (page 10)(photo):
the achievement of the Powell River Intermediate Basketball five , in winning the provincial basketball championship 
for 1936-1937, has been one of the highlights of the sporting year. These vigorous youngsters, mainty students from 
our local High School, faced one of the most grilling championship grinds on record and emerged without a single 
loss in the series.
They travelled to Vancouver and met and defeated the strong Ryerson Club 26-23 in the opening round of 
championship play. They crossed the Gulf of Georgia to Victoria and left the powerful Canadian Scottish quintette 
snarling over a 26-21 defeat. And for the finals, they travelled over 500 miles to meet Kelowna, Britisn Columbia 
Interior champions to emerge with two hard-fought, bitterly contested games, 26-25 and 26-24.
The boys were given a banquet on their return—and a special presentation was made to Mr. J. Waugh,
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High School teacher, who organized and coached the squad during the year
[Members of the team were, “Alt” Anderson, Bert Grundle, Harry Hunter, Jimmie Hunter (captain), John Elly, 
Marino Mitchell, Bob Craig, Thomas Gardiner and Dave Rennie]
Vol. 13, No. 5, May 1937
Rugby comes to Powell River (page 14):
Perhaps the outstanding feature of the winter sports season was the incursion of rugby football into the local 
athletic arena. The game caught on rapidly, was popular with the sporting public—and is now in the class of 
major sport in Powell River. Yet rugby foot-ball is no new game to many Company employees …
Walk down to the steam plant some day and talk rugby to Sam Rees, shift engineer … few outsiders would 
associate Sam with rugby. But look up the records of the stars of 1912, 1913 and 1914—and crawl back into 
your holes. In those palmy days, some of the greatest battles in pigskin history were fought in and around 
Victoria. The Victoria squad of that day are legendary now … And on “Rep” teams, and in the first flight of 
players, was Sam Rees, considered among the leading scrum players in the West.
And now trot down to the grinder room and say Hello to Jack Lee [of Stillwater] as he pokes his blocks into the 
grinders. Another quiet, mild-mannered laddie, Jack’s shoulders still give a hint of the days when, playing with 
Victoria, he used to wheel the Vancouver scrum up and down Brockton Point. Undoubtedly one of the greatest 
hooks of his decade, Jack was a sure choice for “Rep” teams—and was chosen to represent B.C. against the 
famous New Zealand “All Blacks” in one of their periodic tours.
Fellow resident with Jack, at Stillwater, is Mike Templeton, another of the old Victoria Clan—and well Known in 
rugby circles in the Capital city in 1914 and 1915.
Track and Field—Cinder Aces Win in Vancouver (page 13):
Two of Powell River's outstanding sports stars upheld the paper town’s reputation at the Empire Day sports in 
Vancouver, May 24.
Marion Borden, local High School girl, was the sensation of the meet, romping home with firsts in the 75 and 
100-yard open women’s sprints. Marion threw a bombshell into the big attendance when she left Vancouver’s 
star Negro sprinter, Barbara Howard, three yards behind in the century …
Martin Naylor, ace of local dashmen, led a fast field to win the open 100 yards in 10.1 seconds …
Vol. 13, No. 6, June 1937
and Field—Dominion Day Meet (page 16):
Fifteen hundred local residents crowded the Riverside Oval, July 1, to witness the cream of women athletes 
from all parts of British Columbia in action … Marion Borden, Powell River’s candidate for the Empire Games in 
Australia, breezed through to an easy win in the 100 yards—and broke the provincial record for the /3-yard 
dash in 8.6 seconds. Doreen Sullivan of Vancouver smashed the Provincial and Dominion records in the Junior 
75-yards in 9.2 seconds. Darleyne Woodburn of Victoria leaped 4 feet 10 inches for a new Junior Provincial 
record …
Rita Powell, local discus star, surprised her friends by placing second against a strong field of Vancouver 
throwers …
An outstanding performance was Gino Bortolussi’s showing in the 100 and 220-yards. The local High School 
speedster placed second to Tiger Rofe of Vancouver in both events …
Sam Rees (page 14):
2am, outside of keeping his shift in the Boiler Room in order, is wandering around a bit aimlessly. With Mrs.
Rees visiting relations in Wales, Lancashire , and points between, Sam takes in all the ball games—and reads 
long histories of naval engagements and Q-boat adventures. Sam, the only member of the Q-boat service in 
Powell River, was twice torpedoed in WWI—and participated in the sinking of two German submarines.
The Annual Snow Survey Gets Under Way (pages 6-7):
In the snow lies the reserve of water that keeps the wheels of industry turning in the dry seasons. And that is 
why the Powell River Company undertakes, each year, modern and scientific surveys of the snow area in the 
mountains behind Powell and Lois Lakes.
Under the direction of the Engineering Department, the annual snow survey is now under way. High up in the 
mountains, three or four thousand feet above the waters of Powell Lake, Company surveyors are
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busy at work measuring snow—computing its water content and preparing accurate data on run-off for use 
of operating staffs.
The present survey, as suggested, is the recognized modern method of obtaining accurate and reliable 
information on the water content of snow. Years ago, the rather haphazard method of calculating by 
observation of the now depth was in vogue. This did not attack the root of the problem. The apparent depth 
of snow has lUttle relation to its water content. Hard-packed snow and powdered snow might have equal 
depths, but obviously, that would be no guide to water content.
The modern method drives core tubes into the snow. The depth is taken and the water content computed. 
Samples are taken at different stations and the average compiled …
New Tennis Club House (photo)(page 9):
With the construction of the new concrete tennis courts last year, the net game has enjoyed a strong revival 
of popular favor. The Club today has 75 senior members—which is capacity for the present courts. Twenty 
five Woman members are on the club roster … The present courts were built by the Powell River Company, 
and will stand comparison with the best in the Province.
Frank Flett, as president, and Jack Tunstall, vice-president, are among the club’s strongest boosters—and, 
incidentally, among the strongest players. Frank is practically the father of local tennis.
in company with Angus Armour, of the shipping department, and a few staunch supporters, he has kept the 
tennis spirit alive during the days when playing conditions were difficult and enthusiasm at a low ebb … 
Recently, the club has added a club house to their equipment … the club is getting more like Wimbledon 
every day.
W.A. (Bill) McLeod Has Served Twenty-Five Years With the Company (page 10):
A quarter century of service; that’s the record of William Alexander McLeod, Powell River Company 
purchasing agent.
“Bill” joined the Company in May 1912 and, for twenty-five years, has been closely identified with the 
community and business life of the district. There are few, if any, of the old-timers in the district who know 
the inside and outside history of Powell River’s early days like Bill … He formed the first athletic club back 
in 1912—and for twenty years was the chief mentor to the Powell River baseball fraternity … He was the 
first Exalted Ruler of the local Elks, and has passed through all the chairs in the Knights of Pythias … any 
project connected with the welfare of the district has his whole-hearted co-operation …
Pleasure Parties of 1912 (page 12, 13)(photo)
there were no cars. The resorts were there, but how to get to them was the problem. Beyond the few 
nouses on Poplar, Oak and Maple Streets, there was nothing but stumps, and woods beyond them. But 
down at Michigan (now Willingdon Beach), the Michigan and Puget Sound Logging Company were still 
cutting timber, and their logging railroad, which now remains as a scenic footpath, ran from Powell River 
southward [to the log dump at Michigan].
it was the custom of the great and good men who controlled the railroad to place their locies at the disposal 
of Powell River’s little family group for an afternoon’s outing. And on the flat cars
piled ail the lads and lassies of the district, with their bottles of pop and sticks of chewing gum … they were 
going to picnic ‘way down at Michigan.’
Just who was on that first pleasure trip, we do not know, but we suspect that Bill Hitchison, “Stubby” 
Hansen and Bob Scanlon were among them.
Vol 13. No. 8, August 1937
Anson S. Brooks passes away (photo)(page 9):
Anson Strong Brooks … last of the original founders of the Brooks-Scanlon interests … Mr. Brooks and his 
partners had pioneered another great industry—and industry which he saw expand into one of the major 
newsprint concerns of the continent.
Gordon Thorburn performed the magician’s act (photo)(pages 10-11):
Three years ago, Gordon picked up the tottering structure of local baseball. He formed an interdepartment 
loop—he organized eight teams—and gave fans the boisterous, scrappy baseball they were
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looking for. He performed the magician’s act of dragging the league out of debt—paying on the nail for 
equipment—and leaving a nice little surplus at the end of the season.
“Gordie” sits in at every game. He takes up collections himself, keeps his eagle-eye trained on every foul 
ball that leaves the lot, and attends personally to the score of details incidental to each game Arthur 
Richards, Soccer Great (photo)(page 11):
in the spring [1915], one ruddy-cheeked Welsh lad was raising havoc with Powell River’s star tracksters.
That lad was Arthur Richards, making his first opening bow to Powell River. On July 1, 1915, in some 
mysterious manner, Art Richards wore Powell River colors and was registered as a full-time employee of 
the Powell River Company.
In his younger days, one of B.C.’s great soccer center forwards, Arthur is still a keen sports follower.
He is an authority on old-country football and can still play a useful game when so inclined …
Vol. 13, No. 9, September 1937
The Inter-Department Baseball League (pages 6, 7)(photo):
… the league has been in operation for four years. In that period, the boys have financed themselves, paid 
all current expenses, and finished with a decent surplus at the end of the year. It will probably come as a 
surprise, even to those on the inside, to learn that it costs well over $500 to keep the league’s head above 
water in a season. During the current year, over $150.00 was spent for baseballs—and (we shudder to 
think of it) more than that for bats. The league used up over 80 (count them) bats in the season—at an 
average price of nearly $2.50 a bat. It is one of the big, and we might add, unnecessary, drains on the 
diamond treasury … we do expect that those playing should have at least a rough idea of how to hold a bat.
This year, through collections and other sources of income,
the league has accumulated a decent surplus—and this despite their financing several school teams and 
an eight-team Bush League. It is estimated that at least 130 employees [of PR Co.] were active players 
during the year. The league sponsored 16 teams, exclusive of three school clubs, which is not a bad record, 
any way you look at it.
Vol. 13, No. 10, October 1937
Bill Loukes Joins Twenty-Five Year Club (photo)(page 7):
in the early days, Bill was listed among the ace soccerites of the district; tales are still told, on winter 
evenings, of famous battles of the Wonder Teams of 1912-1914, with Bill Loukes, Arthur Dunn, Joe 
Falconer and others cutting each other’s shins to ribbons.
Of late years, Bill has confined his athletic activities to the bowling green. A skip in his own right, he Is 
among the local top-notchers and has competed several times in provincial competitions …
Today, Bill is chief of the townsite plumbing department …
We nave a real pleasure in adding Bill to the select list of Twenty-Five Year men …
Coronation Medal For Chief Tom (photo)(page 12):
A pleasing presentation took place in the little Indian village of Sliammon last month, when Chief Tom, aged 
chief of the Sliammon tribe, was presented with the George VI Coronation medal. The presentation was 
made in the presence of Mr. Fred Ball, Indian Agent, Mrs, Nicholson and Dr. 0.0. Lyons of Powell River.
Chief Tom, through an interpreter, expressed his deep appreciation of the gift of the King and affirmed the 
loyalty and allegiance of the tribe to the Crown. Practically all the Sliammon tribe witnessed the 
presentation, which was also attended by representatives of other Indian tribes along the coast. The chief is 
a well known and popular figure in the district.
Grass Hockey (page 13):
We hear that grass hockey is likely to be included on the girls’ athletic agenda at the High School this year 
grass hockey has long been a standard sport in the Vancouver High Schools
There are, in Powell River, a considerable number of former players among the ladies, and we hope they 
will take an interest in the new game. Some are still able to do some coaching …
Vol. 13, No. 11, November 1937
George Clapp Honored By St. John Ambulance Association (photo)(page 5):
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Superannuated last year after twenty-six years of continuous service [with PR Co.], George has kept himself 
active and in fighting trim …
Recently, George was made an Honorary Serving Brother in the St. John Ambulance Association, a recognition 
conferred on only a few, and awarded only to those whose services in First Aid have been outstanding.
Christened A.W. Clapp, nobody has called him anything but “George” since he landed in Powell River in July 
1910. He started First Aid classes in the district, was chief of Powell River’s first volunteer fire department and, 
for several years, acted as chairman of the Workman’s Safety Committee …
In his youthful days, George served in the Royal Navy. He was a champion oarsman in the Mediterranean 
Fleet in the 1880s, when His late Majesty, George V, was a midshipman. One of George’s treasured 
possessions is a personal letter received from the late king when he was Prince of Wales …
Empire Games Trials (page 9):
Powell River Boxers and wrestlers were well represented at the British Empire Games trials in Vancouver on 
December 10. Five entries were lodged: two wrestlers, Floyd Eno and Alton Anderson:
and three boxers, Bob Dunn, Stuart Lambert and Arthur Betteridge.
Local hopes are centered mainly on the two wrestlers, both of whom have made good showing in provincial 
competitions. Floyd Eno is a provincial title holder in the featherweight class. Alton Anderson, regarded by 
many as one of the best prospects ever developed locally, is expected to make a good showing.
Press Installed By Powell River News (photo with T.W. Green)(page 12):
Thomas W. Green editor and publisher of the Powell River News, has recently purchased and installed a new 
Heidetberg press in his Westview plant. The new machine is a complete unit, with automatic feed and 
automatic count, and was installed at a cost of several thousand dollars.
The Powell River News is one of British Columbia’s recognized weeklies and is one of the two papers serving 
the public of Powell River and district. It was the first local newspaper and started operations ten years ago. 
Starting with a four-page sheet, the News now averages six-to-eight pages an issue. The job printing plant is 
operated in conjunction with the paper. A staff of five is employed
the progress of this active and energetic district in the past several years owes much of its impetus to the 
Powell River News and its editor.
Soccer—Old-Timer Recalls (page 16).
... An old-timer tells of the day Arthur Woodward, in goal for the Callies, gave that memorable performance 
against Cumberland’s thundering herd in the dear old days. Arthur was unbeatable, and offers came from every 
team in B.C. for his services. Old-Timer picks Dunlop, McCrossan and Tunstall as the greatest all-time half-
back line. He admits Joe Small, Frank Hunter and Benny Birt of the present crop look good …
Here is Old-Timer’s selection for an all-time Powell River football [soccer] team:
Goal—Wally Tapp
Fullbacks—Ron Russell and Joe Gallagher
Forwards—Fred Thorsteinsson, Andy Leiper, Fred Mills, Tommy Lucas, Arthur Richards.
Volume 13, No. 12, December 1937
“Night Shift” Broadcast From Powell River Plant (photo)(page 6):
“Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. We are speaking from a catwalk between two great buildings of the 
Powell River Company Limited, at Powell River, British Columbia.” The time was 6:00 p.m. on December 13.
The broadcast, one of the famous “Night Shift” series put on the air by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Fred Peach of Vancouver did a highly creditable job of a difficult assignment.
Owing to the extent of the plant buildings, covering some 55 acres, it was impossible to cover the entire mill. 
The grinder room, machine and finishing rooms were selected for the broadcast.
Harry Carruthers, plant superintendent, accompanied Jack Peach and explained the various machines and 
their purposes, as called on by the commentator. Fred Riley, machine room superintendent, was official guide 
in that department and had all the answers ready.
The broadcast was on the entire Canadian Network …
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James Clapp, Powell River Personality (page 9):
it is twenty-six years since young James Clapp first stepped ashore at Powell River. And save for a fouryear 
Jaunt overseas during the World War [WWI], Jimmie has been a regular employee of the Company He came 
direct from South Wales, with no intermediate lay-offs … and started as a carpenter’s helper. His first Job 
was Duilding the wood room roof … in 1912, he went to the wharf as shipping clerk, and checked off the first 
roll of newsprint ever manufactured in British Columbia …
There is no more community-minded citizen in Powell River than Jimmie Clapp. The list of activities in which 
he is engaged reads like the Resident Manager’s desk agenda sheet … We understand that. he had an idea 
of joining the Golf Club, But Mrs. Clapp put her foot down.
Boxers and Wrestlers Impress at Trials (photos)(pages 12-13):
The pick of Canada’s mat and mitt artists at work. Upwards of eighty trained boxers and wrestlers fighting for 
the coveted trip to Australia. This is a brief flash of the scene at the British Empire Boxing and Wrestling triais 
netd in Vancouver, B.C., on December 10-11.
into this hurly-burly of brawn, skill and experience went five Powell River representatives—two wrestlers and 
three boxers. And out of the melee, we emerged with two finalists and one semi-finalist.
The showing of the Powell River boys was one of the surprises of the tournament. Unheralded, practically 
unknown, they held their own with the best in Canada, and two of them just missed the Australian trip by an 
eyelash.
Bob Dunn, 135 pounds, stunned a Vancouver audience when he knocked out Doug Powell, a highlytouted 
favorite in the third round … in the welter wrestling, rugged eighteen-year-old Alt Anderson. Faravorite of 
local fans, blistered his way through to the finals—defeating the B.C. champion, Rudy Loeffler en route. Alt 
and Morgan Plumb of Toronto (Canadian champion) wrestled on practically even terms throughout, with the 
Toronto boy catching the judge’s eye. Alt made an excellent showing and should be right in tine when 
Canada chooses her 1940 Olympic squad …
CBC Mill Broadcast (page 15):
The big broadcast furnished a few thrills for the boys. Technical Director Finley had set the “mike” up in the 
machine room during the afternoon. It was connected up with Vancouver. One of the lads on No. 6 Machine 
(no names by request) saw the attractive set-up, peered at it, yelled (in a loud voice): “Hey, Bill, what the——
is this——contraption doing here?” the test expert in Vancouver “learned about paper making from ‘im.”
Soccer (page 16):
The Digester suspected that it was courting trouble with the publication of the “Old-Timer” item in the 
November 1issue—and it happened. Scathing judgments, with alternate choices for the “all-time Powell River 
football team.” poured in from incensed old-timers throughout the district. After all, it was highly unlikely that 
even two Powell River soccerites could have agreed on the question.
Vol. 14, No. 1, January 1938
Our Musical and Cultural Societies: St. John’s Church Choir (page 6):
For this issue, we give you the St. John’s Church Choir [photo], which, under the energetic leadership of 
Dave smith, is enjoying one of its best years in history. Mrs. R.B. Linzey, well-known in local musical circles, 
is organist, and has been with the choir for many years. Membership, at present, is about 35. The choir is 
making plans for the purchase of a modern organ to replace the present equipment, which is not suitable for 
its expanding activities.
Charlie Powell, Powell River Personality (photo)(page 7):
Twenty-six years of continuous service entitles Charlie Powell—known to so many as Sprinkler Foreman, to 
others as Water Superintendent—to a high rank among the personalities of Our District. Charlie is one of the 
first half-dozen of the “Old Brigade” who are still making Powell River newsprint. Starting with the Company 
in September 1911, he is a pioneer of the district and one of the select group still in Powell River who saw the 
start of construction work on the original Grinder and Machine Room buildings.
Charlie was born in Monmouth, Wales, and is recognized head of the Welsh clan in Powell River Mrs.
Powell’s reputation as a mother to stray Welshmen has travelled far beyond the borders of Powell River …
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Badminton Club (page 13):
The Badminton Club is reporting one of the most successful seasons in years. Upwards of eighty 
members are on the rolls and enthusiasm among players has been keen throughout the year. On 
February 19, the local cluD will stage one of the big badminton events of the year, the Upper Island 
Championships. Representatives of approximately fifteen clubs will be on hand …
Vol. 14, No. 2, February 1938
Badminton Club (page 13):
... Last month, the local badminton club were hosts to the Upper Island Championships … Powell River 
representatives carried off the lion’s share of major honors. The blue-ribbon events of the tournament—
the Ladies’ and Men’s singles were won by Mrs. W. Draper and Bert Carey, respectively, of Powell River. 
The Men’s double crown was captured by Willie Gilmour and Albert Mitchell, after a struggle that will be 
long remembered, with Jack Tunstall and Gordon Thorburn, also of Powell River. The mixed doubles went 
to Bert Carey and Mrs. Draper. The Islanders carried off the ladies’ doubles …
Vol. 14, No. 3, March 1938
A photo of the Sliammon Tigers occupies page 1. It was believed to be the only all-Indian soccer eleven in 
British Columbia, 1f not in Canada in 1938.
“Stubby” Hansen, Powell River Personality (photo)(page 5):
Cnristened Henry, never called Henry, and known, almost from infancy, as “Stub” … Henry Hansen 
started with the Powell River Company in 1916 … Without detracting from Stub’s ability as an employee 
and man about town, old-timers will forever associate him with left field in the Powell River baseball 
diamond. That tricky sand, nalf mountain, half hill, is known to every baseballer within 100 miles of Powell 
River …many Local fielders were called to its forbidding surface, few were chosen … This little patch was 
Stub’s special hobby … No mountain goat in the full meridian of his scrambling powers ever equalled 
Stub’s miraculous maneuvering in the left field pasture. He snagged high and low ones; he has robbed 
hundreds of batters of many sure hits in his lifetime. Stubby and the left field bank are inseparable terms 
to all old-timers …
Badminton Winners (page 6):
Photos of Mrs. G. Thorburn, Bert Carey and Mrs. W. Draper.
Groundwood Pulp
Photo on page 8 shows pulp blocks being sprayed with water as they tumbled in one of the big drum 
barkers.
The flume that carried the blocks to the grinder room is shown on page 9.
Music—The Orchestra of Jimmy Innes (pages 10-11):
… Jimmy Innes, the conductor, has been in the employ of the Powell River Company for the past twenty 
years. His whole lifetime has been devoted to “keeping the musicians together.” For years, in the face of 
difficulties and apathy on the part of the public, Jimmy and a small band of faithfuls have refused to be 
discouraged
six months ago, Jimmy started the reorganization of an orchestra. Today, it numbers twentyeignt and 
rehearsals are regular and well attended …
Nineteen of the musicians, in their uniforms, are shown in a photograph on page 10. Named in the caption 
are: A.S. Byfield, A. Byfield, Sr., Bud Daubner, Gordie Black, Dudley Sleigh, Ernie Cormier, Art Innes, E. 
Stonier, V. Wilby, Jack Pickles, George Young, Arthur Lyle, Phil Innes, Vic Cross, Bill Donnenworth, Jimmy 
Innes, Mrs. V. Wilby, Jack Smith, Don Allen.
Baseball—Jack Mathieson writes home (page 16):
Writing from Hot springs, Arkansas, Jack Mathieson, local baseball star and all ‘round athlete, tells Floyd 
North he is working hard to catch the eye of big-league scouts. Jack states that there are 350 potential 
stars attending the school from all parts of the United States.
The business of attending a baseball training school is no picnic, according to Jack. Each day consists of 
a regular series of lectures, instructions and practice games. There are four fields in Hot Springs, and
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sixteen teams are made up from the school. Eight games are played daily.
The Powell River boy has been twice chosen on all-star squads
Vol. 14, No. 4, April 1938
Boxing—Art Betteridge, B.C. Mainland Champ (photo)(page 4):
Art Betteridge, of Powell River, was crowned B.C. Mainland 112-pound Champion at the Lower Mainland 
Championships held in Powell River last month. Betteridge defeated Vancouver’s pride, Ken Lindsay, in 
one of the most thrilling bouts ever witnessed locally. It was a toe-to-toe bout from start to finish, with the 
Powell River lad gaining the nod on aggressiveness.
Jack Banham, Powell River Personality (photo)(page 5):
Came to Powell River from Brantford, Ontario early in 1913 … His father R.M. Banham, present 
postmaster, had preceded him by three years … Jack played on the famous baseball team of 1913 with 
Bob Scanlon, Tobe Henderson and Mickey McGrath … After working a year in and around 3 & 4 Machine 
Room, then in the course of construction
he joined the 29th battalion in October 1914. … He returned to Powell River in 1919 and entered the Post 
Office. In 1920 he again entered the employ of the Powell River Company, as an electrical apprentice.
In 1924, Jack and family moved to the suburb of Wildwood—a date that saw the beginning of the now 
famous “Banham Ranch” … Jack has played a prominent role in the community life of the district. He was 
a prime mover in the formation of the Wildwood Welfare League and has taken an active interest in the 
education,
social and civic activities of Wildwood …
Badminton— Two more champs: Albert Mitchell and Willy Gilmour (photos page 10), winners of the men’s 
doubles at the recent Upper Island Championships.
Along the Waterfront (page 16):
… to our customers, the purchasers of Powell River newsprint, these are important factors. To know they 
can ship their newsprint direct by water—that the docks will accommodate any of the larger freighters on 
the Pacific is of direct interest to the buyer. Out of the Orient, they send the great 12,000-ton Blue Funnel 
freighters to Powell River; the crack 10,000-ton Maru boats find safe anchorage and good loading. The 
biggest carriers of the Pacific swing in and out undisturbed by tide or weather. The crack coastal 
passenger lines move into the wharves day in and day out. Excursion boats carry thousands of 
passengers each summer to and from the Company docks.
Vol. 14, No. 5, May 1938
Edgar Peacock—Powell River Personality (photo)(page 7):
Construction work is his business. He started building roads, working on railroad construction, tearing 
things to pieces and putting them together again at the early age of 15 … worked a restless way west, 
sampling construction activities in every province on the route.
Reached Powell River in August 1911, and went to work immediately on his favorite job—construction.
stayed exactly three years and, in the summer of 1914, joined Powell River’s first overseas contingent to 
the 29th battalion ... returned May 1919, and started on his old job of construction foreman. Since that 
time, the name of Edgar Peacock has appeared on the payroll of the Powell River Company … 
Ed is a close follower of every local sporting activity … Ed and his pipe watch every move on the Box 
Lacrosse checkerboard. When he wishes, he can play a wicked game of lawn bowling. Golf is still his 
favorite pastime. For years the local open champ, Ed can breeze around in the 70s with little effort. He 
has a hole-in-one to his credit and has a reputation as one of the best match players in the district …
Ed is an authority on old-time folklore in Powell River. He can tell you hair-raising tales of those red 
blooded days of 1912—the trips to Van Anda—Saturday nights, when the loggers hit town—and all the 
garish excitement associated with early construction days in our townsite.
Jack Mathieson playing for Vancouver (page 7):
Jack Mathieson, former Powell River all’round athlete, is making a good showing in recent weeks in the 
Vancouver Senior City ball loop. Fielding perfectly, Jack took some time to get started batting. In recent
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games, he is finding his eye and should hold his place as a regular
Rival High Schools Clash (pages 6-7)(photos).:
On Sunday, May 28, Powell River High School was host to the first inter-district High School Track and Field Meet 
ever held locally. Twenty athletes, representing the pick of four Upper Island High Schools, came across the gulf 
… the locals were defeated 111-44 … The meet was a distinct success … it proved that training is necessary to 
win meets. It brought out several potential stars who should make good showings at the Dominion Day Meet …
Origins of local place names (page 16):
Powell River—Captain Orlebar of His Majesty’s gunship Rocket noticed that the river was un-named on h is 
chart. So he named it after Israel Wood Powell, M.D., Indian Commissioner for B.C. 1872-1889.
Malaspina Strait was named by Spanish explorers, Galiano and Valdez, in honor of Captain Allesandro 
Malaspina, an Italian seaman in the service of Spain.
Gulf of Georgia was named by Captain Vancouver after King George III.
Welcome Pass and Thormanby Islands were named for the “welcome” news that the horse “Thormanby” had 
won the Derby.
Hernando and Cortes Islands were named after Hernando Cortez, Spanish conqueror of Mexico.
Davis Rafts and Sitka Spruce (photos)(pages 2-3):
In the manufacture of aeroplanes, the Sitka spruce is unrivalled. Each week, the Kelly Logging Company at 
Powel River ship consignments to aid in Great Britain’s feverish air rearmament plan. During the World War 
[WWII] 21 percent of all the spruce used in aeroplane ‘manufacture was cut in the Queen Charlotte area.
The ample reserve of Sitka spruce assures the indefinite continuance of its use in the manufacture of Powell 
River news-print. The big spruce sticks, rising to heights of 200 feet and attaining, in choice specimens, a 
diameter of 10 feet, are boomed at the site and hauled direct to the log pond at Powell River.
The haul from the Queen Charlottes is, in places, through open water—across storm-tossed Hecate Straits, 
where the full assault of the open Pacific is felt. It is under such circumstances that the Davis raft is used to 
protect the logs.
The Davis raft is the recognized method of towing logs on long hauls across unprotected waters. It is nothing 
more or less than a giant bundle of faggots, bound tightly with huge 1-1/4 inch wire cables. When built, with the 
logs piled high on top of each other, over 60 percent of the mass is submerged.
At the Queen Charlottes, the Powell River Company tug St. Faith, with her powerful 1200 h.p. engines, takes 
charge and tows the “big faggot pile” to the log pond at Powell River …
An Evening Along Fisherman’s Row (photos)(pages 4-5):
Ninety pounds of fish on an evening’s outing. Not a record—not, perhaps, an amazing catch—but a good, sound 
night’s work. Stands up well in any company, and Mrs. A. Tomlinson, wife of Alan Tomlinson, townsite electrician, 
has earned her place in the sun of local wharf fishermen.
Fisherman’s Row at Powell River has been a busy place for the past six weeks. The cool retreat attracts dozens 
of fishermen each evening. They are all there—the regular clan—night after night.. They start around 7 p.m.—
nobody knows why, because, on their own admission, the salmon don’t start biting until around 1 a.m. But the 
boys (and girls) of Fishermen’s Row care little for this … They stroll up and down, philosophers all, discussing 
last night’s catch—the latest thing in bait—the wiles of the finny tribe …
Harry Buchanan has manufactured his own bait. Three cunningly painted pieces of fir, wiggling proudly as they 
strike the water, cost him ten cents to manufacture. Beside him stalks Bill Wightman, resplendent with his rod and 
artificial bait—cost per bait, $1.50.
THE GANG’S ALL HERE
Each evening they are at the old stand. They know, to a second, what time every Waltonian will be there. His 
space is reserved, and woe betide the neophyte who intrudes on this sacred soil.
HERE THEY COME
There’s Dave Evans, he’s a nine o’clocker. He slides in between seven o’clockers Harry Buchanan [photo] and 
Jack Young [photo]
Around the corner of the wharf is Jim Phillips, who knows every current that sweeps around the piles. Next in line 
is Ben Watson, a comparative fledgling with only four or five
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years’ experience. Swing around the bend and Frank Carney [photos] and Jack Young are gazing patiently outwara.
THE LADIES JOIN THE FUN
Herb Daubner, an authority on Waltonian lore, mutters under his breath as Mrs. Newcomer gleefully shouts, “Bill, 
Bill, come here, there’s something pulling my line.”
Joe and Walt Graham are sure after-midnight starters—and, occasionally, Harry Zaccarelli drops in to keep them 
company
At intervals, a splash and a subdued shout of jubilation disturbs the even serenity of Fisherman’s Row.
FEASTS AND FAMINES
Dave Evans caught a fifteen-pounder and, for a half-second, the philosophers ceased philosophizing.
And so it goes, through the long, cool June evenings and into the gradually shortening twilights of July. There are 
good nights and bad nights. There are feasts and famines—but good or bad, feast or famine, the boys of 
Fisherman’s Row never miss their appointed stations during the fishing season. It’s great fun—and an education in 
patience.
Local Golfers Gain Provincial Rank (photos)(pages 6-7):
John McDonald, son of Mr. And Mrs. Wallace Mcdonald ... finished the gruelling 36-hole competition 5-up on that 
canny veteran, Ed Peacock. It was a striking victory for John, who shot sub-par golf all the way.
This week, John travelled to Vancouver to compete in the B.C. Amateur—blue-ribbon event of the golfing season. 
The pick of B.C. amateurs and powerful opposition from the East and United States were present. John blasted his 
way through to the semi-finals in convincing fashion, knocking over at least one highly rated favorite
He was the outstanding surprise of the tournament and took the fancy of Vancouver sports writers
sensational Showing of Tommy Hunter
... simultaneously with the Amateur Championships—the pick of junior Provincial golfers were on hand—with a trip 
to Eastern Canada for the winner.
The tournament was open to all juniors under twenty years of age.
Only by the narrowest margin did Tommy Hunter, sensational 14-year old Powell River star, miss the coveted honor. 
Hugh Morrison of Vancouver was the winner with 154, with Tommy on his heels with 156. [photo and more in July 
issue, page 8]
Ernie Tate, local pro, states there is no record in Canadian golfing history of a youngster of 14 equatling Tommy’s 
showing in open competition. In Vancouver, they consider Tommy an out-standing sensation. He never missed a 
shot throughout. His golf was perfect
Inability to stretch his shots out against older and longer drivers was the sole reason for Tommy’s defeat
In Vancouver, they consider Tommy the best golfer of his age in the Dominion.
in the first flight of the Championships, Alf Tate, of Powell River, led the field, defeating several prominent Vancouver 
golfers along the route
Amateur Drama—Powell River takes first (photo)(page 9):
The Bishop’s Candlesticks, the play chosen by the local group, received high praise from adjudicators at the 
Provincial Festival held in Victoria. The local group were awarded first prize for groups outside of the main centres of 
population. The display is all the more remarkable when, as Mrs. Leese points out, the Powell River cast was more-
or-less hastily collected and trained.
[Members of the cast were Harold Tull, Dennie Critoff, Mrs. Rattenbury, Mrs. Staniforth, Bob Leese and Norman 
Spackman. ]
Large Crowd At Dominion Day sports (photos)(page 14):
MARION EQUALS RECORD
In the women’s senior 75-yard dash, Marion Borden, running her own race, equalled her Canadian record of 8.6 
seconds. In the 100 yards, the Powell River lass [Marion] ran an easy 11.3 to tie the Provincial record made by 
Barbara Howard in Nanaimo last year.
MARGUERITE TIES ANOTHER
in the junior girls’ 75-yard dash, Marguerite Reed, 15-year old junior, romped home with a win in 9.1 seconds to tie 
the Canadian record made by Doreen Sullivan on July 1, 1937.
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Vol. 14, No. 7, July 1938
Powell River Athletes were putting the town on the Dominion Sports map—a review on page 9: Art Betteridge—
Boxing: 113-lb. boxing champion, defeated the B.C. titleholder, Ken Lindsay, last April Bob Dunn—Boxing: 135-lb. 
Local champion, has twice defeated Doug Powell, Golden Glover and B.C. Champion …
John McDonald—Golf: Semi-finalist in the B.C. Open Champion-ships. One of the best golfers ever developed 
locally …
Marion Borden—Track: Holds the Canadian record for the women’s 75-yard dash, and considered one of the two 
outstanding women sprinters in B.C. …
Marguerite Reed—Track: Tied the Junior Canadian record in the girls’ 75-yard dash. Defeated the pick of Lower 
Mainland athletes on July 1, 1938
Alton Anderson—Wrestling: Reached finals in the British Empire Games trials, comprising pick of Canadian 
amateur 145-lb. Wrestlers. Defeated the B.C. Champion in the early rounds. Considered B.C.’s outstanding 
wrestler at his weight.
Soccer: The Powell River squad, competing in Vancouver in the Dominion Cup series, was beaten 5-4 in overtime 
… 
The team was given high rating by Provincial sports writers.
We Visit A Mink Ranch (photo)(page 12):
To the business world in general, to the visitor, to the curious reader, Powell River’s right to exist is based solely on 
the presence of the Pacific Coast’s largest newsprint mill. These people realize, vaguely, that Powell River children 
must have milk; our residents must have fruit, vegetables and eggs: lumber must be used to build new houses; the 
hundred-and-one necessities of life to keep the 1400 employees of the plant and their families alive must come 
from somewhere.
That a great deal of it comes from the Powell River District is not always realized; that owing to the presence of the 
paper mill, many and varied smaller businesses have sprung up in the district. Our milk supply, much of our butter 
and egg demand, green vegetables, fruit requirements, are filled locally. We have our dairies, our poultry farms, our 
fruit ranches.
in the past few years, another business, less local in scope, has been added to the list of Powell River industries. 
Near the little hamlet of Southview, six miles north of Powell River, Mr. John Wiles and Bill Brown are pioneering 
the mink-raising business. John Wiles has progressed beyond the experimental stage with his mink. Today, his 
ranch has nearly 200 of these valuable little animals ready for the auction block.
Bill Brown, who, up to three years ago, was the Company physical instructor, has followed the Wiles lead.
With a 40-head farm, Bill is surmounting the early difficulties and disappointments inseparably associated with the 
delicate task of mink raising …
The Wiles farm is now on a more-or-less established basis and, with the price of fur holding firm, the industry, which 
started some seven years ago, is showing steady returns. Bill Brown, with forty pelts, and mother and children all 
doing well, is looking ahead to a successful year and a steadily expanding future.
Cricket—Bowled, Sir! (Page 15):
The summer has been an active season for sports—new and old. The latest development is the formation of the 
Powell River Cricket Club. It’s a game which Powell River has not seen since 1912 and 1913, when an attempt was 
made to popularize the Oval pastime.
It looks fairly serious this time. From every corner of the plant, from every cubby-hole in the district, old-line 
cricketers are hobbling out for practice. Jock Kyles was asked if he would be an honorary member.
“Honorary, heck,” he snorted, “I’m playing.”
Sid Burn has similar ideas. “| was a sound, googly bowler,” he bashfully admitted. Resident Manager D.A. Evans is 
another cricket cut-up. From the mill comes word that Sam Chambers will lead the body-line bowlers in the opening 
match. Johnny Bichard is forsaking baseball and will try out his curves on the cricket pitch.
Ernie Liebenschel will quit heaving ice for the afternoon and will try his luck against Sam’s bowling.
Campbell Forbes promises to hit anything Sam, or anyone else, can bowl. This, alone, should be worth the 
admission price. Even Murray Mouat has been persuaded to act as stonewaller. All told, some jolly fine afternoons 
are in sight, old chap, old chap!
Only British Empire brands of tea will be served. Stumps will be pushed into the ground on Saturday, August 6, at 
2:00 p.m. at the Riverside Oval, when the Gentlemen vs. the Players, or somebody vs.
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somebody else, will start the bally old season off, what, what!
Baseball—Johnny Keith (page 15):
Another ex-Powell Riverite is playing bang-up baseball in the Vancouver League. Johnny has developed into 
a first-class fielder and a strong hitter. He is one of the most dangerous players with the hickory, especially in 
a pinch.
Vol. 14, No. 8, August 1938
Cricket Club (photo)(page 1):
From the caption: Members of the Powell River Cricket Club are photographed during the opening 
ceremonies last month. Over 40 enthusiasts turned out for the opening day, and officials report continued 
heavy increase in applicants during the past few weeks.
Track and Field—Caledonian Games (photo)(page 11):
Outstanding, both locally and provincially, was Marion Borden’s victory over Vancouver’s ace, Barbara 
Howard. The two girls are British Columbia’s leading sprinters and are a feature attraction whenever they 
clash … Marion's win puts her in the front rank of Dominion sprinters …
Martin Naylor, of Powell River, carried off firsts in broad jump and hop-step and jump, with little Marguerite 
Reed gaining a close third in the Junior Open event.
Cricketers Stage Grand Opening (photos)(pages 12, 16):
While the news may be second-hand, the pictures are scoops. Every man who ever handled a cricket bat 
was out in force. It looked like an old-timers’ re-union to see Jack Drury and Arthur Woodward, a shade 
creaky in spots, but hearts of oak, old chap, puffing around the slips. Harry Anchor, mindful of his last 
appearance on a cricket field, somewhere on the quarterdeck of His Majesty’s Navy in the North Sea during 
the World War [WWI],
sam Chambers, shaking the creaks out of a once-powerful soccer foot, Bill Cratchley smiling grimly as he 
looks at the pads on Steve Brynjolfson’s shins. They were all there—Mr. Robbins of the time office, spruce, 
dapper, straw hat, and moustache trimmed, competing for sartorial honors with Don Allen and Sid Burn. 
Tommy Fleury, making his first bow to the local sport public since the soccer season of 1927-28, stood forth 
as a full-fledged wicket keeper.
And Resident Manager D.A. Evans and Mill Secretary Jock Kyles, with pretended indifference, but Keyed to 
a pitch of feverish excitement, went out to share in the opening ceremonies. The candid camera catches 
Jock bowling the opening ball … D. A. Shows fans the correct Cardiff stance as he faces Jock’s opening 
body liner … There has been a commendable and surprising support accorded to the Cricket Club to date, 
and officials are hopeful this popularity will continue
Boxing—Mickey Wins Middleweight Title (photo)(page 13):
Another provincial athletic title rests in Powell River, through the flying fists of Mickey McPherson, newly 
crowned amateur middle-weight champion of British Columbia. Mickey stepped into the B.C. Championship 
finals, fought his way through, and added one more trophy to Powell River’s growing list of athletic awards.
Vol. 14, No. 9, September 1938
Track and Field—Marion Borden Crowned B.C. Sprint Champion (photo)(page 12):
The public controversy that has raged for the past few months on the relative merits of Powell River’s Marion 
Borden and Vancouver’s ace, Barbara Howard, was settled convincingly at the B.C. Championship at 
Nanaimo on Labor Day … Marion, carrying the famous Powell River triangle, decisively defeated her only 
B.C. rival by a full five yards … The Powell River girl’s victory puts her in the front rank of Canadian sprinters.
To make the day a real Powell River triumph, Marion won the B.C. 60-metre championship, after a poor Start, 
again defeating Barbara, by six feet, on a rain-sodden track, equalling the B.C. record.
Martin Naylor, Powell River all-round star, brought the Provincial Broad Jump Title to Powell River.
Theatre—The Early Days (page 16):
The Digester displays a photo of the original Patricia Theatre, built in
1912. Among several posters on the front of the building, two are readable: The most prominent advertises a 
boxing contest on May 24 at 8:30 p.m. It is
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a Return Bout between Harry Anderson and Jimmie Clark, probably local fighters. Ringside tickets are $2.00,
others $1.00. The other legible poster advertises the black and white silent movie “Jitney Elopement,” starring
Charlie Chaplin; the actress shown with Chaplin is not named.

Vol. 14, No. 10, October 1938
Two Export Industries (page 7):

while newsprint is the backbone of the Powell River area, other products produced or manufactured in
this area are finding their way into the world’s export markets.

The Kelly Spruce operation, an independent organization, ships its finished Sitka spruce lumber to
many and widely-extended portions of the globe. The fame of this justly celebrated British Columbia
softwood is international, and the Kelly Spruce concern, with operating headquarters at Powell River, is one
of the West’s largest spruce exporters. The largest percentage of the output is distributed in the United
Kingdom. During the World War [WWi], the Sitkla spruce was in heavy demand for aeroplane con-
struction—and nearly a quarter of all the spruce used in British aircraft construction came from the west
coast.

The Kelly operation employs about 50 men at Powell River in addition to the woods crew.
Approximately 30,000 feet of manu-factured spruce lumber is cut daily.

Another local operation, whose products are known in Texas, California and southern points, is the
Powell Lake Shingle Company, an independent operation on Powell Lake.

This Month’s Personalities (pages 8-9):
Lacrosse: Al Hatch (photo)—took the Powell River championship-seeking squad on their 400-mile jaunt to 
Kamloops. Worked like a Trojan, fighting for the boys; fought about neutral referees; and let everybody know Powell 
River was in town. For lacrosse is Al’s hobby. It has been for twenty-five years. In the old days of 1912-1914, AUs 
name was one to conjure with in athletic circles in Vancouver …
Johnny (Truck) Elly (photo)—His name has been in the forefront of lacrosse gossip this year. He sparked the riome 
Gas squad to an unexpected victory in the playoffs … Looks like one of the most promising gutted-stick handlers 
yet developed locally … Rumored he may be picked up by Big Time scouts next year …
The Richmond squad, competing for the Canadian Junior Championships, borrowed Truck to bolster up their 
squad. He was outstanding …
Sam Rees (photo), one of the mildest-mannered men that ever scuttled a “U” boat, or dropped a depth charge … 
He is one of the quiet voices that keep the wheels of local sport turning vigorously … He is on hand at every track 
meet to help rub down the boys. He helps coach and train a soccer team in the winter.
He appears at the gymnasium for every boxing tournament, looks after bandages,
acts as judge, and fathers the boys in the dressing room. He takes a leading role in first aid activities and helps 
coach young aspirants for their steam engineers’ tickets …
Track and Field—Marion Named Outstanding Athlete (page 13);
The annual report of the Women’s Amateur Federation, B.C. Branch, lists Marion Borden of Powell River as the 
outstanding woman athlete in British Columbia for the 1938 season. It is possible, even probable, that the Women’s 
Canadian Championships will be held in Vancouver next year, at which Marion will have the opportunity of winning 
Canadian laurels.
Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1938
Badminton—Powell River Club Host to Visitors (page 6):
Last month, the local badminton club climbed into the athletic spotlight when they acted as hosts to four of B.C.’s 
leading racquet wielders … Local stars, men and women, met the invaders in exhibition clashes and put up highly-
creditable showings. Mr. Underhill stated that the Powell River club was among the best organized in B.C. and that 
the general standard of play was far above the average of other individual clubs in outside districts.
it is interesting that, to date, the world’s best badminton players are confined to Canada and great

Britain.
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Jack Ellis—The Strolling Troubadour (photo)(page 9):
Powell River’s Master of Mountain Music, yodeller and orchestra leader. Jack and his red-shirted Hill Billy’s 
Orchestra are personalities and an institution in Powell River.
Jack, when he gets going, is a whole orchestra in himself. He is a yodeller of note, and the notes are nearly always 
correct, A visitor, seeing Jack in his red shirt before an evening’s engagement, thought he was an imported Swiss 
guide. He tickles the ivories with throbbing lustiness.
His community spirit, his willingness at all times to help out, has made Jack a popular figure among local 
personalities …
Diving—Powell River Divers Shine (photo)(page1 2):
Milton Cloke and Roger Taylor, Powell River youngsters, ranked high in the Vancouver diving contests last month. 
Roger placed second in his event. Milton took a close third. The boys were up against stiff competition, against 
youngsters who had the advantage of daily training in an indoor pool. Both local boys had only a couple of days’ 
training before the event …
Vol. 14, No. 12, December 1938
Community Chest Workers Snare Spotlight (photos)(pages 6-7):
First to face the camera was Jimmie Halford, the Grinder Room midget. A midget only in size, Jimmie is a glutton for 
work. And, as a representative of Local No. 76, has been one of the most active helpers on the committee
Jimmie is from Australia …
Caught in the same batch is Ewart Craigen, Chairman of the Powell River Community Chest, pointing with a smile 
of dignified satisfaction to “Popeye” as he climbs over the $3,000 mark. Ewart, as Powell River Company Electrical 
Superintendent, is a busy man, but never too busy to give his time and energy to any community effort.
And now, walking smiling into the camera’s eye, is Mrs. Dorothy Hansen, who, with Mrs. B. Johnston, gives the 
committee the ladies’ point of view. Mrs. Hansen occasionally sees her husband, Al., who, as President of the 
Papermakers’ Union and a member of umpteen other community works and projects, has his own irons in the fire. 
As Co-chairman of the Community Chest Clothing Committee, Mrs. Hansen and Mrs. Johnston have been busier 
than the proverbial bee. It is hard and exacting work, And the thanks of the community are due these ladies for their 
splendid work.
And then into the picture minces John McIntyre, chairman of the Publicity Committee. John’s job has been to raise 
the money for the chest—and what he has accomplished along that line is now history. His committee raised $4, 
211.75, which, with the Powell River Company’s contribution, places a grand total of $8,500 at the disposal of the 
committee …
Hugh McPhalen, as machine tender on No. 7 Machine, represents the ex-servicemen on the Chest Committee
His idea of a good time is to hold three meetings in one day … Hugh was an artillery gunner overseas, which may 
account for some of the heavy barrages he lays down at committee meetings  …
Vol 15, No. 1, January 1939
Unions—Jim Cook (photo)(page 5):
The International Brotherhood of Pulp and Sulphite Workers, Local No. 76, at their annual meeting, Sunday, 
January 22, elected Jim Cook as President for the forthcoming year. He replaces Colin Johnston, original president 
of the union, who ends a two-year term of office. Jim Cook has been an employee of the Powell River Company for 
the past 13 years. He has long been an active and energetic member of the Workman’s Safety Committee, 
representing the Barker Mill …
Ernest Murray will head the International Brotherhood of Paper Makers, Local No. 142, in 1939. Ernest replaces Al 
Hansen, who has served two years in the president’s chair. The new Paper Maker president is well-Known in the 
community, where he has resided for the past 12 years. He has been active in community and fraternal life in the 
district …
Back in Circulation (page 14):
It is rumored that Ambrose McKinnon may put the P.D.Q., former leader of Powell Lake’s second flotilla, in action 
again this year. Mac has done pretty nearly everything that could be done with motors in the district. He owned one 
of the first motorcycles in town—and drove to California and
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return. He successfully operated his P.D.Q. with an automobile engine after everybody told him it 
couldn’t be done. He built, out of odds and ends, and with scanty equipment, a model locomotive that 
runs [on display at Powell River Museum ]—and he tinkered with the insides of half the cars in town.
So, if the P.D.Q. can still run—Mac can make it.
Sport—All-Time Stars (page 14):
Last week, a lot of arguments started as to who was the greatest all-round athlete developed locally.
Developed locally, mind, not developed elsewhere and starring here, like, for example, Gus Schuler. 
Wally Tapp, Al Hatch, who burned up local sportdom in the early and middle twenties.
Probably the two outstanding locally-developed athletes of the early days are Curly Woodward and 
Jack Gebbie—who played all games with equal ease and facility. At a slightly later date, along came 
Long John Mathieson—who will be high up on the list of Powell River’s All-time Greats in Sport.
Anyway, it’s an argument, and wed like to hear what supporters of these or other candidates have.

Soccer—Take Your Choice, Boys (page 14):
Putting ourselves right out on the limb, we figure Axel Larsen, Townsite centre-forward, as the outstanding 
pivot man in local soccer history. We’ve seen most of them—Freddy Mills, Jack Taylor, Andy Leiper, Jack 
Mathieson, Jimmy Dunlop—to mention only a few. They were all good, but this lad Larsen has the edge on 
them all. And now we’ve said it—and it’s our own funeral.
Table Tennis (page 16):
Table Tennis is by the way of becoming one of Powell River’s more popular indoor pastimes. While the 
game has been in vogue in outside areas for several years, it is only recently that the flavor has begun to 
be appreciated locally. The Table Tennis Club, formed this year, now numbers 47 members. The Club has 
three tables, and members play four nights a week.
Private individuals, too, are following the example of the large B.C. cities and installing tables in their 
basements. Bridge, as a means of winter recreation, is losing some of its appeal; the fashionable Powell 
River hostess now invites her guests in for an evening of table tennis.
To date, no Powell River team has entered provincial competition—if any—but the boys and girls are 
growing ambitious.
The Camera Club (page 16):
Cultural activities are keeping pace with the expansion of table tennis and other light recreational activities 
in Powell River. The latest organization catering to our aesthetic tastes is the newly formed Camera Club, 
with headquarters in the former rugby club-house at Riverside.
The cream of Powell River’s amateur photographers, Pete Holborne, Fred Armbruster, Harold Vandervoort, 
occupy the chief executive positions, with several other enthusiastic photographers lining up.
The Boat Club (page 16):
The table tennis and camera clubs are not the only ones getting ready for an active summer. The Boat Club 
is in a fair way to substantially increase its fighting strength. In back yards, in basements, at least five new 
boats are in the process of construction. The Campbell-Southcott light patrol craft may be completed.
Eddie Aquilin and Norman Prushaw are each building new 30-footers. John Haddock is making good 
progress on nis 18-foot hydroplane, which will shoot at local speed records. Claud McDonald is putting the 
finishing touches on a new boat in his Ocean View basement. Bert Helland rounds off the picture with 
another 30-footer. Our naval strength is increasing.
Vol. 15, No. 2, February 1939
Filing Our Big Saws (photos)(pages 6-7):
… Daily, in the two eight-hour shifts, close to half a million feet of logs are sawn, ripped and cut in the 
Powell River sawmill. Logs varying in diameter from one to six feet are bumped boisterously onto the 
carriage and “shot-gunned” through the big 16-inch band saws. They pass through the edgers to be cut 
longitudinally—and then on to the slashers to be cut into block size [for the grinders].
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Little imagination is required to picture the wear and tear of this incessant friction on the saws, and the necessity of 
having fresh relays of sharpened edges ready to throw in at regular intervals. And it is here that the filing room, 
under head-filer Gordon Milroy and his capable assistants. Swing into action …
Let’s have a look-see at what they really do in their two eight-hour shifts. We’ll start with the band saws. Each one is 
64 feet-7 inches long and 16 inches wide. Require a bit of handling— but let’s skip that.
The “bands” are sharpened every four hours. That means four on day shift, two on nights, a total of six.
These, as well as all saws, are subjected to a closely-tested sharpening process—the average operation per saw 
lasting about an hour and a half.
Well, that’s not a bad start, but it’s only a start. The Powell River sawmill’s regular staff of slasher saws number 
thirty-two 44-inch saws. Roughly half of these come to the filing room during the sixteen-hour day. Probably an 
average of half-an-hour each …
Yes, not bad: and here’s another for your notebook. Add eight band saw edgers to the list, and resaws, and the 
daily total begins to look—not imposing?—well, anyway, not so bad.
And then there is the big 96-inch cut-off saw. It is treated a bit more gently and goes in once or twice a week.
These are the routine jobs. Add the odd saw from the lumber yard, the carpenter shop, the core room, and 
miscellaneous saws about the plant. All told, we may give the filer room credit for close to forty saws daily, which is 
fair going in any mill.
Quality is, today, the watchword in Powell River newsprint—a watchword to which Gordon Milroy and his filing room 
staff, Fred Chadwick, Jimmy Innes, Gordon Thorburn and apprentice Bert Carruthers, contribute their quota.
Art School Classes (photo)(page 9):
The introduction of special art classes in the Powell River School curriculum this year has been a popular addition. 
Under the tutelage of Mr. Dudley Gaitskill, Powell River students are receiving a broad basic training in the 
principles and application of all branches of drawing, painting, modelling and sculpturing.
The special night school classes for adults, introduced this year, has proved one of the most popular features of the 
night school courses. A class of approximately twenty is registered
Facilities and equipment are strictly modern, and, in Mr. Gaitskill, the class possesses a highly-qualified and 
enthusiastic instructor ...
Al Hatch—He Was Tough Then! (Photo)(page 10):
Combing through our pictorial album of celebrities, past and present, we ran across the photograph of Al.
Hatch, taken some twenty-four years ago.
Any old-timer of Vancouver will remember that identical pose—the pose that made Al one of the toughest 145-
pound wrest-ling hurdles on the continent. The pose [photo] was taken before Al took to machine tending, and 
watching the machine run, from the comfort of the machine tender’s padded chair.
Quite a lad he was, in those days. He ran out of opposition in the Pacific Coast amateur class, having disposed of 
all opposition between Vancouver [and Powell River] and ‘Frisco.
They didn’t need a horse around the old Cedar Cottage Fire Hall in those days. Al did ail the horsing.
When the fire alarm rang, he grabbed the shafts of the fire truck [hand-pulled hose wagon] and dashed off to the 
fire, greatly to the glee of the hero-worshipping youngsters of that period.
He was the curly-haired boy (and, by heck, he has a lot of that hair left yet, dang him). He played and managed 
lacrosse teams. Half the sporting population of Vancouver turned out to see his team play. They were always sure 
of a good scrap if Al was feeling right. And he usually was …
Department Store Opens New Premises (photo)(page 11):
For the past several months, the lower floor of the old Avenue Lodge building has been a hive of activity today, what 
was formerly the spacious dining room of the famous hostelry, is a modern, up-to-the-minute department store.
This addition to the Powell River Stores faces the new Federal Post Office and brings yet another business house 
along the rapidly developing Second Street area.
The completed wing houses a modern 16-seat soda fountain with the new, low-type counter and comfortable chairs. 
The tobacco department has the latest-type tobacco cabinet, stationery, cosmetic and toilet goods. Book and 
general notions departments are included. A special feature is the camera demo
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stration room.
The soda fountain and back bar is one of the most modern on the coast, and the spaciousness of 
the building has permitted attractive counter displays.
All structural work on the building was done by Powell River Company workmen under the 
supervision of Mr. Stanley B. McFarlane, townsite superintendent … Mr. Jack Tunstall, of the 
tobacco and stationery departments in the Central Building will be in charge of the new store.
The converting of the ground floor of the old Avenue Lodge building cuts into one of the ancient 
landmarks of Powell River. Since 1913, the building has been the headquarters of Powell River’s 
bachelor fraternity. Thousands of employees, transients and construction men have passed through 
the doors of the old dining room.
Badminton—Bert Wins Upper Island Title Again (photo)(page 12)
Bert Carey, Powell River badminton star, has been acclaimed Upper Island Senior Singles 
Champion for the second consecutive year. Defending his title, won last year in Powell River, Bert 
defeated the cream of Vancouver Island stars at Cumberland, Saturday, February 25.
since 1935, Powell River has been included in the Upper Island bracket. Bert has won three 
championships in his four years of competition, dropping the title in 1936 after reaching the finals
In this year’s title play, Mrs. W. Draper and Willie Gilmour of Powell River were runners-up in the 
mixed doubles, losing only after a great battle in the finals.
Vol. 15, No. 3, March 1939
The Kyak Derby (page 12):
Preparations are under way for the big kayak launching next month. Powell River’s Beach promises 
to be a south Sea Island resort before the summer finishes. Harold Fleury has completed 
construction of the Flash, which will be piloted by Evan Beale. Just across the street, Claude 
McDonald’s Scottish Flyer, with son Campbell at the controls, is ready for the big list. P.R. Lockie, 
Company physical director, is already talking about a “Kayak Derb" as a special beach attraction this 
summer.
The Machine Shop (photo):
A few years ago, a machinery salesman remarked to us, rather ruefully, “The biggest competitor our 
company has 1s your own Machine Shop 1n Powell River.”
The salesman went on to say that such was the complete-ness of our mechanical equipment—
machine shop, welding shop, foundry, etc.—that major and minor repairs, replacement and 
manufacturing of equipment could be effected locally without going outside for new parts The [paper] 
machines hum, the stacks send out their volume of billowing smoke, digesters blow and are filled, 
the gigantic stones tear the wood to shreds. The mechanical colossus [paper mill] runs on without 
interruption.
And behind are the quiet group of mechanics, shaping and re-shaping, repairing and manufacturing 
the worn-out cogs in the machines, building new ones, grinding rolls, forging flanges, repairing 
motors, pumps and the thousand miscellaneous pieces of equipment large and small that keep the 
big newsprint machines in action.
It was the intention of the original founder of the Powell River plant to construct a unit that, as far as 
possible, would be self-contained. And 1n the machine shop and mechanical equipment, this idea 
has been embodied.
Almost any repair job may be made in Powell River, by Powell River workmen, and with Powell 
River equipment. In the Machine Shop alone are four grinding machines, three drill presses, two 
overhead cranes, six lathes, two shapers, as well as portable pipe machines, pipe threaders, 
hydraulic press, planing machines, etc. In addition, plant equipment includes two roll grinders, where 
the biggest steel, bronze or rubber roll may be ground to perfection by specially trained experts.
New General Superintendent (photo)(page 14):
The management of the Powell River Company have announced that, effect April 14, Grant M. 
Fowler has
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been appointed general superintendent at Powell River.
Mr. Fowler was born at Sherbrooke, Nova Scotia and has had widespread technical and practical experience in 
the paper industry … Our new superintendent is an ex-serviceman, serving overseas with the 7th Canadian 
Siege Battery …
Vol. 15, No. 4, April 1939
Premier Dedicates New Federal Building (photo)(page 5):
Flying over from Victoria, the Honorable T.D. Pattullo, Premier of British Columbia, on April 21, officially 
dedicated the new Federal Building at Powell River …
He stated the new building was recognition by the government of the importance of Powell River in the 
industrial life of British Columbia. Several hundred people turned out for the dedication ceremony, and the 
premier was bombarded by school children seeking autographs …
Sliammon Braves To See King (photo)(page 8)
in Powell River, hundreds of residents are arranging visits to Vancouver. Local ex-servicemen will form part of 
the Guard of Honor along the route …
At the little Indian village of Sliammon, three miles north of Powell River, the braves of the Sliammon tribe are 
building a special war canoe to greet Their Majesties in Vancouver.
All along the coast, the various tribes are getting their war and racing canoes ready for the big “Potlach” in 
Vancouver Harbor.
A fleet of war and racing canoes will string down the Gulf of Georgia and form part of Western Canada’s 
greeting to their King and Queen. The Sliammon racing dug-out is 42 feet long and wilt hold 20 braves. The 
work is all done by hand from a big cedar log taken from Harwood Island Chief Paul and his braves, under 
supervision of an expert imported from the Sechelt reservation, are working enthusiastically on the big snip. 
They intend that the Sliammon entry will be in the forefront of the Coast Indians’ welcome to the royal couple.
Present plans call for the “Indian fleet” to assemble in Vancouver harbor, and it is expected the tribes will De in 
full war paint for the occasion. It will be a colorful spectacle, and probably the first time in history that such a 
sight has been seen in Vancouver harbor.
Golfdom’s Big Four [John McDonald, Frank McDonald, Alf Tate and Tommy Hunter] (photo)(page 9): The fine 
showing of Powell River's golf representatives, at the B.C. Amateur Championships at Victoria last month, is 
bringing the local club into the spotlight of provincial recognition.
The president of the Victoria club, speaking over the radio during the championships, was asked what he 
considered the most outstanding feature s of the tournament. He replied, “The showing of the four young men 
from Powell River, who surprised the B.C. golfing world by almost winning the Lieutenant governor’s Cup.”
This group of young men, pictured above, in competition with ten of the best “foursomes” in British Columbia, 
only missed winning the aggregate …
The boys all benefitted by the experience on “foreign” links and are confident that next year, the big Humber 
Trophy will rest in Powell River.
Vol. 15, No. 5, May 1939
Local V.C. Meets King and Queen (photo)(pages 2-5):
Monday, May 29. All roads led to Vancouver
the King and Queen _ had arrived. One quarter of Powell River’s population made the journey to swell the loyal 
greetings of Western Canada to Their Majesties.
Week-end boats were packed with excited, expectant throngs—men, women and children, looking forward to a 
red letter day in their lives.
Officially and unofficially, Powell River was well represented during the royal visit. The highlight, of course, was 
the presentation to Their Majesties of Major John MacGregor, V.C., M.C., D.C.M., and Mrs.
MacGregor. Seven British Columbia Victoria Cross holders were presented in a colorful scene at Vancouver’s 
Civic Centre—and Major MacGregor, of Powell River, as the province’s senior ranking V.C., was accorded the 
place of honor, He was the first of the group to shake hands with the king and queen …
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The Sliammon 42-foot Racing Canoe (photo)(page 11):
… The canoe, cunningly hollowed by hand from a big cedar log, was launched without a single mishap, 
and eleven chosen warriors of the tribe climbed aboard for the initial try-out.
The canoe is a fine example of the famous Indian handcraft work. A hammer, chisel and shaper were the 
principal tools used. Accurate measurements mean little to the Indian canoe maker; blueprints are 
unknown. Instinct and hereditary skill are the unerring instruments used in deciding seaworthiness and 
Stability.
The Sliammon tribe have acquired considerable reputation in the district for their athletic prowess.
Some of the best baseball and track stars ever developed in the district came from the reserve. The tribe, 
for many years, boasted an All-Indian soccer eleven, one of the few such teams in British Columbia. 
Today, several of the trickiest stars in the local soccer firmament are Indian players. Two were chosen to 
represent Powell River in the provincial play-offs …
Mrs. Alan Tomlinson Retains Fishing Crown (photo)(page 15):
Two 25-pound salmon, caught from the Company wharf 1n two consecutive months, won two 
consecutive Rod & Gun Club monthly prizes for Mrs. Alan Tomlinson.
Marion Wins Again (page 16):
Outstanding athletic event of the month, was Powell River’s Marion Borden’s double victory at Vancouver 
on May 24. Marion again defeated her closest rival, Barbara Howard, and won outright possession of the 
Deptford Trophy. This makes the third consecutive year the local lass has won the 75-yard dash.
Marion looks better than ever this year, and Coach Martin Naylor considers her chance of representing 
Canada at the Olym-pics next year is better than even betting.
Marion Breaks Canadian Record (photo)(page 11):
Powell River’s Dominion Day meet was featured by two record-breaking runs. Our own Marion Borden 
crashed through in the 75-yard dasn, for a new Canadian record of 8.5 seconds. Jean Kennedy, speedy 
Vancouver intermediate, set up a new Dominion record of 9 seconds flat for the [intermediate] 75-yard 
race.
Marion Borden is, today, B.C.’s outstanding woman sprinter … It is the intention of the local association to 
start an immediate drive for funds to send Marion back to Hamilton for the Canadian Championships on 
August 12, this year …
Golf—Tapp! Tapp! (Page 12):
The house of Tapp led the way in Father and Son banquets during the past month. Some three weeks 
ago, Wallace (Wally, to you) … Stood on one of our well-known par 3 golf holes. Eyes tightly shut, feet 
wide apart, both elbows well bent, club clutched feverishly at the hilt. Wally and club dived simultaneously 
at a golf ball. When he opened his eyes, two lads, a hundred-odd yards away, were jumping on the green, 
yelling “Congratulations, Mr. Tapp.”
Wally awakened, shuddered, looked up, and discovered he had just made a hole-in-one.
Two weeks later, the finals of the men’s junior championships were held. The finalists were Tommy 
Hunter, defending champion, and Malcolm Tapp, first in line to the Tapp millions. After 38 holes of 
gruelling, spectacular competition, the second Tapp victory of the month was tossed in the local golf 
book., and son Malcolm was the new champion.
The Big Horse Race (page 16):
Here is one for Powell River oldtimers. How many remember the famous July 1, 1916 horse race?
Well, anyway. On the Authority of Arthur Dunn, the first and only Norse race in Powell River’s history was 
run on that date. The participants were the late Harry Atkinson and Reuben Fidler, both well-known and 
popular residents in the early days. And Herman Roesch, one-time plant sawyer.
Each of the three owned a horse, and each of the three lived in the present area of Grief Point, and each 
of the three used to ride his horse to the plant daily. They tethered them anywhere, because grass was 
cheap and plentiful around the mill buildings in those construction days.
Rivalry among the three local Man o’ Wars was keen. Many an impromptu race had been staged along 
the old cow trail—now the famous traffic artery of the district.
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Rival supporters grew heated, and one bright lad suggested they put the matter to a test at the big Dominion 
Day sports meet. And so it was decided. On July 1, 1916, three of Powell River’s stoutest equines, manned by 
their respective owners, lined up a mile outside of the present townsite limits. The race finished in front of the 
present site of the tennis court, and a legend runs among old-timers that, if you follow the present path behind 
Brooks School far enough, the hoof marks of that famous race are visible on a moonlight night.
Arthur doesn’t know who won the race—the time was kept secret.
Vol. 15, No. 7, July 1939
Pipe Band—The Right Tartan (page 13):
Uniforms for the Powell River Pipe Band are on the way. The boys hope to be out, resplendent in all the glory 
of semi-military tunics and kilts of the MacGregor tartan, for Labor Day. After considerable discussion between 
the Menzies, McLeans, McLaughlins, Robertsons, etc., the boys settled on the MacGregor tartan.
This was a compliment to Manager John MacGregor.
Mac’s response is: “Compliment be damned; it’s the finest tartan in Scotland.”
Vol. 15, No. 8, August 1939
Provincial Building Opens (photo)(page 6):
On Monday, August 2, the latest addition to Powell River's public architecture was officially opened, when Hon. 
Frank McPherson, Minister of Public Works for British Columbia, officially dedicated the new Provincial Building
Mr. McPherson, in his address, stated the Powell River Provincial Building was a new type that would be 
standardized throughout the province.
The building is of picturesque Tudor design and will house all the various departments of provincial 
administration in Powell River, including public works, government agent, police, etc.
The Powell River Board of Trade has been the leading force in advocating the construction of provincial and 
federal buildings in Powell River … The Board, working from not-too-encouraging beginnings, has established 
itself as a force in the community.
Track and Field—Marion Runner-Up in Canadian Championships (photo)(page 7): On Saturday, August 12, the 
cream of Canadian woman athletes gathered for the Annual Canadian Championships at Hamilton.
The blue-ribbon events of the meet were the 60- and 100-metre dashes Powell River, for the first time in 
history, was represented in a Dominion Championship, with Marion Borden carrying the colors of Powell River 
and of British Columbia.
In both races, it developed into a struggle of Toronto vs. Powell River, with Miss Jeanette Dolson defeating 
Marion by narrow margins in both races
Vol. 15, No. 9, September 1939
The Port of Powell River (page |):
… The port is among the five major shipping centres of the province. In an average year, 175 ships, with a 
registered tonnage of approximately 200,000 tons, dock at our wharves. These include about 75 deep-sea 
vessels.
In the neighborhood of 2,000 coastwise ships, with a total registered tonnage in excess of one million tons, 
come and go from the port of Powell River annually.
Local Lads In Empire’s Military Forces (photos)(page 5):
The outbreak of war finds several former local Doys already serving, at home or overseas, with the permanent 
forces of the Empire. In the Royal air Force in England are Robin V. Leese, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Leese, and Mickey Dunn, son of Mrs. Maurice Dunn
Another former Powell River boy, George Warren, son of Harry Warren
is on duty, also with the Royal Air Force. Albert Niven is ready for active service with the Royal Canadian Air 
force.
The Canadian Navy claims Jimmy Maple, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Maple …
With the crack Life Guards is Bill Edwards, local youngster now on duty at Windsor Castle …
Eric Barlow of the Canadian Bank of Commerce was called up shortly after the outbreak of war … Inspector 
Sutherland, in charge of the Powell River detachment, Provincial Police, has left Powell River and
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will probably return to England shortly to rejoin his old regiment, the “Lincolns.” Inspector Sutherland 
won the D.S.O. and D.C.M. During the World War [WWI].
Roy Lund, of the Townsite Department, left for Victoria, where he will enter the Government service.
Impressive Labor Day Celebration (photos)(page 10):
Powell River’s Labor Day Celebration, under the joint auspices of Locals 76 and 142, was held this 
year under less cheerful circumstances than in other years. The shadows of Europe’s marching armies 
had already appeared …
Despite this, an energetic committee went ahead with previous arrangements …
Much credit is due Bandmaster Jimmy Innes and his stalwarts for the fine showing made in the Labor 
Day March …
Another feature of notice was Major John MacGregor’s reappearance in the weight tossing. Mac 
tossed the 28-pound weight for a winning heave of 28 feet.
Mac’s Miniature Railway (page 10)(photo at Powell River Museum):
Ambrose McKinnon’s miniature railway hung up something of a record for the day (Labor Day]. The 
railway was in action for five and a half hours, and over 150 local youngsters enjoyed the thrill of what 
was, to many, their first ride on a miniature railroad (photo on page 14). Mac employed over 180 feet of 
track, and the whole system was installed and operated by himself. He was the kiddies’ friend for the 
day.
First Air Mail Letter (photo)(page 11):
London to Powell River in four days! That is what the new air mail service means to letter 
transportation.
Recently, Clarence Fraser of the Kelly Spruce Company received the letter photographed above. It left 
London Friday, and Clarence received it Tuesday morning.
This was the first air mail to reach Powell River ... Fourteen days was formerly good time for mail from 
the Old country. Within the memory of many, letters took from three weeks to a month to reach the 
West Coast. Before the transcontinental railroad lines were built, mail was two or three months on the 
way [Clarence’s letter was not cheap—there were eight stamps on the envelope. ]
New High School Gym (page 11):
Work on the new High School Gym is progressing … A full-size basketball floor, 44 by 75 feet, and 
three regulation badminton courts, are provided. And best of all, from the basketballer’s viewpoint, is 
the 29-foot ceiling, which should eliminate the flat-trajectory shots unavoidable in the old gym. Separate 
dressing rooms for boys and girls are being constructed, and additional lockers for students are being 
installed in the basement of the senior high school. Seating capacity at games can be arranged to 
accommodate 300-350 spectators. The auditorium will seat approximately 800.
Construction of the new gym, which wilt be attached to the south end of the senior high school, is under 
the supervision of Townsite Superintendent Stanley B. McFarlane.
Lacrosse—Good Work, Boys! (Page 13):
This month’s athletic honors go to Tommy Gardiner of the office staff and young Fred Mowbray, local 
high school student. The play of these two youngsters in the provincial lacrosse series was 
outstanding. They were the spark plugs that Drought Powell River from behind to win a slashing 9-7 
victory over the Pitt Meadows team {photo October issue page 16].
The two lads played the game of their lives, Tommy on defence, Fred in goal … they brought the 
audience to their feet, and their opponents to their knees. The intermediate lacrosse championship of 
British Columbia rests today in Powell River. Beside it are the shadows of a hard-working Powell River 
team, with Tommy Gardiner and Fred Mowbray standing shoulder-to-shoulder in front.
Vol. 15, No. 10, October 1939
Leaders in Community Activities (photos)(pages 6-7):
With our country at war, a further impetus has been given to widespread, community effort in war work, 
and an equally strong determination on the part of all community organizations—athletic, social and 
fraternal—to maintain and keep together the normal community life of Powell River and district …
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Basketball elected Miller (Huggins) McGill of the Powell River High School staff to guide their destinies during the 
year. Already, Miller has lined up one of the strongest leagues in recent years. He has five girls’ teams in the field 
and hopes to challenge the B.C. Women’s title in one of the divisions …
Soccer, perennial winter favorite, selected Bill Oakes to keep the round ball flag at full mast. Bill has a hard task. 
He follows Bill Parkin, who resigned the presidency after nearly a decade in office, during which, soccer has hit 
many high spots in the provincial field …
For number three in our current list of celebrities, we offer William (Pipe) Parkin. He is secretary of the Bowling 
Club, and a past president. He is past president, and president for eight years of the Soccer Club; Treasurer of the 
Track and Field Association; Secretary of the Golf Club, and prominent in fraternal circles. Bill has been at the 
forefront of athletic activities in the district for 16 years …
For our number four choice, we give you Ewart Gladstone Craigen. Ewart, in ordinary life, is Electrical 
Superintendent of the Powell River Company … He is president of the Powell River Community Chest. After a busy 
and harmonious year, his committee recently reported a balance of over $4,000 on hand [more on page 13]. Ewart 
was worried about the Chest. The central committee reported no outstanding complaints during a difficult year of 
operation and congratulated him on his leadership.
Ewart was so worried, he turned around and accepted the presidency of the Old Time Dance Club, one of the most 
active social clubs in the district. Membership is over 250 and executive meetings are held regularly.
Ewart’s worries increased so much that, on Saturday last, he went out and accepted the presidency of the new War 
Chest Fund Committee [more on page 9], which will likely be one of the most active bodies in the community.
Ewart is a leading light in the local Oddfellows and a recognized authority on biblical history. He will deliver the 
Cenotaph address on November 11 …
Around the Plant (pages 14-15):
Al Hansen, member of the old game brigade, spent a couple of weeks up in the interior of British Columbia.
He took the old gun and twenty shells along. He returned with the old gun and twenty shells. Al even tried duck 
hunting, which, when you come to think of it, 1s coming down the mountainside for Al. The ducks are still in the 
Okanagan. Al reports heavy snow—and tough hunting.
—————————
Harold Fleury, we hear, has picked up a small buck, after several tries. This seems to be something of a record for 
the machine room this year—unless we hear differently in the next mail.
—————————
Curly Woodward launched his boat on the lake this month. If advance reports are correct, the Katy / will hold all 
speed and endurance records for the next four years …
—————————
Tom Carney, whose only kick used to be the meagre limit set by a heartless government, hasn’t been near the 
office this year. Al. Hatch hasn’t even seen a rabbit, and Alec Morris, whom we used to depend on for at least one 
snap, is playing golf
Vol. 15, No. 11, November 1939
Getting Their Yearly Goats (page 6):
The snaps on this page show Goat Hunters Albert Adams and Bill Doty with one of their recent bags. Albert, for 
many years, has been the district’s leading goat slayer. The Billies are nigh up in the hills, and Albert ts one of 
those peculiarly constituted mortals who loves leaping across awe-inspiring crevices and hanging on by his nails to 
a nice, comfortable cleft of rock.
And Bill is just about as bad!
Never a hunting season in the past fifteen years that Ai hasn't climbed those familiar crags back of Powell Lake. 
Never a hunting season but one, or more, of those wily Billies, resting in apparent security high upon the rocky 
bluffs—has fallen victim to Adam’s stalking.
There are still plenty of wild goat in the hills
if you like climbing—if you enjoy the exhilarating sensation of slinging a 200-pound goat on your back, and leaping 
cliffs all the way down to the boat—then Powell Lakes is still a good place to hunt. The goat are there. They are, so 
we have been told, easy to get—all you have to do is climb the few thousand feet to their stamping grounds …
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Our Community Personalities—Music and Musicians (pages 8-9):
… In striking the popular note—the music of the band—the old favorite marches and airs, we give you Jimmy Innes 
(photo) and his band, re-organized and now in possession of swanky new blue and white uniforms, supplied 
through Local 76. Jimmy Innes is a proud father to his band. For over 15 years, Jim has been a leader in local 
musical circles. He has ted many bands. He has collected his few faithful for community concerts and Choral 
Society programmes. He has faced the inevitable ups and downs of the maestro, trying to Keep a band together
With the War Chest drive now in its opening rush, the band is expecting many calls on its time—and, says Jimmy, 
“the boys will be there as often as they need us.”
“But,” say some of our young full-of-beans Ducks, “I like mountain music.” And that is where Jack Ellis (photo), the 
Rajah of local yodellers and Czar of Powell River mountain music, slips into the picture. Jack and his Hill Billies 
have gained a prominent place for themselves on the local musical stage. Masters of the old-time airs, swingers de 
luxe, and talented followers of the Bob Burns cult, the Hill Billies, under Jack’s forceful leadership, are in heavy 
demand …
Jack is a versatile entertainer himself; the piano and banjo have no mysteries for him. His ability as a yodeller and 
orchestra song leader has enlightened many a local gathering …
“Aye, aye lad, I know all aboot yon popular airs and young hill billy swings, but what’s a’ that compared to the skirl 
o' the bagpipes?”
A good criticism, sir, and we cater to all tastes here in Powell River. Bagpipes, you say. Yes, sir, we have them, and 
for the Scottish clan and their large following, we offer you Bill Whyte (photo) and his ten pipers and four drummers 
… For the Powell River Pipe Band takes no second place in the musical set-up of the community. Pipe Major 
Whyte and his experts are known in piping circles throughout the province Track and Field—Records For Marion 
(page 9)
Word has just been received from the east that Marion Borden, Powell River’s provincial sprint champion, nas been 
officially credited with new Canadian records for the 75 and 100-yard dashes … The war in Europe has been a 
disappointment for Marion. She was a certain choice for the Canadian Olympic team, but, with Europe at war, there 
will be no Olympic Games for Canada until the “cease fire” sounds.
Boy Scouts—Bill Hutchison (pages 12-13):
During the summer. The boys, under the expert care of supervisors, Harold Tull and Ben Watson, spent an exciting 
outdoor week at their camp on Harwood Island … These active troops in the district, a Powell River and Westview 
troop with a total enrolment of approximately 60, and the district organization, are under the presidency of Bill 
Hutchison, Beater Room foreman and one of the district’s leading community workers … The cubs are now well-
organized, and their sister organization, the Girl Guides, of which we will nave more to say in a future Issue, 1s 
very active.
In the Machine Room—Take A Bow, Walter Snyder (page 16):
The boys in the old Machine room have made a special request that we hand out a bouquet to Assistant 
Superintendent Walter Snyder.
Some time ago, Walter rescued one of the old hot-water boilers, formerly in the Avenue Lodge, and had it repaired 
and installed in the machine room, so the boys could have plenty of freshly-made tea with their lunches. The new 
boiler is really a most aristocratic affair, and is always hot and steaming.
Vol. 16, No. 1, January 1940
Powell River Man One of B.C.’s Aeroplane Pioneers (pages 2-3):
Mike Templeton Worked on Mainland’s First “Plane.”
Fast, modern fighters and bombers will soon be in our skies. It’s a far cry from the first beginning of aeroplane 
construction in British Columbia—a beginning which has special significance for Powell River residents. For, in the 
first aeroplane ever constructed on the mainland, and the first tractor plane constructed in Canada, Winston (Mike) 
Templeton [photo], Powell River Company Agent at Stillwater, bore a leading share.
In the winter of 1909. Mike, his brother William, now manager of the Vancouver Airport, , and William McMullen, 
started construction of an aeroplane in the basement of the McMullen home, in Fairview, Vancouver. These three 
were the designers, builders and pilots of the plane, which made its first successful hop in April 1911, to pioneer the 
aeroplane industry on the British Columbia mainland.
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it was the first tractor aeroplane to be built and flown in the Dominion of Canada, and it is interesting to note that 
practically all present-day [1940] aircraft are of the tractor design.
The engine and airscrew (propeller) delivered in Vancouver cost $1,200 [a lot of money in 1909]. The wooden 
airscrew was specially designed by the Humber Works in England, as the idea was new, and only Pusher 
propellers had been manufactured up to that time.
The framework was mainly of British Columbia Sitka spruce, which had been carefully picked and seasoned. The 
engine bearers were of ash, and the wings (which were only covered on the tops in those days) were covered with 
Japanese silk. The covering was treated with a solution to water-proof it, and then it was varnished, the varnish 
having been specially prepared with a certain amount of rubber introduced into it.
The front wheel of the tricycle landing gear was fitted with a brake which acted on the tire, and this also prevented 
mud being thrown up into the area of the revolving airscrew.
The two “curtains” fixed between the upper and lower wings were supposed to prevent side-slip, or side-drift, a 
complaint to which the machines of that time were susceptible, owing to the straight, non-dihedral design of the 
wings.
The total cost of the machine and the experiments at Minora Park was $5,000.
Mike points out an interesting feature in connection with the Templeton-McMullen plane. It was one of the first 
machines in the world to install the engine in front of the plane. They had noticed that most of the fatalities in the 
early days had resulted from the pilot becoming entangled with the engine …
It is interesting that Sitka spruce was the principal wood used in the Templeton-McMullen plane …
And today, thirty years after Mike and his brother riveted on the Sitka spruce wing of their plane, about 60 percent 
of all the aeroplane spruce cut in Canada is sawn in the Powell River Company’s mill by the Kelly Spruce 
Company, whose product is world famous.
Design of the First Tractor Aeroplane in Canada
Span 28 feet
Height 8 feet
Length 22 feet
Chord 5 feet
Air Speed 45 m.p.n.
Engine Humber-Anzani
Power 35-40 h.p.
Cylinders 3, air-cooled
Ignition Magneto
Air-Screw7 feet diameter
Gas Tank Capacity 3 gallons
Ships of the Old Brigade (photos)(pages 4-5):
… During the hectic, busy days of 1912-1914, when machinery, men and merchandise were proceeding in a steady 
stream to feed our construction needs, the old-timers of the coastal fleet were seen in all their pristine glory. There 
was the old Cassiar, now in the “boneyard”—of whose decks and cabins many a red-blooded yarn could be told. 
The Cassiar carried most of the original freight and paper machinery for the first days of plant construction. Several 
years ago, she was sold to a Seattle concern and stripped of all hardware, etc. So far as can be ascertained, her 
hull still lies in Lake Washington.
Selma, Santa Maria, Chasina
Two other noted steamers of the early days were the Selma and Santa Maria of the Union Steamship Company. 
The Selma … was brought to British Columbia waters by Captain Pilkinghorne for the All Red Line (Subsequently 
bought out by Union steamships) … Upon being taken into the Union Steam Ship line, she was re-named Chasina. 
She was retired from service some years ago and became one of the famous “rumrunners.” A few years ago, after 
changing hands again, she disappeared in the China Sea and has not been heard of to this day … the Santa Maria 
was Lord Harding’s yacht when he was Viceroy of India. Union steamships renamed her the Chilco, under which 
name she plied B.C. waters for many years. She has now been remodelled and named Lady Pam, and still plies 
between Vancouver and Howe Sound.
And there was the old Cheslakee ... with her passenger complement of loggers returning broke to the wilds after a 
few weeks in Vancouver. She was cut in two, had a new section added to her centre, and renamed Cheakamus. 
Remember the old Cowichan, which, on December 27, 1925, collided with her sister ship Lady Cynthia in a dense 
fog about thirty miles north of Vancouver—where she lies to this day in about three
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hundred fathoms of water. And the Coquitlam, and the first Capilano; remember them, in the heyday of their 
splendor … with enough explosives aboard to blow up the Siegfried Line. The old Capilano lies in Davy Jones’ 
locker, near Powell River—the Coquitlam, later being sold and converted into a freight boat, plies the waters of 
this coast under the new name Bervin.
The saucy C.P.R. Charmer, built in San Francisco in 1887 as the Premier, is perhaps the most famous of all 
the craft which, in their lifetime, have called at Powell River. For a couple of years, the Charmer served as a 
floating hotel
two years ago she was dismantled … Princess Royal replaced the Charmer … she, in turn, gave way to the 
Princess Mary, after which she [Princess Royal] was dismantled and sold as scrap.
The stately Prince George and Prince Rupert, of the Canadian National Steamships, known to all oldtimers as 
the “Grand Trunk boats,” came to this coast in 1910 and, although they had to be remodelled to keep up with 
the younger generation, still make regular calls at Powell River, and waken many a light sleeper with short 
whistle blasts and long siren screams—their fleet signal.
Personalities in the Community Limelight (photos)(pages 10-11):
… For Personality No. 1, we present Emil Alfred Hansen, vice-president of, and employees’ representative on, 
the Powell River Employees Sick Benefit Society. Al has been a leader in the community life of the district for 
nearly a quarter of a century. Started to work in the paper machine room in 1913. Left for overseas in 1915, 
where he served with the 29th Battalion, picking up a well-earned decoration on the way. Worked in the 
machine room after WWI. Was with the Forestry Service from 1922-1926, and rejoined his old pals in the 
machine room in the latter year. Al is now a boss machine tender … has taken an active role in the athletic and 
social life of the youngsters of the community.
He was the first president of Local 142, International Brotherhood of Paper Makers. Took a leading role in the 
organization of the Westview Power and Light District …
Mrs. James Clapp is Personality No. 2 on our current list … Husband James was elected president of the Ex-
Servicemen’s Association, and now, Mr. Clapp presides as president of the newly-formed Powell River branch 
of the Canadian Red Cross Society.
Mrs. Clapp served during WWI with the Women’s Royal Air Force … She has been prominently identified with 
women’s social and church work over the years …
Heading the society [St. John Ambulance Association] this year is Gilbert Rennison of the Sulphite Department 
… He is an active member of Union Local No. 76 and a member of the Community Chest executive …
Powell River Shares In War Loan (page 15):
Powell River’s quota of the first Canadian Government War Loan was fully subscribed within a few days of 
issue. The $200,000,000 issue, which was heavily over-subscribed throughout Canada, was popular locally, 
and many residents and business houses participated. Many smaller investors, who anticipated purchasing 
$50 or $100 denomination bonds, delayed, in some cases too long, and were unable to “buy in” … We can 
safely say they will have other opportunities in the near future.
Vol. 16, No. 2, February 1940
Personalities of Indoor Sport (photos)(page 7):
For No. 1 we present Bert Carey of the Shipping Department, main office. For years, Bert has been a leader in 
the local badminton world … Bert’s ability has now been recognized beyond the confines of the townsite. At a 
meeting held in Nanaimo recently, he was elected president of the newly formed Upper Island Badminton 
Association, an organization which embraces Powell River on the mainland and all badminton clubs north of 
Nanaimo on Vancouver Island. Bert has been singles champion of the division for the past two years …
No. 2 on our list is Battleman MacIntyre, proprietor of the Hotel Rodmay and president of Powell River’s most 
recent indoor sport, table tennis. This organization has enjoyed a steady and fast-growing popularity in the 
past two years … He has tried his hand at practically every sport, with the exception of soccer football … He is 
a member of the Board of Trade, prominent in the local War Chest drives, a past president of the basketball 
and baseball leagues, a member of the Lacrosse Commission …
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Marine Transportation at Powell River (pages 12-14):
Each year, approximately 200,000 tons of newsprint are loaded on passenger, freight and other carriers for 
transportation down the Gulf of Georgia. Powell River today is ranked as the fifth seaport in British Columbia … 
direct trade routes lead to all parts of the world—to Australia, the Orient, United Kingdom, South America and the 
southern and gulf seaports of the United States … In one year, for example, 1638 vessels, of all classes, 
representing over two milion tons of shipping, passed through the port [average 4-5 a day].
A considerable percentage of Powell River’s tonnage is billed to interior points in the Southern states. These 
orders, shipped via rail from Vancouver, must traverse the initial lap of their journey from Powell River by sea. All 
such shipments are handled through the medium of the Kingcome Navigation Company. The latter is a regular 
charted transportation company, handling both incoming and outgoing freight.
Paper Shipments
The Kingcome tug Progressive maintains a regular tri-weekly service between Powell River and Vancouver, 
carrying newsprint on the out-going voyage and general freight and merchandise on the return trip. The newsprint 
is carried in large, water-tight, covered house barges, built to Company specifications.
Approximately 65,000 tons of newsprint are towed by Kingcome tugs down the Strait of Georgia to Vancouver each 
year. It is a source of no little satisfaction to officials that the careful consideration afforded to the design and 
construction of their covered barges has, during the past three years, practically eliminated insurance losses.
Deep-sea Carriers
Nearly two thirds of the output of Powell River is carried to numerous and widely-extended portions of the western 
hemisphere by means of freighters. Practically all the well-known and recognized freight carriers on the Pacific 
send their deep-sea representatives to the docks at Powell River …
The Pipe Band Starts Skirling (photos)(page 6):
Powell River’s Pipe Band has had its first official workout since the kilts arrived. Early in March, our old friend, Bert 
Honea of the Fort Worth Star Telegram and Mr. And Mrs. Myer Donosky, Dallas News, Texas, dropped in for a 
short stay—and Harold Foley, bursting with pride, asked Major John MacGregor to put the band through their 
paces. Under the direction of Pipe Major Bill Whyte, and clad in the glory of the MacGregor tartan, the lads shook 
the rafters of Dwight Hall and frightened the life out of nearby residents, who thought the big putsch had begun at 
last. It was our visitors’ first introduction to a real Scottish band—a real one. Bert—and Myer and Mrs. Donosky 
were doing the highland fling before the evening was over …
Minister Opens New Gymnasium (photos)(page 8-9):
On Wednesday, March 6, the new High School Gymnasium was officially opened by the Hon. George Weir, 
Provincial Minister of Education … It is a spacious, up-to-the-minute Building and one of which Powell River may 
be proud. The building is 67 feet by 100 feet, with a playing area 60 feet by 83 feet, and a basketball area 44 feet 
by 80 feet. Accommodations for three badminton courts, a volleyball and handball court is provided … The building 
will be used as a combined gymnasium and school auditorium, and an 11-foot by 40-foot stage is an important part 
of the installation. As an auditorium, the building will accommodate approximately 600 people. When gym displays, 
or basketball games are in progress, seating accommodation for 250 spectators is available.
A Little Humor From the War Front—Pamphlets Ahoy! (page 14):
Charlie Garrett tells the latest pamphlet story from England. A young aviator, returning from a leaflet raid over 
Germany, arrived back at his base two hours ahead of schedule, much to the astonishment of the C.O.
The following dialogue ensued:
C.O.: “Did you drop all those pamphlets over Berlin?”
Aviator: “Yes, Sir. As soon as | got over the city, I dumped them over-side.”
C.O.: “Do you mean to say you dropped the bundles without untying them?”
Aviator: “Yes, Sir.”
C.O.: “Good heavens, man! You might nave hurt somebody.”
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Basketball—Play-down in New Gymnasium (photo)(page 16).
Powell River basketballers are again in provincial headlines, as the B.C. Play-downs get under way. The local 
Hotel Rodmay squad defeated Vancouver Comets to gain the Lower Mainland Intermediate “A” title. The lads are 
now shooting for the provincial championship.
The Rodmay team of home-brews Nave been playing together for the past four years. As Intermediate “B,” the 
same team won the B.C. title … Benny Birt, of the office, is coaching the Rodmay boys, and his conscientious, 
experienced help has been a major factor in the team’s success this year.
Vol. 16, No. 4, April 1940
The Sliammon Braves—Canada’s Only Organized Indian Soccer Team (photo)(page 5): 
Powell River’s soccer fraternity lay claim to the unique distinction of having the only known all-Indian soccer team 
in Canada playing in any organized league. The honor for organizing and coaching this team goes to P.J.A> “Pat” 
McGuinness, day school teacher at the nearby Sliammon Indian Reserve.
For years, several of the Braves have been playing with our other teams locally, but it was not until “Pat” took over 
his duties last year that they were ever organized into a unit strong enough to compete in the district league. In this, 
their first year, they have been in all cup finals for the four Powell River trophies, winning the coveted Falconer 
Shield …
As a means of encouraging his charges to carry on, Mr. McGuinness is already laying plans for a tour of several 
B.C. cities and towns next year …
Pat plans to nave a junior team ready for next season and, if the other clubs are not careful, the redmen will be 
scalping them of all local soccer honors.
Suburban Powell River Enjoys Wide Expansion in Past Ten Years. (Pages 6-8):
When statistics are compiled, relating to the Powell River area, the term “Powell River and District” is commonly 
used … the addition of the words “and District” to the Powell River area has been the result of fifteen years’ steady 
expansion of the industrial, civic and social life of the old Powell River area. In 1920, immediately following the first 
World War, practically the entire population of the Powell River area was confined to the Powell River Company 
townsite. Outside of this area, a few hardy souls had built homes, accessible only to Powell River by trail or bridle 
path. Roads were few and, save for old logging grades, nonexistent.
It was in this period, between 1920 and 1923, that the Dominion War Settlement Board threw open land in the 
outlying areas to ex-servicemen. A large acreage was thus made available. The allocation of the land was made on 
the lottery system. Ex-servicemen applied to the government under the War Settlement scheme and drew their lots 
from the nat.
… Many Company employees, fortunate enough to draw choice selections of land, moved out, went to work with 
horse, plow and elbow grease, and started a small house-building boom in the surrounding areas. Clearing 
operations completed, the lucky land-owner, in many cases, subdivided his property and sold one- and two-acre 
lots to ambitious fellow workers. The process of moving to the suburbs slowly increased until 1925. By that time, 
three small communities, Westview, Cranberry and Wildwood, had sprung up.
Homes were still scarce and widely scattered, but the beginning of a suburban area was definitely under way.
In 1925, the Powell River Company started an extensive expansion project which increased output from 250 to 500 
tons of newsprint daily. A corresponding increase in plant personnel followed, along with the addition of hundreds of 
temporary construction workers. Despite an expanded building program within the townsite, the housing 
accommodation was insufficient … Something in the nature of a boom developed in suburban home building. The 
population of these areas increased three- and four-fold …
In 1930, the installation of No. 7 paper machine started another construction era in Powell River, and the suburbs 
of Westview, Cranberry and Wildwood enjoyed further popularity as residential areas for employees and business 
men … the various districts have their own community control and organization. Electric Light, water and all 
modern facilities are available to the house builder … the combined population of the three main suburbs of Powell 
River is in excess of 4000 …
Badminton Forges Ahead [page 13):
Below [photo] are two of Powell River’s badminton stars, Dom Simonetta and Gord Thorburn. In the recent Island 
Championships, held at Powell River … Dom came through as junior singles champion, and, paired with Gordon, 
annexed the doubles title. The tournament was the first of its kind held locally, and 31 junior
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Stars, boys and girls from all Island points from Nanaimo to Comox were present. Gord Thorburn and Trudy 
Heyes of Powell River won the mixed junior championship under 18 years. Peggy Ann Fullerton romped off 
with the ladies’ singles in the same class, while Steve Gorbatuk, in the under 16 class was a whole team in 
himself, winning the title in this class and sharing honors in the men’s and mixed doubles.
The Fair Sex in Powell River’s Athletic Life (page 14):
Women Prominent in all Branches of Local Sport
… Here, we start our series with one of the best Known and popular figures in Powell River athletic and 
education life, Margaret Purves of the Powell River and District School staff … In her school duties she has 
charge of a part of the girls’ physical education training. She assists the youngsters in their track and field 
training and is present, as an official, at every track meet and workout.
In the past two years, Margaret, along with Mrs. Gateskell, has acted as instructor for ladies classes in physical 
training … there is scarcely an evening when she is not tied up with school gymnasium classes, physical 
instruction groups, badminton, or something of the kind … her influence in many other organizations in which 
physical fitness is the keynote has earned Margaret a large following of boosters in Powell River …
Summer sports Away (page 15):
… Doug Johnston and his softball boys and girls kicked off on April 28, with appropriate opening ceremonies. 
Doug has eleven teams in his league this year, with three ladies’ squads included …
Vol. 16, No. 53, May 1940
An Appeal to Newsprint and Pulp Users (page 2):
The recent happenings in Europe [WWII], particularly with respect to the Scandinavian countries, which 
virtually eliminates those countries as a source of supply for pulp and paper, has thrown the world demand tor 
those items almost entirely on the North American Continent. The United States newsprint producers have 
Deen working to capacity for some time. The additional demand means that Canada and Newfoundland must 
provide this additional tonnage, not only for North American customers, but rather generally for the world 
markets, and especially for the British Empire and Allied needs …
To make this capacity most effective, co-operation between the user of newsprint and pulp and the producer is 
more important than ever.
Plans for the increased production required of Canada must be made in an orderly manner by producing units 
in order to avoid run-away prices for all supplies going into the manufacture of newsprint and pulp.
Ocean shipping space is not as easily obtained as in the past …
Marine transportation at Powell River (pages 5-7):
Parallel in importance with the shipment of newsprint is the maintenance of the pulp wood supply, 
approximately half a million feet (800 cords) of which is consumed daily at Powell River [in 1940]. Western 
transportation, and type of pulpwood, afford a radical contrast to eastern operations. All the great stands of 
pulpwood lumber in B.C. are logged from concessions on or near seaboard … To ensure regular deliveries of 
pulpwood, the Powell River Company maintains two tugs constantly in operation. The flagship of the fleet, the 
St. Faith … has a gross tonnage of 420 tons, is 135 feet long and has a 30-foot beam. Her 1200 h.p. oil-
burning engines are among the most powerful on the Pacific Coast.
The St. Faith is used in towing the big spruce and hemlock booms [Davis rafts] from the Queen Charlotte 
Islands to Powell River, a distance of approximately 450 miles … they [Davis rafts] are built to withstand 
passage through rough water. Bound with heavy 1-1/4 inch wire cable, the rafts are built to a height of 35 feet,
over 20 feet of which is submerged when being towed. Each boom will contain approximately a million and a 
half feet [f.b.m.] of logs. These, after an assemblage inspection, are hauled direct to the log pond at Powell 
River.
The tug Ivanhoe, of the Company fleet, is on the steady “flat Doom trade,” towing logs from various points on 
Vancouver Island and the mainland of B.C. The course is through the comparatively sheltered waters of 
Georgia Strait, where flat boom towing is extensively used, and the elaborately constructed Davis raft is not 
essential
interesting, too, are the weekly importations of “Hog for the boilers of the steam plant.
The material is largely used by the Powell River Company, and has been of direct benefit to certain sawmills
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in B.C. who have discovered a profitable market for what was formerly a hazard and a waste. The hog fuel is towed 
up the coast in huge open scows.
For the purpose of log pond work, the Company have their small tug Teeshoe. This boat is also used for towing 
scowloads of limerock from the Company’s nearby quarry at Marble Bay, four miles distant on Texada Island …
Aerial Transportation Now! (Page 7):
Just as we concluded the article on marine transportation, announcement was made of a second, and more 
modern, form of transportation for Powell River.
On Monday, June 3, the Canadian Airways will inaugurate a semi-weekly air service between Sea Island Airport, 
Vancouver and Powell River. Planes will leave Vancouver Airport at 9:00 a.m. to arrive at Powell River at 9:45.
several years ago, a trial service was started between Vancouver and coastal points, including Powell River. 
Unsuitability of planes for the coast run, and comparative lack of air-mindedness at the time, caused cessation of 
the schedule.
The Canadian Airways have assigned one of their newest twin-motored De Haviland Rapide seaplanes tor the 
Powell River run. Express will also be carried, and passengers are allowed 40 pounds of luggage with their tickets 
…
The Archery Club (photo)(page 10):
The ancient sport of archery is another of those long-resisted “innovations” that have slid, almost unnoticed, into 
our midst.
Under the aegis of Bill Stewart of the Wharf and Art Rehfeld of the Machine Room, the Club is gradually attracting 
an increasing number of local adherents.
This year, the archers are getting organized, and already approximately 20 members are considering drawing the 
long bow during the current season …
Art Rehfeld, local archery statesman, tells us that a complete archery outfit costs in the neighborhood of $20-$25. 
The bow runs anywhere from ten to twenty smackers, and arrows cost around $10 a dozen. But, as Art points out, 
once you have them, you have them for a long time.
At present, members confine themselves to shooting from 20- to 100-yard ranges—and we have on good authority 
that Art and Bill can drop an arrow in a six-inch clout at 60 yards without a quiver of an eyelash

fn Our Feminine Sports World (photos)(pages 12-13):
Golf
Mrs. Eddie Tapp has ruled the ladies’ golfing mast for the past several years. She is the present women’s club 
champion and is perhaps one of the steadiest players ever to hold that title. Mrs. Tapp shoots consistently close to 
par and, on occasions when she is “on,” will crack that mark. She is a two-handicap player and is as dangerous in 
handicap matches as in open championships. Steadiness under fire and consistent ail-round play have kept her at 
the top of the heap for many years. And she is a member of the hole-in-one club … Mrs. Tapp is the goal that all 
aspiring woman titlists are shooting for …
Badminton
The indoor net game is highly popular with Powell River feminine athletes—and many first class players are 
numbered in the ranks of local clubs.
The present Number One of Powell River badminton stars is Mrs. Helen Draper, who is Upper Island singles 
Champion, and easily the most finished and experienced player on the ladies’ courts. Mrs. Draper was the former 
Miss Underhill of Vancouver, and recognized as one of the finest indoor racquet-wielders in British Columbia. She 
is a former B.C. champion and winner of many tournaments throughout the province.
small of stature, Helen is a flash on the courts, where her brilliant strokes and polished play are a source of delight 
to all badminton lovers …
Tennis
Among champions and near-champions in the local athletic firmament is Mrs. Gordon Thorburn, who stands at the 
top rank in both badminton and tennis. Mrs. Thorburn has been the local tennis singles champion, has been at the 
top of the badminton throne, and runs Helen Draper a close battle for club champion. Mrs.
Thorburn has been an active participant in both these branches of sport, and has worked hard, both as a player 
and as an executive
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Vol. 16, No. 6, June 1940
Hydro Power—New Construction at Lois River (page 2):
The temporary log-crib dam on Lois River and the 10-foot wood stave penstock to the site of the future concrete 
permanent dam had outlived their usefulness. The decision was made to proceed with the construction of the 
permanent dam:
This will involve the eventual elimination of the Lois log crib dam
and the wood stave pipe line.
The new dam is officially designated as a constant angle arched dam. It will be at elevation 507 feet, with a 
thickness of eight feet at the top, widening to a 37- to 50-foot width at the bottom. The dam will connect directly to 
the present 12-foot 6-inch pipe line, which will necessitate the construction of approximately 200 additional feet of 
steel-enclosed pipe line ... the lake will be raised approximately 40 feet, which means that the old logging trail 
between the Second and Third Gordon Pasha Lakes will be available only when the lake is down. Many of the 
present logging roads and trails will be flooded …
in charge of the important construction work at Lois River is Ned Beaton (photo), Powell River Company resident 
engineer, with B.C. Condit as consulting engineer … It is expected that completion of the present Lois River 
program will extend over 18 months, with about 200 men steadily employed when construction is in full swing.
Pulp shipments—New Baling Press Installed (photos)(page 4):
With the Powell River plant now permanently engaged in the manufacture and export of high-grade sulphite pulp, 
no effort is being spared to put this phase of our industrial activity on a strictly modern basis The latest addition to 
our sulphite producing equipment is the new up-to-date Flakt Dryer, now being installed on the Kamyr machine, 
and the Southwark Hydraulic Baling Press already in use.
With the Flakt Dryer in operation, the entire production of sulphite will be confined to the Kamyr machine, where 
high-grade air-dried sulphite pulp will be produced. Our No. 1 machine, which is at present turning out air-dried 
sulphite, will be transferred to a new product of combined sulphite and groundwood pulp.
The new hydraulic press used in conjunction with the Kamyr machine, involves greater efficiency in packing and 
storing … The ordinary sulphite bale of 450 pounds and approximately 23 inches in thickness is reduced by the 
press to a compact 14 inches, a saving of 9 inches of cargo space on each bale …
The “Bandbox Players” (photo)(page 8):
The month of June marked the second anniversary of “Bandbox Players,” a local group of some two dozen 
enthusiasts devoted to the study and practice of the dramatic art … Much to its amazement, this little group won 
the local trophy and, shortly after, returned from the Provincial Drama Festival in Victory with another one …
Memories stored in the minds of some of its members of happy matinees and evenings in “bandbox” theatres in 
some of the larger centres suggested the name “Bandbox Players.”
The society is affiliated with the Provincial Drama Association, and also the Dramatic Division of the U.B.C. 
Extension Department …
During the past two years, five one-act plays have been produced … Recently, a three-act comedy, Mr. Pim 
Passes by, by A.A. Milne, was produced, the first of what the society hopes will be many annual three-act 
presentations
The Bicycle Returns to Our Highways (pages 11-13):
The old favorite is now back on its feet. Industrial firms have had to build special parking spaces for the scores 
and hundreds of these vehicles owned by employees. Every school in the country has its own bicycle lot
What is true of the nation, and the continent at large, is true of Powell River. Fifteen years ago, a bicycle was a 
freak on our roads. Today, there are probably close to 500 bicycles in the district. The Powell River Company has 
built bicycle parking lots for employees, and approximately 125 boys from the plant reach work by this means …
Vol. 16, No. 7, July 1940
The New “Lab” Opens for Business (photos)(pages 6-8):
Powell River's modern chemistry laboratory is now running smoothly and geared to the machinery of our
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newsprint and pulp production … In the past month, equipment representing the latest scientific developments in testing and 
experimental apparatus has been installed …
All offices have indirect lighting; a constant-temperature hot water supply, the importance of which is well appreciated by the 
chemist, is a special feature of the Powell River laboratory. The top floor offices are air conditioned …
The Pulp Testing Room
The machinery of the pulp testing room is elaborate, highly sensitive, and represents the latest in modern chemical 
equipment. There is the cunning “tear machine,” which measures the resistance to tear of every roll of Powell River 
newsprint. Any defects, any lapse from the rigid strength standards, are promptly noted and immediately reported.
Here, too, is the ingeniously operated miniature beater machine, where the effects of “beating” pulp and newsprint stock are 
carefully studied and noted. The tiny machine, operating under identical circumstances as its Dig Drothers in the plant, 
provides valuable statistics …
Cadets Rounding Into Shape (page 10):
The formation of the volunteer cadet corps, sponsored by local ex-servicemen, has proved very popular among our 
youngsters. Upwards of thirty lads are turning out twice a week for physical training, elementary drill and general training.
Local volunteer instructors are in charge of the boys. Bob Leese, of the accounting department, looks over the company 
since Major MacGregor left for active service. Charlie McIntosh, of the Barker room, was physical instructor. Both these 
instructors have now left for service with the forces. Alternate instructors are available …
Vol. 16, No. 8, August 1940
Traimer Plane Fund “Over the Top” (page 1):
$8,000 Objective Reached After Successful Drive
As prophesied in our last issue, the $8,000 Trainer Plane Campaign has gone over the top. Powell River and District 
residents have come through with flying colors, and the objective has been reached and passed this major united effort on 
the part of Powell River citizens is a highly commendable one. “A Day’s Pay or More” was the slogan, and Powell River met 
the challenge …
Experimental Grinder Widens Research Scope (pages 2-3):
It is in the study of, and experimentation with, groundwood pulp, that the quality of the finished product is largely determined. 
This phase of newsprint production, perhaps more than any other, is the subject of constant daily study, research and testing 
by our operating and laboratory staff.
There is, due to the use of the natural wood, no common denominator for a grinding machine. Wood, in its natural setting, 
may, through variations in soil, climate, growth, etc. react differently to treatment.
There is no possibility of assuming uniformity at the source, that is, in the woods. Consequently, close, constant and accurate 
tests must be made.
From each of the sixty-odd grinders operating in the Powell River plant, samples are taken at hourly intervals and subjected 
to accurate tests which guarantee the quality of the finished sheet.
in the new Powell River laboratory, one of the chief installations is the new miniature grinding machine. This machine 
operates under conditions similar to those of its big brothers in the plant
tests are made with different types of grinding stones, tests which enable the operator to instal stones which grind with 
maximum efficiency. Tests are made to determine the best method of grinding—for example, may the best results be 
obtained by grinding along the curve of the grain, or across the grain? To what pressure should the wood be subjected? 
Under what combination of circumstances will the best pulp be produced? What is the ideal temperature for grinding?
… Gradually, uncertainties are removed. Gradually, the errors of natural growth are decreased …
National Registration In Powell River (page 6):
Busy Scenes at Recording Offices
… Powell River went to the registration polls and filled in all those catchy little questions required by His Majesty’s 
Government in Canada.
National registration was held between August 19 and 21 for the general public. Here, the Powell River
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Company undertook registration of its own employees, a provision which greatly facilitated general registration in the district. 
Over 1500 employees were registered between August 12 and 21.
Official Deputy Registrars Ken Slade and Jimmy MacIndoe, and their six assistants, had busy days—but the whole Company 
registration was carried out with good humor and cooperation by the registrars and registrees ...
Our First Plane (photo)(page 7):
The remarkable picture on this page was presented by Arthur Dunn of the Wharf, and shows the first plane that ever landed 
in Powell River.
The plane dropped on the waters of our harbor one day in 1918. For many—in fact, most of Powell River residents of that 
time—it was their first glimpse of an aeroplane. However, it is not the aeroplane alone that renders the picture unusual. The 
photograph, itself, is almost a history of transportation, ancient and modern. On one side may be seen an old Indian dug-out 
canoe, one of the chief transportation media along our coast. In the back-ground is a gas boat belonging to George Clapp …
All told, it was an exciting and historic day, and this is the first time this valuable photograph of Powell River’s history has 
appeared in print. Thanks, Arthur!
Vol. 16, No. 9, September 1940
Telephone Installations Go Up (page 1):
Roy Gregg, district repair man of the Powell River Exchange, states that there are now 1100 telephones in Powell River and 
district—the highest on record. In the past year, nearly 150 telephones have been installed: and it is likely that the 1100 mark 
will be exceeded before the year’s end.
The Northwest Telephone Company took over the Powell River Exchange in March 1930. At that time, there were 200 radio-
telephones on their list. On March 17, 1931, the direct land cable was laid to Vancouver Island.
Since that date, the Powell River Exchange has steadily expanded. On April 28, 1931, the Westview Exchange was cut in. 
Cranberry and Wildwood followed on December 17, 1932, and November 1933 respectively.
Today, the entire Powell River and District is covered by telephone, and the per capita installation is one of the highest in 
North America. There are about 900 telephones in Powell River Centre, about 200 in Westview, 100 in Cranberry, and the 
remainder in Wildwood.
New Building Papers Manufactured (page 3):
Over a year ago, the Powell River Company installed a laminating machine, on which to manufacture the special laminated 
sheet so effectively used as a protection to our newsprint for some years. Today, the function of the machine has been 
expanded, and a high grade of building products is now in regular production. The new product is known as Llamabrand 
Building Papers, and is being manufactured in the following five grades:
1. Laminated Kraft Building Paper—extra strong. Heavy kraft construction combined with uniform film of asphalt rends this 
ideal as a vapor barrier in cold storage work and building where an effective moisture barrier is necessary.
2. Laminated Sulphite-Kraft Building Paper—medium strength. A medium-strength light-weight, vapour-proof sheathing.
3. Laminated Sulphite Building Paper—Standard strength. A standard-strength, vapour-proof sheathing which can be used 
for practically all inside applications.
4. Laminated Buff-tone Inside Sheathing—a ready colored vapour-proof sheathing for pasting directly to shiplap and other 
foundations. A pleasing buff color, ideal for wall finishes.
5. Laminated Heavy Board Sheathing—An economy-weight vapour-proof board sheathing made from four sheets of heavy 
paper board cemented together with three layers of asphalt.
On Active Service (pages 4-7):
Army Life “Great Stuff,” the Boys Tell Us …
As September draws to a close, our Powell River lads in the Active Service Forces have long-since passed the “snake down” 
stage. Intensive training is the slogan on all fronts.
Many of the last are still training at coastal points; others have been moved to various camps and
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training centres throughout the Dominion. Some of the Air Force boys are into advanced training

Steam Plant 1s Paper Mill Stoker (photo)(pages 8-9):
The great landmark of Powell River to visitors and to seamen plying our coastal waters are the two great 240-foot 
smokestacks that tower high above the townsite … Beneath the shadow of the stacks is Powell River's steam plant
—stoker of the modern paper mill …
In the initial start, in the sawmill, the steam plant is the commander-in-chief. The rushing carriage, the antics of the 
picturesque “nigger” turning and tossing giant logs like match-sticks, the log loaders and log turners, are all steam 
driven … And how is the paper dried? By steam, chiefly.
The steam plant, then, is vitally concerned in the actual formation of the finished sheet. Without steam, the paper 
maker, however skillful, however resourceful, could do nothing
The manufacture of sulphite pulp is one of the key points of modern paper making. It is the specially heated sulphite 
pulp that forms the base and strength of a newspaper.the chips, fed into the mammoth bins [digesters], undergo a 
cooking process varying from 10 to 12 hours. And here again, the steam plant is the man behind the trigger, 
supplying the steam for the process.
In all, over six million pounds of steam each day is generated in the 17 boilers of Powell River’s steam plant. The 
bulk of this is consumed by the driers in the seven newsprint machines; nearly a million pounds feed the digesters. 
The balance is distributed to the sawmill and other subsidiary equipment, to the grinder room and to the townsite for 
heating purposes
The operating crew of eight men to a shift must be constantly on the alert. They must be prepared for sudden, and, 
at times, unexpected changes of “loads.” A machine may shut down at a second’s warning; another may start up in 
similar fashion …
In the Powell River steam plant, the largest on the Pacific coast, over 8000 boiler horsepower can be generated.
Another vital duty of the steam plant is its provision against low water periods and a consequent shortage of 
electrical power. Two turbo-generators, each of 3000 K.W. capacity, constitute an integral part of the equipment and 
ensure the continual operation of the plant in unusually dry seasons
The Pipe Band Goes South (photo)(page 14):
… Wearing the picturesque MacGregor tartan, with pipes atune, sporrans waving and kilts swirling, our pipers will 
board a specially charted plane for Texas and way points on September 28 from Vancouver.
This will make their first public appearance [in the U.S.A.] Saturday night at the Oakland, California Championship 
baseball tournament … arrangements are being completed for the band to play at the San Francisco World’s Fair
they will continue to Los Angeles, El Paso and Dallas, where they will be one of the opening attractions at the Texas 
State Fair … where 1500 newspapermen, representing over 400 newspapers, will congregate
Vol. 16, No. 10, October 1940
Our Trainer Plane Takes Wings (photo)(page 5):
… The snappy little plane in the photo is Powell River’s pet. It is named "Spirit of Powell River” and was made 
possible by the patriotic spirit of Powell River and district. Residents contributed $8000 to the fund—sufficient to 
purchase the plane.
The “Spirit of Powell River” is now a regular unit in Canada’s Air Training scheme. There is already a large 
contingent of local lads in the R.C.A.F., and m ore are being called up [volunteering] each month …
The Hunting Season Is On! (Photo)(page 8):
… The deer, the goat and the bear are not far away. Most of the hunting is still done within a 15-mile radius of the 
heart of the townsite. The hills and valleys fronting the borders of Powell Lake have, for a quarter of a century, been 
treasure troves for the Powell River sportsman …
Hovering around the immediate background, and always a menace to game, is the heartily disliked cougar, or 
mountain lion. Several years ago, when the country had been first logged off, so great was the devastation of the 
cougar among deer and goat, that the government placed a bounty of $60 on each cat shot. That was the year Rex 
Padgett, of the machine room, and his father, shot 14 in one season. Now, with
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the appearance of second-growth timber … nature’s balance is restored …
Few cougar nave been shot in recent years. Deer are more plentiful; the big cats eat regularly and few are seen on 
the fringes of the district …
A few years ago, Martin Alsgard and son Al ran into a big cat swimming across the narrow waters of Powell Lake. 
The cougar, apparently frightened, attacked the boat, and a lively bout with oar and pike pole ensued. The animal, 
half stunned, was finally driven ashore. Martin’s boat had several boards ripped from the gunwale. It was an 
exciting afternoon.
On another occasion, Rex Padgett was riding on horseback along the old Myrtle Point Road. A cougar leaped at the 
horse’s head in the half dusk of evening, missed and went crashing into the bush on the other side of the road.
These are rare episodes. Deer, bear and goat, and—if you want (nobody does) to climb the mountains at the head 
of Powell Lake—an odd wolf are still the staple food of the Powell River hunter.
The Camera Club (page 16):
The display of photographs by the Powell River Camera Club, in the recent Art Gallery Week at Vancouver, was 
highly praised by experts. “Distinctly above the average exhibit,” was the comment of judges, who expressed their 
appreciation of the efforts of this “out of town” centre. “The display by the Powell River Camera Club is distinctly 
encouraging,” the judges went on to say, “and should set an example to other centres in British Columbia. ”
The exhibit will be on public display in Powell River shortly, and it is hoped that local friends and boosters will bring 
their friends to see the high-class photographic display by local artists.
Vol. 16, No. 11, November 1940
Women’s War Work (photo)(pages 5-6):
War work in Powell River, as elsewhere in the Dominion, is now the chief preoccupation of community and welfare 
bodies. Particularly is this true of the women of Powell River, who have thrown themselves vigorously into the 
various auxiliary services supplying comfort and inspiration to the troops in the field …
Last week, we paid a brief visit to I.O.D.E. headquarters, where Mrs. J.K. Simpson, Regent of the Lukin Johnson 
Chapter, was busy with her aides …
Something of the work done by these ladies in the past year was given in a few statistics by Mrs. Simpson: They 
have used 350 bundles of wool in this period, have made and shipped 428 pairs of socks, 195 sweaters, 89 hospital 
gowns, 135 pneumonia jackets— besides scores of woollen helmets, scarves, wristlets and handkerchiefs. They 
have sent clothes to refugee children, blankets and quilts to authorities in England—to naval missions and various 
regimental auxiliaries.
The I.O.D.E. also maintains a special magazine department under the direction of Mrs. S.B. McFarlane.
Magazines are collected throughout the district, assembled, sorted and mailed to military camps throughout the 
province … During the recent Dominion canvass by the national |.0.D.E. for a bomber fund, the local group 
contributed $228, exceeding their quota …
Pipers Score Success in south (26 photos)(pages 7-12):
… Apparently, our Pipe Band, on its 11,000-mile aeroplane trip, wiggle-waggled its MacGregor clan kilts and piped 
its way right into the hearts of our good neighbors to the south … the Oakland Tribune says “Bagpipes Will Woo 
Fairgoers—Lilting Scottish Airs to Echo on Treasure Island Sunday,” and “Powell River Pipe Band Takes San 
Francisco Crowds by Storm.” …
The Los Angeles News headline reads: “Bagpipers Blow Town En Route to Texas State Fair,” and “Piping Hot and 
Sweet Is their Music. ”
There were trips to Hollywood, radio interviews and broadcasts along the route
there were scores of parades featuring the band, and the lads were swamped with requests to play at civic clubs 
and various organizations, far too numerous to detail.
Aye, the band had travelled hundreds of miles to officially open the State Fair of Texas at Dallas, and one paper 
boldly prophesied “Opening Day Crowd Saturday Expected to Set Mark; Street Parade at Noon.” Then, Sunday 
Morning, the Dallas Morning News announced “Attendance Records Broken on State Fair Opening Day—111,000. ” 
…
With the compliments of the Houston Chronicle and the Huston Post, over 10,000 people attended the band’s 
concert in the City Auditorium …
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And the Tulsa Tribune, Tulsa, Oklahoma, headlined: “Canadian Kilties and Their Bagpipes Thrill Tulsans Today,” 
while the Tulsa Daily World said “Eight Appearances in Tulsa for Scottish Bagpipes Today.” Every place the band 
went, members met old World War | comrades, but at Fort Worth, they paid homage at a special memorial 
ceremony at the graves of 11 of the 39 Canadian fliers who were killed in training there during World War |. This 
is the only spot of British soil in the United States, except the embassy in Washington
Now the band is home. It was welcomed back to Canada with a civic reception headed by Mayor Lyle Telford of 
Vancouver … Hon. W.J. Asseltine, on behalf of Premier Duff Pattullo of British Columbia, spoke proudly of the 
aggregation. “They did a splendid job of promoting good will—one that will rebound to the credit of themselves 
and honor of Canada and the Powell River Company Limited for a long time to come.” Perhaps the greatest 
highlight of the tour was the wire from Prime Minister Mackenzie King of Canada, in which he thanked them on 
behalf of Canada for “cementing closer the ties of friend-ship already existing between Canada and the United 
States,” and the personal thanks and congratulations of VicePresidential Candidate Henry A. Wallace and 
Governor Culbert Olson of California …
Vol. 16, No. 12, December 1940
Newsprint Wrapping—Off With the Old; On With the New (photos)(pages10-12):
… In 1912, and for several years following, newsprint packing was done by hand. The neat, tight-fitting packing, 
so vital in modern roll protection, was not possible with existing equipment. Capping on the roll ends had a 
tendency to bulge out. This introduced a difficult problem of stowage. Sometimes, one roll would be ptaced over 
the end bulges of another and, if the wrong roll were removed, the entire end wrap might be torn off. Problems of 
air bursts, now met with the new cushioned packing and mechanical method of capping, were more frequent. 
The streamlined roll of today takes these difficulties in its stride, and is at once a thing of beauty and utility 
compared to its more primitive brother of 1912.
in the early days, wrappings were held on the rolls by a flour-mixed paste, instead of the special glue used today. 
And this raised many problems and many unauthorized makeshift solutions. The particular brand of flour paste 
was ideal rat food and—on many occasions, when rolls were removed from storage, evidence of rodent 
deprivations necessitated re-wrapping.
Many improvisations were tried. Rat poisoning was attempted, with only moderate success. Finally, the old-
fashioned remedy of employing cats was adopted—and this proved the most effective of ready-made treatment. 
Old-timers on the wharf still speak lovingly of the famous cats who did sentry duty among the rolls of Powell 
River newsprint. One cat, they tell us, was so good that she was placed on the Company payroll. Every day, her 
lunch was sent down from the Avenue Lodge with the lunch bags of the regular crew. Her lifetime rat record looks 
like Don Bradman’s all-time cricket score.
This particular cat wouldn’t talk to strangers, and she disliked dogs. One of the prize stories of the period centres 
around the day the late Dr. Henderson brought his two dogs down to the wharf. Pussy was on sentry duty a-top a 
newsprint roll. The two dogs passed beneath. This insolent intrusion was too much. The cat dropped like a 
panther onto the back of the nearest dog, dug in her claws and went to work … Along the deck, lickety-split, went 
the doctor’s prize hound, with the cat on its back. Dogs were scarce on the wharf tor many months afterward. On 
the death of this famous Maltese, her offspring carried on the good work.
The introduction of a special glue mixture eliminated the rat menace. The uncertainties of roll protection under 
hand-done finishing were eliminated when that method was replaced by the modern air press, by the assembly 
line principal and by knowledge gained through years of close study and research …
Concrete Dam on Lois River (page 13):
The temporary log-crib dam on Lois River had served its purpose for nearly a decade. It was due to be replaced 
by a permanent concrete dam:
Construction work has progressed steadily and on schedule. Excavation for the foundation of the dam has been 
carried down to a depth of approximately fifty feet on each side of the riverbed. In the west side excavation, 
concrete has been poured almost to riverbed level. Placing of concrete in the east side excavation was 
commenced … To date, about two thirds of the total excavation has been taken out and about one twelfth of the 
total amount of concrete has been placed.
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Vol. 17, No. 1, January 1941
War Savings Drive Now Under Way (page |):
Powell River will swing into action with the Dominion-wide War Savings Drive, starting in February. The local 
committee is preparing a district-wide advertising appeal to bring Powell River’s quota up to the new Standard 
set by the government … Powell River, as a community, is far better able than many districts to pull its full weight 
in the war effort. Frankly, thus far, we have made few real sacrifices. They will have to he made …
The Government of Canada are asking for the loan of your money—they are not confiscating it—to help defeat 
the Hun and all that the Hunnish system stands for. It’s just a request, and it’s a small sacrifice compared to what 
the holders of the front line are making …
Vol. 17, No. 2, February 1941
Powell River Enlists Over 200 (photos)(pages 2-3):
The good old infantry, the P.B.I. of all wars, leads in total enlistments, with the air force running a fairly close 
second. If general recruiting for new Infantry formations is opened, the foot-sloggers will increase their lead. If, 
however, selective recruiting on the present basis is maintained, the Air Force will soon pass the infantry …
Newsprint Consumption (page 9):
A study of world newsprint consumption produces some interesting features. A very noticeable finding is the 
predominance of the English-speaking nations as users of newsprint.
The United States has the highest per capita consumption in the world. Australia, where the population is almost 
wholly English-speaking, is second, some distance below United States. Great Britain stands third, followed 
closely by Canada. New Zealand and South Africa (white population of latter only) complete the six leading world 
consumers of newsprint on a per capita basis.
Less than 10 percent of Canadian production is absorbed in the domestic market, the remainder being produced 
for export, with the United States as the chief consumer. In our plant at Powell River, practically enough 
newsprint is produced annually to supply the entire Canadian demand
Newsprint consumption figures in European Russia are revealing. The total consumption of 125,000,000 people 
in the one-time land of the Czars is scarcely more than half that of Canada, with a population of approximately 
11,000,000.
Weather:
Even sixty-five years ago (1941), long before the terms “global warming, climate change” and “greenhouse 
effect” became popular, Powell River experienced an unusually mild winter. Perhaps it was El Nino, not well 
known at the time. (Page 14):—
Our Weather Still Holds (page 14):
The first snowfall of the year was on Sunday, February 23. By Monday, February 24, it was only a memory.
During the fall and winter, snow has appeared only twice, the first time on Sunday, November 11, and on the 
above date. On neither occasion did it remain with us for more than a few hours. This has been one of the 
mildest winters on record.
Cougars On the Prowl (page 16):
Early in the month, Game Warden Roy Allen took himself, his dogs and his gun on a search for cougars in the 
neighborhood of Grief Point. Mr, Herbert Padgett reported he had lost several sheep through the depredations of 
one of these marauders.
Roy’s party was not successful, on this occasion, in locating the prowling cat. Reports of incursions by cougars 
have not been very frequent in recent years …
Vol. 17, No. 3, March 1941
The Log Carrier Drops Into Port (photos)(pages 4-6):
Log carriers are the capital ships of the towing business. They are stout, well protected and designed to ensure 
protection over the rough and open waters of the upper Coast. In the long haul from the Queen Charlottes 
southward—particularly across open Hecate Straits—nasty blows from the open Pacific are not
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uncommon. In such weather, and in such waters, booms must be staunchly built or adequately protected.
The ordinary flat boom, a common sight along the coast, or on western lakes and rivers, would have small chance 
of survival.
The log carrier provides a high measure of safety in the transit of logs. Most of the barges used on the Pacific 
Coast are former merchant ships now past their day of useful service in the commercial carrying trade. Their 
“innards” have been removed and the interior is a giant shell into which the logs are loaded.
The average barge Is a self-contained unit. It carries a crew of about 19 men, including cook and galley help. The 
crew stay with the ship. They load the logs at the booming ground; they keep them properly Stowed during transit; 
they unload them at the log pond …
The log carrier has no motive power of its own. When the cargo of lumber [logs] is safely stowed, the old reliable 
tug takes over and the barge is towed to its destination …
some magnificent specimens of Sitka spruce have passed through the carriage of the Powell River plant sawmill] 
via the barge and Davis raft route … A few years ago, a prize specimen, 10 feet at the butt, waddled up the 
conveyer chains …
The Purple Band Appears (photos)(pages 7-8):
… The purple band we mean is the end wrapper now appearing on each and every roll of Powell River newsprint. It 
is the new, colorful and distinct hallmark of Powell River newsprint. It brightens up the darker corners of the storage 
shed and casts what Foreman Sid Burn, in a rare moment of exuberance, described as an “ecstatic effulgence” all 
over the docks.
What Sid meant was that the Powell River newsprint roll, capped with the new Purple Band, makes a very striking 
appearance. And this very idea, to equip our rolls with a new and distinct identity, was behind the innovation of the 
Purple Band.
The study of newsprint packing has been tackled seriously and scientifically by technical and operating Staffs. Over 
the years, steady improvement has been made … Such studies have naturally had as their aim the protection of 
our newsprint against shipping, climatic and handling hazards … Under present and known conditions of handling, 
transportation and customer’s requirements, adequate protection for our rolls has been guaranteed and tested …
And so, with protection at a satisfactory stage for the present, the new Purple Band, imparting a distinct identity to 
the roll, replaces the equally effective but perhaps more drab end dressing formerly on the rolls. The purple band is 
of the same tough fibre as its predecessor …
Nerve Centres of Powell River
1. The Post Office (photo)(page 9):
There are [in 1941] approximately 8000 residents in Greater Powell River, which includes, in addition to the 
townsite, the suburbs of Westview, Cranberry and Wildwood. Of this number, it is probable that at least 2000 drop 
in and out of the Powell River Post Office during a single day … Here is some idea of the routine business handled 
by Postmaster Robert Banham and his four assistants.
The Powell River Post Office is the distributing centre for the entire district. All incoming and outgoing mails from 
suburban post offices are distributed and collected at Powell River. Three mails out and three in is the daily round 
…
Each month, an average of over 40,000 letters are mailed in Powell River, and this is supplemented by several 
thousand more from the suburban districts.
About 40 sacks of parcels reach the post office each day from all parts of the world, and another 20 Sacks are 
mailed in Powell River for outside points.
Nearly $20,000 in postal notes and money orders are made out for Powell River residents every month, and $2500 
worth of stamps sold to our writing public in the same period.
These figures are not representative of the Christmas months, when the per capita use of the [Powell River} post 
office is one of the highest in the province …
Basketball—Good Work Boys (page 15):
And a hand to the Powell River Rodmay basketball squad. These boys, all employees of the Company, defeated 
the fancied Pro-Rec team from Vancouver to win the lower Mainland championship, and then went on to down the 
Victoria Eagles in straight games to make a clean sweep of the Coast title. They play the Summerland quintet for 
the B.C. Championship.
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Russell Cooper Takes Over Duties As General Superintendent (photo)(page 16):
On Monday, March 17, Mr,. Russell Cooper officially took over the duties of general superintendent at Powell 
River, succeeding the late Grant Fowler, who died on October 11 last …
The new superintendent started his paper career immediately after the war [World War |]. He went to work with 
the Laurentide Paper Company at Grandmere, Quebec, starting as a pulp tester. From there, he went to the 
paper machines and worked his way up from broke hustler to the position of assistant paper mill 
superintendent in 1934. In that year, he was transferred to Port Arthur, another of the Consolidated Paper 
Company’s properties, as paper mill superintendent. In 1936, he was promoted to the position of general 
superintendent.
In 1937, Mr. Cooper joined the Ontario Paper Company as general superintendent at Comeau Bay, the 
company’s largest plant … He left that place to accept the position of general superintendent at Powell River …
Vol. 17, No. 4, April 1941
War Services Campaign Exceeds Objective (page 1):
Powell River and district residents have again gone over the top—this time in the National War Services 
Campaign. When the Dominion-wide $5,500,500 drive started, a few weeks ago, Powell River’s quota was 
95,000. As reports from canvassers filtered in, it soon became evident that the objective was in sight. In the 
closing stages, the quota was reached—and the committee are now able to state that the drive has gone over
—the total receipts will be well over the $7,000 mark …
Lime Rock shipments (photos)(pages 2-3):
in the heart of the Powell River plant site, second only in importance as a landmark, the tall Jensen Acid Tower 
tooks down on the white buildings of the paper mill. At the base of the acid tower, enclosed in wooden bins, is a 
great pile of broken rock.
51x miles away, Clearly visible across Malaspina Strait, is the tip of Texada Island. A short distance southward 
from the tip is the Marble Bay Quarry. Between the acid tower and Marble Bay, you may see the Powell River 
Company tug Teeshoe chugging along, lashed to a boarded scow piled high with those same lumps of rock
Limerock is used in the sulphite process. Without going into the chemistry of the business, this rock, rich in 
calcium, or lime, is used as a neutralizing agent in the manufacture of sulphurous acid, which, in turn, is used in 
the wood-cooking process [cooking wood chips for sulphite pulp in the digesters].
One of the traditional stories of the papermaker concerns the first production of sulphite pulp. In this tale, the 
acid maker used sulphur dioxide and water. He obtained his sulphurous acid all right—that is, for a time. Soon, 
however, he discovered his pulp had turned black and was smoking slowly away—sulphurous acid had turned 
to sulphuric acid. Some quick-witted lad is said to have thrown some lime into the mess—to discover that their 
troubles were over—that with lime added, the chance of sulphuric acid popping up at awkward moments was 
eliminated.
And that is why lime, obtained from limerock, is so important in the manufacture of newsprint …
Nerve Centres of Powell River
2. Customs and Excise (photo)(page 6):
The truth must be told. A mighty metropolis casts its shadow over our townsite and Customs and Excise 
departments. It engulfs our body and soul and our revenues. The best recognition we can obtain is as an 
Outport. And that is how Powell River stands on the staid rolls of His Majesty’s Department of National 
Revenue—an Outport of the Port of Vancouver … Powell River collects the revenue—but Vancouver gets the 
cash …
But for an “Outport” we don’t do badly in an average year. For instance, there has been a bit of shipping around 
the old Outport in the past twelve months. In this period, 82 deep-sea and 122 coastwise snips and 19 yachts 
entered the harbor from foreign parts. In the same space, 246 vessels cleared Powell River, bound for 
destinations outside the Dominion.
And what about our own coastal trade, the freight and passenger ships of Canadian registry, who bring our 
merchandise and equipment in and take our people and newsprint out. Well, in 1940, 2,305 Canadian 
coastwise vessels entered Powell River, 2,325 cleared the harbor. All of which means that this little appendage 
to the Port of Vancouver saw over 2,500 vessels of all kinds and sizes enter and clear in a year.
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In 1940, 374 customs import entries and 159 excise entries were made. Total collections were $115,730.37. The 
value of goods exported during the year was $6,616,198.00, and included newsprint, shingles, lumber, ore, 
machinery, clams and other miscellaneous items. This figure by no means represents the total value of material 
snipped from the Outport—since many thousands of tons are sent to Vancouver for trans-shipment to foreign parts.
Powell River is the shipping centre for scores of smaller towns and settlements along the coast. It will surprise 
many local residents to learn that large and considerable shipments of clams are made through Powell River. There 
are flourishing clam beds in many of the islands to the north, and clams are shipped direct to points along the 
Pacific Coast [from Powell River] …
The local Customs and Excise Staff consists of four men: Sub-Collector Floyd North; Customs Excise Examiner 
Harold Rose; and two Customs Guards, H. Toll and E.O. Brooker.
The first Customs House was opened in Powell River February 11, 1911. After passing through several locations, 
temporary and otherwise, it is now in its new modern quarters in the newly-erected Federal Building on second 
Street.
On Active Service (photos)(page 10):
News from the Empire battlefronts indicates, if anything further was needed to indicate, the titanic and 
uncompromising nature of the great conflict in which we are engaged. The still thinly-ex-tended forces of the British 
Commonwealth are battling valiantly on sea, land and in the air—battling for time until the resources of the Empire 
and those of the United States are fully mobilized.
in this struggle, the troops of our sister Dominions, the Aussies, New Zealanders, South Africans, and those stout 
fighting men from India have been in the forefront. Soon the divisions of Canada, at home and abroad will feel the 
snock of combat—and we at home must be prepared for grim and sombre tidings. Before summer is over, many of 
our overseas men will be in action, thousands of troops now in Canada will be in the battle; scores of our own boys 
from Powell River will be helping repel the onslaught of the Hun …
Old Landmark, The Brooklon Block Passes (photos)(pages 14-16):
Down in the barber shop, owner Hughie Young wipes away an ill-concealed tear; the disciple of aggressive 
Salesmanship, Emil Gordon, gulps as he averts a misty eye from the scene of desolation. Beater room 
superintendent Bill Hutchison looks sadly at the ruined foundations of hectic memories. In many a widespread lane 
about the district, other old-timers watch the passing of a landmark.
The old Brooklon Block is no more … Like many a victim, it has yielded to the needs of modernity. Workmen have 
been busy tearing the old structure down, and today, nothing save a few of the old stout concrete foundations may 
be seen. And even as these are removed, the builders are on the scene to lay the foundations of a new, modern 
department store, housing, under one roof, groceries, dry-goods, men’s furnishings—all the requirements and 
fittings of an up-to-date department store.
The Brooklon Block—or the Chinaman’s Block, as it is known to all old-timers, was among the first buildings 
erected in the townsite in 1911. At that time, it was Powell River’s main business block. It contained the town’s only 
restaurant; it was the head-quarters of Sing Lees’ general store and housed the much patronized pool room. Here, 
too, was Wilshire and Lant’s, famous clothing emporium, where the latest and most extravagant models of peg-top 
trousers were available. The town’s only shoe store and the inevitable sign, “Watches and Diamonds,” were hung 
on the Chinaman’s Block. It was the nerve centre of the district, the hub of the universe—the open-air forum for all 
public discussions, and a lot of private ones.
And above, overlooking an industry still in the construction stage, were rooms where many of the elite of the 
1911-1914 bachelor brigade held court. Much of what transpired behind those windows can never be told, unless 
Hughie Young, or Bill Hutchison or Emil Gordon decide, in a moment of madness, to spill the works
From 1911 to 1923, the Brooklon Store was owned by Sing Lee, well-known and highly-respected Oriental 
merchant. In that year [1923], most of the building, save that part containing the pool room and Jack Harper’s 
men’s furnishings store, was occupied by the Powell River Company. Early in 1926, the building was taken over by 
the Powell River Company, and the entire lower floor, with the exception of the pool room, housed units of the 
department store …

Vol. 17, No. 3, May 1941
Canada’s Victory Loan (page 1):
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On Monday, June 2, the Dominion of Canada will ask the people of Canada for the loan of $600,000,000 to carry 
on the fight against the Hun …
Loan your savings to Canada! Back up the men of the forces who protect your savings. BUY VICTORY BONDS

Dam Construction Well Beyond Halfway Mark (photo)(page 9):
Construction of the new radius arch dam at Lois River is almost two thirds completed. Through one of the 
mildest winters on record, work has progressed slowly and on schedule. There have been no hold-ups for 
frost—or delays from heavy rain or snow. The average of nearly 200 men employed monthly from the 
beginning of construction a year ago have gone ahead under ideal weather conditions …
Vol. 17, No. 6, June 1941
Victory Loan Drive Raises $230,000 (page 1):
... The Victory Loan was our first major financial effort, and the result was encouraging. Over 800 residents 
contributed—and had the Loan period been extended, the figure would have been substantially increased.
Powell River’s contribution in man power to the forces compares favorably with the best in the Dominion.
Our financial contribution is also gaining in weight. In addition to the $230,000 of Victory Loan, local 
residents are contributing over $8,000 monthly in War Savings Certificates.
But further and greater sacrifices will yet be demanded of us. They, too, will be met.
We cannot flag or fail.
Nerve Centres of Powell River—Our Garages and Oil Products Stations (photos)(pages 6-7): 
The consumption of oil products in Powell River has steadily expanded over the past 15 years. Today, three 
major oil companies, Home, Shell and Imperial, have their distributing agents in the district, and 
consumption of gasoline exceeds 25,000 gallons monthly. Over 1000 gallons of lubricating oil are used for 
ordinary purposes about the district.
The above figures are exclusive of the many thousands of barrels of fuel oil and the 70,000 gallons of 
lubricating oil used annually in the Powell River plant …
At Westview, three miles south of Powell River, the Home and Shell Oil Companies have combined storage 
facilities of around 50,000 gallons of gas. The Imperial Oil tanks, located conveniently to the Government 
wharf in Powell River, can store approximately 25,000 gallons.
Powell River residents spend $10,000 monthly on gasoline. In one year, they purchase tires, spare parts, 
batteries, etc. to the value of $50,000. In an average year, $75,000 worth of new cars and trucks is 
purchased. The dealers’ quotas have been drastically cut in the past year—and car purchases for the 
remainder of the war will be heavily curtailed.
Catering to the oil-and-gas consumers of the district are seven garages, located at strategic points.
Two are in Powell River, three in the suburb of Westview, two in Wildwood and two in Cranberry. All of 
these are within a radius of six miles [from Powell River].
it is estimated that there are now 125 miles of good roadbed in the Powell River area. Fifteen years ago, 
there were less than twenty miles. With approximately 800 motor vehicles registered at the Government 
Office, we have four cars [? 6.4] to every mile of motor road.
The local garages and oil men pay out $20,000 in wages annually [When base rate was approximately 90¢ 
an hour], a respectable sum for a community without road connection to the large centres.
All garages in Powell River close at 7 p.m. on Saturday. Usual days are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Several years ago, 
local stations were open Sundays and up to 10 p.m. week days. After the hours were changed, there was 
no diminution in material or gas sales—and no complaint from the motoring public …
Reforestation in Gordon Pasha Watershed (photo)(page 10):
Evidence that our government, despite the immediate necessity of making war with all our strength, is not 
overlooking the future, may be gleaned from the snap [photo] on this page.
situated amid the picturesque Gordon Pasha watershed, the B.C. Forestry Branch have been engaged in 
an extensive reforestation project for several months. The camp is situated on Lewis Lake, where, twenty-
five years ago, some of the finest timber in British Columbia was cut by Brooks-Scanlon.
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The Forestry Branch has planted over a million shrubs in this district alone—which will carry the just fame of B.C. fir 
and cedar to succeeding generations of loggers …
New Department Store Goes Ahead (photo)(page 12):
the outlines of the new building are taking shape, and its general contours are completed. It will be several months 
before the premises are ready for occupancy, but when completed, the new Company Store will De an absolutely 
modern structure with latest facilities for customers.
The Company Store will be the second modern edifice erected in the one block within the past year.
Recently the new Federal Building, which includes Post Office and Government Telegraph Office, was completed.
Vol. 17, No. 7, July 1941
Color Process Pioneered in Plant (photos)(pages 2-3, 7):
the performance of Powell River newsprint in the pressroom has been highly satisfactory; our sheet has excelled 
under every practical operating test to which it has been subjected. This reputation of Powell River newsprint for 
special STRENGTH and TOUGHNESS became firmly established in the pressrooms of the western hemisphere.
Around about 1925, the great predepression snowball began to roll. With it came a huge expansion in the world’s 
demand for newsprint—and with it, too, came the demand for widespread adaptation of newsprint to the 
requirements of the mighty advertising and publicity wave that flooded the continent. The tremendous extension of 
pictorial illustrations in advertising, the installation of the higher-speed press, the colorful, feature-packed Sunday 
supplements put out by the great continental dailies, countless new reproductions and advertising designs—all this 
brought a demand for an extra-clear, white sheet that would provide more intense sharpness in reproduction and 
clarity of detail.
The well-established strength of Powell River newsprint, built up and augmented over a decade of specialized study 
and experimentation, did not falter before this fresh challenge to its toughness. Research Staffs were consequently 
able to mobilize adequate forces for an immediate “Color Attack.” 
The problem was approached from two angles: firstly, to produce a pulp which was brighter than the natural color of 
the wood itself; secondly, to eliminate any tendency toward discoloration during the process of manufacture.
The Battle of the Bugs
In practice, the second problem was actually the first to be tackled—many exhaustive and varied experiments being 
under-taken. In the course of these investigations, it was discovered that the excreta of certain bacteria in the pulp 
were black in color— which naturally affected the clear whiteness of the finished sheet.
in an attempt to solve this bacteriological problem, the Powell River Company enlisted the late Dr. Sadler, an 
eminent bacteriologist of the British Empire Marketing Board, then on loan to the University of British Columbia.
Through laboratory experiment, Dr. Sadler soon discovered that a little touch of glucose in the diet, and lo!—tnat 
which was black had become white—the needed “miracle. ”
Glucose? Molasses, of course. A consultation with our good friends, the B.C. Sugar, and we were ready for the big 
adventure—to test the “miracle” in actual operation.
At the outset, the idea proved a glorious success. The molasses diet was just what the Doctor ordered—and, for a 
few hours, a distinct improvement in color was observed.
Then the color gauge molasses was inserted. The color gauge rose again, but only to decline. Still more molasses 
—and so the battle raged, now black, now white—with each decline, more, still more and more molasses. Local 
supply ran low—a molasses shortage was imminent—frantic telephoning to the B.C. Sugar for a new supply. 
Several hundred tons arrived and, ton by ton, the little fellows ate it.
B.C. Sugar running short and a molasses controller in the offing! Sadly, we called it a day and struck our flag—the 
little fellows had us.
The cause? Simple, my dear Watson. The molasses had turned black to white, all right, just as the Doctor said. 
Quite so, decidedly, but it had also given the little fellows “ideas. “ Where there was one before, his name had now 
become legion, and there just wasn’t enough molasses to feed the rising generation …
Red Cross in War-time (photos)(pages 8-9, 16):
A few weeks ago, groups of youngsters, averaging in age from six to twelve, combed the townsite and district
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on a concentrated salvage tour. They were seeking old aluminum, newspapers, bottles and other miscellaneous 
material
the youngsters were out to collect everything that could be salved for Canada’s War Effort. The collection was 
made at the instigation of the local Red Cross Society … Collection of waste material useful in Canada’s War Effort 
is only one of the many and varied tasks undertaken by the local Red Cross Branch … the Society has gone heart 
and soul into the war effort. They have organized chairmen of separate committees and have planned and co-
ordinated their work
Home nursing classes have been started in Powell River, Cranberry and Stillwater, under Mrs. Rex Padgett; a 
salvage collection department, headed by Mr. West of Westview, has already carried out a successful canvas of 
the district. Junior Red Cross members and Boy Scouts are members of the group.
A food conservation class in charge of Mrs. C.R. Marlatt is well attended—and jam-making classes are held in the 
Brooks School kitchen. Red Cross Workrooms are now in full swing and are open every week-day afternoon, 
except Saturday. Mrs. Graham Hindmarsh is Workroom Chairman, and Mrs. Keith and Mrs. Button act as knitting 
and cut-out supervisors. In the evenings, the Workrooms are taken up by groups, all working under the direction of 
the Red Cross. Each Monday, ladies of the Royal Purple sew, knit and sort out sweaters, sox and other garments 
for shipment to Red Cross Headquarters. On Tuesday, a special class in surgical dressings is given instruction by 
Mrs. John McLaren. On Wednesday evenings, the Pythian Sisters Red Cross group take over.
Over 300 women are actually engaged through the Red Cross Workroom department—and 13 units have been 
formed. Something of the work done locally may be pictured from the summary of articles shipped out for the first 
six months of 1941. These include 1,973 surgical dressings, 1,481 knitted articles—sweaters, gloves, sox, etc. for 
civilian relief and military forces; 1,300 garments; 705 donated articles and 8 complete layettes [outfits for new-
borns]; in addition, the local Red Cross has sent financial donations totalling $1,760 to headquarters … Material 
has been sent to hospitals in Canada and overseas. Assistance to bombed-out sections and to refugee children 
have been a major activity; socks, special naval and military garments have been shipped to the overseas forces 
…
Nerve Centres of Powell River—The Powell River Stages (photo)(pages 10-11):
The Greater Powell River area today comprises a population of approximately 8,000 people. About 3,000 of these 
live in the closely-knit, compact Powell River townsite. The remainder are divided among the three adjacent 
suburbs, Westview, Cranberry and Wildwood, whose average distance from Powell River approximates three 
miles.
The largest part of the homes in these three suburbs are occupied by Powell River Company employees who must 
find transportation to and from the plant daily.
And in Powell River are situated the principal financial, government and business houses of the district—the 
Federal and Provincial buildings. Banks, hotels, hospital, etc. All of which further speed up the demand for quick 
and regular transportation between districts.
Today, the Powell River Stages Limited, running regular daily schedules between Powell River and suburban 
areas, is one of the recognized institutions of the district. The Company had its origin back in 1925, when the first 
of the major expansion periods doubled Powell River’s newsprint output—and put hundreds of new men on the 
Company payroll. Demand for living quarters out-stripped supply—and employees began building homes in outside 
districts … Powell River Stages, from an uncertain and hesitating beginning, has evolved into a modern 
progressive transportation system …
Powell River Stages average nearly 300 miles and carry 1,000 passengers daily … Special busses are available to 
workmen on every shift …
The Company is under the presidency of Mrs. Van Vleet of Westview—and maintains a regular crew of six highly 
qualified drivers. The investment in the business exceeds $50,000.
Of vital interest to residents is the long record of safe transportation maintained by the Company over the past 10 
years. To date, not a single casualty has marred their safety record—and nothing resembling a major accident 
shows on their record books.
Golf—Further Honors for Malcolm Tapp (photo)(page 13):
… Above, we show Malcolm Tapp, our junior club Champion just after his victory in the Sunnydale Open 
tournament. This competition, held on Vancouver Island, brought together 32 of the Upper Island’s best golfers. 
Malcolm, forsaking his junior status for the tournament, toured the 36 holes in 145, turning in scores of 71 and 74 
…
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Weather—Atmospherically Speaking (page 15):
Weather temperatures touched all-time highs in Powell River during the second and third weeks of July. 
The thermometer sneaked over the 90°F mark—and that’s hot weather in these parts.
And, on top of it, a benevolent government tossed in daylight saving. Result is the kids are crabby with 
the heat and loss of sleep; the rest of us are looking for a fight with anyone who looks sideways at us. 
Half the mill staff and all the office crowd are walking around in a goggle-eyed daze, wondering if they’ll 
ever sleep again. Even Joe Sweeney's usual snappy morning rejoinders are sluggish; the rest of us are 
ready to slug him, or anybody else who tries to be funny.
It ain't funny. It’s hot. And don't tell us we should be thankful we don’t live in Sacramento Valley, the Nile 
Delta, or Death Valley.
Because that’s not funny, either!
Vol. 17, No. 8, August 1941
Scanion Dam—Founder’s Memory perpetuated (page 1):
The memory of a founder and original partner of the Powell River Company was perpetuated on Sunday, 
August 17, 1941, when the new concrete dam at Stillwater was officially dedicated and named the 
Scanlon Dam by Mrs. Helen Scanlon Sample, daughter of the late M.J. Scanlon, a past president of the 
Company. The ceremony was witnessed by Mr. Edward Brooks, of Minneapolis and other directors and 
officials of the Powell River Company …
Mrs. Sample made a special trip to Powell River from Chicago to preside at the official dedication of 
Powell River's testimonial to the memory of her father, who saw the beginning of Powell River and lived 
long enough to see the beginning of the big power project at Lois River. [photo page 3]
On the same day as the above, a hole was blasted in the old log-crib dam, allowing the water to flow to 
the almost completed Scanlon Dam.
On Active Service—Martin Flies “Our” Plane (page 6):
Of special interest is a recent letter from Martin Naylor, Powell River track and field star. Martin is now 
stationed at the Sea Island School and states that he has just finished a flight in the “Spirit of Powell 
River,” the trainer plane donated to the government by the people of Powell River last year
Gino Wins Honors
From Camp Borden, Ontario comes word that Gino Bortolussi, star local trackster, continues to burn up 
the cinder tracks in the east.
He won major honors at the Toronto Police Sports, and expects to participate in the Canadian Service 
championships next month.
Bowlers Bring Back the Bacon (page 8):
Sam Cramb’s nifty rink of biased-ball tossers returned home last month with one of B.C.’s major trophies 
in their bags. The Powell River rink of Ted LeClair, Bob Fletcher, Johnny Williams and “skipper” Sam 
Cramb walked off with the Jenkinson Trophy at the week-long tournament in Vancouver in July. The locals 
met competition from all parts of British Columbia, and from Washington and California
Powell River bowlers have been to the forefront in provincial competition over the years and many of the 
major singles, doubles and rinks championships have rested in the townsite.
Male membership in the Club is now about 70. The recent opening of the sacred portals to the women’s 
insistent knocking was a tough blow to the boys of the Old Brigade—but at the moment of writing, peace 
and harmony prevail—the ladies are keeping within constitutional bounds—and the men have brought 
home the Jenkinson Cup.
Take it away, lads!
Color Process Pioneered in Plant—“Battle of the Bugs” Is Won (pages 12-13):
Bloody, bowed, but unbeaten, our warriors of the technical staff emerged from the “Battle of the Bugs” to 
lick their wounds and organize a new campaign.
Many ideas were advanced and experiments made. No accurate tally as to their number is now available, 
but quite certainly, it must have reached the six hundreds before the final answer came.
The decolorizing properties of zinc hydro-sulphite had been known for many years, but its use in the
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then customary manner was quite prohibitive for the purposes on the score of cost.
It was this knowledge which, at first, threw our warriors off the trail. Only after repeated failure did they return to a 
serious consideration of its use. An exhaustive series of experiments was now begun, to see whether it’s method of 
application could not be improved.
The answer, when it came, was simple indeed—apply zinc hydro-sulphite at the grinders where the pulp is piping 
hot, and the added temperature did the trick. Not only was the pulp bright and white, as you see it in your sheet 
today, but—Tally ho, Hurrah and Shades of Battle!—it also killed the bugs. No mere vindictiveness, this sudden 
surge of elemental feeling—no, indeed.
The bugs made slime; the slime made “slime holes,” those things which customers used so frequently to write 
about and rudely cali “fried eggs.”
No. 7 Paper Machine was chosen for the scene of battle, which opened with a sudden gas attack—to be precise, a 
turning of the valve which simultaneously fed the zinc hydrosulphite to all the grinders making pulp for this machine.
The effect was a modern blitzkrieg, paralyzing and complete. A few moments, and it was all over, the battle was 
won. No bugs, no slime, and snow-white pulp …
Vol 17, No 10, October 1941
Scanlon Dam—Last Concrete Poured (photos)(page 2):
On October 1, 1940, the first concrete was poured for the foundation of the Scanlon Dam on Lois River. One year 
later, on October 2, 1941, in the presence of Company and construction officials, the last pour was made and 
another milestone in Powell River plant extension left behind. The Lois River dam project is the largest construction 
since our No. 7 Machine went into operation in 1930. It involved an expenditure of approximately $1,000,000 and 
took 17 months to complete. It gave employment to hundreds of men, at a time when our war industry was not yet 
in high gear—and its use of materials was of direct benefit to many British Columbia firms …
Cost of Living Bonus for All [PR Co.] Employees in October (page 3):
At the annual wage conference, last May, between the Company and the delegates from the local Pulp, sulphite 
and Papermakers’ Union, a cost of living bonus of $1.25 for every employee [of the Powell River Company] was 
granted.
At that time, the Company further agreed that a similar increase would be granted automatically whenever the 
official Dominion of Canada cost of living index registered an increase of five points.
Late in October, the Dominion index figures were published at 114.7. Immediately, the Company announced that a 
second $1.25 a week cost of living bonus would be effective on October 1, although the bonus should not become 
applicable until the figure reached 115.
Special Employee Training Classes In Operation (photos)(pages 4-5):
several months ago, the Powell River Company drew up a plan to provide employees with special trade training. 
This plan is not to be confused with the regular apprenticeship training, which has been in effect for the past eight 
years.
The objectives of the present plan, which went into active operation early in September, were twofold. First, there 
was the objective of having as large as possible a reserve of trained and partly trained men for machine shop work
The second objective links up directly with Canada’s war effort. The trainees are being prepared for possible war 
work, which will likely materialize as we approach all-out production Powell River’s machine shop operates only 
one shift for mill operations. When the call comes, extra shifts will be arranged for the spare hours available—and 
the corps of men will be ready and trained to carry on immediately
It is not a casual business, these night training classes. Each trainee must attend three nights a week ... The whole 
plan comes under the jurisdiction of Acting Mechanical Superintendent Ross Black, who takes a keen personal 
interest in the work. Class instructor is Mr. Herbert White of the mechanical staff, who combines the work with his 
regular duties as machinist on evening duty.
There is no cost to the employee for the training. All expenses are borne by the Powell River Company, who also 
supply a special tool kit for use of the men on each machine.

Hospital Staff (21 photos)(page 6)
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New Hospital foundations Laid—Modern Medical Centre For Powell River (pages 7-8) 
Early in October, members of the Powell River Employees Sick Benefit Association saw the realization of what 
once was a dream … Construction of their modern 64-bed hospital was under way … The new hospital will be a 
four-storey structure—which will permit of a much more modern distribution of essential services—and bring 
accommodation and equipment in tine with present and future needs of the area ...In addition to providing the site 
free, the Company has given the society a direct grant of $25,000 for the new hospital.
The society itself has contributed an additional $30,000, taken from the accumulated surplus of funds Duilt up over 
the years … the total cost of the hospital will approximate $125,000. Exclusive of the Powell River Company and 
society grants, an additional $5,000 has been donated by the Provincial Government, and $6,000 is available from 
the proceeds of the Elks Hospital Sweepstakes. The remaining balance will be guaranteed by society bonds.
The Old Guard Still Holds the Fort (photos)(pages 10-12):
Len Keith … came to Powell River in 1910, just as the first clearing operations were under way left the Company in 
1916, enlisted in the 158th Battalion, served in France until 1919 and returned to Powell River … appointed 
Wharfinger in 1923 …
George Paterson came to Powell River in 1910 … He helped lay the original mill foundations … He was one of the 
first presidents of the local Caledonian Society; was maestro to their soccer team and led the parade at the annual 
Burns supper …
Bill Hutchison arrived in 1913 … as Beater Room foreman, Bill can conjure up any shade or variety of color the 
newsprint world requires … He is a leading figure in Community Chest work, organizes community dances, looks 
after the Boy Scouts and never misses a community sports event …
Ed Peacock is another of the 1912 crop … Construction is a game Ed has followed all his life, and, in his career as 
construction and maintenance foreman, he has participated in almost every major and minor construction and 
repair job in Powell River history … Ed took four years off to chase the Hun back across the Rhine between 
1914-1918
He is still the old iron man, on the job and on the links.
Gus Schuler is of the 1913 vintage … worked on construction for a few months … After the newsprint machines 
came into production in 1912, he found his permanent niche—starting as broke hustler in the old machine room
interrupted his paper making career to go overseas during WWI with the Canadian Forestry Corps. Resumed paper 
making on his return in 1919 … For the past eight years, he has been boss machine tender .. He was a one-man 
track team in himself. Early track history in Powell River is almost a history of Gus Schuler …
Powell River Boys Sweep Sports (photo)(page 16):
The very impressive display of silverware on this page represents trophies won by the New Westminster Regiment 
while sojourning in the eastern parts during the last summer.
in a letter just received from Tommy Oldale, Beater Room engineer, he tells us why this picture is of particular 
interest to Powell River. Says Tommy:
“I feel quite safe in saying that 85 per cent of these cups, shields and jewelry were won by the Powell River boys in 
our regiment, i.e., Gino Bortolussi, “Baldy” Haddock, “Alt” Anderson, Ralph Kenny and some of the others
“Gino, along with his running-mate, “Flash” Hurley, won almost every track event. “Alt” Anderson, still Canada’s No. 
1 amateur middle-weight wrestler, was tossing easterners all over the hills and downs of Ontario. Baldy, in the 145-
pound class, was a close second. Ralph Kenny cinched the camp soccer championship for the Westminsters by 
scoring the only two goals registered in the final.”
All these friends of Superman were employed by the Powell River Company …
Vol. 17, No. 11, November 1941
The Rigging Crew At Work (photos)(pages4-5):
Up until a few years ago, they were known in dignified and official circles as the “Yard Crew.” In the more recent 
redistribution of plant personnel and departments, they stand on the Company payroll as the “Rigging Crew,” …
So let’s come down to earth … and simply say we are talking about the “Bull Gang.” This is the unofficial and well-
earned title by which Alex Knudsen and his husky gang of trouble shooters, weight-lifters and mechanical acrobats 
are known to all and sundry in Powell River … for thirty years, the gang has been
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on the job, pushing heavy machinery around, handling mill supplies and, in general, fulfilling the roll of Nandy 
men and trouble shooters in every emergency or repair job … it’s no job for weaklings, the slowfooted, or 
stow-thinkers. Things often nave to be rushed at the double …
They are an active, rollicking crowd, these lads … They are the backbone of the wire-changing crews, and 
are in the forefront of repair and machinery-changing operations …
Today, under Alex Knudsen and assistant Ole Anderson, the new Bull Gang carries on the tradition of the old 
crews …

Meet The High School Staff (22 photos)(page 8)

Powell River High Schools Have High Educational Standards
Senior Matriculation courses Now Available
… Public education in Powell River is on a par with any city or district in British Columbia. Equipment and staff are 
both of the best …
There are 19 teachers in the Junior and Senior High Schools of Powell River … The combined enrolment of pupils 
in the Junior and Senior High Schools is over 400. In addition to the regular Junior Matriculation (or University 
entrance), a Senior Matriculation class was started two years ago the local High School curriculum includes special 
Commercial courses, Woodworking Classes, Machine Shop Work and Home Economics Courses. It is no secret 
that Powell River Technical School is one of the best equipped and its students among the best trained in the 
province of British Columbia …
The Junior and Senior High Schools comprise 13 regular class rooms, a library, a science room, a Home 
Economics room, the Industrial Arts Shops, which include metal and wood working rooms; a large, modern 
gymnasium and auditorium, and common rooms for senior men and women … Among schools of its size, Powell 
River Library is outstanding …
Much of the time formerly spent in track and outside athletics is now devoted to special cadet training.
Over 130 students are enrolled in the High school cadet Corps—and a special Air Force Cadet Unit will soon De in 
uniform—and undergoing training that will fit them for sterner tasks ahead …
The record of Powell River High School students stands high on the Provincial Education Honor Roll …
The Old Guard Breezes Merrily Along (photos)(pages 14-15);
... Jack Richardson is officially listed on Company records as of mid-1911 vintage...But there is sound reason to 
believe that records, in those pulsating days of hectic construction, were not too well or too accurately maintained. 
On his own testimony, Jack was supervising the digging of steam mains before 1910 had faded out … For many 
years, Jack worked at his trade of steamfitter. In the early twenties, he transferred to the steam plant … In the 
middle thirties, he went to the Beater Room under foreman Bill Hutchison His big hobby is lawn bowling, a sport in 
which he still excels …
Charlie Powell is another of Wales’ gifts to Powell River. For twenty-eight years, he has been the acknowledged 
head of the compact Welsh clan in the district … Charlie is the supreme chief of Powell River’s taps and 
waterworks. He has held the position of Sprinkler Foreman, a position that has grown with the plant, almost since 
his arrival … The Chief of the Welsh Clan’s major hobby is boating He knows Powell Lake as the Dutch 
burgomaster knows his tulips …
Wally Wilshire is another of the 1913 crew … Throughout his career in Powell River, Wally has led carpenter crews 
into action as new and better buildings have sprung up on the 60 acres which today enclose the Company 
properties … Today, he is superintendent of the Trades and Building Division. “Wilshire’s Crew” are still the men on 
the spot when there are things to be repaired or buildings put up … his chief delight is in the old gardening rake and 
shovel, with the odd pipe-and-slipper interval tossed in …
In the last year, Wally has been very active in the local A.R.P. movement, a group to which he has given all of his 
spare time and attention. He is one of the Chief Wardens …
Vol. 17, No. 12, December 1941
New Department Store Opens (photos)(pages 2-3):
On Thursday, November 20, Powell River’s new de luxe department store opened for business. [Powell River 
Company] Director G.F. Laing and Store Manager C.E. Forbes were official hosts to the 3340 residents who visited 
the counters on opening day.
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It will be known as The Powell Stores Limited, and general departmental merchandise is available for the 
employees and citizens of the district of Powell River. The building, designed in a modern style, is a two-storied 
structure. The upper floor provides space for “cash and carry,” grocery, meats, vegetables and hardware 
departments. The lower floor will consist of departments for ladies’ wear, men’s wear, shoes, notions, etc.
The exterior of the building is finished in vitrolite and plywood, and large plate-glass show windows have been 
installed. The interior of the building is finished in lath and plaster, the floors being covered with asphalt 
tile ...certain fixtures are equipped with decorative fluorescent lighting …
Powell River Company representative on the store project was Stanley B. McFarlane …
The A.R.P. Comes through—We Have Our First Blackout … (photos)(pages 4-5):
Powell River has had its first taste of a blackout. For two nights, in company with every Pacific Coast town from 
Alaska to the Mexican border, we began to understand, albeit in a very mild degree, what the citizens of 
London and the British Isles have been facing through two years of war.
The blackout in Powell River was not perfect. It was not perfect in London in the early days of the war Radio 
news from our sister communities in B,C,, and from the towns and cities of our cousins in the U.S.., tell us there 
was some confusion, some carelessness, some imperfections in their own blackouts …
Powell River's blackout was very creditable and, in our opinion, more effective than the majority of areas on our 
Pacific Coast. Our congratulations and our admiration go out to Jack Harper and his conscientious, nard-
working lads of the Powell River A.R.P … the blackouts have served a useful purpose …. We have been 
brought to a sudden realization that we are in the war up to our necks—which is all to the good.
The Blackout (page 16):
Hardest-worked man on the second day of the blackout was Finishing Room Foreman Norman Fraser.
Deluged with phone calls for 4-ply, for 2-ply, for anything that would blackout windows, swamped with lines of 
residents demanding orders, harassed by calls from his own department. Norman, a veteran of the last war, 
sighed for the peace of the Somme, of Passchendale, of Vimy.
Biggest community job was Jack Harper’s—as Chief A.R.P. Warden for the district. Jack had his men on the 
alert a few minutes after the first radio announcement—and the first thing most of us heard was a very 
determined knock at the front door and a stern voice yelling “There’s a light showing in your house, Mister. ”
The flashlight business was brisk—and the way some of our younger lads tossed them around is dealt with 
under Chapter Six of the “Aid to the Enemy Act’’—but the wardens soon read the Riot Act to offenders, whicn 
proved effective in most cases.
Vol. 18, No. 1, January 1942
On active Service—Local Boys Make Splendid Showing
(photos)(pages 2-3):
By the first week of January, a total of 406 men from Powell River and district were on the nominal roll of the 
armed forces. At the time of writing, 105 of these are serving overseas, and someone represents Powell River 
on each of the four divisions in England, in the R.C.A.F., in the R.A.F. and in the various corps uNnIts
At the moment, 27 Powell River Boys hold commissions in the Active Service Forces, and at least anotner 65 
hold non-com-missioned rank
In the Fourth Canadian Division, still training in Canada, 13 Powell Riverites are on the nominal rolls of 
D.C.O.Rs at present in Debert, Nova Scotia …
Safety Campaign Gets Under Way—Sustained Drive For Reduction of Accidents (page 7): “Starting this 
month,” Safety Inspector John McIntyre (photo) states, “we are organizing an extensive and sustained 
campaign of accident reduction and safety education in our Plant. “We have built up,” Mr.
McIntyre went on to say, “a representative committee of employees and management, and the drive will be 
carried to every corner of the Mill.
“In the past year,” the Safety Inspector continued, “accidents have steadily increased. This condition is 
understandable, but it can be, and must be, eliminated … Co-operation of all ranks is essential if we are to 
reduce accidents and cut down injuries to out friends and fellow workers.”
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The Two Arts—Art Dunn and Art Richards (photos)(page 14-15):
With a combined service record of over 50 years, the two Arthurs, Art Dunn and Art Richards, are firmly 
established among the old-timers of Powell River. Both arrived in Powell River in the summer of 1913—and 
after a few months rustling around, both settled on the wharf, where they have remained for over a quarter of a 
century. Today, Arthur Dunn is Head Checker and Art Richards is Assistant Wharf Superintendent Vol. 18, No. 
2, February 1942
Paper Mill Railroad—the Car Shop Rolls Them Out (photos)(page 10)
in the past few years, full time operations and plant extension have necessitated considerable additions to the 
rolling stock of the Company. Freight cars, dumper cars, paper trucks, flat cars, have all been built.
And these were not built in a big factory in Vancouver and shipped north to Powell River via steamship! They 
were built to special Powell River design by Arthur Woodward and assistant, Jimmy Tait of the Car Shop.
There are, in our plant, nearly 600 pieces of rolling stock in continuous service, carrying our paper from the 
plant to the wharf, transporting merchandise to various parts of the mill, and trucking rolls from dock to ship. All 
of these 600 pieces of rolling stock, which include about 340 flat cars and about 175 two and three-wheeled 
paper trucks, were all built in our own Car Shop by Arthur and Jimmy … must be repaired and reconditioned 
constantly …
Vol 18, No. 3, March 1942
On Active Service—Powell River Boys in Combat Zone (pages 2-3):
With the war now well in its third year, Powell River boys in all branches of service are bobbing up on all the far 
fronts of the Empire. The veil of censorship is raised for a brief moment to disclose one or other of our boys on 
the high seas, defending vital convoy lines, flying bombers and fighters in the Middle and Far East—or raiding 
the French Coast with the Coastal Command. The veil drops again …
A recent article in MacLean’s Magazine told the thrilling story of H.M.C.S. Skeena’s three-day battle with wolf 
packs of Hun submarines … Aboard the Skeena, in that great fight, was Leading Seaman Jimmy Maple, of 
Powell River. Jimmy has been in numerous sea engagements … he has escorted hundreds of merchant snips 
and thousands of troops to the battle zones …
Frank McMullin Killed Overseas (photo)
As we go to press, word has just been received that Frank McMullin, former Head Paper Tester, and an 
employee of the Powell River Company for the past 12 years, has been killed in combat overseas. Frank left 
his position in the plant early in 1941 to join the R.C.A.F. …
Air Cadets On Parade (photos)(pages 6-7):
… Several months ago, interested groups across Canada conceived the idea of forming an Air Force Cadet 
Group. It was not an official government project, although looked upon with favor by the authorities.
The sponsors of the plan had two principal features in mind:
1. To provide a further pool of partially trained cadets, who, on reaching the age of 19, would be available for 
enlistment in the R.C.A.F.
2. To provide such a general training in aeronautics, aeroplane mechanics, etc., as would prepare thousands 
of youngsters for the mighty expansion in aero activity that will follow the conclusion of hostilities.
Officials gave freely and voluntarily of their time. Cadet corps were started in all the larger high schools in the 
nation and were open to youngsters aged 15-19 … Today, nearly 15,000 cadets are training in the High 
Schools of Canada
The Blacksmith Shop (photo)(pages 8-9,11):
A blacksmith shop, at first glance, doesn’t appear as a very vital cog in a newsprint plant. Many of our friends 
probably don’s even know we Nave a blacksmith shop. Well, we have, and the three strong-armed hammer-
wielders, Foreman Bob Fleming, Assistant Hec. Davis and Helper Frank Scott, have one of the busiest jobs in 
the plant.
The blacksmith shop is a busy spot. The crew has just finished the important job of forging nearly 500 iron 
hangers for handling the thousands of feet of pipe used in mill operations. Another task of the shop is the 
forging of the scores of tools used in concrete and rock work about the plant and townsite; the vitally
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important tools used in the Machine Shop; and special construction tools—drills, crowbars, etc. … “We 
forge anything forgeable and repair anything repairable,” says Foreman Bob Fleming, who has been 
doing just that around Powell River for about 19 years …
War Loan Goes Over the Top (photo)(pages 12-13):
… Canada has just successfully completed the greatest loan in her history. With an original objective of 
$600,000,000 set, the nation rallied to the government’s appeal and raised nearly one billion dollars.
Powell River’s quota in the victory loan was $200,000, an unusually high quota. But when the last returns 
had been counted, the residents saw, with just pride, that the district had exceeded its original quota by 
slightly over $30,000.
Powell River, in this campaign raised $230,000, exclusive of the Powell River Company donation of 
$1,000,000 … Contributions to government loans are only one of the many ways in which the community 
is Standing behind the boys on the battlefronts … Powell River has sent 432 of her young men to serve in 
the armed forces of the Empire. They are in every branch of service and on every battlefront … over 18 
per cent of the communities gross income now goes directly into the war effort. Thousands of dollars 
have been raised for the Queen’s Canadian Fund, Polish Relief, the Lord Mayor’s Fund for Merchant 
seamen, and other organizations. The Powell River Company has, in addition, purchased $2,000,000 in 
Victory bonds and donated $8,000 for a trainer plane …
Vol. 18, No. 4, April 1942
First Aid Highly Developed in Powell River (photo)(page 5):
… Today, First Aid is highly developed in the district. During the current year, over 300 residents have 
enrolled in the various classes. There are over 400 employees in possession of First Aid certificates—and 
the standing of Powell River pupils in the annual examinations has been praised by Compensation Board 
examiners.
Twenty-five employees are in possession of Industrial tickets awarded by the Compensation Board, which 
authorize holders to take charge of First Aid in any industrial plant. Ten of those certificate holders are in 
possession of Class A tickets, the highest industrial award. At present, five members of the local branch 
have instructor’s tickets … Each of them has his hands full, instructing classes, organizing A.R.P.
divisions, or coaching teams for competition. It is a full spare-time job
New Fire Truck Arrives (photo)(page 8):
With the possibility of enemy action off our coast, and with the extension of A.R.P. fire fighting training, the 
new triple-combustion pumper, which arrived this month, is a welcome addition to Powell River’s wartime 
fire equipment
A well appointed and modern fire department has always been maintained by the Powell River Company. 
As a result, mill and townsite insurance rates are among the lowest on the continent. Serious 
conflagrations are unknown and, for the past 25 years, not a single home in the Powell River townsite has 
been destroyed by fire …
The Fire Department permanent staff consists of Chief Dave Gardiner and his two assistants, Alec 
McLaren and Joe McCrossan. The staff is supported by a large volunteer crew …
Horse-power Returns to P.R. Streets (photos)(page 12)
… Majestic, dignified, conscious of his place in the scheme of things, strides “Sid,” drawing easily the 
aromatic weight of trays of cakes, cookies, buns and other delectable morsels always found in a baker’s 
van.
“Sid” is a horse … the soon-to-be realized rubber shortage has brought old Dobbin back to fashion Vol. 
18, No. 5, May 1942
Then and Now (photos)(pages 2-5)
For the benefit of newcomers to the Powell River district, the Digester presents contrasting photos of 
early-day scenes with the same locations in 1942. The first wharf, with the sailing ship British Yeoman, is 
displayed opposite a photo of the 1942 wharf and three steam ship freighters. A view of No. 7 Machine 
Room is compared with a photo of the same area when it was a soccer field. Photos of the bowling green 
in the early 1920s and in 1942 are on page 5.
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Around the Plant (page 15)
The new clothing decrees—zipperless suits, cuffless trousers—are being taken philosophically by local 
Beau Brummels. Some of the “sun Apollos” are rather hoping the cloth shortage will force the use of shorts 
by the well dressed summer man … 
Edith Taylor, Department Store: “I think shorts should be compulsory.”
Eight out of ten housewives: “We are willing to work our fingers to the bone, willing to cut out cosmetics, 
willing to wear wooly underwear, or the reddest of red flannels, but please, Mr. Controller of Pants, don’t 
make our husbands wear shorts!”
Vol. 18, No. 6, June 1942
New Sulphite Burner Replaces Old Installation (photo)(page 9):
… The burner and combustion chamber, which is part of the new sulphite plant equipment, replaces the 
existing equipment of four burners and chambers. The burner is 5% feet in diameter and 14 feet long. Each 
of the four old burners was 3 feet by 8 feet.
The replacement of the four original burners by a single cylinder brings many advantages. It assures 
improved and increased production, provides better and more healthy working conditions for the acid 
burners, and is one of the most up-to-date installations on the continent … Provision has been made for a 
new melting tank, from which the melted sulphur will be pumped directly to the burner.
On Active Service (photos)(page 12):
As summer swings under way and the Axis war of nerves starts slipping into reverse gear, the faint 
rumblings of events to come are heard. The ability to hold the initiative on all fronts, to play the game of war 
with marked cards, to nonchalantly call the next turn—these advantages are no longer the exclusive 
property of the Hun and the Jap. The United Nations are in the game now, with plenty of chips behind 
them. Preparations to play their hands wide open are in progress—and in those preparations, the 
Canadian Army Overseas—and hundreds of Powell River boys—will be dealing out the cards …
The Tapps Are Still Tapping (page 14):
Many years ago, when those great soccer battles between Elks and Callies raised Sunday temperatures to 
fever pitch, boss machine tender Wally Tapp was the peer of local net minders.
Today, the name of Tapp still stands at the top or our athletic world. Ex-net-minder Wally, along with son 
Malcolm, reached the semi-finals of the men’s two-ball handicap; Mrs. Tapp and son Malcolm won the 
finals of the mixed twosomes; and son Malcolm won the finals of the men’s handicap singles—he is also a 
contender for the Club championship …
The Beach Is Open (page 14):
For the benefit of many new employees who want some real Pacific sunshine and some good swimming, 
the Powell River Company Beach at Westview is now open. Dressing quarters are available, raft and diving 
board are in place—and a swimming instructor and lifeguard is in attendance. Take the bus from Powell 
River, or walk along the old logging railroad trail beside the golf course.
Vol. 18, No. 7, July 1942
The Pattern Shop (photos)(page 5):
… If you walk inside the doors, the first person you will meet is Head Pattern Maker Jack North. Jack’s 
reputation as a pattern maker is more than province-wide—and he is by the way of being a bit of a 
character in his own right. He has been making patterns for nearly fifty years, loves his trade, loves to talk 
about it, and loves to teach willing youngsters all the tricks he knows.
Jack has found his willing youngster in his assistant, Bert Helland. Bert is Jack’s definition of a “natural.” He 
considers him as a rare specimen to be watched, guarded and guided for twenty-four hours eacn day
Just as a sample of what these two boys turn out … we may mention in passing that today, over 6000 
separate patterns are used in the Powell River plant—patterns which embrace every department and every 
phase of operation …
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New Hospital Officially Opened (photos)(pages 6-9):
On Friday, July 17 [1942], the Powell River Employees Sick Benefit Society officially opened their new 
Powell River Hospital. The completion of this splendid building, which brings the instruments and 
equipment of modern medical science to the area, represents one of the finest co-operative movements in 
our history …
The hospital was officially opened by Mr. Harold S. Foley, President of the Powell River Company, who 
received the key from Frank G. Gardiner …
The hospital has a total of 65 beds. It is a four-stories structure with a frontage of 147 feet by 44 feet.
it is of “Class A” construction, fire-proof throughout, with monolithic reinforced concrete floors, ceiling Slates 
and stairways. Equipment includes a modern electric elevator capable of accommodating a hospital bed. 
There is an abundance of natural light, and sound-deadening treatment in all corridors eliminates outside 
noise …
The A.R.P. Gives a Demonstration (photos)(page 14):
At the recent July 1 patriotic gathering at Riverside Oval, one of the interesting features of the day was a 
mock air raid demonstration by the A.R.P. It was a very creditable show. It brought home to spectators 
something of what to expect when the bombs start dropping. More important at the moment, it presented 
evidence of the hard and conscientious work that members of the organization are doing behind the 
scenes … the demonstration included putting out of incendiaries, use of the valuable stirrup pump, and 
proper use of the hose and spray …
Vol. 18, No.8, August 1942
Machine Shop Fills War Orders (photos)(pages 6-7):
and the news that the Powell River Machine Shop is now fulfilling a contract for Corvette lubricators brings 
these famous ships even closer … The present contract is a modest one, largely in the nature of an initial 
test of our equipment. The job is a rather specialized one and has called into service some of our best 
machinists … an additional night shift may be operating shortly on further orders.
Recently, President Harold Foley commented on the vital role our spruce output was playing in Canada's 
war effort. Most of our daily output of sulphite pulp is also being used in the manufacture of essential war 
supplies …
Powell River News Wins High Honors (page 11):
The Powell River News, one of the districts two weekly news-papers, has been highly honored by the 
presentation to Editor Leslie C. Way of the Charles Clark Cup, for the best weekly newspaper in Canada 
for Class 2 papers (those with circulations below 2000). The News was also awarded the James trophy for 
the best front page in its class among Canadian weekly newspapers.
A Ton of Jam For Britain—Local Red Cross Society Drive for Big Objective (photos)(pages 14-15): 
In recent weeks, one of the busiest centres in Powell River has been Home Economics Room in Brooks 
School. Here, scores of volunteer workers, under the supervision of Mrs. C.R. Marlatt, have been making 
and canning hundreds of tins of jam, to be distributed overseas by the Red Cross Society … it has been a 
splendid example of a co-operative and united community effort. Owners of orchards, of blackberry 
patches, of fruit farms, have donated their produce. Hundreds of willing workers, among whom were many 
enthusiastic youngsters, volunteered their services as packers. The local 1.0.D.E. societies sent their 
members into the fruit picking fray … figures compiled late in August showed that 1800 pounds of 
miscellaneous fruit had been picked by these volunteers … 
Up in Brooks School, groups of teen-age children and Red Cross members, with Mrs. Marlatt’s expert 
aides, Mrs. Sam Dice and Mrs. Jean Foote, directing operations, worked like beavers, stirring, testing and 
finally canning and labelling the hundreds of tins of jam …
We also understand that the recipe used is a special Powell River one, in which Mrs. S. Dice has been the 
principal architect. The recipe used in Powell River was found, by Red Cross officers, to be highly 
satisfactory and has since been adopted in other parts of the province.
Vol. 18, No. 9, September 1942
To All Employees: For September, our Digester departs from its usual form. This is a special issue devoted
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to the 600 men who Nave left to serve with the armed forces of the British Empire … we salute them! … 
On the following pages are listed the names of those now serving in the Forces, and we urge you to drop 
them a line.
The Historic Beaver Club Reunion—Powell River Boys Gather in Empire’s Capital (photos)(pages 4-5): 
The pictures on these pages are historic. They were taken at the Canadian Beaver Hut in London and 
show 71 Powell River boys, collected on one spot and at one hour. This reunion of Powell River boys in 
the overseas forces is unique in the history of the war ... the boys were representative of all branches of 
service and came from widely scattered military areas …
Acting in cooperation with Corp. Schon, the Company contacted every individual Powell Riverite 
overseas, and the response was amazing. Every local lad who could possibly leave his unit was there, 
and many others, tied up in operational duties, or too far away, sent in letters or telegrams of regret …
“It was a grand day, Pilot Officer Jock Kyles writes. “It looked like Powell River had taken over London for 
the day, and they just about did that.” … Later in the week, Corp Schon was given a special seven-
minute broadcast over the C.B.C., which was heard by almost everyone in Powell River …
Powell River is the first community in Canada to arrange an organized reunion of its sons overseas …
Powell River V.C. Commands Battalion (page 9):
Powell River's highest-ranking member of the Active Forces so far is Lieut.-Colonel John MacGregor, 
V.C., M.C., D.C.M., who commands the Second Battalion Canadian Scottish Regiment.
Col. MacGregor enlisted in 1940 and was given command of a company in the Scottish. He was later 
promoted to 2I/C of the same battalion and, on the retirement of Col. Baptie, took over the battalion.
Local Boy Leads Overseas Army Runners (photo)(page 11):
Gino “Flash” Bortolussi Crowned Sprint Champion
… “The Armoured Division Victory,” said the official army news-paper, “was due largely to the sprinting 
prowess of a dark-haired flash nailing from Powell River, British Columbia—Corp. Gino Bortolussi of the 
New Westminster Regiment. “Bortolussi,” the article continues, “won the 100- and 200-yard dashes, 
creating new records in both events, despite the presence of a heavy gale. The Powell River Iron Man 
also led his division to victory in the mile relay, nipping 14 seconds off the established record and beating 
the British Army record by 2.6 seconds. Not satisfied with these achievements, Bortolussi went out and 
ran anchor in the 440-yard relay and, again, led his team to victory in record time …
Seems funny now, with Gino one of the pets of the overseas forces, to recall that, two days after he 
joined the army, he saluted a hotel porter in mistake for a major!
Our Girls m the Forces (photos)(page 13):
Powell River’s daughters, as well as her sons, are included in our local Honor Roll. To date, ten local 
girls have joined the colors, and others will doubtless follow as the war goes on … Practically all of these 
girls have been transferred to eastern centres. For many, it is their first time away from home. They have 
undertaken duties which most of them, in their wildest dreams, never considered they would perform … 
We expect to hear more of their achievements and successes in the coming months.
Meanwhile, a salute “to our girls in the forces!”
Women Fill War-Time Jobs in Powell River Plant (photo)(page 17):
War, of necessity, brings many changes. To Powell River, perhaps the most novel is the spectacle of 
women entering and leaving the plant, and punching time cards, side by side with male employees.
The shortage of man power, felt throughout the Continent, has brought about the utilization of female 
labor for the first time in the Powell River plant. Additional women are being taken on as vacancies occur 
in certain departments. To date, the beater room, sulphite department, finishing room and pulp testing 
departments have employed a number of women …
Necessary rest room and other facilities have been installed,
and a satisfactory solution worked out with local trade unions regarding wages and working conditions.
Many of the women being employed are wives of Powell River employees now in overseas forces. In 
some cases, these women are employed in the same departments as their husbands were, and may 
even take over their husband’s jobs for the duration …
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P.R. Citizens Prepare for Emergency—Large Enlistment in Local Reserve Unit (photo)(pages 18-19): 
On the home front, Powell River citizens are preparing to take their share in defending the West Coast 
against possible invasion. Nearly three months ago, permission was received from Ottawa to recruit a 
company of the Reserve Army in Powell River. Applications poured in, and within a few weeks, the 
company nad recruited 150 men. In recent months, new enlistments have brought the total to 180, almost 
twice the normal company compliment.
The local company is shown in military records as “E” Company, 2nd Battalion. Duke of Connaught’s 
Own Rifles … The unit is under the command of Capt. Leslie Checkland, of the wharf staff. Capt. 
Checkland is a veteran of the last war, serving with the famous Devonshire Regiment …
The company has its compliment of rifles, machine guns and other small arms, and preliminary 
instruction in these weapons is already under way …
Women Join St. John Brigade (page 19).
Another important group of the women’s auxiliary war emergency army is the women’s division of the St.
John Ambulance Brigade. This branch, formed early in the year, has made splendid progress.
Ali ranks are taking their training seriously, attending regular parades and studying hard. The women are 
given special hospital training and, in an emergency, will take over as auxiliary nurses. Mrs. Howard 
Jamieson heads the women’s division …
The Canadian Red Cross Corps (photos)(page 20):
Local women, as well as men, are also in uniform and attending regular parades. The local detachment 
of the Canadian Red Cross Corps has been in existence since March of this year, and is now a smart, 
disciplined unit. The detachment is affiliated as an auxiliary to the local reserve Unit. Commanding Officer 
of the unit is Mrs. J. Staniforth, well known local community worker. Mrs. Staniforth served in the last war 
and comes from a military family …
Vol. 18, No. 10, October 1942
New Bus Arrives for District (photo)(page 5):
… This new acquisition to local transportation facilities is a modern stage with a legal carrying capacity of 
32 passengers. It is gas operated. This brings to five the number of busses in operation between Powell 
River and the nearby suburbs of Westview, Cranberry and Wildwood ... Approximately 1,500 passengers 
are carried each day, and the daily mileage averages 300 … With gas rationing now in effect, private cars 
are steadily disappearing from the road, with the consequent increase in inter-district bus traffic.
The Transportation Company is now carrying the largest number of passengers in local history, and these 
numbers will multiply as private car running dames up.
B.C. Spruce Goes to War (page 9):
“The mosquito plane is not only the fastest bomber in the world, it is the fastest plane!”
This was the terse announcement recently made by R.A.F. Headquarters in describing the exploits of the 
latest, and most talked-of, acquisition to the Empire’s Air Force.
The distinguishing feature of the mosquito is its all-wood construction. In such construction, the British 
Empire has pioneered (for this war), a very courageous achievement—and the all-wood “mosquito” is 
already a name to conjure with. Into the construction of these mosquitoes has gone millions of feet of 
Canadian spruce—and perhaps the major portion of this was cut in the Powell River sawmill …
New Sulphite Installation now in Operation (photos)(pages 13-16):
High Grade Pulp Now in Steady Production
Powell River’s new sulphite plant, now completed, is one of the finest and most up-to-date installations on 
the continent. Construction of buildings and installation of equipment have been under way for the past 
16 months, but owing to priorities, war restrictions and transportation facilities, unavoidable delays have 
been encountered ...
The sulphite department was developed during the days when newsprint required considerable additional 
sulphite and, as the chemical pulp demand has been reduced, this left part of the plant with additional 
capacity available …
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As soon as Scandinavian pulps were blocked [by the war] and a large demand started for high grade pulps to meet 
the needs of paper manufacturers left without an adequate supply, the Company started an investigation to 
determine the type of pulp required by this market. So improvements and additions were made, as needed, to each 
department with the purpose of producing a quality pulp for Export Sales from the additional tonnage available from 
the digesters.
Vol. 18, No. 11, November 1942
On Active Service—Harry Donkersley Wins D.F.C. (Page 8):
Headlining the news of Powell River boys in the forces is the announcement that Pilot Officer Harry Donkersley of 
Powell River has been awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for conspicuous gallantry in action. Harry was 
awarded the decoration for sinking four Italian merchantmen and probably sinking a tanker during the recent heavy 
attacks on the Axis supply lines in the Mediterranean. The Powell River boy has been Stationed on Malta for the 
past several months …
Chrysanthemum Club—It’s an Association Now! (Pages 10-11):
Powell River will soon be as well known for its chrysanthemums as it is in paper circles for its quality of newsprint.
Two years ago, a small group of local enthusiasts, headed by control Superintendent Harry Andrews, started “mum 
growing as a serious business. Last year they formed a home club and Harry trooped around town inspecting the 
results of his flock’s labor. This year the club is an association affiliated with the Chrysanthemum Club of British 
Columbia, and is definitely on the map.
Their first annual display, a few weeks ago In Brooks School gymnasium, brought out over 300 entries and in 
excess of 1000 blooms … “Powell River is definitely a ‘mum town,” one official [from Vancouver] stated …
Where are the boys of the Old Brigade? You'll find them in the ‘mum gardens of Powell River …
Give Them a Hand—Volunteers (photos)(pages 12-13):
We unhesitatingly bestow the title of No. 1 Public Servant on Mr. John McIntyre, Company Safety Inspector, who, 
for 25 years, has lived and dreamed Powell River. He is in the forefront of every community project.
He serves on half the committees in town, and is an honorary member of the other half. He was a chief organizer of 
Powell River’s first Community Chest. He has been local chairman of Canada’s First, Second and Third Victory 
Loan drives in Powell River. In between times, he was the man behind the gun in Powell River’s first War Auxiliary 
drive. In fact, nothing ever happens in Powell River without John McIntyre …
Douglas M. Goudie is one of the fathers of First Aid in Powell River. He is chief representative for the St.
John Ambulance Brigade in Powell River. He is a leader in A.R.P. activities. He lectures first aid classes: instructs 
various women’s organizations in A.R.P. duties and poison gas precautions … if a bomb ever drops on Powell 
River, a lot of people will be glad they knew Douglas Goudie …
Gordon Jones … As chief A.R.P. warden for the district, he has one of the most difficult and perhaps thankless jobs 
in the area. He has to struggle against indifference, apathy, and not always complete cooperation on the part of the 
general public. If a blackout is ordered, he is the man responsible if a resident doesn't put up his “blackouts, despite 
previous warnings
Gordon’s other activities include chairmanship of the District Cemetery League—and active participation in the work 
of the Canadian Legion …
Mrs. Margaret Gwyther’s work is done behind the scenes. She is a leading member of the Lukin Johnston Chapter, 
I.O.D.E., and one of its most active workers. Since the opening of hostilities in 1939, Margaret, in company with her 
sister members, has packed hundreds of parcels, knit scores of sweaters, socks and scarves. Margaret’s special 
duty is the crocheting of the heavy mine-sweeper mitts. When the boys overseas receive their Christmas parcels 
from the |.0.D.E., much of the credit for their safe arrival goes to Mrs. Gwyther. She haunts every resident in the 
district for the names and latest addresses of the boys overseas, or at sea in ships. She writes innumerable letters 
and ensures that, insofar as it is humanly possible, no boy in the overseas forces misses a Christmas parcel …
Local Women’s Organizations Extend Training (page 15):
For the past month, members of the Nursing Section of the Canadian Red Cross Corps have been supplementing 
their training with practical hospital experience. The women of the corps have been acting as aides to the nurses in 
the Powell River Hospital … The corps spent several hours daily at the hospital over
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a one-month period. Instruction was under Mrs. Les Hughes, nursing instructress for the corps.
For the next month, the ladies of the St. John Ambulance Brigade will perform similar duties …
Rifle Range for E Company (page |5):
E Company of the 2nd Battalion, B.C. Regiment, Powell River, will shortly have an indoor range for 
winter shooting. The Powell River Company has granted the military authorities use of the basement in 
Dwight Hall, and work will be started shortly. Members of the company, most of whom are employed in 
the plant, will provide the necessary labor. It will be a 25-yard range and is in an ideal location.
Work on the outdoor range at Wildwood is also expected to get under way before long. This will 
probably permit ranges of up to 300 yards at least …
Cricketers Venture Afield (photo)(page 15):
This is not Powell River’s first cricket club, but it is the first time a local cricket club has ventured beyond 
the limits of the townsite to engage in active competition.
The local eleven were defeated, but only on the last over, and the game was one of the best on record.
… Despite difficulties of organization due to war conditions, the boys turned out for cricket all summer.
Vol. 18, No. 12, December 1942
The Girls Carry On—Women Employees Help Keep the Wheels Turning (photos)(page 3): Women 
employed in the Powell River plant now number about 75.
This figure has gradually increased over the past two months as men left for military service … male 
employees have been highly co-operative in getting the women started at their new work. They have 
been able to work into their jobs smoothly and with minimum effort … All women employees are 
members of the unions which cover their respective departments, and the sight of women at union 
meetings is becoming commonplace.
Community Center in Active Operation (photos)(pages 6-7):
… After several months of intensive preparatory work, the new Powell River Community Center, located 
on premises formerly owned by the old department store, is now in full operation …
Early this past summer, the idea of providing a recreational and study center, open day and evening, 
was developed … The Powell River Company donated the premises and made themselves responsible 
for its renovation. Various organizations provided volunteer labor for additional renovations; and by one 
of the best-coordinated efforts in our history, the new center was ready for the official opening in 
November The installation of this new “Center” has filled a gap in our community life and provided a 
base for the stimulation of community and welfare activities. The Center is open daily from from 3 to 
5:30 p.m. and 7:30 to 11:30 in the evenings … the afternoons are in the charge of the women’s 
organizations, and in the evenings, supervisors are provided through the Fraternal Council, who have 
taken a leading part in the organization and maintenance of the premises.
Already, considerable equipment has been installed, including pool tables, table tennis, checker boards, 
cards, chess boards, etc. Dart boards and carpet Dowling will be additional attractions within the next 
few weeks …
War Contract Work Expands (photos)(pages 8, 16):
…. Already, several essential parts for corvettes have been turned out in our plant, and the 
accumulation of new contracts, essential in the war effort of the nation, is steadily expanding … In the 
past few weeks, our machinists have been doing considerable work on steering bases for cargo ships 
…
Powell River’s machine shop is large and well-appointed, and the equipment is capable of producing 
many machine parts required for ships or vehicles. The work now under way in the machine shop 
includes the setting up of base plates for steering engines in our planer; sub Dases for steering 
engines, and hydrant caps and parts for fire protection systems at airports and army camps. The caps 
are cast and machined at Powell River …
Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1943
The Annual Round Up (pages 2-5, 15):
The Digester presents a brief review of events of 1942 as they relate to Powell River.
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Canada’s Little Ships Carry Out Dangerous Patrols with Scores of Powell River Boys (photos)(pages 8-9): 
… If we think its cold around here, if the fuel shortage is acute, many of our own boys are not having too happy a 
time either. The pictures show what the average youngster has to face, in addition to the perils of submarines below 
and aeroplanes overhead. Week in, week out, the convoys leave an eastern port with food and munitions for our 
fighting men and for the stout citizens of the British Isles. Fog bound, snow bound, ice bound, they carry on. The 
Silent service never falters. And when we grow a bit too introspective on this fuel shortage or freezing weather, give a 
thought to Stewart Johnston, Jack Carruthers, Scotty Abbott, Bobby Dunn, Jimmy Maple and scores of others, who 
keep the U-boats from our shores and protect our men in their journeys across the high seas, in all kinds of weather.
The Community Centre Comes Through (page 16):
… Scores of men, coming off and going on shift, have found a warm and welcome shelter here. Our younger people 
are already making it the gathering place of the younger set. In recent weeks, the weekly and semiweekly dances 
have been well patronized. The committee is gratified at the response and the Centre bids fair to become a real 
district gathering place for old and young.
Vol. 19, No. 2, February 1943
Machine Shop Fills New War Contracts (photos)(pages 2-3):
… Already, the Powell River Machine Shop has fabricated lubricators for corvettes and other naval vessels, hydrant 
parts for new airfields and barracks springing up in all sections of the country, bedplates and valves for engine room 
auxiliaries.
Recently, an order was received for acetylene and oxygen buggies and quadruple valves. some of the work is shown 
in the illustrations accompanying this outline. Part shipment of these new contracts was made well within the 
stipulated time limit, and the balance of the order is being swiftly handled … The acetylene buggies and quadruple 
valves are our latest test—a test which we believe will prove highly satisfactory when the equipment is installed.
A.R.P. “Emergency” Staged Successfully (photos)(pages 4-5):
On Sunday, January 31, Powell River’s A.R.P. organization staged their first “Emergency” practice … The emergency 
undoubtedly brought to light many weaknesses in plans and organization. But it also tested, and found sound, the 
latent strength of long and careful planning ... The “general impression,” that of the public and participating 
organizations, was favorable and, in some ways, enthusiastic. This is not the impression we have received of tests 
carried out in Vancouver and other coast centres.
During the approximate two-hour emergency, there was an unexpected smoothness and Co-ordination between all 
branches. The fire department answered calls and were at the scene of activity ina matter of 4 few minutes. 
Ambulance squads had their posts well organized, and wounded were picked up promptly and fi rst aid attention 
efficiently handled. Block wardens were on the job—and demolition groups moved quickly to posts _The control 
room, where a lot of trouble was expected, functioned at high gear. The volunteer girls and staff did excellent work 
transmitting messages, which were coming in like news flashes of an allied offensive.
Cross roads, blown up by enemy bombs, were picketed by wardens. Traffic was re-routed and unauthorized vehicles 
turned into side roads. Telegraph lines were repaired, children and parents quickly evacuated from bombed 
buildings. All vital spots, water tanks, wharf approaches, cross roads, etc., were manned by detachments of the 
Reserve Army. The men were in battle order, with rifles, machine guns and gas Masks
Wardens report that householders were very fair and co-operative. The same was true with private cars. Only one 
case of failure to obey instructions was reported …
Weaknesses there undoubtedly were, and those must be corrected. Here and there, appreciative cooperation was 
lacking. A few casualties were overlooked and the odd message delayed or improperly relayed.
But after this has been said, there was a basic soundness to the entire planning and an earnestness that left a 
favorable impression on the district …

The Digesters and Blowpits in Action (photos)(pages 12-14):
… The treatment in question is a chemical one, and the various stages of the operation go on in the
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following order: Wood, previously reduced to small clean cut chips, is introduced by conveyer into the digester, each 
digester containing approximately 70 tons of wet chips. The covers are put on and bolted down to stand the pressure 
that will be developed later. Acid, at a temperature of around 165 degrees Fahrenheit, and steam are fed into the 
digester. The whole is raised to a temperature of about 250 degrees anda pressure of 80 pounds per square inch, 
then gradually reduced, at the end of what is known as the “cook,” to about 25 pounds. This cycle takes from eight to 
ten hours. The bottom, or blow valves [of the digester], are then opened, and the whole content is blown by the 
remaining pressure into the blow pit.
What has happened is that the hot acid and steam have separated the non-fibrous portion from the desirable part [of 
the wood] and left it [the desirable part] in a clean and usable state … Each ton of [digester] ‘content contains about 
200 pounds of fibre, which is the valuable usable part, and about 1800 pounds of dissolved lignin or waste. This 
waste contains many valuable by-products. It is even possible to make food out of it, a matter which, however, does 
not concern the paper mill …
in the blow chest, the stock is kept constantly on the move by large agitating propellers … this agitation and 
circulation help to make the stock uniform and thoroughly mixed throughout. After passing round the chest, it is finally 
pumped to the washer building for further processing and bleaching …
Waste from the paper process can be converted into many valuable products: food, alcohol and sugar, road 
materials, plastics, etc. The possibilities are unlimited.
A Necessary Installation (page 15):
War service had caused an extreme shortage of ‘eligible’ men in Powell River. Young women complained. The 
Digester had a suggestion:
There is an opening in Powell River for a bright lad of any age. The job in question is a “bureau” to supply eligible 
escorts (temporary) for the girls around town. Provided the bureau could deliver the escorts (eligible), most of the 
girls would willingly subscribe a monthly fee and guarantee the bureau a steady and substantial income. 
Headquarters could be set up in Doug Taylor’s emporium. In fact, all that place needs now is some organization to 
convert it into a bureau immediately.
Vol. 19, No. 3, March 1943
Mechanical Department Conduct New War Time Experiments (photo) (page 3):
Recently, under direction of Mechanical Superintendent Ross Black, a series of interesting experiments nave been 
undertaken, designed to produce tires for plant trucks. The present experiments were the result of a suggestion 
made by Mr. F.L. Kurtz of Kingcome Navigation Co. Ltd. … Already, they have been attended by a fair degree of 
success.
The basis of the new experiments revolves around the shortage of rubber. To replace rubber for our wharf “jitneys” 
and grinder room “skip trucks,” the staff tried out rubber belting. This was wrapped on a steel rim, bound with wire 
and studded with nails to prevent creeping. The entire composition was then vulcanized for about 12 hours, after 
which, the wire and nails were removed. The tires shown above were tried out on the wharf lift trucks and proved 
very successful …
At the same time, another experiment is being attempted. In the background of the photograph on page 3 is seen 
what appears to be a solid iron casting. It is just that. It is a solid cast iron tire which the Mechanical Department is 
trying out for use on wooden decking …
Enrolments Pass 700 Mark; Army Leads the Way (photos)(pages 4-5):
Powell River’s contribution to the armed forces, by the middle of March, had passed the 700 mark and now stands at 
728 … Here are some vital statistics covering the men and women of Powell River serving their country:
Total service enrolments 728 
Royal Canadian Navy 101 
Army 347
Royal Canadian Air Force 280
In recent months, enlistments of local girls have swelled Powell River’s service total. On March 16, 17 tocat girls had 
joined the forces, either in the R.C.A.F. (WD) or the C.W.A.C. At least half a dozen more are on call and will be 
leaving soon …
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The Ration Cards Come In (page 6):
The new ration cards have arrived and hundreds of Powell River housewives were in attendance to 
safeguard the family victuals in the months ahead. Tea, sugar, coffee and butter rations were known, and 
belts had tightened in preparation. But it was the extra cards “for future emergencies” … the Powell River 
ration book distribution was handled most efficiently by volunteer women’s organizations, fraternal 
societies, Red Cross groups, etc. …
Vol. 19, No. 4, April 1943
Local Pupils Paint Murals—High Standard of Craftsmanship Shown (photos)(pages 8-9)… Last week we 
received another call from Mr. Gaitskell. It appeared, this time, that his pupils were painting murals of some 
kind or another and “would we care to come along and take a photograph?” 
On these pages we display the photographic evidence of our visit and of the art work being done by Powell 
River children … The murals are painted in oils, and those you see here are painted by Bob Johnson, 
Mary Smythe and Doreen Black, assisted by other members of Grade XII. They will be used as permanent 
decoration for the school library.
The murals represent various historic scenes in British Columbia’s history. On one are the handicarfts of 
the tribes of the Pacific Coast—canoe making, totem carving, cooking, weaving, basketry, house building, 
etc. Another, not quite finished, depicts the historic meeting of Captain Cook and Chief Mawhinna at 
Nootka in 1778. The detail is historically correct and considerable research has been necessary to make 
sure of all important factors. The uniforms of His Majesty’s forces of that period are pictured accurately. It 
will also be noted that the Union Jack does not contain the Cross of St. Patrick (Union With Ireland 1801). 
Captain Cook’s vessels, Discovery and Resolution, were drawn from photographs of models …
Our Plane Spotters—Local Man Uses Home-made Device For Plane Recognition (photos)(page 10): 
Recently, Western Air Command officers have commended the useful and conscientious work being done 
in this area by Sam Marshall, Head Powell River Company Watchman and district civilian adviser for the 
Command.
On several occasions, Mr. Marshall’s accurate reports and quick reporting have assisted the work of 
officials. On one occasion, his prompt notification was the means of averting what might have been, at 
best, 4 serious accident.
To assist his staff in identifying passing planes, Mr. Marshall has installed a special device, designed by 
Mike Templeton of Stillwater, that has won commendation from Air Force Head-quarters, and which may 
be a model for civilian spotters along the coast. The principle of the system may be easily seen from the 
illustrations. It has proved useful in practice, and Powell River has won a high place in the regard of the Air 
Force for its cooperation and initiative.
Much of the credit is due to Mr. S.O. Marshall and his staff of watchmen. They are working quietly and 
effectively in the national interest.
War Loan Goes Over the Top in Sustained Drive (photos)(pages 6-7):
… The gratifying response on the part of Powell River citizens to Canada’s Fourth Victory Loan 
demonstrates that on the home front we are backing the attack—and giving our boys the tools to push the 
assault to the enemy’s heart.
Powell River’s quota in the record-breaking $1,100,000,000 loan was $200,000. For many reasons, ‘this 
quota was considered a very high mark to shoot at. It was a definite challenge to Powell River's patnotism, 
and ‘the challenge was met and conquered. When the hard-worked officials counted final returns, Powell 
River had raised over $220,000—and the Victory Pennant, and the special pennant for passing the quota, 
flew from Victory Loan mast …
Vol. 19, No. 6, June 1943
“Enemy Forces” Invade Powell River—Dawn Assault Repulsed After Fierce Fighting (photos)(pages 2-5): 
At approximately 3:30 a.m., Sunday, June 6, the dark of a moonless Powell River night was suddenly 
illuminated by the brilliance of a bursting star shell. Followed the staccato bark of high powered rifles, the 
rattle of barge chains and the rapid slush of armed men through ankle deep water and sand.
The enemy was at our gates. The “invasion” of Powell River was on. Hundreds of enemy troops poured
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from landing barges out of the blackness of night, carried the beach in a quick rush and dashed through trails to 
attack the screen of defenders stationed at the beach to harass the landing.
The invaders were a battalion of troops from a special Battle School on the West Coast. The defenders were men of 
Powell River’s Reserve Company of the B.C. Regiment, under Captain Leslie W. Checkland. The operation was part 
of an exercise arranged by a Combined Operations School on the Pacific Coast, and was designed primarily to 
provide the troops with something of the problems, natural and physical, that mignt be encountered in actual battle 
along the Pacific Coast seaboard ...
Powell River defenders put up a stout defence. Only two out of eight major objectives were captured, and the main 
defences of the city were not breached.” …
Powell River defenders saw something of blitz warfare. They saw how well trained and conditioned troops could 
overcome apparently impregnable natural obstacles. They witnessed the close coordination of the naval and military 
units, the split-second timing that is essential to success in modern warfare. They saw the combination of foot and 
armored troops working to a well ordered and systematic plan; troops moving with almost incredible speed through 
woods and barriers; the unfolding of a coordinated scheme of attack; strength being hurled against weakness at 
decisive points. They saw Canada’s Active Army in action …
Vol. 19, No. 7, July 1943
Powell River to Supply Fuel for Vancouver (photos)(pages 2-3
For the first time in history, Powell River, whose import of timber and logs is probably the largest of any firm on the 
Pacific Coast, is entering the wood export business.
Under an agreement now being ratified between the Burrard Shipbuilding Company and the Powell River Company, 
the Powell River Company will, early in August, begin the shipment of bush-wood fuel to the Shipbuilding Company 
for the use of its employees. The move is designed to relieve existing difficulties in obtaining domestic fuel supplies 
in the Vancouver area.
The wood, consisting largely of second growth fir, but comprising also other species of wood suitable for domestic 
fuel, will be cut on Powell River Company property, about two and a half miles north of the Government Wharf at 
Powell River. Scows that deliver hogged fuel and shingle mill refuse to the Powell River plant for the generation of 
steam, and which have been returning to Vancouver empty, will be used tor the transportation of the bushwood fuel 
to Vancouver. The Powell River Company is supplying the wood to the Shipbuilding Company at cost price, free 
from royalties, stumpage and other charges.
The wood will be cut into 12-inch stove lengths, for the most part from trees of small size, varying from 3 to 8 inches 
in diameter … When operations get into full swing, it is expected that about 25 to 30 men will be employed on this 
work. Scaling will be done by Government officials in Vancouver.
“E” Company Returns From Camp (photos)(pages 8-9):
… Easily the social highlight of the trip was the day “E” Company was detailed for camp duties. Sgt. Bill Cratchley, 
oozing oiliness, walked into the tent inhabited by Employment Superintendent Frank Flett (there wasn’t much room 
for anyone else).
‘Rifleman Flett,” purred the sergeant in his silkiest voice, “you will report to the grinder room at 6 o’clock in the 
morning; there are six sacks of spuds to peel.” And as he walked out, Sgt. Cratchley muttered, "And I’ve been 
waiting fourteen years for this chance.”
Another social highlight was Rifleman Jack Hill’s delightful rendition of “Sweetheart, Aloha” on the train trip to 
Vernon. He sang it to every member of “E” Company. He sang it to A, B, C and D Companies; he sang it to the 
Negro porter—and he sang it to every telephone pole on the way. It was a performance of sustained power and 
vigor.
The outstanding athletic event of the two weeks was the day the Company went out for battle practice. Frank Flett, 
gasping in the Okanagan ozone, made this historic remark: “My legs are alright, but its my wind that bothers me.” 
the boys ran at full speed up and down the slopes of Coldstream …
There is an epilogue to this scene, which has to do with a quick assault on a cow pasture—and from all accounts—
and appearances—the cows were easy winners …
Highlight of the entertainment was Jack Ellis and his trusty henchmen, Driver Arnold McQuarrie and Rifleman. Don 
Allan. They kept Powell River on the map for twenty-four hours daily. They were the most popular trio in camp. Out 
of Kalamalka Lake, six hundred voices yelled for Jack Ellis and “Sweet Violets”—and his rendition was well up to his 
usual high standard …
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Harry Comes Home—Local Hero of Battle of Mediterranean Receives Presentation From Home Town Folks 
(photo)(page 12):
On Wednesday, July 7, Flight Lieutenant Harry Donkersley, D.F.C. and Bar, was officially welcomed “home” 
by thousands of his friends and fellow citizens of Powell River …
On July 7, at Willingdon Beach, in a setting which Harry knew so well, and where he played as a youngster, 
Powell River paid its official tribute to this modest youngster whose exploits gained him two decorations and 
a presentation to His Majesty the King at Buckingham Palace. Representatives of all public and military 
bodies were on hand. Supporting Harry on the platform, were members of his family, and his equally proud, if 
not prouder, grandmother and grandfather. Both Harry’s father and grandfather had served their country in 
the last war …
With Our War Prisoners—Canadians Organize Hockey Teams in Germany (photo)(page 15): 
The accompanying snap is a picture of an all-Canadian hockey team—but not in Canada. It is a snap of a 
group of Canadian prisoners of war in a German prison camp. Even this can’t keep those lads, who were 
brought up on hockey sticks, down, and they have organized their own teams in camp.
In the front row, third from the right, is Flying Officer Gordon Cooper, brother of our Plant superintendent, 
Russ Cooper, who was shot down in a raid over Germany last year. Sticks and equipment were obtained 
through the Red Cross, and Flying Officer Cooper states the boys are able to keep fit and mentally alert, 
despite the depression of a prison camp …
Still Going Strong (page 16):
The fishing off shore has been spotty recently. J.K. Simpson, our dignified bank manager, claims a catch of 
six salmon in one night. Frank Flett has the next boathouse, and says the story is without foundation. Hal 
Gwyther, who now most casually neglects a starving wife and family for the siren call of the Sockeye and 
Spring, seems to strike a fair average.
Guess the fish are where they always were—where you ain t!
Vol. 19, No. 8, August 1943
Women Employees Perform Wide Variety of Jobs in Plant (photos)(pages 2-3):
… Almost exclusively, Powell River was a man’s town. For over 31 consecutive years, no female, no matter 
how voluptuous, however charming, however efficient, had ever infiltrated through the Time Office industrial 
records. These showed an unbroken succession of male employees …
There was shaking of heads, some wagging of tongues, when the first overalled women employees began to 
appear in the lab, in the beater room, in the screen room—and other sections of the plant … they are part of 
the organization, accepted as such, and efficiently filling the shoes of the men they replaced.
There are upwards of 80 women employed in the Powell River plant. They are working on all jobs and on all 
shifts hey are taking over men’s jobs—not merely filling in on day-shift work … Fourteen of the women 
replaced husbands who are now in the Armed Forces … They have proven themselves efficient 
replacements for our employees who are serving their country in the war fronts of the Empire.
Substitutions, Economies and Conservation of Vital Materials (photos)(pages 7; 9):
... Every day, some new expedient must be adopted; some substitute must be found; anew experiment must 
be tried: economy of vital materials must be the watchword
Today, for example, copper has a high priority rating among vital war materials. Yet copper is, or at least has 
been, in steady demand by the pulp and paper industry. Manifestly, the curtailed supply of copper must be 
met with the use of substitute An interesting example of local practice has been the elimination of copper 
rods in the Decker screens.
There are many scores of these rods in each decker and, when the rods were worn, the entire decker frame 
had to be discarded. Foreman Millwright Theo Caron developed the idea of using wooden rods in the 
deckers the renovated decker stood up to all operating conditions; and all deckers are now being similarly 
outfitted. In addition to the copper rods saved, the use of wood prolongs the life of the old frame and saves 
further valuable material.
Down in the Kamyr plant, Sulphite Superintendent Frank Hamilton is carrying on the conservation of vital 
materials. The wire strands on our sulphite bales have been reduced from four to three strands. By
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judicious alteration of the packing, the three strands now used on all Powell River export bales, provide the 
same protection afforded by the four-strand bale …
The wharf, too, despite the hundreds of war shortages, is modernizing its equipment. The new Jeeps,” with 
their automatic lifting devices, are speeding up transportation along the wharf and saving vital manpower …
Frank Foyston Wins the D.F.C. (Page 10):
… from the Middle East comes the word that Flying Officer Frank Foyston has been awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross for meritorious service. Frank went overseas in 1941, flew over Germany, and 
was later transferred to the Middle East Command. He has been shot down, or crashed, at least five times 
and has been in upwards of two score operational flights …
Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1943
New War Work For Powell River (photo)(page 4):
Furthering the Company’s policy of utilizing to the fullest extent their facilities at Powell River for war work, 
arrangements have been made with Boeing Aircraft of Canada Limited to carry out assembly work on 
bomber parts.
In order to prepare for this work, the Company has started a training school, under supervision of the 
Government War Emergency Training Schools. Approximately 25 employees, most of them women, are 
now undergoing preliminary training … as efficiency increases, several score more employees will be added 
to the roll.
The work is being carried out in one of the Company paper storage sheds, which is being refitted to provide 
suitable accommodation for both men and women employees …
it is interesting to observe that almost one-half of our machine shop labor is consumed directly in the 
manufacture and processing of war orders …
The sub contract to assemble aeroplane parts is attracting many local women who hitherto have not rushed 
to secure employment.
Vol. 19, No. 10, October 19435
On Active Service (page 11)
Powell River personnel in the Forces is now 873, including 42 girls.
Already, local girls bid fair to emulate the high standard set by local men. Two of the girls, LAW Jean 
Banham and LAW Doris Humphrey, are now overseas: And recently word was received that Bette Parkin 
and Francis Haigh both graduated with honors from their respective classes. Several of the girls have 
attained corporal’s rating, and private wagers are being made on who will first attain the lofty rank of 
sergeant …
Already, thirteen of our boys have paid the supreme sacrifice, four others are missing, three are prisoners of 
war and several have been wounded …

All Together On The Home Front (page 16):
“Why do we have to turn in a used tube whenever we buy shaving cream or toothpast?” Here is part of the answer. 
… From medicine chest to Mediterranean battle fronts goes tin recovered from old toothpaste or shaving cream 
tubes. Enough tin for twenty Corvettes has been reclaimed since September 1942. Tin from tubes has gone into 
the manufacture of tanks, ships, planes and water bottles.
From September 1942, when it became necessary to return a used tube on purchasing toothpaste and shaving 
cream, until the end of June this year, 205,661 pounds of tubes have been collected. One large toothpaste tube 
contains the same amount of tin as 20 ordinary 16-ounce food tins. Tin recovered from one tube is sufficient to 
plate 20 water canteens, or supply tin ingredients in 20 rounds of shells.
Vol. 19, No. 11, November 1943
E Company Opens New Rifle Range (photos)(page 7):
Powell River’s E Company, B.C. Regiment (R) have completed construction of the new Wildwood Rifle Range … 
This range is the first of its kind ever built in the Powell River district. It conforms to the rigid specifications laid 
down by the military authorities, and represents the biggest voluntary construction job
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ever performed in the area. The entire project was done voluntarily by the officers, N.C.Os and men of E 
Company. Capt. L.W. Checkland, O.C. of the unit, supervised the construction … The job is finished now, and 
five score, or more, wives in the area will heave mighty sighs of relief—and enjoy a rest on Sunday mornings.
New Hog Machinery Installed (photo)(page 14):
Approximately 15 years ago, the Powell River Company initiated the extensive use of hog fuel, or sawmill waste, 
as boiler fuel. The Company was a pioneer among the industrial firms of British Columbia in the use of sawmill 
waste as fuel …
The Powell River Company have now pioneered a further development in the supply and delivery of sawmill 
refuse.
October witnessed the installation of equipment which permits the importation and handling of un-hogged 
refuse.
At Powell River, a new, wide, hopper-type conveyor, capable of handling all normal saw and shingle mill refuse, 
has been completed. With this equipment, Powell River can now accept shipments of un-hogged refuse from 
any mill in the province …
The completion of the new Hog Plant increases the scope and future guarantees of fuel deliveries. And without 
any loss of efficiency, the installation is expected to result in an oil saving of over 2000 barrels monthly …
Corn Syrup Ration Can Be Increased (page 16):
AS usual in war time, Canada has a bumper crop of babies. WPTB has recognized this fact by providing them 
with a large normal ration of corn syrup—two “D” coupons a month, each good for 14 fluid ounces. Where 
infants two years old or less need a larger ration, local Ration Boards will exchange extra “D” coupons for 
regular sugar coupons from the baby’s ration book—two "D” coupons for each regular sugar Coupon.
Vol. 19, No. 12, December 1943
Wood Pulp a Canadian Discovery (photo)(pages 8-9):
… In the development of the modern methods of wood conversion, Powell River control and technical staffs 
have played an important role.
The conversion of wood pulp is of comparatively recent origin—and in the discovery and utilization of wood in 
the manufacture of pulp products, Canada has been in the front line.
It was not until 1838 that the first experiments with wood pulp were attempted. The honor of the first conversion 
of wood pulp is now generally attributed to a Canadian, Charles Fenerty of Sackville, Nova Scotia. The German 
scientist Keller performed similar experiments in 1840.
Out of the experiments of Fenerty sprang the dominance which Canada today enjoys in the pulp and paper 
markets of the world. The successful conversion of wood to pulp is the foundation of the present status of the 
paper industry in Canada. Following Fenerty’s tests, newspapers gradually discarded the old rag stock in favor 
of wood stock. By 1870 wood was in general use—and within the next ten years had completely replaced rag 
and other materials.
in 1866 the first groundwood mill on the continent was established at Valleyfield, Quebec. The honor for the first 
sulphate mill goes to the Brampton Pulp & Paper Company, which entered the field in 1 908 …
In Powell River, we are proud of the share our own specialists have taken, and will continue to take, in the 
development and progress of the pulp and paper industry.
Annual B.C. Products Week Held (photos)(page 14):
On Friday, November 10, the Annual B.C. Products Show attracted a capacity audience of interested Powell 
River residents. The show was sponsored by the Powell River Board of Trade on behalf of the B.C. Products 
Bureau.
Many attractive exhibits were exhibited by B.C. manufacturers and most of the stores in the district arranged 
displays during this B.C. Products Week. The Powell River Company’s display proved of general interest, and 
many local residents were surprised at the range and variety of paper products now produced by the Company. 
In addition, the Company’s display of war work produced, and still being Produced, in the plant, and which 
included aircraft, marine and auxiliary parts, equipment for airfields, and army camps, was a revelation to many 
visitors, even to some of our own employees …
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Vol. 20, No. 1, January 1944
Parcels for the Armed Forces—Nearly 600 Gifts Mailed to Employees (page 3):
A total of 580 parcels were mailed to Powell River Company employees serving at Home and 
Overseas for Christmas. They represented a total of 372,000 cigarettes sent to male employees and 
26 parcels sent to our girls.
Each employee overseas received 1000 cigarettes. Shipments were made to the United Kingdom, to 
North Africa, to the Central Mediterranean forces, to India and Ceylon, to Newfoundland, the West 
Indies, Alaska and the South Pacific.
Every Canadian province, every Canadian naval station, and almost every Army and Air Force 
training camp in Canada was represented in the Dominion distribution.
Company employees Overseas received 600-1000 [cigarettes] each, every three months, and the 
year's shipments total 566,000 cigarettes, in addition to 170,000 sent to men in Canada.
All cigarettes to men and women in the United Kingdom are sent through the B.C. Overseas Tobacco 
Fund, a service maintained by the Government of British Columbia. The cigarettes are shipped in 
bulk to Great Britain and delivered to B.C. House, London. At B.C. House the cigarettes are packed 
and addressed by volunteer workers.
Around the Plant and Townsite (pages 14-15):
Rationing of fluid ounces failed to have any appreciable effect on slowing up the holiday procession. 
And by the way, one of the most intriguing Yuletide spectacles we have yet seen was General 
Superintendent Russ Cooper and Resident Engineer Harold Moore-head in a set of lancers at the 
Old Time Dance. What grace! What rhythm! What! What!
Mrs. Blanchard, Barker Mill, has started a new fashion for the well-appointed woman mill worker. 
Some time ago, she ceased bringing her wrist watch to work, and now carries a full-fledged alarm 
clock in her bag. shift boss “Fergie” views the whole affair with a mixture of bewilderment, caution 
and trepidation. If this fashion spreads around the plant, 1944 should be an interesting year.
Vol. 20, No. 2, February 1944
The Assembly Line Moves Ahead (page 4):
The construction of airplane parts, which went into production in Powell River only five months ago, Is 
now proceeding smoothly. Production levels are being maintained and exceeded ; over 100 
employees are at work, and the standard of Powell River craftsmanship and the quality of the product 
turned out has been praised by visiting inspectors and Air Force officials …
Around the Plant and Townsite (page 15):
Mrs. Moriarty states that the girls down in the aeroplane plant are discussing the formation of a social 
and athletic club. That crowd should do well in sport; they have most of the best softballers in town 
corralled; and material for a first-class track team. The girls in the regular departments of the plant will 
have to look to their laurels if that bunch of tigers go on a sport rampage.
Vol. 20, No. 3, March 1944
Old Newspapers Return to Place of Birth (page 2):
The utilization of old newspapers, which has been an established practice in the manufacture of 
certain varieties of paper products,
has for the first time been adopted in Powell River. Recently, the first test shipment of approximately 
40 tons, shipped from Puget Sound ports, was returned to Powell River for repulping.
The paper is now being used in the manufacture of paper board. Mechanically, the experiment has 
been successful. For many reasons, repulping of newspapers for high quality newsprint stock is not 
feasible.
At the present time, the Powell River Company is investigating the use of this kind of material only in 
the manufacture of paper products other than newsprint
Under war time shortages, expediency often supersedes economy. This condition is true of Powell 
River’s present experiments. By repulping these papers for paper products, we are enabled to 
conserve our logs for the vital production of newsprint …
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The newspapers undergo no special treatment or processing during their conversion to paper board or 
building papers. They are repulped and used direct, after sorting …
Indoor Rifle Range Completed—E Company Sharpshooters In Action (photos)(page! 0): Powell River’s first 
indoor rifle range has been completed. For the past month, members of E Company, B.C.
Regiment, and local cadet units, have had ample opportunity to keep their shooting eyes in shape. The new 
25-yard range in the basement of Dwight Hall is the scene of regular weekly platoon shoots—and many first 
class shots are being uncovered …
Built to military specifications, the new range allows for four targets, and interest in the shooting 
competitions is keen. The local unit has entered two teams in the Dominion Rifle Association's annual indoor 
competition, and have turned in very creditable scores …
Vol. 20, No. 4, April 1944
Powell River Company Presents “Reunion in London” (photos)(pages 8-9):
On Sunday, January 23, 1944, the Second Annual Reunion of Powell River Service Men and Women was 
held in the Beaver Club in London. For the home folks, this reunion held more than ordinary significance, 
since the Powell River Company, through the initiative of President Harold S. Foley, had arranged for a 
special sound move to be taken of the proceedings.
On March 5, through the courtesy of Myron C. McLeod, Patricia Theatre, and his staff, the Reunion pictures 
were shown for the first time in Powell River. Over 1100 residents turned out, and three consecutive 
showings were made to crowded houses.
The film is the permanent property of, and all rights were purchased by, the Powell River Company. We 
believe this film record is unique among the industrial firms of this, or perhaps any continent. The Company, 
by special arrangement with the Canadian Army Public Relations Department, had the film record made of 
over 100 of their former employees, at one time and at one spot, in the Empire’s capital …
First Women’s Industrial First Aid Class Passes Exams (photos)(page 10):
The pictures on this page have an historic touch. The seven women are the first of their sex to ever 
complete the Industrial First Aid Examinations in Powell River. This class is the first in the history of the 
district—and these women are Powell River pioneer Industrial First Aiders.
All the women received “C” Certificates which authorize them to act as First Aid attendants for one year, in 
any industrial plant, under the Workmen’s Compensation Board of British Columbia.
Around the Plant and Townsite (page 15):
The recent annual payday for E Company was rather an expansive day all round. We met one of the lads 
next day, and he proudly showed us a crisp one-dollar bill. “My wife let me keep that, ” our friend boasted. 
On the other hand, there were those who, some-how or other, couldn’t make their accounts jibe when they 
got home. And, as an aftermath, the Company is developing a fine quartette of tenors in Jack Hill, Bill 
Cramb, Chris Moore and Ellis Jones.
Vol. 20, No 5, May 1944
Twenty-Five-Year Club Inaugurated (photos)(pages 2-4):
On Tuesday, April 18, President Harold S. Foley, supported by R. Bell Irving and D.A. Evans, officially 
inaugurated the Powell River Employees’ “Twenty-Five-Year Club.” Fifty-seven members were present, and 
the evening was, on the testimony of the old-timers themselves, the most memorable and colorful in the 
history of the town. Each member was presented with a beautifully engraved watch by Mr. Foley.
… with S.D. Brooks, Chairman of the Board of Directors, heading the old-timers with an association dating 
back to the formation of the Company in 1910. In the 1910 group: with Mr. Brooks are James nH.
Lawson, attorney, and five employees at Powell River; George Paterson, Charlie Powell, Harry Middleton, 
Jack Richardson and Len Keith. Five members of the Vancouver office organization; James H. Lawson, 
William Barclay, Roy W. Foote. A.W. DeLand and Miss M.E. Garvin are members of the Club …

National film Board Selects Powell River for Educational Film Releases (photos)(pages 6-7, 9): 
On Thursday, April 20, the Powell River plant was privileged to act as hosts to the ace camera crew of the
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National Film Board. The party, led by Mr. Hamilton Wright, director, and Cameraman Joe Gibson, were 
photographing parts of the Powell River operation for special educational newsreel releases …

Vol. 20, No. 6, June 1944
DISTRICT POPULATION—Estimated (PAGE 7): 
Powell River Centre 3000
Westview 2500
Cranberry 1700
Wildwood 750

Lawn Bowling Among District’s First Sports (1923 photo)(pages 12-13)
Powell River first became lawn bowling-minded in 1919, when a group of citizens, none of whom are now resident in the 
community, approached the Company regarding the possibilities of installing a bowling green.
The request was favorably considered and work commenced on the project the following year. Eager enthusiasts watched the 
rapid progress until the green was completed. The Lawn Bowling Club came into existence in 1921, under the presidency of 
the late Dr. Henderson.
The green was officially opened on May 24 of that year, when the Vancouver Lawn Bowling Club visited in force, and, as 
might be expected, defeated the locals, enthusiastic but inexperienced, somewhat severely.
No record of the membership strength during the first two years is available, but in 1921 this comprised 59. Rising to 67 in 
1924, 88 in 1925, 89 in 1926, and 95 in 1927, it became increasingly difficult to accommodate all players.
The interchange of visits with the Vancouver club continued until 1931, with the city bowlers being defeated for the first time in 
Powell River in 1928, and in Vancouver in 1929 …
The Testing Time Is Here (page 16):
On Tuesday, June 6, 1944, Allied armies under the immediate command of Sir Bernard Montgomery, “Monty of El Alamein,” 
landed on the beaches of Normandy. D-Day had arrived, and the power and might of the Anglo-Saxon armies were unleashed 
in the greatest amphibious operation the world has ever seen.
Now, after a week of warfare, our beach-heads have been consolidated, and operations directed toward the capture of the 
first major objectives, the ports of Cherbourg and Le Havre, are under way.
In this titanic struggle, the youth of our own district are playing their parts. Powell River boys crashed ashore with the first 
landing craft infantry. Powell River boys were serving on the corvettes Calgary, Alberni and Milltown, and on the minesweeper 
Minas. They helped man and officer the Prince Henry and Prince David, from which the assault boats were landed. They were 
in the forefront of the landing forces that lunged through to Caen in the most decisive penetration of the opening attack. They 
were among the birdmen who covered our landings and struck at enemy concentrations behind the lines …
Vol. 20, No. 7, July 1944
30-lb. Newsprint (page 16):
Canadian newsprint mills, during the months of May and June, supplied newsprint in basis weight of 30 Ibs. Instead of the 
standard 32 lbs. to the publishers that requested it. This, so that the publishers and the mills might be able to obtain 
information based on actual production and use.
During May, Powell River mill produced 12,413 tons of news-print. 3178 tons were in the 30-lb. Basis weight …
From the above [figures], you will see that the loss in production per hour averaged about . 6 tons while running 30-lb. paper 
as against 32-lb, or 8.8 per cent. The increase in yardage of 30-lb. as against 32-(b. 's 6.66 per cent, so that on the May 
operations there was a net loss of 2.2 percent in yards. This is, of course, accounted for by the loss in machine efficiency 
while running on the lighter sheet.
In addition to the above figures, it was necessary to increase sulphite pulp to the machines .5 percent.
The over-all wood consumption per ton was 1.1 per cent higher.
Vol. 20, No. 8, August 1944
Powell River Company to Construct New Homes—Cranberry Area Selected (photo)(page 6): 
The Powell River Company Management have announced that the first unit of forty new homes will be
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constructed immediately on that portion of the Powell River Company’s property known as The Orchard, 
and that the subdivision to be created would be, in due course, incorporated into the village of Cranberry 
Lake Municipality … the necessary surveying and plotting of the subdivision has been completed.
The decision to erect the first unit in the Cranberry Lake area was entirely due to the fact that the 
proposed site can be more quickly developed than any other location under consideration, so ensuring 
that the houses be available for occupancy at the very earliest moment possible.
During the final discussions of the problem between the Commissioners of the Village and Mr. Barclay 
they suggested the desirability of making available, both to the present municipality and the new 
subdivision, a certain park or playground area. This suggestion was a most welcome one to the 
Management of the Powell River Company, and, as a result, an attractively wooded tract was set aside 
for the purpose in question by the surveyors when they were planning the subdivision.
They Pushed Kesselring From Rome (photos)(page 10):
Obscured by the titanic and spectacular drama in Normandy, the great Allied offensive in Italy is rushing 
ahead. The chaos and disintegration of Kesselring’s army is such that he may not be able to stand short 
of the Po River. The capture of this line by the Allies would be one of the decisive battles of the war and 
a direct threat to enemy flanks in the Rhone River area and in Yugoslavia.
In the mighty drive that broke the back of the German 14th and 10th armies, Powell River was again in 
the front. At least four score of our lads were in the attacking divisions of the 8th and 5th armies. Around 
4 dozen were with the Armoured Division that spearheaded the 8th Army assault. Others were with the 
Seaforths and Edmontons, who have gained immortal fame in the Italian campaign. Still others are with 
General Clark’s 5th Army and with independent tank corps and paratroop divisions.
Powell River boys went ashore with the first wave of Seaforths to hit the beaches of Sicily; they were 
among the storm troops who smashed the Gustav and Hitler lines and opened the gates to Rome.
Local Boy Decorated For Gallantry (photo)(page 11):
Another Powell River lad has been decorated for conspicuous conduct in service. In the last King’s 
Birthday Awards, Leading Cook Allan Roberts, son of Mr. And Mrs. Lloyd Roberts, Westview, received 
the British Empire Medal. The award was conferred on Allan for “conspicuous conduct and bravery” 
when his ship collided with a freighter in the North Atlantic last January …
Vol. 20, No. 9, September 1944
Powell River Boys In Thick of Normandy Fighting (photos)(page 7):
… Scores of local boys, in varied regiments, are already serving in France, and the price to Powell River 
has been high. Five have been killed, four listed as missing, and seven wounded.
Within a few weeks, probably before this issue appears, many Powell River boys will have fought over 
the liberated areas where their fathers battled over a quarter of a century ago. Amiens, Vimy, Arras, 
Lens, Bethune, Cambrai, Valenciennes, are all in the path of the unstoppable troops …
Vol. 20, No. 10, October 1944
Powell River’s “Town Crier” Among Canada’s Best (photo)(page 5):
Powell River’s weekly newspapers are again to the fore in the annual contest sponsored by the Weekly 
Newspaper Association of Canada.
To publisher Al Alsgard of the Town Crier comes the honor of producing the best Editorial Page among 
papers with a circulation of less than 2000. And on top of this, Mr. Alsgard’s paper was awarded second 
place for Best All Round Weekly in Class II …
What “Active Service” Has Meant to Powell River (photos)(page 6):
Killed in Action 30
Missing 45
Wounded and Injured 34
As the war grinds stubbornly into its decisive but not necessarily immediately final stage, more and more 
Powell River boys are arriving overseas. More and more are leaving British Columbia bases for the 
battlefronts. By far the larger percentage of Powell River boys serving overseas have now reached the 
battle
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areas. The United Kingdom is being depleted of its trained personnel …
With the center of gravity gradually swinging to the Pacific, many local lads will be earmarked for service in 
that area. Some have already gone; others are awaiting the call.
Plant Cafeteria To Be Opened Soon—New Building Will Meet Widespread Demand (page 10): 
Long-mooted plans for, and construction of, a plant cafeteria are nearing fruition … The new cafeteria will 
fill a popular demand. It is located within the mill premises and is easily accessible to all employees. The 
building is a single-storey frame construction 70 feet by 60 feet. Interior walls are plastered, with sound 
deadening wallboard in the ceiling of the dining hall. It is equipped with a complete sprinkler system and 
heated by unit heaters. The exterior, with its one-inch flush cedar siding, will resemble the new Company 
laboratory building. Seating capacity will be 208 at 26 tables, each accommodating 8 people. The dining 
halt space is 34 by 70 feet, with a ceiling-to-floor height of 12 feet …
With the new cafeteria in operation, the present temporary “buggy” service will be discontinued. One of the 
objectives of the Cafeteria management will be to maintain prices as close to cost as possible …
Vol. 20, No. 11, November 1944
Seventh Victory Loan Tops All Records In Powell River Area (page 1):
As we go to press, the Powell River area is well over the top in Canada’s Seventh Victory Loan. In almost 
every division, quotas have been exceeded and total subscriptions have reached record proportions.
Powell River employees went over the top the first week. Nearly 95 percent of all employees contributed to 
the loan, and the mill quota of $190,000 is nearing $220,000. The outside areas, Stillwater, Lund, Cranberry 
and Westview, are well over their objectives. At the time of writing, $370,000 has passed through Loan 
Headquarters against a quota of $302,000 …
First Phases of Post-War Development Work Under Way (page 4):
… Preliminary development is proceeding satisfactorily. Dredging operations, in preparation for storing and 
sorting pulp logs, are nearing completion. A new road, which skirts the golf course, provides ready access 
to log-dumping facilities. Work on the new wharf, the initial step in the preparation of the Hydraulic Barking 
plant, has commenced; and clearing operations along the foreshore are paving the way for future industrial 
Duildings.
An interesting feature of the present construction involves the diversion of the tailrace from the mil, This 
current will be utilized to move logs to the new sorting and preparing pond. Powell River’s technical and 
engineering staffs have been conducting extensive experiments to this end for the past six months.
On Active Service (photos)(page 12):
POWELL RIVER’S ROLL OF HONOR
Total Enlistments 1.054
Killed and Missing 42
Wounded and Injured 38
In the months following "D” Day, as the tide of battle rolled swiftly across the Seine, engulfed all France and 
overran Belgium, optimism ran high—too high. Politicians and civic leaders at home, with too little regard to 
the facts, prophesied victory by October and an early return of the boys who have been waiting and fighting 
overseas for the past five years.
Unfortunately, the realities of the situation no longer support the rose-tinted pictures. Our boys are still over 
there, still slugging hard-won gains against a tenacious and cunning foe
The Twenty-Five Year Club Meets—Mr. HLS. Foley Outlines Club Privileges and Responsibilities (page 17): 
On Friday, October 27, forty-three members of the recently formed employees’ Twenty-Five Year Club hald 
a special meeting in Dwight Hall …
Mr. Foley outlined some of the privileges which these men, who had so faithfully served the Company for 
over a quarter of a century, would receive. Any member, forced to lay off through sickness, would, tor the 
first three months, have his wages “made up” to their normal level. During the second three months of 
illness, the member would receive the equivalent of his half-time salary; and for the next six months, 
compensation would equal one third of his regular wages.
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In Powell River, all employees are covered through the Employees Sick Benefit Society, or by the Workmen’s 
Compensation board. This means that the Powell River Company will pay the difference, for the respective periods, 
between the regular wages and sickness or compensation benefits …
Vol. 20, No. 12, December 1944
Fifty Cents a Second (page 2):
Every second throughout the day and night, when the plant is running at full capacity, 20 pounds of newsprint and 
sulphite pulp roll off the ends of the machines at Powell River. As long as those machines run, about 90¢ of purchasing 
power is created each second, for each of the 86,400 seconds in the day.
Fifty cents doesn’t seem very much, but that’s what keeps Powell River running. Powell River buys its logs, maintains 
and enlarges its mill and pays its taxes, and each of us buys his food, clothes, tobacco. Victory Bonds and so on, all 
from this 50¢. That’s all there is. There isn't any more.
Two seconds’ operation allows two packages of cigarettes to be shipped to Powell River, seven seconds allow one of 
us to buy a good shirt, 14 seconds for a pair of shoes, 45 seconds and Powell River can buy another good hemlock 
log, a minute and someone can buy an overcoat, five minutes for a new typewriter in the office, 20 minutes for a good 
second-hand car, 45 minutes for a new Fourdrinier wire, 11 hours for a new bulldozer, and so on …
The more we think about it, the more interesting it becomes. The livelihood of each of us depends on what the world is 
willing to send to Powell River in exchange for that continuous stream of newsprint and pulp rushing off the ends of the 
machines …
Vol. 21, No. 1, January 1945
The Company Outlines Rehabilitation Plans to Service Employees (pages 2-3):
From a letter to employees on active service from S.D. Brooks, Harold S. Foley, R. Bell-Irving and D.A. Evans
… It is our ambition to help every man who left the Powell River Company for active service to obtain suitable 
employment on his return.
This is a pretty big order, for today there are over 1000 from Powell River district who are on active service, of which 
well over 700 are Company employees …
Every employee whom we have hired since giving our under-taking in 1939 has been told that you, who are on active 
service, retain your seniority, and that his employment is made subject to this condition.
However, merely to discharge them to make way for you would be a poor solution. A considerable number of these 
employees are veterans themselves, and many others have been rejected for service in this war Now about “suitable 
employment.” Many of you will want your old jobs back. Others, however, especially the younger ones who had just 
started in the mill, won’t want to go back to their old jobs. some of you have had fine technical training in the services, 
have become highly skilled tradesmen, have shown a capacity for leadership which has resulted in rapid advancement 
in rank. It may be to your advantage, and to our advantage, to see you placed, not in your old job, but in a job where 
your training and talents can be best used.
To assist in this, we are employing a full-time personnel counsellor to deal with the placement of our returned men, and 
he will be available to assist you whether you are coming back to work with us or not. We expect he will be a Powell 
River man with service in this war—in other words, with your background. We are going to have him trained in job-
placement, and he will learn every part of the government program of veteran assistance. His job will be to assist you 
to get back into employment where you will be of most value—and he will be aided by an Advisory Committee which 
will include representatives from all phases of the community activities.
Some of you won’t be able to take up your old jobs because of war injuries. We will help find you employment you can 
take, if it is possible …
Powell River’s Roll of Honor (photos)(pages 10-11)
Killed in Action 44
Missing 6
Prisoners of War 8
Wounded 46
… Meantime, the war goes on. We are not fighting against amateurs. We are fighting one of the world’s most efficient 
war machines. We are fighting a nation of tough and fanatical warriors.
The end of the war is not in immediate prospect,
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and many long and hard months of fighting and dying must be faced before the end comes …
Vol. 21, No. 2, February 1945
Employees’ Cafeteria In Full Operation (photos)(pages 2-3):
On January 19, last, the Powell River Company opened its new Employees’ Cafeteria
The Powell River Company built the Cafeteria strictly as a service to its employees. It is a non-profit enterprise 
which permits employees to purchase excellent meals at low cost. The Company absorbs the operating deficit 
…
The big three of the Cafeteria organization are Mr. A.H. Florence, manager; Miss Gertrude Gettenmeyer, 
supervisor and dietitian; Mr. George Bufton, Cook …
The Cafeteria has a staff of 14 girls. In line with Company policy of affording first opportunities to local citizens, 
every member of the staff resides in the Powell River district and is well known and popular with the customers 
New Mining Activity On Texada Island (photos)(page 6):
Texada Island is again in the news as reports of new mining activities on this famous, but long neglected 
“Eldorado” appear in our newspapers …
Around about 1912, large scale mining operations ceased and, for nearly thirty years, no one, save the 
eternally optimistic small prospector, has been active on the Island. Many experts claim the Texada workings 
were rich but spotty, that gold was found only in pockets that speedily petered out. Be that as it may, old-timers 
claim there is plenty of gold in those hills—and that some day it will be wrested from the ground in even 
greater quantities than in the early days of this century.
Many Boys Return From Overseas (photos)(pages 10-11)
In the past several months the trek of Powell River boys homeward from combat zones has increased. More 
and more of our lads, having completed tours of duty overseas, are returning home for rest or discharge.
Others, for medical or category reasons, are being repatriated into civilian life and occupation.
During January, ten local members of the Armed forces received their final discharges. At least half a dozen 
others are expecting final word on their disposition
it is with great relief and pleasure that we see so many of our boys popping up again in their home town. But, 
while welcoming them back with the old Powell River spirit, remember that hundreds of others are still over 
there and still in the thick of the fighting …
Geno Starred In Overseas Track Meets (page 13):
When Flying Officer Martin Naylor returned to Powell River recently, he was very bullish on the track 
performance of Geno Bortolussi, former Powell River track star and Canadian sprint champion overseas. He 
stated that Geno was recognized as an outstanding star and that he was beaten only by Cyril Holmes, the 
British Olympic runner. According to Martin, who should know, and who trained Geno in his early career, the 
Powell River lad was running the 100 yards in ten seconds flat consistently.
Geno’s style and grace were acclaimed by British sports writers, and he was always considered the man to 
beat in all Allied meets.
Sgt. Geno Bortolussi is now back in the line with his regiment in Italy, after being confined to hospital for 
several weeks.
Sulphur Gulch Circus Comes to Town (photos)(page 14)
All the thrills of last year, with the added ingenuity of a year’s pondering on human frailties, will welcome the 
public when the circus comes to Sulphur Gulch this month.
The crowning of Miss Powell River will be a highlight of this year’s show. The queen will be selected from three 
of our most popular and attractive young ladies: Miss Beverley Maple, representing Cranberry; Miss Ruth 
Ford, the Powell River plant; and Miss Carolyn Taylor, the choice of the local high schools [Ruth Ford was 
crowned queen. |
Around the Plant and Townsite (page 16):
The new Cafeteria has been a great boon to the “Between the Whistles” lads, who formerly gathered on the 
chilly sidewalk to discuss the latest national or international bloomer. Any day in the
“Caf,” you get all the inside information and a first-class meal along with it. We are trying to persuade Garry 
Harris to enrol as a
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regular customer in this great stronghold of democracy. One day, we had John McIntyre, Don 
Colquhoun, Pat Thompson and Archie May at one table. And that is democracy! It will be good in there, 
about a week before the Federal Election.
Vol. 21, No. 3, March 1945
Canada Calls Again—Eighth Victory Loan Offered To Public (page 1):
Five years ago, Winston Churchill, standing indomitably as the champion of world freedom, said, “We will 
not flag or fail. We shall go on to the end.”
This is the call that Canada is making to the citizen today, as we are asked to over-subscribe the Eighth 
Victory Loan. We are asked to go on to the end and finish the job.
For the job is not finished. The end is not in sight. The forces of evil have not yet been destroyed—and 
until these forces have been rendered impotent, we cannot or dare not relax …
New Mill Garage Opened (photos)(page 5):
An interesting, and in some respects, novel feature in the mechanical history of Powell River has been 
recently installed. Early this month, the new mill garage was officially opened for business.
The garage starts off the mark with a crew of three, an inspector and two men, who will be responsible 
for the care, renovation, maintenance and repair of all internal combustion engines and motors within the 
plant.
In the past year, with the rapid expansion of mobile units in the plant, the numbers of such vehicles and 
engines has greatly increased.
Mechanical Superintendent Ross Black estimates that, within five years, at least 100 combustion 
engines, serviced by a crew of 10 to 15 men, will be necessary for plant needs.
On Active Service—Powell River Boys in Thick of Big Push (photos)(page 12):
For the first time since the war began there is definite evidence of a decline in German morale. For the 
first time, the word “disintegration” accurately describes the condition of the German armies. The 
crossing of the Rhine, the massing of unstoppable power on the east bank of that historic stream, the 
shattering aerial onslaught which is tearing the heart out of industrial Germany—all these are writing finis 
to the hopes, dreams and ambitions of Adolf Hitler …
Around the Plant and Townsite (page 15):
Did they have Global Warming 60 years ago, in 1945?
And with April here, and with another typical Powell River winter behind us, we have some right to boast 
that Powell River is a “Great Place to Live In.” The thermometer, throughout the winter, scarcely dropped 
below freezing; we had snow for one day—and that was the extent of the severity of our winter. Had a 
few lusty winds in March, but a resident of California exclaimed: “Wish you fellows would export some of 
your weather down south.” …
And speaking about cars, the real wartime foxys have been people like Mrs. Bert Ward, Doug Goudie 
and Lloyd Roberts. While the big-car owners are gasping for gas and walking to work, these three, in 
their Austins and Morris’s, sail gayly along, clicking off their 35-40 miles to the gallon, cruising jauntily 
along our highways and byways without a care in the world. They laughed when these quaint fellows first 
appeared on our highway, but they sit up and take envious notice as they sail by with tilted noses.
Vol. 21, No. 4-5, April-May 1945
Powell River Employee Leads All Canada In “Gadget” Contest (photo)(page 1):
Recently, the Technical section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association sponsored a “Gadget 
Contest” open to all Canadian Pulp and Paper Mills. The purpose was to publicize some of the 
installations, improvements and additions which have assisted mill operations, and which were initiated 
by the “Man on the Job.” 
Many “gadgets” were submitted. A panel of expert paper technicians carefully scrutinized the entries.
The judges, after lengthy elimination and discussion, finally announced the winner.
He was Bill McMillan of Powell River, mechanical inspector of our Beater Rooms. The award was made 
on the basis of an installation introduced by Bill several years ago, and which has been in regular 
operation
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in the Powell River plant since its adoption; a water doctor for use on the Oliver Filter. This “gadget” has been 
an important contribution to the purity and cleanliness of the pulp that goes into our newsprint.
On announcing the decision, the judges made special comment on the number and quality of the entries from 
Powell River, and spoke highly of the interest and initiative of the Company in offering substantial awards for 
suggestions from employees. The Powell River entry list exceeded that of any other mill.
Jimmie MacGregor Wins D.F.C. (Page 7):
Just as we go to press, word comes through that Pilot Officer Jimmie MacGregor has been awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross for action overseas. The Powell River flyer, who arrived in Canada late in April, is 
the son of Lieut-Col. MacGregor, V.C., M.C., D.C.M. on the Company’s mechanical staff prior to his 
reenlistment in 1940.
Jimmie has had around 50 operational flights, and the award was made for “outstanding qualities of courage 
and initiative.
Boxers Prepare For “Golden Gloves” (photos)(pages 14-15):
A few months ago, the Powell River Boxing Club came into being, with Curly Hird of the electrical department 
as chief prexy. It has long been Curly’s ambition to train a crowd of youngsters in the art of self defense, and it 
looks as if his ambition is well on the way to being fulfilled.
With the help of the Company, who provided the property, erected the appointments and purchased the 
necessary equipment, the club is off to a good start.
In Curly Hird, the boys are under the eyes of a veteran of the squared circle
He knows the game from A to Z. His club is not a school of fighters. It is a place where youngsters are trained 
to protect themselves, and to fight cleanly at all times
The club has been a conspicuous success. Around forty boys have turned up for instruction, and some fine 
prospects have been uncovered …
Recently, the club held a special tournament, to which parents and relatives were invited
Next year, when the "Golden Gloves” tournament is held, Powell River will be represented.
Vol. 21, No. 6, June 1945
The Musical festival—“The Best First Time Effort I Have Ever Witnessed” — Burton Kurth, Adjudicator (photos)
(pages 2-3):
An unqualified success! This is the general opinion of music lovers, and residents generally, in commenting on 
Powell River Music Festival Association’s first festival presentation on Friday, May 4, in Dwight Hall.
The two-day festival drew large crowds and presented our younger people with their first opportunity for a 
public performance under festival rules and judging …
The festival was held under the patronage of Mr. and Mrs. D.A. Evans, and officially opened by Rev.
W.J.T. Clark, president …
V-E Day—A Day of Prayer and Gratitude For Deliverance (pages 6-7):
V-E Day in Powell River was greeted with mixed feelings of thankfulness and restrained rejoicing. There was 
little disposition to indulge in wild celebrations or abandoned outbursts. The long five-and-a-half years 
campaigning had bitten heavily into the lives and happiness of this closely knit community. Over a thousand of 
our citizens were in the armed forces. Fifty-one of these had answered their last roll call. Another fifty had been 
wounded or disabled. A half dozen were still prisoners of war, their whereabouts uncertain in the confusion and 
disruption that hung over the face of Europe.
All of these boys were intimately known to almost everyone in the community
these boys—those killed, the missing and the prisoners of war—were all Bill and Harry and George and Dick to 
us. They were boys whom we knew, in most cases from childhood.
Revelry and licence had no place in Powell River’s welcome to V-E Day.
Arrangements prepared in advance were carried out. The mill sirens, sounding the tocsin of German defeat, 
were heard through-out the district at 7:10 a.m., Monday, May 7. Mill operations were suspended for 24 hours.
At 2:30 p.m, residents from all parts of the area congregated on the golf course for the thanksgiving service, at 
which all organizations and all districts were represented. The flag was lowered, the pipers played
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the Lament, and the D.C.O.R. bugle band played the Last Post in memory of those who would not return to us … 
Russell Cooper, General Superintendent, spoke on behalf of the Powell River Company. Mr. Cooper emphasized 
that, while one enemy had been beaten, we could not relax our efforts until Japan had been crushed
Post-War Plans (page 11):
… Down at the south end of the log pond, the new Powell River Company wharf is replacing the oid Government 
structure which has done such stout service over the years. The new wharf will handle only Company freight, and 
will not be used by coastal steamers as a berth. All future general coastwise traffic will tie up, or be embarked, 
from the new Government Wharf at Westview, three miles further south …
Another interesting piece of construction work has been the building of the floating pump float, shown in the 
accompanying pictures. This “dock.” designed and constructed by our engineering and operative staffs, ic 
intended to create current sufficient to float logs from the projected hydraulic barker mill to the sawmill, a distance 
of approximately 800 feet.
Vol. 21, No. 7, July 1945
Mr. Good Citizen 1944 (photos)(page 0):
When Powell River Citizens Selected Their First Good Citizen, in 1944, John McIntyre Was the Unanimous Choice
[caption]... The choice was popular, not only in Powell River, but will be appreciated by John’s many friends in all 
parts of Canada and the United States.
Wildwood Installs New Water System—Everybody Pitched In and Worked (photos)(pages 8-7): 
An example of community co-operation! That’s what Powell River is saying about the citizens of Wildwood and 
their new district water system. The village fathers of this energetic little suburb wanted to go ahead with their new 
pipeline and water tank proposal. Labor was scarce—and contractors advised they couldn't guarantee 
construction within any stipulated period.
This did not phase the residents. They wanted the water system and they decided to go ahead with the project, 
labor or not. Each resident agreed to dig his share of the ditch along his property to speed up the work and put the 
system in order. This was done and voluntary crews, working quietly and efficiently under the watchful eye of Herb 
Thomson, local public works foreman and “Father of Wildwood,” cleared the right-of-way, erected poles and dug 
more ditches.
The big water tank, situated near the Chinese Gardens a-top the Wildwood hill, overlooks some pretty tough 
country …
On Active Service—Local Lads to Fight in Pacific. Others will Join Occupation Forces (photos)(page 12): 
In recent months, many of our boys have been returning home— some on furlough, some for discharge, and 
others to await transfer to the Pacific theatre
Several score Powell River boys will probably participate in future Pacific action … Many naval personnel are now 
in England. Some will help man the ultra-modern Canadian cruiser Ontario. Others will serve on destroyers and 
frigates. Many army veterans have announced their intention of joining their old friends in the east.
Vol. 21, No. 8, August 1945
The Grinders (photo)(page 3):
When running at full capacity, the Powell River plant turns out approximately 750 tons of newsprint daily.
Over 600 tons of this is composed of groundwood. This is literally what the name implies—groundwood—a wood 
ground up.
Into these grinding machines are fed the 32-inch long blocks of pulp wood, which emerge as a slushy, porridge-
like pulp. Each grinding machine has three pockets, into which the blocks are injected. Inside are gigantic, swiftly 
revolving circular stones, and against those the blocks are relentlessly squeezed by hydraulic pressure. The 
squeeze is irresistible, and no block of British Columbia softwood can resist the pressure …
Insatiable in their demands, these huge machines … each consume 13 tons of dry wood each day …
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Sprinting Runs In The Borden Family (photo)(page 11):
Claude was a promising junior before enlisting
Sister Marion is co-holder of the Canadian women’s sprint record
Sister Lorna was outstanding in track and field
Powell River lads still continue to bask in the athletic spotlight of the Canadian Army Overseas. At a recent 
divisional track and field championship meet held in Holland, Sgt. Claude Borden came through with a victory in 
the sprint in fast time.
Claude is perhaps on his way to emulate, if not equal, the exploits of his sister Marion, one of Canada’s 
outstanding woman sprinters. He carries on the precedent set by another local star, Sgt. Geno Bortolussi, sprint 
champion of the Canadian Army Overseas.
Sgt. Borden, like Sgt. Bortolussi, received his early training and tutelage from Flying Officer Martin Naylor, now 
back in Powell River and on the lookout for more promising track prospects.
Our Ballerina Comes Home (photos)(page 13):
Miss Anna White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur White of Powell River, dropped in for a brief visit recently. 
Anna, who was a pupil of Mrs. Norman Shaw of Powell River, has, for the past several years, starred as a 
ballerina in the San Francisco Ballet.
In her path to stardom, Anna made exceptional progress. In less than three years, she had become a ballerina.
While in Powell River, Anna, in conjunction with Mrs. Shaw’s pupils, appeared in a concert for local charity.

Vol. 21, No. 9, September 1945
Residents Rejoice As V-J Day Comes (photos)(pages 6-7):
A deep blast from the mill whistle. Tooting of horns. Blowing of sirens. More long and continued coughs from the mill 
whistle. People appearing by magic and congregating joyously at every corner. Handshakes.
V-J Day had arrived and a wave of thankfulness spread throughout the area. The long years of waiting, hoping and 
praying were over at last. On every tongue were the words “The boys will be home soon.” There was rejoicing in 
Powell River; but, somehow, the thing was too big for immediate comprehension, too overwhelming for any wild 
celebration just for celebration’s sake.
Thankfulness and a great feeling of relief were the key-notes of Powell River on V-J Day.
Sport—Introducing Two Champs (photos)(page 13):
We shouldn’t really brag about Eddie and Johnnie, because outstanding performances are nothing new in the 
athletic life of Powell River … So Johnnie and Eddie are just keeping abreast of the local procession when they start 
bringing new laurels home.
Eddie Thompson of the steam plant is a natural. He went down to Vancouver recently and won the Novices’ bowling 
championship of B.C.—one of the major awards of the tournament. Tossing things around is easy for Ed. Ever see 
him playing horseshoes? We have—and worse than that, we’ve played against him. If he doesn’t score at least 50 
percent ringers in a game, he is badly off color—so, when he started bowling, the B.C. Championship was in the 
sack.
Johnnie McDonald is a golfer. He is about the best golfer ever developed locally (page brother Frank).
About a month ago, he started out on the local course and shot a neat 68. It has beena habit with nim over the 
years. He has toured the course in 66 and has provided some of B.C.’s best sluggers with real opposition.
He learned all his golf locally and has been a scratch player since his early teens.
Around the Plant and Townsite (page 16):
With the lads flocking back from overseas, the sporting fraternity is looking forward to a real revival ot activity. 
Already the old baseball game is starting to boom, and, next season, it looks as if baseball will supplant that game 
where they knock a bundle of rags around.
lads like Bob and Jack Redhead, Harry Cooper, Martin Naylor, Stan Richards, Dick Johnston and Bruce Paterson 
can produce a classy basketball line-up, or any kind of game the public wants. So, next summer, fellows, look 
forward to the days of real sport comeback—track meets, boxla, swimming, tennis, and all the trimmings.
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Vol. 21, No. 10, October 1945
Powell River Company Presents “RIVER OF PAPER”—From Wood to Paper With the Powell River Company 
(photos)(pages 2-5):
Somewhere in the woods of British Columbia, a high-rigger tops a tree. Below, fallers and Duckers, like giant ants, 
are busily falling other big sticks. The famous western high lead drags the logs to a concentration point.
Trucks, or locis, pick up their loads and rush them to the sea. At tidewater, crews assemble and lash together the 
great rafts of pulp timber. Sturdy tugs pick up the rafts and start southward with their “drags.” Days or weeks later, 
the tugs reappear in the log pond at Powell River. The rafts are dismantled. The logs are separated according to 
species, and you see them travelling slowly up the log haul to disappear from view in the sawmill at Powell River. 
The manufacture of newsprint has begun.
in the illustrations on these pages, we provide our readers with a preview of the motion picture “River of Paper.” 
just released by the Powell River Company, in which these and many other scenes of newsprint in the making are 
portrayed.
The film is ready for distribution, and our customers and friends on this continent and abroad will have the 
opportunity of viewing the pictures … Few realize the tremendous range and multiplicity of operations necessary 
to place the daily newspaper on their doorstep. Many of those are, in themselves, separate industries … The 
Powell River Company hopes that, by means of these scenes, taken in its plant and logging camps, the public will 
appreciate something of the great industry that serves them with their paper requirements ...
Vol. 21, No. 11, November 1945
Ninth Victory Loan Heavily Over-subscribed (page 1):
The people of Canada have rallied solidly behind the Ninth Victory Loan. The issue was over subscribed by half a 
billion dollars; and quotas were exceeded in every corner of the Dominion.
The Powell River south Coast area maintained it’s high reputation. Our quota was $575,000. We raised 
approximately $870,000, 150 percent of our objective. The Powell River plant, with a huge quota of $290,000, 
turned in over $330,000, to again go well over the top …
Power House Camouflaged During War (photo)(page 6):
The picture above might fall into a local “Now It Can Be Told” category. It shows the once white and picturesque 
Stillwater power plant in its suit of drab war camouflage. Probably hundreds of local residents have never visited 
the site since the camouflage job was done.
After Pearl Harbor and the threat of Japanese invasion against the west coast, the Powell River Company went 
into the camouflage business at their vital Stillwater power plant, where much of the energy used in turning the 
wheels of the Powell River plant is harnessed and generated.
It was a first class job. Regular tan and washed out blue blended perfectly with the dark background of trees. 
From a distance of a few hundred yards, even on a clear day, it was difficult to pick out the outline of the building. 
It was almost completely indistinguishable from the air.
Soon, itis hoped, the old familiar white outlines, so long a landmark on the B.C. coast, will be restored.
Personnel Counsellor Supervises Interests Of Service Employees (photo)(page 10):
Long before V-E Day sounded the death knell of the Wehrmacht, Powell River Company officials had been 
carefully studying the question of re-instating its employees after the war.
The subject was extensively canvassed. The advice and cooperation of local veterans was sought.
Enquiries were made of government agencies. The rehabilitation of service men was recognized asa clear-cut 
and definite obligation; and every effort was made to guarantee that returning employees would receive a 
sympathetic and understanding review of their rights and new-found capabilities.
The Company decided to install a permanent Personnel Counsellor to safeguard the interests of the veteran. The 
Counsellor must, they added, be a veteran of this war with combat experience.
The Powell River Company’s choice for this important post was Lieut. Jack Gebbie, former Assistant Beater Room 
Superintendent and popular leader of the local athletic fraternity.
Jack first heard of the Company’s offer in a slit trench just north of Rimini, Italy. His battalion, the Saskatoon Light 
Infantry, was battering a path through Hitler’s Line, and Jack was in charge of the Mortar Platoon. After protracted 
negotiations, the Department of National Defence released Jack for this important
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post. He arrived in Powell River a few months before V-E Day.
Few returned men have left Jack’s office dissatisfied. His knowledge of their mentality, his tact,

sympathy and understanding have won him a host of friends among the veterans and citizens of Powell River.

Vol. 21, No. 12, December 1945
Teletype—This Line Is Always Busy (photos)(page 5):
P.R. Msg. 1000—10:45 a.m. Please advise Thomas Atkins to ship immediately 100 tons of ———Please 
confirm.
Vancouver Msg. 1400—10:55 a.m. Atkins confirms shipment. Will arrive Powell River via Kingcome 
Navigation.
This is a fair sample of what goes on for eight hours a day on that busy teletype line that connects the 
Powell River Company offices at Vancouver and Powell River.
A tremendous volume of messages is handled daily over the wire. From 60 to 80 of them, long and short, 
travel each way over the line, and operators Molly Parkin at Powell River and Mary Cameron at Vancouver 
haven’t much time to pick daisies en route.
Messages sent from Powell River can be delivered to their destinations within a few minutes. As soon as an 
order is tapped over the keys at Powell River or Vancouver, the respective operators phone it through to the 
customer or department. The service is many times more efficient and expeditious than wire or telephone.
The executive office in Vancouver and the local mill management are never out of touch …
16 Ton Anchors For Breakwaters (photos)(pages 8-9):
… Fifteen years ago, the Powell River Company purchased the hulls of two U.S. cruisers, Charleston and 
Huron. Both had seen service in the First World War. Both, in 1930, were sharing the hard fate that befell so 
many stout fighting ships in that era—they had been consigned to the scrap pile at Bremerton Navy Yard.
The steel hulls below the waterline were all that was left of these doughty ladies when the Powell River 
Company purchased them as breakwaters …
And to keep these heavy hulls at rest, heavy anchors are necessary. Attached to each ship are eight 16ton 
concrete anchors, which defy the best efforts of the Gulf winds and storms.
Recently, these big new anchors were made to replace others that had deteriorated or been lost when the 
storage basin [log storage pond] was moved to fit in with plant expansion plans …
The Boys Are Back and So Is Basketball (photos)(page 10):
The first indication that “the boys are back” is seen in the quickening tempo of athletic activities. Last month, 
basketball went off to a roaring start, with nearly 500 excited fans hanging onto seats and rafters Outside of 
the smart High School quartette, which started as a unit, the remaining three teams in the Men’s League—
Travellers, Peterson’s and Kelly Spruce (all sponsored by local merchants)—were selected by the executive 
and the players evenly divided. As a result, the league is well balanced, and every game has been decided 
by a one- or two-point margin.
About 90 percent of the three teams are service lads, and they have unearthed a degree of enthusiasm long 
lacking in local sport. Sport in general, and basketball in particular, are looking forward to sunny days ahead.
Around the Plant and Townsite (page 14):
Outstanding among the community events of the past month was the Ex-servicemen’s Smoker, the first 
since the war. It was unique in that the old and new vets got together for their initial reunion.
Father and son combinations were in evidence—and the young ‘uns had the stamina. There is no argument 
about that. One young sailor was asked to come to a party after the smoker. He accepted with the provision, 
“Wait ‘til | take Pop home. Mum will wonder what happened to him.”
His First Christmas (photo)(page 16):
This month’s special feature introduces Gordon Wayne Hunter, two-year old son of Cpl. Gordon (Dint) 
Hunter, looking at snow for the first time on November 9.
Wayne’s father, Dint, is now in England, after a year in Burma, and is still on duty with his squadron.
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